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Foreword

The Royal town of Žatec is located in the northwestern part of the Czech Republic.  
Looking at the town, we can see a wide panorama of hop chimneys which, 
as symbols of the wealth of the town and of its famous hop-growing 
and hop-processing traditions, tell the visitors about the rich history 
connected with hops. The panorama tells us that Žatec represents an 
important place where a unique story of continuous development, growing,  
processing, and worldwide trade with hops takes place.

You can see the formation of an extensive area with a set of completely unique 
hop related buildings that you can not find in a such concentration and scope 
anywhere in the world. Rare authentic urban and architectural property complex in 
the town of Žatec witnessed the stormy development of hop-growing industry in  
a wide area, which is significantly imprinted in a history of world brewing. Žatec is 
also the attribute of internationally recognized hops brand, Saaz, the best aroma 
hops in the world. The fine aroma of Saaz hops sets the standard of quality, and this 
hops initiated the world‘s most successful beer brands. In the local environment, this 
hops has been studied, scientifically and professionally cultivated for a long time.

The scope, design, architectural attraction and authenticity of hop related buildings 
are the reason, why the property of Žatec – the Town of Hops might complement 
a wide range of properties that are included in the UNESCO World Cultural and 
Natural Heritage. The property represents the heritage of knowledge, protection 
and preservation, and could significantly enrich the world community because of 
the authentic structures linked to the processing of hops preserved only in Žatec.

We are aware of this commitment to the unique history, the unique heritage of hop 
related buildings, and we want to demonstrate that the property comprising the 
quite specific hop related heritage can become absolutely unparalleled part of the 
prestigious World Cultural and Natural Heritage.

Mgr. Zdeňka Hamousová

Mayor of Žatec
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State Party

Czech Republic

 
State, Province or region

Czech Republic, The Ústí Region 

name oF ProPerty

Žatec – the Town of Hops

geograPhical coordinateS to the neareSt 
Second

component part 01
Historical centre of the town and the Prague Suburb
Žatec 50°19‘28.552“N, 13°32‘42.596“E

component part 02
Dreher’s Export Brewery 
Žatec 50°20‘12.968“N, 13°31‘55.748“E 

textual deScriPtion oF the boundarieS oF the 
nominated ProPerty

Property proposed for inscription on the World Heritage 
List is a serial nomination consisting of two component 
parts in close geographic proximity, both belonging to 
the administrative territory of the town of Žatec. It unites 
the area of the historical core of the town of Žatec and its 
historical part “Pražské předměstí” (Prague Suburb) which 
are important by the amounts of technical monuments 
related to the hops processing and storing and which 
represents the main component part of the series. North 
of the town centre lies a separated part of the large area 
of the former Dreher´s brewery, the second component 
of the series. The description of the boundary is prepared 
for each component separately, in the detail of each plot 
number (plot numbers according to the real estate land 
register kept by the Czech Geodetic and Cadastral Office 
to the year 2016). 

boundarieS oF the comPonent Part 01 
oF the nominated ProPerty - hiStorical 
centre oF the town and the Prague Suburb

The main part of the property lies south of the River Ohře. 
The boundary is corresponding with the area of medieval 
town inside the town walls, further on the eastern 
perimeter of the historic town the boundary continues 
southward to the territory of historical “Pražské předměstí” 
(Prague Suburb). The border continues at Příkrá Street plot 
No. 6800/1 and leads eastward clockwise through axis 
of Streets Příkrá and Nákladní plot No. 6810/1, crossing 
Kruhové náměstí plot No. 6775/1 and follows the axis of  
U odborů Street plots No. 6781/3, 6781/1, turns south along 
the axis of Fügnerova Street plot No. 6781/1, breaking the 
east and runs along the axis of Tyršova Street plot No. 
6777/1 southeast direction. 

Than turns to the west and follows the axis of the 
Pražská Street plot No. 6960/1, continues the axis of the 
Komenského alej Street plot No. 6960/2 to the Masarykova 
street plot No. 6787/1. Here, the boundary turns north to 
the southwest corner of the plot No. 505/1 and continues 
westward along the southern border of building plot No. 
505/1, plots No. 221, 220/1, building plots No. 508, 510/2, 
1133/2, plots No. 233/4, 233/3, building plot No. 511, plots 
No. 6789, 6730/13, 6730/16, building plots No. 974, 975 
and plot No. 6730/14. On the western corner the boundary 
breaks eastwards and continues along the northern side 
of plot No. 6730/15, building plot No. 1577/2, again plot 
No. 6730/15, 6730/12, building plot No. 3129, plot No. 
6730/6, building plot No. 973, plots No. 6730/4, 6731/1 and 
6731/10. Here, the boundary turns to the southeast along 
plots No. 6731/9 and 6731/3, follows the north and east 
side of plot No. 246/1 and perpendicularly crosses the Pod 
známkovnou Street plot No. 6798 towards the northwest 
corner of plot No. 246/5. The property boundaries continue 
eastward along the northern side of plot No. 246/5, 
building plot No. 1977/1, plot No. 252/4, building plot No. 
533/3, plot No. 252/2 and building plot No. 539. Here it 
turns north and perpendicularly crosses the Chmelařská 
Street plot No. 6794/1 toward the southwest corner of plot 
No. 909, which bypasses from the west and north direction. 

Continues eastward along the northern border of plot No. 
909, building plots No. 549, 550/1, 552/3, 552/1 to the point 
where crosses northward the communication plot 6794/1 
and on the western side building plot No. 554 and plot No. 
6753 goes to Příkrá Street, where it turns to the north and 

Executive Summary
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along the town walls the boundary comes to its starting 
point at the ensemble of the Žatec brewery, originally the 
place of the castle.

boundarieS oF the comPonent Part 02  
oF the nominated ProPerty - dreher’S exPort 
brewery

All area of this extensive complex, is protected as a cultural 
heritage under the Act No. 20/1987 Coll. of State Heritage 
Protection.

The component is represented with the ensemble of 
authentically preserved production and administrative 
buildings of the former brewery complex, which lies behind 
the River Ohře northwest of the historic part of the town. It 
is located in the area south of the main railway line, in a 
historic street exit to Chomutov called Chomutovská Street. 
The core areas are architecturally valuable buildings of the 
brewery; Malthouse building plot No. 1190/3, Brewhouse 
with a boiler room and an engine room with a chimney 
No. 2880, building plot No. 1190/1, Cool administrative 
building plot No. 1190/1, Administrative building No. 
2880, building plot No. 1191 and Office Building No. 1042, 
building plot No. 1190/1.

buFFer zone boundary oF the comPonent 
Part 01

The boundaries of the buffer zone are legally defined 
by joint boundaries of the Protective Belt of the Urban 
Heritage Reserve of Žatec and the Urban Heritage Zone of 
Žatec, which together form the component 01. 

Boundaries of the Protective Belt of the Urban Heritage 
Reserve are defined on the north side of the cadastral area 
of Žatec on the left bank of the river Ohře plot No. 7032/1, 
where they continue to the right bank of the Ohře and 
along the east side of the road (plot no 7144) to Denisova 
Street (plot No. S/3), to the border of the plot No. 4345/1 
and to the path that leads past the gardens that are situated 
beneath the walls (plot No. 6818). 

After that the boundaries go down the U plynárny Street 
(plot No. 6707), then along the east side of the Fügnerova 
Street (plot No. 4465, 4465/1), continue down the Tyršova 
Street (plot No. 6777/1) to Komenského alej Street (plot 
No. 6960/2) on the northern side of the street, to the 
Masarykova Street (plot No. 6787/1) and further diagonally 
(west-northeast) across Chmelařské Square. At the corner 
of the Chmelařské Square the boundaries continue along 
the west side of the Alšova Street (plot No. 6794/3), cross 

diagonally (west - northeast) the Nerudovo Square (plot 
No. 6794/1) to the Nákladní Street (plot No. 6810/1). 

The Protective Belt was extended by plot No. 552/1, 551/1, 
554 to Nerudovo Square, 555/2, 615/1, 615/2 in Příkrá 
Street, 1902, 1903, 2118 in Nákladní Street and 449, 455/2, 
771/1, 771/2, 771/3, 774 in Husitské Square.

The continuing of the buffer zone boundary is 
corresponding with the boundary of Protective Belt of the 
Urban Heritage Zone with hop technical monuments in the 
Prague Suburb was defined by the territorial decision ref. 
31941/2015 of 30. 11. 2015, which became legally effective 
on 3. 3. 2016. Thus, the boundary continues in the east by 
the intersection of Fügnerova and Jungmannova streets, 
from where they progress toward the southeast, past the 
church of Sv. Jakuba to the intersection of Tyršova and 
Pražská streets, bypassing plot No. 2905, and continues 
southward along Šafaříkova Street to the intersection with 
the Dukelská Street. 

From Dukelská Street the boundary leads through 
Studentská Street, passes by the hospital complex to the 
intersection with the Čeradická street, on the west side runs 
through the park in the Boženy Kunětické-Vikové Street, 
in Svatováclavská Street it turns north and leads back to 
the edge of the urban heritage zone along Příkrá Street to 
the intersection with the Nákladní Street. From this point 
it corresponds again with the boundary of the Protective 
Belt to the Urban Heritage Reserve, which means that it 
goes toward the Hájkova Street (plot No. 6813/2), across 
the Hájkova Street (plot No. 6807/1) continues along the 
west side of the street under prefabricated houses (plot 
No. 303/3), perpendicularly cross the Erbenova Street and 
runs along the west side of the Preslova Street (plot No. 
312/3), further along the north side of the Bezručova Street 
(plot No. 367/3), along the border of Podměstí (plot No. 
6824/10), along the western side of the Zbyslavova Street 
(plot No. 444/12) and further along the west side of the 
Nákladní Street to the metal bridge (plot No. 6832/1) over 
the River Ohře to it starting point on the left bank of the 
river (plot No. 7032/1).

buFFer zone boundary oF the comPonent  
Part 02

The boundaries of the buffer zone starts at northwest, 
where continues along north side of plot No. 6850/1, 
Chomutovská Street (transit communication from Záhoří 
to Žatec). The boundary continues in an easterly direction, 
along north sides of plots No. 1705/3, 1710/1, 758/1. By 
plot No. 757/2 the boundary breaks, passes this plot and 
continues to south along the eastern side of plots No. 
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1751/1, 751/1, 7086/1, 7086/2. The plot No. 751/2 bypasses 
from two sides, the boundary turns to the southwest and 
in this direction continues along the south side of the 
plot No. 1615, again along the plot No. 751/2. Crosses 
communication No. 6850/1 so that the boundary adjoins 
the corner of the plot No. 744/13. 

Along the southeastern edge goes the boundary of the 
buffer zone in the same (southwestern) direction, along 
the plots No. 2264, 762/11, 6493. Here the boundary 
changes direction and along the plot No. 762/11 runs in 
the southeast direction, along the east side of the plot No. 
741/1. This plot bypasses and along its south side ganges 
direction again to southwest and south. Along the south 

sides plots No. 740/2, 799, again 740/2, 720/13, 720/3, 
720/8. The boundary passes plot No. 720/9 along its west 
side goes to northwest along the southwest sides of plots 
No. 720/2, 715/2, 715/1. The plot No. 1769 bypasses and 
changes direction to northeast. Along the boundary of plots 
No. 705 and 704 what passes, the boundary of buffer zone 
finishes in starting point (plot. No. 6850/1) where it closes. 

maP 

The following map gives an overview of the location 
of component parts within the area of town. For more 
detailed maps see Chapter 1.e. 
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criteria under which ProPerty iS nominated 

ii, iii, iv 

draFt Statement oF outStanding univerSal 
value

brief Synthesis
The town of Žatec located in the Žatec Basin by the River 
Ohře, represents a globally significant locality with a 
completely unique story of the continuous development 
of growing, processing and worldwide trade in hops 
(Humulus Lupulus in Latin). The nature of the regional 
economy led to the establishment of a large area with 
a number of entirely unique hop growing and hops 
processing buildings in the town of Žatec. After careful 
comparison with other relevant sites, it can be stated 
that such a concentration and number of buildings 
focused merely on one commodity has no parallel, and 
has been preserved, up to this date, to an outstanding 
quality, entirety and authentic state. The preserved urban 
and architectural ensemble in Žatec has witnessed the 
tumultuous evolution of the hop industry in a region 
which has entered the global brewing industry, in a 
significant manner.

The German version of a name of the town of Žatec (Saaz) 
is also an adjective of an internationally recognised hop 
brand, the Saaz hop variety “žatecký poloraný červeňák”, 
which has been scientifically studied locally for a long 
time, as well as specifically refined. These hops are the 
core of many successful beers produced by a number of 
globally recognised breweries.

The nominated property is constituted by two parts, 
collectively demonstrating the local historical wealth. The 
main component is the compact territory of the historical 
centre of the town of Žatec and the continuing quarter 
named the Prague Suburb. The entirety comprises an 
admirably numerous ensemble of buildings documenting 
the long-term development of hop-processing since 
the times of the individual burghers‘ activities and their 
fellowship, in the historical centre of Žatec, to the peak 
era of trade with a large range of associated buildings 
in the Prague Suburb. Thanks to the diverse age of 
the preserved buildings, Žatec can be considered an 
excellent example of hop-processing history and of all the 
associated processes, important inventions and events 
which have occurred over the centuries, in relation to 
hop treatment, processing and trading in Europe, and 
later overseas. The hop processing heritage of Žatec 
is unique due to the typological variety, number and 
authenticity of a great and compact urban structure, 
representing a continuous history from medieval times to 

the industrial developments in this field, which occurred 
over a millennia. The ongoing tradition of hop-processing 
and research, in to hop plants and crops, in Žatec, is also a 
sign of the continuity of knowledge in this specific field of 
study, based on the processing of an agricultural product, 
in a town, for commercial reasons.

The other part of the nominated property is represented 
by the premises of the large, former Anton Dreher´s 
Export Brewery located in visual proximity to the northern 
suburbs of the historical centre of Žatec. The extensive 
grounds complete the picture of the importance of the use 
of hops, in bulk, during the onset of brewing beer, directly 
within one small town. The representative architecture 
of the brewery buildings illustratively documents their 
importance, as a newly founded large processing premises, 
to their owner as a display of his success through the 
emphasis given to the period architecture in its carefully 
designed forms.

When it comes to prices, compared to other competitive 
areas of Europe, Žatec has benefited from the sales of 
the local aroma hops as well as from an advantageous, 
convenient geographic location on trading routes and 
a navigable river. The chief breweries of Central Europe 
appreciated the quality of Žatec hops and they were willing 
to pay a higher price for them. The further expansion of 
sales in medieval times and in early modern times was 
hindered by limited options of transport available.

During the course of the 19th century, the era of the 
industrial revolution altered the transport situation with 
the development of rail transport and steam-powered 
breweries. Apart from the improved transport conditions 
through the railways, the industrial revolution helped 
boost beer production leading to an increase in its 
consumption and an increased interest in obtaining 
sufficient amounts of hops. The development of trade and 
the wider options of transport expanded the reputation 
of the quality of Žatec hops, and thus an interest in their 
acquisition. This new situation increased the demand for 
quality hops enormously, to new dizzying heights, and 
helped concentrate the processing procedures as well 
as the specialisation of the participants in the process. 
Throughout Europe, and later in other parts of the world, 
new industrial steam breweries were being built rapidly. 
Every large brewery possessed a rail connection and 
the organisation of processing, and trade with packed, 
dried, trademarked hops, became the cornerstone of 
the prosperity of the town. It was in the 19th century, the 
“golden age of the Žatec hop economic miracle” took 
place. In contrast to hop-processing in the rural farms, with 
a direct link to a hopfield (as these processes gradually 
stabilised in most of the global hop-growing regions), 
these processes became concentrated within the urban 
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structure of Žatec, where the hops were delivered by all 
the individual growers, or traders who had bought them 
out in the countryside.

In the 1860s and 1870s, several dozen hop drying kilns, 
with chimneys above their sulphur chambers, packaging 
rooms and hop warehouses were established in the 
Prague Suburb and this development continued up to the 
outbreak of the 1st World War. The industrial rebuilding of 
the existing Prague Suburb, with prevalent Late Baroque 
and Classicistic houses, being largely replaced by new 
hop-processing factories with numerous chimneys, 
became an indivisible part of the Žatec panorama. 

Many such buildings were externally conceived as 
common apartment buildings. The Žatec Prague Suburb, 
of that period, developed a distinctive atmosphere, 
incomparable to any other place. Žatec established itself 
as the most significant hop-growing, hop-processing and 
hop trading centre in Europe and became, to this date, a 
unique “town full of sights documenting hop growing and 
hops processing as well as beer production”.

A crucial element of this European brewery era, directly 
connected to the events in hop-growing Žatec, was the 
trade family of the Drehers, which moved the core of their 
activities to Žatec, to a particularly convenient location 
near a newly developed railway junction. At the turn of 
the 20th century, a new modern Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery in Žatec was established and a large complex of 
buildings was developed.

The political events from the beginning of the 2nd World 
War to the end of the 20th century meant for the town of 
Žatec, and for local hop trade, stagnation and degradation 
of its commercial importance. Business continuity was 
severely disrupted by the forced departure of the Jewish 
population, who had owned the absolute majority of 
the successful enterprises. It remains a paradox that 
from the architectural perspective, even the period of 
the communist economic system of the second half of 
the 20th century, with a general lack of financial means 
for restructuring and modernising the town, led to the 
preservation of the general building stock as well as the 
majority of the architecturally valuable hop-processing 
buildings in their unchanged, original state.

After the passing of the first Act on cultural monuments, 
the inner town became an Urban Heritage Reserve as soon 
as 1961. After the social transformation of Czechoslovakia 
in 1989, a gradual rehabilitation and repair of buildings 
in the urban conservation areas was performed. As a 
consequence of, the gradual identification of the historic 
values, of the built heritage in the town of Žatec, heritage 
protection was introduced in the Prague Suburb in 2003.

At present, Žatec represents one of the most valuable 
historical towns in the Czech Republic, with a completely 
rare symbiosis of classical stylistic urban architecture and 
an extensive, typologically unique territory, in this case, 
with a prevalence of hop growing and hop processing 
facilities, and related historical buildings.

The value of the nominated property rests not only on the 
significance of its material and immaterial attributes of the 
continuous centuries-old tradition of hop growing and, in 
particular, processing and its export at the highest, quality 
and global level.

criteria under which the inScriPtion iS 
ProPoSed

criterion (ii) 
According to the criterion ii) the property needs to exhibit 
and important interchange of human values, over a span of 
time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments 
in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-
planning or landscape design. 

”Žatec - the Town of Hops” is a property that exhibits the 
gradual development in the knowledge of hop processing 
and trade in hops and represents a globally known place 
for the international exchange of hop related technical 
experience. 

The heritage of the hop processing buildings in Žatec 
evidences a significant era of rapid growth and highly 
organised cooperation of entrepreneurial professions 
in the town dependent on this regionally specific, rural 
agricultural product. In the 19th century, the knowledge 
developed in Žatec over the centuries led to the  
construction of very specific hop growing and hop 
processing buildings for drying, packaging and quality 
verification of hops as well as the related production, 
educational and social background for various groups 
of population associated with the hop-processing  
procedures. The whole hop trade process also required 
the necessity to equip the town with transport, 
accommodation, and a cultural, and banking, 
infrastructure.

The large premises of the former Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery is a testimony to the investment courage in the 
competition of European progressive breweries, and 
confidence in using the reputation of Žatec hops, during 
the peak period of the prime phase of industrialisation 
of the 19th century. At the same time, it reflects the 
contemporary tradition to apply the period architectural 
designs even to production premises as well.
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criterion (iii) 
The property needs to bear a unique or at least exceptional 
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilisation which is 
living or has disappeared.

The preserved, tangible and intangible, heritage in 
Žatec related to hop processing and export is a unique 
testimony to the impact of the specialisation, of a whole 
town, in the excellent quality of an important agricultural 
product at the dawn of world trade. Annual events and 
activities and hop-related festivals in the hop-processing 
buildings and in the public open spaces of the town are 
linked to the seasonal milestones of hop-growing. In this 
manner, they follow the customs and traditions of the 
hops growers from the previous centuries and maintain 
the knowledge of the procedures of hops processing and 
develop the preserved cultural traditions and naturally 
boost the local identity.

criterion (iv)
The property needs to be an outstanding example of a type 
of building, architectural or technological ensemble or 
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s)in human 
history.

“Žatec - the Town of Hops” is an outstanding example 
of a completely specific town, in which, apart from the 
standard typological range of buildings, a unique number 
of completely specific buildings related to the centuries-
long history of hop growing and hop processing activities 
of its wider rural background have been preserved. 
For the hop growing and hops processing needs, older 
original residential buildings were adapted such as attic 
drying spaces of the burgher houses, but also numerous 
new buildings of manufacture and industrial character 
were built. The spectrum of the buildings within the 
nominated property is significantly enriched by a number 
of warehouses, storage, drying and packaging buildings, 
and hop certification offices, and also a high proportion 
of accommodation facilities. However, the spontaneous 
penetration of these buildings into the original urban 
structure was subject to building regulations, and 
therefore they followed the medieval street pattern in 
a completely unique way and their volumes and visual 
features harmoniously complement the residential, and 
other, buildings in the town.

The extensive Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery is an 
illustration of the business courage of one of the greatest 
hop growers and of the confidence in the local trade 
commodity and its architectural design and decorations 
are excellent evidence of the period, with an emphasis 
on the representative character of the new production 
complex.

Statement oF integrity

The nominated property is a series of two component 
parts together telling the story of an important and 
specific sphere of processing of agricultural crops 
within the town. The main component part covers an 
extensive urban structure with high integrity of not only 
the presented topic of hops processing, but also of the 
material substance from the perspective of the town 
and the individual buildings. The property comprises 
all the elements that attest to its history related to hop 
processing.

The component part 01, in the compact medieval centre, 
comprises the administrative and social parts of the town. 
The connected part of the town, the Prague Suburb, 
preserves a unique illustration of rapid structural growth 
at the end of the 19th century, under the very specific 
conditions of the already existing urban structures. 
The property is defined by a continual area within the 
historical territory of its most significant part. The integrity 
of its urban structure is high, as the whole compact area is 
subject to general state-guaranteed heritage protection.

The large former Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery is a 
complex ensemble of facilities whose basic integrity was 
secured with a brick and iron railing fence (in the same 
architectonic design), already put up, at the time of the 
establishment and building of the main structures.

The buffer zone secures a physical distance, of any 
potential new buildings or facilities, from the nominated 
property in the wider surroundings. It will also guarantee 
the permanent visual integrity of the nominated property.

Statement oF authenticity For the 
nominated ProPerty under 
the criteria (i) to (vi)

The nominated property is a large urban ensemble 
preserved within an authentic urban structure and 
through the nature of its buildings it reflects the structural 
and architectural principles in the represented period very 
well.

The buildings in the historical centre clearly convey a 
message about earlier traditions. Aside from respecting 
the original urban pattern and containing many authentic 
bearing structures and volumes, they comprise many 
authentic construction elements and details even from 
medieval times. The materials used are carefully monitored 
during all the restoration and renewal works that are 
carried out. The specific hop growing and hop processing 
facilities conserved in Žatec have not undergone any major 
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functional or structural conversions yet and have not 
been subject to any undesirable structural interventions. 
As a result of their spatial layout and structural qualities, 
from the time of their construction, the hop processing 
buildings have served their original purpose well, up to 
contemporary times despite multiple ownership and the 
great social changes in the mid-20th century.

 
Protection and management requirementS
 
The nominated property “Žatec - the Town of Hops” 
consists of two components, the large complex of the 
historical centre with its vast and specific suburb, and 
the extensive area of the former Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery, north of this main component part. Both 
components are protected under the Act No. 20/87 
Coll., on State Heritage Protection, as amended, using a 
combination of protective regimes and regulations in 
compliance with this Act.

Due to the possiblity of inclusion on the World Heritage 
List, world heritage monitoring will be performed by the 
heritage protection bodies as an addition to the already 
common consultations of any planned repairs, restoration 
and building intention projects, by the individual owners. 
Continuous and more frequent national periodical 
monitoring of the OUV value attributes, focused on 
the authenticity of the preserved buildings and other 
culturally historical characteristics of the territory, will be 
introduced.

Management of the nominated property, from the 
perspective of determining priorities and meeting long-
term targets has been provided by the Steering Group 
(SG), established at the level of the Žatec Municipality.

The Steering Group consists of experts, local authorities, 
communal politicians and heritage protection 
administration representatives. The meetings of the 
Steering Group are organised by the Site Manager, 
which proved the optimal solution as he has enough 
competence and powers to organise the work and to 
control the results. During the work on the Management 
Plan, three participating and advising Working Groups 
were established. They are focused on partial and inter-
related segments of implementation the Management 
Plan objectives which are, education, promotion and 
presentation, and for hops related heritage conservation.

In the town of Žatec, a local Committee for the Regeneration 
of Urban Heritage Reserves is active, managing the Fund 
of the Town Regeneration and approves the allocation of 
contributions from the Regeneration of Urban Heritage 
Reserves Programme administered by the Ministry of 

Culture. This Committee also decides on the financial 
support from the Fund of the Regeneration of the Town 
Žatec, a fund recently established by the municipality in 
2015 to support the management plan objectives as well.

Based on SWOT analysis, the Management Plan defines 
the necessary and desired consecutive steps and specific 
projects to eliminate the threats in the first place. The 
range of subjects included in the preparation of the 
Management Plan should be a guarantee, to the gradual 
development and preservation of the unique attributes 
of the cultural heritage, of Žatec as a globally significant 
“Town of Hops”.

name and contact information of official local 
institution/agency:

czech republic
Ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
CZ-118 01 Praha 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: +420 257 085 111
Fax: +420 224 318 155
Email: posta@mkcr.cz
Web address: http://www.mkcr.cz
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1.a State Party
 Czech Republic

1.b State, Province or region
 Czech Republic, The Ustí Region 

1.c name oF ProPerty
 ŽATEC – THE TOWN OF HOPS

Identification of the Property1.
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MAP
No. 

NAME OF THE MAP 
(AND ITS CONTENTS)

SIZE SCALE
POSITION WITHIN 
THE NOMINATION DOSIER 

PREPARED BY / 
YEAR

01
Boundaries of nominated 

property and buffer zone
A4 1: 10 000

Executive Summary and Chapter 1 and 

Management Plan

National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016

02 Location of nominated property A4 1: 2 800 000 Chapter 1
National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016

03

 Boundaries of nominated 

property and buffer zone 

-  Overview

A4 1: 10 000
Executive Summary and Chapter 1 and 

Management Plan

National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016

03/

1 - 20

Atlas – Boundaries of nominated 

property and buffer zone
A4 1: 2 000 Chapter 1

National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016

04
Map of legal protection within 

nominated property - Overview
A4 1: 10 000 Chapter 7.b.3  and Management Plan

National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016

04/
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Atlas – Map of legal protection  

within nominated property
A4 1: 2 000 Chapter 7.b.3

National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016
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Map of ownership structure  

within  nominated property 

- Overview

A4 1.10 000 Chapter 7.b.4  and Management Plan
National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016
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1 - 20

Atlas – Map of ownership 

structure  within  nominated 

property

A4 1: 2 000 Chapter 7.b.4
National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016
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Map with indications of buildings 

requiring substantial repair
A4 1: 10 000 Management Plan

National Heritage 

Institute/ 2016

1.d geograPhical coordinateS to the neareSt Second

ID

No

NAME OF THE COMPONENT PART
COORDINATES OF THE 

CENTRAL POINT

AREA OF NOMINATED COMPONENT 

PART OF THE PROPERTY (HA)

BUFFER

ZONE 

(HA)

01
Historical centre of the town and the 

Prague Suburb

50°19‘28.552“N,

13°32‘42.596“E
43,95 60,97

02 Dreher’s Export Brewery
50°20‘12.968“N,

13°31‘55.748“E 
   2,01 11,06

Total 45,96 72,03

The nomination documentation contains several maps to the described property and its various aspects. For this Chapter 
1.e, a table rewieving all maps is inserted below:

1.e maPS and PlanS, Showing the boundarieS oF the 
 nominated ProPerty and buFFer zone

1.f area oF nominated ProPerty (ha) and ProPoSed buFFer 
 zone (ha)

ID

No

NAME OF THE COMPONENT PART
AREA OF NOMINATED COMPONENT 

PART OF THE PROPERTY (HA)

BUFFER

ZONE 

(HA)

01 Historical centre of the town and the Prague Suburb 43,95 60,97

02 Dreher’s Export Brewery   2,01 11,06

Total 45,96 72,03
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2.a deScriPtion oF ProPerty

The nominated property, Žatec, the Town of Hops, is an 
exceptionally valuable example of a historical town, which 
in the course of many centuries managed to make use of 
entirely specific soil conditions and climate suitable for 
the cultivation and processing of hops of an extraordinary 
quality. Centuries of success in both production and trade, 
influenced the formation of the local built-up area as well 
as the general history of the town, the image of which has 
been preserved through the many buildings, constructed 
exclusively for the purposes of hop processing and the 
hop trade on an unparalleled level.

SPeciFic location oF the ProPerty

The town of Žatec is located in the north-western part of 
the Czech Republic in a bend of the River Ohře. The natural 
conditions of the town are significantly influenced by the 
nearby Ore Mountains (Krušné hory), with their slopes 
acting as a natural barrier against the western air currents. 
In this way, the mountains create a so-called rain shadow 
that strongly influences the climatic circumstances of 
the Žatec region. The dry and relatively warm climate, 
along with a sufficient amount of ground water, had been 
found to be very suitable for hop growing as early as the 
Middle Ages. This crop is very typical for the whole wider 
area and the local natural and climatic conditions are still 
successfully used for hop growing today. The exceptional 
combination of climatic and soil conditions allows for 
the cultivation of hops with outstanding sensorial and 
aromatic properties. The Žatec hop-growing area is 
located between the natural parks of Džbán, Jesenicko 
and Horní Střela. From the western side, its boundaries 
are set by the volcanic peaks of the Doupovské hory and 
from the North, by the River Ohře. The Žatec hop-growing 
area is a term substantiated by the existing legislature 
of the Czech Republic. Only the hops grown in the 300, 
or so, villages from this locality may use the protected 
designation of origin, that of “Žatec hops”. Both the area 
and the product bear the name of the most important 
town here: Žatec.

the Story oF Žatec hoPS

With its tradition, the story of local hop-growing surpasses 
mere regional dimensions. It is long-running and includes 

the period from the beginnings of hop cultivation and 
processing to the present day. The preserved, specific 
buildings are material proof of the local hop-growing 
prosperity and the industriousness of many generations of 
the local community. The story of Žatec hops documents 
that of an agricultural crop managed, not only to influence 
the character of a modern cultural landscape, but also in 
the gradually growing centre for its processing, the town 
of Žatec. 

It has influenced architecture, urbanisation, building 
design and the technological equipment of the buildings 
along with cultural customs that, in connection to 
traditions, are still being actively developed with the aim 
of strengthen the town’s character.

As Žatec hops are known throughout the world under 
their original name, containing the German name for the 
town of Žatec, Saaz hops, is used for this product, as well 
in the nomination documentation where it is suitable or 
more relevant, especially in Chapter 2. Since the mid-19th 
century, when opportunities for export widened owing to 
the building of anetwork of European railways, Žatec hops 
became a requested trading commodity worldwide and 
in relation to this, the Prague Suburb underwent a stormy 
building development.

Description2.

Saaz hops before harvest.
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From today’s point of view, an architectonic-urbanistic 
phenomena sprang up in the Žatec Prague Suburb: a 
complex of hop warehouses, hop packaging rooms, 
auxiliary operations and related residential buildings. 
This is a compact set of purpose-built hop processing 
industrial buildings integrated into the original medieval 
structure of the existing streets and squares, which blends 
in with both the new and the original build-up.

This exceptional urbanistic set of several dozen 
concentrated industrial buildings remains preserved and 
forms the most important component of the nominated 
property.

Buildings and structures connected with the cultivation 
and processing of hops in Žatec, are described according 
to two territorially independent components for the 
purposes of the nomination documentation. The first and 
spatially extensive component (01), that forms the territory 
of the oldest section of the town, is for comprehensibility 
of the description, divided into two parts. The northern 

part is called “historical centre of the town” within the text.
The area has been legally protected as an Urban Heritage 
Reserve since 1961. The southern part of the component 
is called by its historical name of Prague Suburb within the 
text, since it is located towards the direction from which 
one would arrive to Žatec and also from where, even 
today, people arrive from the Czech capital city of Prague. 
The territory has been legally protected as an Urban 
Heritage Zone since 2003.

Both parts of this first component are spatially and 
functionally connected, and in both, many buildings 
related to the processing of hops and beer brewing in 
Žatec are located.

The nominated property is thematically supplemented 
by the second component (02), represented by the 
premises of the former Anton Dreher’s Export Brewery, 
an authentically preserved collection of unique buildings 
connected with beer brewing using local Žatec hops, 
which until 1948 distributed to the whole world.

2.
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COMPONENT 01
THE HISTORICAL CENTRE OF THE TOWN 
AND THE PRAGUE SUBURB

the northern Part oF the comPonent 01 
the hiStorical centre oF the town 
(urban heritage reServe)

characteriSticS and location

The area of the historical centre of Žatec covers the whole 
of the terrain promontory, which was strongly fortified in 
the Middle Ages with stretches of walls and moats. On the 
northern side, the promontory is lined by the River Ohře. 
On the northern and eastern side, it is protected by steep, 
35-m-high natural slopes, below which the Žatec suburbs 
continue to spread. The southern side of the historical 
centre smoothly connects together with the Prague 
Suburb, forming a single urbanistic and organisational 
unit over the centuries.

The historical centre of the town is a collection of significant 
public buildings listed under heritage preservation, 
and burgher houses of various architectonic styles. The 
buildings form the oldest preserved urbanistic structure 
of the town (with five squares located relatively close-by), 
connected by streets that were built in direct relation to 
the spatial conditions afforded by the terrain. The material 
structure is determined by the original medieval layout 

and the majority of the buildings also keep significant 
elements of their medieval origins.

The north-south axis of the promontory approximately 
consists of a sequence of the three biggest squares, 
around which also the main, significant and architectonic, 
dominants of this section of the town are located. The 
main large square, with an oblong shape, bears the name 
of Svobody Square. It stretches north to the south and it 
is surrounded by, architectonically, the most important 
burgher houses. At the front of its northern side stands 
an independent town hall complex, which separates 
the square from another, narrower Hošťálkovo Square. 
This square used to form a single market space with 
the neighbouring Žižkovo Square until the time when 
the originally Romanesque basilica was inserted into 
the space, today the main town baroque church of the 
Assumption of the Virgin Mary. A short, small street runs in 
between the squares and leads to the preserved, second 
most important gate called Kněžská (Priest Gate), which 
provides an exit from the town in the north-western 
direction until today. The northernmost-located building 
complex of the historical centre of the town are the 
premises of the still functional Žatec Brewery, built at the 
end of the 18th century on the remnants of a medieval 
castle. The brewery became symbolically dominant in 
the town, as it is closely connected with the commodity 
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve  - location in the landscape, main architectural 
landmarks of the town centre – the Church of the Assumption of the Virgin 
Mary and the  Žatec Town Hall in the front (south view from the tower of the 
Hop Lighthouse).

Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - Svobody Square with the Žatec Town Hall 
and part of the historic town  centre in an aerial view from the northeast.
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve – the historic Town Hall on Svobody 
Square, southwest view.

upon which its fame and prosperity have been based for 
centuries. On the eastern edge of the promontory, the 
built-up area spreads through two other squares: the 
northernly one is the 5. května Square, the southernly one 
is Chelčického Square.

brieF geneSiS oF the area

The promontory, consisting of a terrain projection 
between the River Ohře and the Blšanka brook, has been 
continuously inhabited since Palaeolithic times. The River 
Ohře, which also was part of an imaginary protective 
barrier, provided good conditions for agriculture, fishing, 
transportation and trade connections, which,along with 
sufficient amount of water, was necessary for the further 
development of the area. The first written mention of 
present-day Žatec is from 1004. It documents that the 
town was already developed in that year, fortified and 
large, and significant in its day.

The preserved urban structure of the primary town 
follows the Přemyslid fortified settlement (founded about 
925 to 937), which developed from the northern corner 
of the promontory towards the south. The building of 
the settlement caused a logical process of a gradual 
concentration of inhabitants on the fortified promontory 
and the origin of the later medieval town.

Žatec is one of the oldest towns in Bohemia. It became 
an important centre of royal self-government and until 
the 16th century, it belonged to the largest residential 
agglomerations in Bohemia as a centre of craft production 
and trade at the crossroads of trade routes. 

The importance of the town is evident from a relatively 
well-preserved system of stone walls. Apart from the 

castle walls, among the preserved segments of the original 
fortification are Husitská bašta (the Hussite Bastion), today 
Muzeum Homolupulů (the Museum of Homolupulus), 
Kněžská brána (the Priest Gate), Libočanská branka (the 
Libočanská Gate) and also the torso of the original stone 
bridge by the now non-existent Pražská brána (Prague 
Gate), today part of the cellar underground of house  
No. 243.

the main hiStoric landmarKS oF the hiStorical 
centre oF Žatec

The prosperity and wealth of a trade based successful 
town that was focused on the trade in hops, is visible 
through the self-esteem of the burghers, not only in the 
size of their medieval burgher houses, but also in the 
imposing architecture of the buildings financed from 
public resources. In the historical centre, a great number 
of brick burgher houses have been preserved along with 
buildings typical for a medieval town. 

The configuration of all five individual squares is 
significant, the present-day Žižkovo, Hošťálkovo, 5. května, 
Svobody and Chelčického Squares. Along these squares 
and streets that connect them, virtually all the buildings 
of the historical centre are situated.

burgher houses in general
Burgher houses are an important part of the nominated 
property. Dozens of burgher houses are of a Gothic origin, 
with entire Gothic cores or at least cellars (for example, 
No. 48, 42, 47 in Svobody Square). Brick two-floor burgher 
houses with vaulted spaces are common especially with 
representative frontispieces opening into the square. 
A number of burgher houses have well-preserved or 
restored historical roof structures with sets of ventilation 

Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve – brewing house with preserved dormer 
windows in the roof for drying hops in the loft, house No. 7 in Obránců Míru 
Street in the historic town centre.

2.
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and lightening dormers, which are proof of their former 
function in the drying of hops (for example, houses No. 
145, 48, 88). A hop garden was a part of almost every 
burgher house and all the way until the 19th century, the 
drying of hops was carried out in attics of the individual 
burgher houses that were altered for this purpose.

The houses changed their appearance in the course of time, 
from plain Gothic facades across imposing Renaissance 
frontispieces, with baroque alterations up to their present 
appearance. In the historical centre of the town, there 
are medieval stone houses with arcades in their original 
construction volumes including Gothic, often multi-level 
cellars. Many cellars, such as, for example, in houses, No. 
60, 65, 159, 160, and 162, stretch continuously all the 
way underneath the arcade up to the house frontispiece. 
The wealth of the town is also evidenced by the well-
preserved parcelling and the colourful richness in types 
of Žatec houses of the late 14th century. The build-up of 
the patrician houses in the square was truly monumental. 
The largest lots are on the eastern side of the square, the 
houses here are up to 16 m wide and over 30 m deep. 
In houses, No. 158 and 169, the parcels go through the 
whole block for 70 m.

Svobody Square with the town hall
The square is characterised by its oblong shape and a 
band of distinctive arcades that were first added to the 
burgher houses after 1386 (according to the records from 
the Žatecký listář, Žatec Collection of Documents). The 
arcades are 3 metres from the frontispiece, the arcs of the 
arcades were supposed to be of the same width according 
to the then regulatory conditions. Therefore, the houses 
usually have one or two arcs following the width of the 
parcels. Until the second half of the 19th century, open 
arcades were preserved on both sides of the square. 

However, at the time of the hop-growing conjuncture, 
partial conversions took place to enlarge room for trade 
and crafts and the arcs of the arcades were walled in 
especially along the eastern side of the square. 

The largest number of well-preserved burgher houses 
are located on the western side of the square along with 
most of the Gothic cellars. A number of these have been 
preserved in their authentic condition. 

For examples of burgher houses of the late Gothic style, 
the most valuable houses are No. 52 and the so-called 
Hošťálkův house, No. 48, on the corner of the square and 
the street towards the Libočanská Gate. An arcade opens 
into the square with two arcs, one is half-circled, one is 
cranked from hewn sandstone blocks. At the external 
corner, there is a front small motive of a late Gothic twine. 
On the corner, a five-sided bay window grows out of a 
polygonal foot. The cellar of the house, which runs all the 
way under the square’s level, outside the ground plan of 
the house, has preserved its Gothic authenticity, and the 
interior of the residential part of the house were subject to 
Renaissance changes. 

On the northern side, the square is dominated by the the 
Žatec Town Hall building, No. 1. Originally, this building 
used to be a market hall, built by cloth traders, but by 
1386, the town hall had been changed into a building for 
municipal administration. In 1559, it was converted into 
the Renaissance style and then modified after various fires. 
The current appearance corresponds to its conversion in 
the mid-19th century, according to the project of Anton 
Grim, in the years 1846-47. 

The four-wing, mainly one-floor building, with a narrow 
internal courtyard, has a prismatic tower with an open 
walkway in the southern wing, which provides views of 
both the entire central parts of the town and the connected 
landscapes containing hopfields. The building is home to 
the municipal offices and it houses representative rooms 
for the municipal government. On the ground-floor, a 
modern information centre is situated.

The focal point inthe space of Svobody Square, stands the 
Column of the Holy Trinity. It is 12.7 metres tall and it was 
built between 1707 and 1713 by the sculptor František 
Tollinger from Litoměřice, with additions by Johann Karl 
Vetter. The column depicts the Holy Trinity at its top and 
it is completed by sculptures of angels and the figures of 
7 saints.

From the original Boreš fountain, which used to stand in 
front of the municipal house, only the sculpture of Boreš, 
otherwise known as Roland, patron of the town, has been 
preserved. It is stored in the municipal museum. In 2006, a 
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - Svobody Square with the dominating Town 
Hall. View from the south.
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - Hoštálkovo Square.

new feature of a cast-iron column was placed in the square, 
made by Lubomír Fárka. Pictograms and symbols on the 
column are related to the highlights of hop-growing and 
historical traditions of the town. The fountain of Jan ze 
Žatce (John of Žatec) in the southern section of the town 
originated in 2005, its author is Štefan Milkov.

hošťálkovo Square
The square, named after the most famous Žatec knight, 
Maximilán Hošťálek, is characterised by ostentatious, 
distinctive burgher houses with arcades. Its basic axis is 
connected to Žižkovo Square. Both squares originally 
formed a market place of the same width, in the direction 
towards the former castle. This market place was probably 
of the same width along the whole of its length. If we 
imagine Hoštálkovo Square without arcades on both 
sides, it would be as wide as Žižkovo Square. In this way, 
an idea of a united space of a market place at the southern 
side of the castle is developed, with a church in its middle. 
The regular layout with a documented artificial origin is a 
rare phenomenon in the Bohemian Romanic urbanism of 
the 11th and 12th century.

House No. 64 is one of the most imposing in the town and 
probably was a royal property from the times of Charles 
IV. It authentically represents the shape of the buildings 
of the Gothic period of the town. On the ground-floor 
behind the arcade, there is a large hall with an adjacent, 
narrower chamber in the middle, which lies in a transverse 
direction. Here a communication node emerges, which 
allows entry to the first floor and into the rear section of 
the house. It consists of a pair of in-depth spaces with 
barrel vaulting and a passage into the courtyard. 

The neighbouring house, No. 65, contains a Gothic cellar 
and in its appearance, an Art Nouveau shop window 
from 1908 catches our attention. In house No. 67, the 

existence of a former brewery has been recorded. House 
No. 71 comes from 1907, it is located in the vicinity of the 
Kněžská brána (Priest Gate), in front of the frontispiece of 
the church. 

The medieval Žatec Association of Persons with Beer 
Brewing Privileges had the original house demolished 
and a new building built due to the widening of the street 
in the interest of the Žatec Burgher Brewery, which was 
expanding at that time. The original Renaissance front 
door can be seen in the carriageway of house No. 137.

The view of the square closes with the Church of the 
Assumption of the Virgin Mary. The church stands on the 
location of a large late Romanesque basilica from the first 
half of the 13th century. The original two-tower Romanic 
frontispiece has been preserved in great part and the 
relief with the chest of St. Peter probably also comes from 
the original building. It is walled in on the right side of the 
main portal by the western entrance of the church. In the 
course of the 14th century, a new, Gothic church was built 
on the foundations with a Romanic layout, which has a 
hall with three naves and narrower side-aisles. According 
to a document from 1336, king John the Blind gifted the 
Žatec citizens the tithe from trade fees and customs fees 
from wood floated on the River Ohře for the conversion of 
the dome.

Between 1340 and 1370, the famous smelting works of 
Peter Parléř, builder of the Cathedral of St. Vitus in Prague, 
took part in the completion of the church. Foundations for 
the monumental bell tower were laid in 1380. The current 
construction of the bell tower comes from its conversion 
in the mid-18th century, after one of the town‘s fires hit 
the church as well. In the first half of the 18th century, an 
eight-sided chapel of St. John of Nepomuk was built up to 
the western part of the southern wall of the three naves, 
vaulted by a cupola with a lantern. The church is one of 
the most important architectonic dominants of the town 
of Žatec. In front of the northern frontispiece stands an 
important exterior gallery of baroque sculptures from the 
18th century, another row of sculptures is located in front 
of the southern face.

Žižkovo Square
Žižkovo square is, from an urbanistic point of view, the 
oldest place in the historical town centre. It is located 
northwards, behind the Church of the Assumption of the 
Virgin Mary. In the 15th century, the premises of a Minorite 
monastery were located here. The monastery was 
demolished during the Hussite era and its remains were 
used as a source of building material. The monastery itself 
stood northwards from the church, on the location of the 
present filling room of the brewery and it was separated 
from the town by a moat. Traces of the monastery in the 
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town’s layout were re-deposited by new parcelling and 
construction of the new town fortification. Archeologically, 
parts of the premises were gradually examined in 2005 
and remains of the interior of the originally three-nave 

church were successfully uncovered. The ground plan of 
the church is outlined in the paving of the square. After 
the demolition of the baroque Loreta chapel building(end 
of the 19th century), which enclosed the square panorama 
on the northern side, views of the industrial buildings of 
the Žatec Burgher Brewery were opened up .

chelčického Square
The end of Oblouková Street and Chelčického Square, 
which it connects, again have a somewhat atypical 
parcelling, a result from a previous settlement of this area. 
The sameoccurs in Dvořákova Street, where the street 

line of the buildings respects the burial ground around 
the church which once stood in the centre of the present 
square. Its location is marked out in the paving of the 
square. 

The buildings adjoining the upper section of Chelčického 
Square, similarly to Oblouková Street, were virtually 
destroyed during the course of the Thirty Years’ War. The 
more recently built, and to the present day, preserved and 
conserved build-up from the 17th and the 18th century has 
been more than a complete replacement of the original 
buildings.

A very interesting example of the original wooden build-
up of the Žatec Suburb is Hrázděnka (“half-timbered 
house”), house No. 581, which is located on the eastern 
edge of the border of the described property, at the end 
of Nádražní schody Street that leads from Chelčického 
Square. According to the results of dendrochronology of 
used wood, the building can be dated back to the period 
of around 1673. 

The house essentially has a three-part disposition, it has 
a cellarage under the northern part, two floors and it is 
covered by a steep saddle roof with a hip rafter above the 
tip of the northern gable. The ground-floor of the house is 
bricked from mixed masonry with the prevalence of stone 
(marlstone) laid on the clay malt. The first floor consists of 
a half-timbered construction. The attic has three levels. 
The skill and visual quality of the carpentry can be seen 
especially in the northern frontispiece. The house was 
built in the style of Neo-German Renaissance connected 
with the Gothic tradition.
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve – burgher houses on 5. května Square in 
the northeastern part of the historical town centre, north view.

Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve – burgher houses on Chelčického Square, north 
view.

Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - burgher houses with brewing rights on 
Žižkovo Square in the northern part of the historic town centre, and the 
Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary, north view.
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve – fragment of the historic bridge over the 
moat,  in the cellar of the burgher house No. 243 in Obránců Míru Street.

Žatec, Kněžská brána (the Priest´s Gate), a part of the western perimeter 
of the historic town walls.

5. května Square
At its northernmost part, Jiráskova Street runs into  
5. května Square, which is dominated by the Column  
of St. Florian. The three-sided baroque column, with 
sculptures of St. Florian, St. Lawrence and the Virgin Mary, 
was built in the memory of a great fire, which on the 18th 
of December 1738 engulfed a large part of the town.  
The damage of the burgher houses then came up to the 
value of 31,000 guldens, and with the building of the 
church, the deanery and the school, it was 50,000 guldens. 

Means for the construction of the column were acquired 
through a collection from the Žatec citizens. The author of 
the group of sculptures was the Žatec sculptor Jan Karel 
Vetter.

In 1807, the townspeople with beer brewing rights 
presented the secondary school with building No.127, 
in 5. Května Square. In 1873, the institution came under 
state control. Currently, the building is used for residential 
purposes and as a building for the Town Police. (The 
secondary school developed from an important municipal 
Latin school that originated in the 13th century, see chapter 
2.b - History).

Interesting examples of distinctive, preserved burgher 
houses are, No. 103, 104 and especially 106. House No. 
106 is a Gothic house from the second half of the 14th 
century, preserved almost in an intact condition, only 

the frontispieces are from the period around 1930. 
Similarly, houses No. 107 and No. 108 have predominantly 
Gothic foundations and a frontispiece from the end of 
the 19th century. A relatively uncommon, oblong Gothic 
disposition parallel to the street, is documented in house 
No. 129 in the connected Horova Street.

the town Fortification
The town fortification has been preserved in the form 
of most recent adjustments to the great part of the 
promontory’s outline. Its appearance changed both with 
the development of fortification technology and as a result 
of war damage and frequent fires. The main entrance to 
the oldest part of the town is from the southern side, that 
is from today’s Kruhové Square.

The way in is through Obránců míru Street in the place, 
where between the present Kruhové Square and the  
Komerční bank building, the Prague gate stood until 
1821. The gate was originally fitted with a massive forward 
fortification. We are informed about its extent by archive 
plans of the local built-up area and remnants preserved 
under the ground. Under the road today, three arcs of the 
Gothic bridge have been preserved, they are accessible 
from the cellar of house No. 243. 

During the reconstruction of Kruhové Square, the 
remnants of the forward fortification with the Mlynářská 
Gate were also discovered. The course of the defensive 
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moat is still evident today, we can see a short remaining 
section behind house No. 1924. Segments of the original 
stone walls that line the northern part of the historical 
centre of the town are proof of the mighty medieval 
fortification of the town, the original entrances of the 
Kněžská (Priest) and libočanská gates have been 
preserved up until today.

Streets in the historical centre
A number of historically significant buildings are located 
on all the main streets of the property. The streets routes 
correspond with the medieval location and developed 
structures, and in this way, they retain important 
information about the town’s urbanism.

The longest street is Obránců míru Street, which stretches 
from north to the south and extends the connection of all 
the squares through the historical centre. For centuries, it 
has been the access route into the town from the south. 
It goes through the former Prague Gate into the present-
day Kruhové Square and further also to the area of the 
Prague Suburb.I It also serves as the main communication 
artery all the way to the town’s outer ring, thus forming 
the main axis of the town.

The buildings in the street in the Middle Ages consisted of 
burgher houses with arcades, similarly to those in Svobody 
Square. With respect to the trade and communication 

significance of the street that forms the connection of 
the centre and the suburb, the majority of the houses 
underwent the following conversions. Above all, in the 
southern section, the face of the street has been changed 
distinctively by modern-day conversions (building of the 
Komerční bank, Hotel Zlatý Lev (the Golden Lion), cinema 
Lučan etc.) during the era of great prosperity of Žatec. 
Arcades have been preserved in houses No. 7 and No. 8. 
House No. 7 probably originated by the connection of two 
buildings. Monumental cellars and a side bearing wall with 
preserved Gothic window reveals have been preserved 
from the Gothic phase of its construction. The baroque 
frontispiece of the house comes from the second quarter 
of the 18th century. House No. 8 used to belong, according 
to archive records, amongst the top houses in the town. 
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - bank building, house No. 236 on Kruhové 
Square, on the left house No. 236, example of a building with surviving 
evidence of hop drying and its storage in the loft.

Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve – Obránců Míru Street.

Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve – The Libočanská Gate, a surviving part of 
the historic town wall system.
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Žatec, the main facade of the Municipal Theatre, No. 27 in Dvořákova 
Street.

As one of the few top houses, it has been preserved in 
good condition even after the Thirty Years’ War. The main 
cellar with a stone entrance portal is of a medieval origin.

Other important streets of the historical centre are, with 
respect to the terrain conditions of the promontory, 
relatively short, perpendicular to Obránců míru Street. 
The most significant, with respect to the adjacent build-
up areas, are Dvořákova and Oblouková streets in the 
southern section of the historical centre. In Dvořákova 
Street, an important building of the former District Court 
with street number 24 is located, built in 1822 (today the 
building of the Special school), and numbers 22 and 27 
(the Municipal Theatre).

the Žatec municipal theatre
The Žatec Municipal Theatre is located at the western end 
of Dvořákova Street, towards which its main frontispiece 
is oriented. The theatre is even older than the National 
Theatre in Prague, it is one of the first stone theatres 
outside of Prague in the Czech lands. The foundation stone 
was laid on the 8th of July 1848. The project architect of the 
theatre was the engineer Schulze, the builder was Anton 
Grimm. In 1871, gaslight was installed in the theatre. In 
1910, an extensive inner conversion was carried out and 
the building was also asthetically renovated in the course 
of the 20th century. The theatre continues to operate and 
serve its purpose.

house no. 22
House No. 22 stands approximately in the middle of 
Dvořákova Street. It is distinctive through its graphically 
designed facade with lunettes under the roof cornice, 
which are supplemented with black-and-white sgraffiti. A 
remains of a Saazer Zeitung sign is visible on the facade, 
a sign of an important publisher of Žatec newspapers, 
which have been conserved almost in their complete 
edition in the District Archive in Louny.

In the north-western outline of the rounded section 
of Dvořákova Street, an imprint of another no-longer-
existing church is visible in the pavement, this time of 
the St. vitus church from the 11th century that was 
discovered during archaeological explorations in 1995. 
The church had already been built before the founding of 
the medieval parcelling of the town, inside a nobleman‘s 
residence walled with a palisade. Upon founding of the 
town’s structure, the street block respected the shape of 
the then burial ground.

The name of oblouková Street corresponds with its 
shape, which bends in a curve towards the north-east 
from the transverse route perpendicular to Obránců 
míru Street in the eastern part, parallel to the upper edge 
of the promontory. The houses in the surroundings of  

Oblouková Street belonged to the ones that were the 
most damaged by the Thirty Years’ War. Despite this, the 
buildings in Oblouková street kept their cramped medieval 
character owing to overall smaller building interventions. 
It is evident until today, that in these places, further away 
from the main square, the richest citizens never lived. In 
this part of town, we find many authentically preserved 
buildings that have been declared historic landmarks for 
their architectonic and historic values (for example, No. 
214, 216, 219, 220, 222, 223, and 227).

A parallel axis stretching from north to the south is formed 
in the eastern part of the historical centre by Dlouhá Street, 
which used to be a lively craftsmen area. The character of 
the houses with trapezoid half-gables is typical for most 
houses in the streets surrounding the historical centre of 
the town. It is probably a sign of a medieval tradition that 
survived, from the time when the gables of these houses 
were wooden. At the same time, the houses have well-
preserved medieval cellars with cranked entrance Gothic 
portals. For example, in house No. 180, an authentic 
imprint of the boarding used in the construction of the 
cellar vault has been preserved.

2.
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the Jewish synagogue
The dominant building of Dlouhá Street is the Jewish 
synagogue, which is located at its eastern side, 
approximately half way along and which has its main 
entrance facing Dlouhá Street. The synagogue was built by 
the builder Johan Staniek between 1871 and 1873, from 

the resources of the Žatec Jewish community. The main 
room is vaulted, with a high eastern apse and surrounded 
on three sides by the women’s gallery supported by 
cast-iron columns. The frontispiece with windows in the 
characteristic, eclectic “Moresque-Byzantinesque” style, 
is dominated by two towers. Part of the synagogue is 
also a preserved building of the former rabbinate. With 
its dimensions, the synagogue ranks among the largest 
Jewish synagogues in the territory of the Czech Republic. 
The synagogue in a substantial way influenced the 
material and urbanistic design in this part of town.

chmelnička (Small hop garden)
The connection between the synagogue in Dlouhá Street 
and the main Žatec square is provided by a pair of two, 
short, small streets. The one more to the north consists in 
part of a small, unique hop garden, built between 1954 
and 1957. Its western border corresponds with the street 
block of Svobody Square. Hops grow in the hop garden 
and every year, its growth is a reminder of the cycle of 

growth in the surrounding open landscape.Its harvesting 
is carefully coordinated with the period of closing 
festivities of the traditional Dočesná festival (the Žatec 
Hop Harvest Festival, see also chapter 2.b and 5.h).

The parallel Jiráskova Street, more to the south, also 
includes a number of historically valuable buildings, while 
the most valuable are the houses on its south side. The 
historic mention of a fermenting cellar in house No. 154 
indicates, that one of the municipal breweries might have 
been operating here.

main hoP-growing and beer-brewing buildingS 
oF the hiStorical centre oF the town

the old burgher brewery
In respect of the complexity of the beer-brewing process 
and the increasing demands for its amount, the Žatec 
burghers who had their own beer-brewing privileges, 
the so-called “právovařečníci”, founded a joint Burgher 
Brewery in 1261, located in building No. 127, in the 
present-day 5. května Square. Beers with a lot of added 
hops were brewed here. Several malt houses were used 
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - old burgher brewery - house No. 127 on 5. 
května Square with a repaired roof, including the typical ventilation dormer 
windows in the roof for drying hops in the loft.

Žatec, the small hop field in the historic centre of the town next to 
Svobody Square, the Žatec Synagogue in the background.

Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - the whole of the front of the  former 
synagogue and rabbinical house, house No. 200 in Dlouhá Street, west view.
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - position of the Žatec brewery in the 
skyline of the historic town centre – view from the north (on the right the 
tower of the Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary).

Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve – the Žatec Brewery, the brewhouse with 
typical original copper kettles.

for beer brewing. A large malt house located in the Prague 
Suburb (see below), has been preserved until the present 
day. After the relocation of production into a new brewery 
at the beginning of the 19th century (in 1801), the town 
set up a secondary school in the building of this brewing 
house and currently, the house is owned by the Town of 
Žatec.

the new burgher brewery
The main building, which in the historical centre is 
connected with the phenomenon of hops and beer, is the 
Burgher Brewery built in 1801, at the farthest northern 
part of the high promontory above the bend of the River 
Ohře, in the place where at that time, an already destroyed 
Přemyslid castle used to be. 

This new Burgher Brewery had its own malt house and in 
capacity, it surpassed the old Burgher Brewery. Many of 
the smaller malt houses were also closed. In the 1890’s, 
conversion of the brewhouse and cool room were carried 
out in the brewery, following the plans of the Žatec 
builders Alois Daut and Johann Salomon.

The brewery with the current trade name of Žatecký 
pivovar, s.r.o. (Žatec Brewery), is operating on the site 
today (Carlsberg group). With respect to the distinctive 
material and an elevated position, it forms the viewing 
dominant of component 01. Among the main, preserved 
and historically valuable buildings in the premises of the 
brewery belong the former water-tower, brewhouse, part 
of the malthouse and the extensive underground cellars 
which even today serve for the maturing and fermentation 
of beer.

hop warehouse and hop packaging room, no. 116
The imposing, residential Art Nouveau house, with its 
frontispiece oriented into Dlouhá street, hides a typical 
brick multi-store warehouse of hops in the rear wing, 
with an interior wooden bearing frame structure. It is 

an example of the later expansion of hop-processing 
buildings even into the historical centre. The residential 
building still fulfils its function, however the warehouse in 
the courtyard is currently unused.

hop warehouse, no. 226
The hop warehouse in Oblouková Street, currently unused, 
is a structural part of the hotel Černý orel (the Black Eagle 
Hotel).

Jakob heller’s hop warehouse, no. 233 
The building was built in 1881 by the builder J. Petrovský, 
on the border of the historical centre and the Prague 
Suburb. Currently, it adjoins to Kruhové Square. The 
chimney of the sulphur chamber, unfortunately, has not 
been preserved. During 2006 to 2008, the storage was 
converted into a hotel.

hop warehouse, no. 2924 
The two-storey, hop warehouse, brick building located 
in Nádražní schody Street has a preserved inner wooden 
bearing frame structure and a valuable preserved facade 
in its original articulation. The saddle roof is characteristic 
with a corner hipped end. Part of the building is embedded 
in the slope.

hop warehouse, no. 2925
The two-storey .hop warehouse made from stone walling 
has brick gables and a saddle roof. Its inner wooden 
bearing frame structure is well-preserved.

hop warehouse zenter & Stein, no. 3089
The three-storey hop warehouse that stands in the 
present-day Nákladní Street was built in the location of 
the original castle moat. The company Zenter & Stein built 
storage spaces for about 31,000 packages of hops and 

2.
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at the same time, it sold hops for a commission. Sulphur 
chambers have been preserved inside the building.

hop warehouse, no. 3088
A three-storey, characteristic hop warehouse in Oblouková 
street. In 2014, under the supervision of the heritage 
preservation, its conversion into a residential building was 
started.

hop warehouse of František Kellner, no. 918
A five-storey hop warehouse by Chelčické Square with 
a sulphur chamber and a preserved brick polygonal 
chimney. In 1887, it was built by J. L. Kohn. A neighbouring 
imposing villa also belongs to the storage, until 2006, it 
was used as a hotel. In 1900, J. L. Kohn sold the whole 
complex to František Kellner, an important Czech hop 
trader.

hop warehouse behind the house no. 918
The four-storey hop warehouse with a hip roof stands 
behind one of the burgher houses near Svobody Square. 
It was built near the edge of the original fortification, 
operationally, it was accessible from the Zwinger of 
Nákladní Street. The inner bearing construction consists 
of a built-in wooden skeleton. The warehouse documents 
the integration of storage building in more recent history 
directly into the historical centre. The residential part of 
the warehouse complex is oriented into Svobody Square.

2.
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Žatec, Urban Heritage Reserve - the whole of buildings house No. 1858 
and house No. 918 in the northeastern part of the town, characterised by 
the connection of a residential house and a hop oast house of the former 
company owned by František Kellner.
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COMPONENT 01
THE HISTORICAL CENTRE OF THE TOWN 
AND THE PRAGUE SUBURB 

the Southern Section oF the comPonent 01 
PraŽSKÉ PŘedmĚStÍ (the Prague Suburb)
(urban heritage zone)

the characteriSticS and location oF the area

The prospering medieval town of Žatec, with developed 
agriculture and trade with hops, beer, wine and cloth, 
was already expanding quickly during the Middle Ages. 
The town attracted not only merchants and traders, but 
it also a required sufficient workforce. The newcomers 
and craftsmen were settled in several Žatec suburbs that 
sprang up on the grid of the early medieval settlement 
under the walls of the town (Bačina, Dvorník, Mlynáře and 
Prague Suburb).

The largest one, the Prague Suburb, is bigger than the 
historical centre of the town itself (23.5 ha). Already in 
the Middle Ages, it was divided into two independent 
parts called Skotník and Brandejs. The area has an oblong 
shape stretching from west to the east, since it is, similar 
to the historical centre of the town, spatially limited 
both in the west and the north-east by the edge of the 
terrain promontory. On the southern side, the extent of 
the area is not directly conditioned by the formation of 
the terrain, but its current, essentially direct, continuous 
circumference was necessary from a defensive point of 
view and it had been already stabilised in the Middle Ages 
with the extension of a natural chasm into an artificial, 
defensive moat.

Perhaps already in pre-Hussite times, the suburb was 
protected on this side of the fortification with a moat 
and three gates: the western Čeradická (sometimes 
called Majnušská), the southern Roučí (sometimes 
called Rakovnická) and the south-eastern Červená gate 
(sometimes called Líčkovská). As a result of the expansion 
of Žatec in the 19th century, the gates ceased to exist and 
the buried moat, as in a number of other towns, became 
the foundation for the town park. In the same way, the belt 
of greenery around the historic centre of Žatec, turned 
into a park, forms the southern borders of this component.

In the Prague Suburb, are found the main concentration of 
purpose-built hop-processing buildings which have been 
preserved in Žatec.They are the proof and the culmination 
of the hundred-year development of cultivation and 
processing of hops in the extensive Žatec hop-growing 

region. The buildings for hop processing, concentrated 
in a relatively small area, still haven’t undergone a 
functional conversion in most cases and they have also 
avoidedundesirable building interventions. This way, 
most of the original hop-processing buildings have been 
preserved with the highest degree of authenticity.

brieF geneSiS oF the area

The structure of the buildings in the Prague Suburb 
reflects its gradual growth and contains groups of 
industrial hop-processing buildings.They are mainly from 
the 19th and the 20th century, usually in combination with 
the main mass of residential buildings of the individual 
owners of the hop drying kilns and warehouses, which are 
standardly located within the town’s organism within the 
street block. Combination of the industrial and housing 
functions within the scope of the individual proprietary 
units provides a truly unique atmosphere for this 
section of the nominated property, that of the business 
environment from the second half of the 19th century and 
the beginning of the 20th century. With their composition 
and character of decorations, the frontispieces still 
demonstrate how the individual hop-growing family 
businesses created new structural complexes according to 
their financial abilities. It also shows how they integrated 
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Žatec, the western part of the Prague Suburb with characteristic hop 
processing buildings as part of the housing development (the view from the 
Hop Lighthouse tower).
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residential function with the operation of drying kilns, hop 
packaging rooms and hop warehouses. The preserved 
hop-processing buildings are brick, multi-storeyed, with a 
specific construction and typology. To this day, the drying 
kilns and sulphur chambers, supplemented with tall 
chimneys, have been to a greater part preserved. The tall 
chimneys of the former hops sulphur chambers and the 
original warehouses, which are in many places still used 
for their original purpose, are today an inseparable part 
of the Žatec local landscape and they put the finishing 
touches to its one and only panorama. They are evidence 
of Žatec‘s standing as both the former and the current 
metropolis of world hop-growing, as a significant centre 
of processing and trade in hops.

Similarly, as in the historical centre of the town, the most 
important buildings are located near the main squares. 
Also in the Prague Suburb, we can trace groups of 
significant hop-processing buildings by the local squares 
and the streets that flow out from them.

During the pre-industrial period, the hops were stored 
and dried in barns located on the premises of individual 
housing units and in the attics of the houses. Following 
the mid-19th century, in connection with growing 
production, however, this method of storage was not 
suitable anymore and independent warehouses were 
built. Until today there are more than 100 of them within 
the town’s cadastre, 70 of them are located directly within 
the preserved zone. The vast majority of these warehouses 
are from the period of the second half of the 19th century 
and the first half of the 20th century. The warehouses are 
sensitively integrated within the urban fabric of the town, 
they respect the street lines, their frontispieces are broken 

through by oblong windows, facades are decorated with 
stucco decorations, various formations project from the 
roof parts, which mostly cover elevator shafts, and tall 
chimneys often tower over their roofs and draw away the 
smoke from the sulphur and drying chambers.

At present, 21 chimneys have been preserved, including 
the unique double-chimney above the warehouse in 
Tyršova Street. The interiors of the warehouses have a large 
inner space designated for storing hops and rooms that 
serve for the processing of hops themselves (sulphur and 
drying chambers). Their  dominant is featured by a wooden 
construction that consists of transverse beams supported 
by columns on several levels. The craft rendition may be 
very plain, however, in warehouses of richer owners it 
is executed in a more demanding manner with a more 
complex moulding of columns or saddles. An exceptional 
part of the interiors today are their original technologies. 
A unique element is the pressure press in warehouse No. 
1025, in Nerudovo Square, or a completely preserved 
workshop for the sewing of hop sacks (including a stock 
of jute) in warehouse No. 1907, in Zeyerova Street.

The sufficient amount of finances that flowed from 
the hops trade was reflected not only in the growing 
construction, but also in the imposing appearance and 
quality of the rendering of the residential buildings. Within 
the territory of the urban conservation area, we can find 
Neo-style villas from the end of the 19th century executed 
in a complicated manner (Bondy’s villa No. 828 in Tyršova 
Street, for example), as well as Art Nouveau buildings 
and representatives of modern villas that come from the 
1930’s (No. 2051 in Fügnerova Street, for example). 

The villas are authentic, and in a large majority of cases, 
they have been preserved with a number of details. These 
villas are often not independent buildings, but they form 
a single unit with a hops warehouse that is standing in 
their immediate vicinity, so that their owner had perfect 
control over their property. They are supplemented with 
small garden buildings, the architectonic design includes 
fences and paving.

The most typical example of such a unit is, for example, 
villa No. 1257 with a garden house and warehouse No. 
753 in Kovářská Street, villa No. 395 with a garden house 
and its managing facilities including the hops warehouse 
united under house No. 365 in Nerudovo Square, or the 
villa and warehouse No. 828 in Tyršova Street.

So as to be arranged clearly, further description is 
structured in connection with these public open spaces, 
according to their current names, with the emphasis 
on the buildings connected with the hop-processing 
heritage:

2.
a

Žatec, the western part of the Prague Suburb with hop processing buildings.
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Entirely independent units within the nominated property 
are the groups of hop-processing buildings around 
Chmelařské Square and Zeyerova Street (A), Prokop 
Veliký Square (B) and in the area of Nerudovo Square 
and Chmelová Street (C). Other large groups of hop-
processing buildings consist of the build-up area around 
the present-day Smetanovo Square and Kovářská Street 
(D), Masarykova and Volyňských Čechů Streets. In the 
eastern section of the Upper suburb, are a larger group 
of hop-processing buildings in the area of Obránců míru 
Street and Jakubská and Tyršova Streets (F).
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hoP-ProceSSing buildingS 
oF the Prague Suburb  (A - F)

A     THE AREA OF CHMELAŘSKÉ SQUARE AND ZEYEROVA 
        STREET

hop warehouse and hop packaging building 
Sonnenschein & landesmann, no. 1907
The building was constructed in 1896, the investors 
were Julius Sonnenschein & Samuel Landesmann, hop 
merchants in Prague and Nuremberg. An auxiliary 
warehouse No. 977 belonged to this hop warehouse. 
Sulphur chambers and a drying kiln have been preserved, 
a workshop for the sewing of sacks including the sewing 
machines and two original machines run by a pulley.

The building is constructed on an oblong ground 
plan with a smooth frontispiece divided by ten axes of 
windows with smooth chambranles. The ground-floor and 
the 1st floor have a pilaster strip (lesene) frame filled with 
a coarser plaster. On the ground-floor in the fourth axis, 
there is a gate, ending from both sides with a segment. 
The building has no cellar. The roof is flat, with a greater 
overlap, without a cornice. The windows are wooden with 
a transome, they open inside, have four wings and six or 
four panes.

The interior is simple and characteristic of a hop 
warehouse. It consists of a three nave hall with a beam, 
a built-in wooden construction with columns of a circular 
cross-section, with moulded saddles, upon which joists are 
laid and towards which, roof beams are perpendicularly 
placed, and a board shutter. The staircase is made from 
wood. 

On the southern side of the warehouse, an eight-sided 
chimney unit is a part of the disposition inside. In this 
warehouse, the chimney above the roof level has not 
been preserved. On the southern side, a newer, modern 
elevator has been built in. On the western side, three 
residential flats have been built inside the warehouse on 
the ground-floor and the 1st floor.

hop warehouse and the hop packaging building of 
heinrich melzer, no. 1192
The building was constructed in 1888 by Heinrich Melzer, 
an important hop-growing commission trader, who had a 
business office also in Nuremberg. In 1945, this building 
was owned by the Christl brothers and after 1948, 
purchasing storage of hops was located here. The original 
chimney has been preserved, along with the nets of the 
drying kiln and the sulphur chambers, valves, inspection 

openings, hoppers, transporting belts, presses, the lathe 
and other equipment of the maintenance workshop, an 
equipped engine room with engines and other things. 
Currently, hops are still stored in the building.

The two-wing five-storey  hop warehouse was built on the 
ground plan in the shape of the letter “L”. The frontispiece 
towards the eastern side is divided by pilasters, the 
windows have a simple chambranle. Above the first floor, 
runs a two-floor cornice with a simple moulding. The 
entire frontispiece ends with a three-times dodged main 
cornice with a simple moulding.

The windows are original, wooden, oblong ones with 
seven panes, other ones have six panes. The roof of the 
both wings is mansard with dormers with ceramic roofing, 
shingle roof tiles.

The interior consists of three-nave halls with a beam, a 
built-in wooden construction, with columns of a square 
cross-section with a moulded foot, with moulded saddles, 
upon which joists are laid and perpendicularly to them, 
the roof beams, and the board shutter. The lower floors 
have also moulded shins, which connect the column, 
saddle and the joists. The main staircase is brick with 
stone steps. In both the northern and the southern wing, 
a modern elevator has been built in.

hop warehouse and the hop packaging house of 
Sonnenschein & landesmann, no. 977
The building was constructed in 1896. Together with 
other neighbouring buildings the warehouse formed 
a single operational unit (it belonged to the house with 
street number 1907).

Currently, it is used as the business premises of an 
advertising agency. The two-storey building stands on a 
square ground plan. Both the eastern and the southern 
original frontispieces (including the older colour scheme) 
are divided by simple, smooth pilastres, which have a part 
of the pilastre surface on the lower floor fluted, on three 
fields each by two window axes. These are lined with a 
simple smooth chambranle.

The interior of the building is characterised by an inserted 
beam, a built-in wooden construction. This warehouse 
house has no chimney. A modern elevator has been built 
inside. Part of the ground-floor has preserved ceilings 
with a narrow lower ceiling with a stucco decoration.

2.
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - remote northeastern view of the Heinrich Melzer 
warehouse, packhouse and hop sulphur chamber, No. 1192 in Zeyerova 
Street (2014).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - large storage unit complex with hop granulator, 
No. 1580 at Hops Square (2016).

Žatec, the new Public Hops Certification Centre (today´s Central Institute 
for Supervising and Testing in Agriculture), No. 1612 Chmelařské Square. 
The generous space of the entrance hall.

Žatec - Zeyerova Street, view of Křížova Villa, house No.  344,
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec, 1/2.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - new hop stamping house No. 1612 on Hops 
Square- west facade, unique cubist facade design (2016).

Žatec - Zeyerova Street, view of Křížova Villa, house No.  344.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec, 2/2.
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hop warehouse in the courtyard of house no. 687
The warehouse was built in 1890. After A. Böhm, the 
building was owned by the Würdinger family. The two-
floor warehouse faces a garden. The main frontispiece 
with a window axis is smooth, with a continuous sill 
cornice and a simple cornice above the windows. 

The roof is saddled with a ridge parallel to the street. The 
chimney of the drying kiln and the sulphur chamber for 
hops have not been preserved.

the villa of dr. wilhelm Kříž, no. 344
The villa was built in 1865 and modified in 1895. It bears 
the name of its last owner, an important personality of the 
district, judge councillor JUDr. Wilém Kříž. It is an excellent 
example of housing for a rich family of the upper class in 
Žatec, whose prosperity was connected with the services 
of hop traders. The Neo-Renaissance frontispiece is richly 
decorated, the house has been preserved in its original 
form including the authentic, exceptionally valuable 
interior.

hop warehouse eduard Stein, no. 3017
The building belonged to the company Fritz Zenter-Stein 
founded in 1897. The current form of the warehouse is 
from its rebuilding in 1908, when at the same time, a hop 
drying kiln of the Linhart system was built. The chimney 
nor any of the technological equipment have been 
preserved. At this time, it is used as a warehouse for toys.
The building has been preserved in its authentic colour 
scheme on the eastern frontispiece, with the original 
richly ochrous even bricky colour scheme, in combination 
with grey. The frontispiece of the building is divided 
by seven axes of the windows and it is decorated with 
pilasters between the windows, set on a cornice that runs 
level with a horizontal construction above the cellar. The 
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Žatec - Chmelařské Square – unfinished hop packaging house No. 1580,  
and a modern photo for comparison, with the same building at the back 
(place where the Žatec treasure was found, 1937).
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Žatec, Prague Suburb – entrance into the Heinrich Melzer warehouse 
complex, no 1192 in Zeyerova Street (2016).

Žatec, Prague suburb  - north facade of the Sonnenschein & Landesmann 
hop warehouse and packhouse, No. 1907 in Zeyerova Street (2014).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - preserved technology for processing and 
treatment in the Sonnenschein & Landesmann hop warehouse and 
packhouse, no 1907 in Zeyerova Street (2014).
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windows on the second and third floor are highlighted by 
chambranles. The roof is saddled with a very small slope, 
the ridge is parallel to the main frontispiece.

hop warehouse no. 1580
The architect Johann Salomon built the building in 1928. 
Afterwards, in 1937, the so-called new hop building was 
added. In recent years, the building was modernised and 
a new production house for hop pellets and hop grinding 
was set up here. All the technological equipment has been 
preserved. Operations in the buildings ended in 2014 and 
production was moved to a more modern operations 
facility in Mostecká Street.

the administration building of the Public hops 
certification centre, no. 1612
The building was constructed during 1930 – 1932. The 
original design of the architect Johann Salomon from 1928 
was modernised by the pair of architects J. Zelenka and J. 
Gregor. It is a building with an exceptionally high quality 
of architecture and a well-preserved cubistic facade, one 
of its kind in Žatec. Currently it is the premises of the hop 
department of the Central Institute for Supervising and 
Testing in Agriculture. The southern frontispiece, which 
faces Chmelařské Square, is divided by a central avant-
corps with four window axes. There is a dominant entrance 
portal on the frontispiece with a scythe moulding, which 
distinctively protrudes in front of the frontispiece face. 

The authentic entrance door is wooden, framed with 
a decorative filling and a fanlight with a bar. With their 
design, they confirm the social significance of this building. 
The majestic appearance of the building is supported by 
a distinct cornice, which runs level with the window sills 
around the entire building on the ground-floor.

the Public hops certification centre
The hops certification centre was designed by the 
architect Johann Salomon and built in 1928. In its time, it 
was the centre of hop-growing events. Currently, modern 
air-conditioned warehouses for hops are being installed 
into the building. 

The front section of the unit is a ground-floor bricked 
building with a saddle roof and an oblong lunette. Its 
frontispiece is sectioned by a pilaster strip (lesene) frame 
into nine fields with large industrial windows. In the central 
section, the main facade is decorated by an axially-placed 
gable, terminated with a low triangle. The rear building 
has an upper floor, with a higher attic knee wall and a 
similar sectioning of the frontispiece as the front building.
The main interior of the front building is a large hall, 
designated for hops marking, with a space open all the 
way to the truss. At the rear, there is a typical wooden 

skeleton with saddles, joists and beams with a plank and 
beam ceiling (a ceiling with cross beams covered with 
planks from the top). 2.

a
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B      THE AREA OF THE  PROKOP VELIKÝ SQUARE

the villa, hop warehouse, and sulphur chamber of the 
christl brothers, no. 1950
The building comes from 1897. The technology for 
sulphuring the hops and the building construction, 
with a very good authenticity, have been preserved. An 
interesting element is the static design of the ceilings 
with the omission of central columns. The villa is, together 
with the hop building, a fine example of the design of 
hops-related ensembles, when the hop warehouse was 
built immediately next to the residence of the owner of 
the company. Today, the tourist information centre of 
the Žatec hop-growing region is located in the original 
warehouse building.

The building is connected to the modern Hop 
Lighthouse tower, which is 47 metres-high, and Chrám 
Chmele a Piva (The Temple of Hops and Beer), built in 
2010, according to the project by Žatec architects Huml 
and Vaníček. It includes a multimedia commentary 
about the history, and processing, of hops. On the 
northern facade, the Hop Astronomical Clock has been 
installed above a carriageway. It is by the artist Petr 
Podzemský. It is the newest and at the same time the 
third largest astronomical clock in the Czech Republic. 
The astronomical clock symbolises the hop-growing 
tradition of the town and the surrounding region.

The villa of the hop warehouse owner is a single-storey 
structure, with a garret and a basement. It has a highly 
valuable Neo-Renaissance frontispiece of a representative 
villa, which with its original design stands out from a 

number of period buildings. Part of the interior space is 
vaulted with mirror vaults, even the secondary spaces are 
vaulted, while others have a flat ceiling. The representative 
staircase is two-way.

The connected brick four-storey hop warehouse building 
with an inserted wooden bearing frame structure is 
partially embedded in the steep terrain. The frontispiece 
of the management building is designed in a restrained 
fashion, the cadence of the windows and the detail are 
of good architectonic quality. The original windows and 
the gate have been preserved. The roof is saddled and it is 
dominated by a protruding engine room of the elevator, 
sensitively executed with a vertical wooden panelling. 
Built-in sulphur chambers with a factory chimney have 
been preserved in the courtyard.

hop warehouse of the company Pfister & wüstl,  
no. 305
Operationally connected, formerly independent 
warehouses and packaging rooms of hops of independent 
business companies come from 1881 and from 1873 (No. 
305). Within the suburb’s organism, this is an interesting 
irregular unit, six-angular in its ground plan. It also retains 

2.
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - former warehouse, packhouse and sulphur chamber 
owned by brothers Rudolf and Anton Christl, house No. 1950 in Miléniová 
Street (2016).

Žatec, Prague Suburb – entrance into the Hop Museum, completion of 
vacant lot remaining after the burned down hop building by the Heinrich 
Melzer warehouse, No. 1952 on Prokop Velký Square (2016).
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much of its technological equipment related to the 
processes of drying, sulphuring of hops in the sulphur 
chamber, pressing of hops into sacks and packaging. The 
technology of the sulphur chambers and the original 
presses have been preserved. The tall chimney has been 
preserved in its original condition. After restoration in 
1997, the buildings are in a very good condition and today, 
they serve in the operation of the Hop Museum. The new, 
modern entrance hall has been built in place of an empty 
space, which originated after the original storage area 
burnt down.

hop warehouse and hop packaging room of heinrich 
Kellner
The brick three-storey building comes from 1894. The 
technology of the sulphur chambers has been preserved, 
along with building constructions with a very good 
authenticity and an original press. Today the building is 
partially used as a store with furniture, which is located on 
the ground-floor.

Its symmetrically designed main facade faces towards 
Prokop Veliký Square. The interior of both floors is to a great 
part undivided and it includes an authentic construction, 
which consists of wooden columns of a square section 
profiled saddles, joists and beams with a plank and beam 
ceiling. In the cellar, columns are reinforced with an iron 
console anchored both into the column and the beam. 
Some columns have a circular cross-section.

hop warehouse of Schiller & Schwarz, no. 974
The four-storey brick building from the workshop of 
architect Alois Daut comes from 1896. There is no better 
example of a building that had to abide with the prescribed 
triangle parcelling, despite this not being very convenient 
for its inner disposition. Another hop-processing building 
was supposed to follow the warehouse, however, it was 
never built. This way, the neighbouring, unremoved house 
documents the height of the original build-up in the area 
of Prokop Veliký Square. In respect to hops processing, 
this warehouse had no chimney. In the interior, which 
consists of a typical wooden bearing frame structure, is a 
built-in elevator.

2.
a
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C    THE AREA OF NERUDOVO SQUARE AND CHMELOVÁ 
      STREET

hop warehouse and hop packaging building in 
alšova Street
The date of building is unknown. The building is a 
characteristic example of the integration of a hop-
processing building into the street block in the vicinity 
of a residential building. The facade was designed in very 
acceptable proportions, in a simple sectioning.

It is a mass-wise and architectonically distinctive building, 
which with its whole width, is the centre of attention in the 
street. The frontispiece is divided by three window axes, 
and a cornice runs above the ground-floor. The central 
part of the frontispiece is highlighted by an avant-corps, 
in which an authentic wooden frame gate with board 
vertical filling has been preserved on the ground floor, set 
into an opening terminated with a segment. The roof with 
a ridge perpendicular to the street, ends on the northern 
side with a gable, the opposite side ends with a saddle.

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of Josef 
Schwarzkopf, no. 945
The three-storey brick building was finished in 1895 
following the design of architect Wilhelm Fuchs and 
afterwards, it was rebuilt in 1908, 1925 and 1936. The 
warehouse is a distinctive example of the integration 
of a hop-growing building into the street block and 
an example of an authentic segmentation on the 
northern frontispiece, which, in this case, is oriented 
northwards, which was the optimal solution with respect 
to its operation.On the northern facade, there are two 
distinctive iron fire staircases. Approximately in the central 
part of the mass, the original drying kiln with a chimney 

has been preserved, including the nets, valves, inspection 
openings and the original door. Even a secondarily built-
in and still functional elevator has been preserved.

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of Josef 
Schwarzkopf, no. 383
The three-storey brick mono-functional hop building on 
a square outline was completed in 1910, following the 
plans of architects Wilhelm Fuchs and Hildebert Kolbe. 
In 1913, it was rebuilt. The building is an example of a 
construction that thoroughly respects the given street 
block. Operation-wise, the warehouse was connected 
with house No. 945.

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of 
edmund Stern and Karel ungar, no. 1194
The four-storey, simple, hop warehouse and hop 
packaging building was finished, in its corner position, in 
1901, following the plans by the architect Josef Petrovský. 

The main frontispiece is typical for the Žatec build-up area 
with its vertical plastic bands in the facade that connect 
the windows of the individual floors. In this manner, the 
delicate proportions of the facade are provided for in the 
material building.

The interior consists of large four-nave halls with a 
grandiose beam frame bearing structure. Columns 
with a square cross-section have moulded foots and 
saddles, upon which joists are laid, which support the 
perpendicularly running roof beams and the board 
shutter. The columns also have profiled shins, which 
connect the small column, saddle and the joist. 

Two wooden staircases are located in the opposite 
north-eastern and south-western part of the warehouse. 
A modern elevator is built in in the central part of the 
warehouse.

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of david 
abeles, no. 1025
The original five-storey building by the architect Josef 
Petrovský was completed in 1883 and later, it was rebuilt 
several times (Salomon 1896, Fuchs 1899, Kolbe 1928). 
The original sulphur chambers have been preserved, 
along with the original press and technical details of the 
building, for example, the extraction ventilator.

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of 
František and carl Jettmar, no. 380
The two-storey brick building was completed in 1886. The 
building is an example of the connection of a residential 
building in a square with a smaller warehouse building 
and a joint operating yard. The residential building is 
operational, it has an architectonically highly valuable 

2.
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The large hop warehouses of J. Schwarzkopf from the perspective of 
Nerudovo Square, No. 945 Alšova Street and No. 383 Chmelová Street.
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four-axes main facade of a Neo-Renaissance type. In the 
courtyard, there is a walled three-storey brick out-building 
with two wings. It is an original hop warehouse with a 
sulphur chamber and a chimney placed in the crossings 
of the wings. The interior of the warehouse consists of an 
undivided wooden frame, with board plank and beam 
floors. The inner staircases are wooden and in an open 
space. In the building, the sulphur chambers have been 
preserved, along with drying hurdles, a chimney and other 
technological details. This warehouse with a residential 
house is a typical example of the location of a villa with a 
carriageway, yard and hop warehouse placed at the back. 
Operational offices were located on the ground-floor in 
the residential building, along with stores of hop-growing 
tools and other equipment, on the first floor there was 
the apartment of the warehouse owner and rooms for 
servants.

2.
a
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D     THE AREA OF SMETANOVO SQUARE AND KOVÁŘSKÁ 
        STREET

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of 
vinzenz zuleger, no. 1232
A significant four-storey corner building in Kovářská Street 
from the architect Johann Salomon, which was built in 
1913, and is proof of the quality of the architectonic design 
of an industrial hop-processing building, set in the fabric 
of a built up town area. The three-storey brick building 
with a mansard roof has its perimeter walls completed 
with distinctive dormers with decorative gables. The inside 
layout of the building is divided by wooden columns. The 
sulphur chambers form an extension of the western wall 
of the warehouse. This is one of the most interesting hop-
processing buildings in Žatec.

The family of Zuleger ranked among the most important 
hop traders in the Žatec region.

The main facade of the building is decorated with plaster 
imitating ashlars on the ground-floor, on the 1st floor 
with bossage strips. The windows are set in behind the 
face, lined with a flat chambranle. The second and the 
third stories have windows vertically joined into belts. 
In the mansard roof, all the outside walls facing the 
streets, including their bevellings,  have gables without 
architectonic decorations, however, the baroque-style 
rolling of the gables remains. On the western side, towards 
the courtyard, a factory chimney of a circular cross-
section for sulphuring in the hop warehouse is located. 
The windows are original and wooden. The main facade 
is divided by a larger cornice above the ground-floor, 

another, simplier and smaller one above the 1st floor, 
and it ends with the main cornice above the 3rd floor. The 
mansard roof is covered with ceramic roofing.

The interior has the simple character of a hall, typical 
for a hop warehouse. It consists of a  wooden beam 
bearing construction with monumental columns with 
square cross-sectionand simply profiled saddles, bands 
and joists upon them, perpendicular roof beams and 
window shutters. The columns have slanted edges up 
to the height of 1.5 metres. The whole disposition of the 
warehouse, located on an irregular parcel, is designed 
in a very purposeful way. The main staircase is wooden, 
located on the southern side. Part of the ground-floor on 
the south-eastern side is rendered as an iron-concrete 
construction with columns, joists and a flat ceiling. In 
this section, a large, wooden and sliding original gate 
is located. In the northern part of the building, a newer 
elevator has been installed. Part of the ground-floor 
by the entrance has a flat ceiling, which  contained the 
operational offices. The building has a partial cellarage, 
the brick stone construction of the cellar is vaulted with 
brick, with plastered segments in metal profiles.

The sulphur chambers have been preserved in the 
building, along with valves, drawbars and small chains, 
inspection openings, and hoppers including a tall brick 
chimney.

hop warehouse, hop packaging building and 
residential villa of the company gustav epstein & 
artur mendl, no. 1257 and 753
The building has six floors, with the sixth floor 
unconventionally set in a truss of a large mansard roof. 
Brick perimeter walls are reinforced with pillars, visible on 
the frontispiece between the rows of oblong windows. 
The building was constructed in 1913 as a unit of a large 
warehouse and a villa. Both the warehouse and the 
neighbouring villa of the same owners (card A49), were 
built according to the designs of the architects Fuchs & 
Kolbe. Currently, this is one of the architectonically most 
interesting warehouses, with a hop packaging building 
and a sulphur chamber, in Žatec. The entrance into the 
courtyard is through a gate decorated with hop-growing 
motives. Presses for hops from 1964 have been preserved 
in the building along with complete sulphur chambers 
with their chimney.

The single-floor villa with a basement and a garret in 
the mansard roof is an example of a representative 
architectonic style that was prevalent at the time of its 
origin, with a historical reminiscence of baroque-style 
details. The frontispiece facing Kovářská Street has an 
emphasised central part, which is a shallow, three-sided, 
three-axial, polygonal bay window. Above the rectangular 
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Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouse with sulphur chambers 
and the residential villa of the A. Meindl and G. Epstein company. A characteristic 
example of the combination of a residential building and a hop processing 
building of one entrepreneurial family, No. 753 and 1257 Kovářská Street.
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windows, there are small oval windows. The bay window 
ends with the main cornice. There are three little facility 
windows above the bay window.

The particularity of the premises is a brick baroque-
style gate between the villa street number 1257 and the 
warehouse street number 753 in the street block. The gate 
has a drive way with an elliptic band on pillars with the span 
of about six metres and with a phased half-circle lining and 
a circulatory, simple moulding. Termination in the axis is a 

billow and by the sides, a concave deflection. The gate is 
covered with roof tiles, shingles. On both sides of the drive 
way, there are small gates in moulded chambranle. The 
representative villa, with park landscaping in the garden, 
on the south side and a warehouse building on the eastern 
side forms an impressive, architecturally compact unit in a 
part of the component that has an open view.

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of r. 
christl, no. 1945
The two-storey building with an oblong ground plan 
and exceptionally well-preserved, authentic interior 
sectioning, was built according to the project of architect 
Alois Daut, and it dates from 1882 to 1884.

The windows have moulded chambranles highlighted 
with a central gauged arch, there are sill cornices under 
the windows. A newer elevator has been installed in the 
western part. Also a hop drying kiln including the drying 
hurdles and a sulphur chamber have been preserved, 
together with parts of the technology of the heating 
chamber and the radiator system  as well as other small 
equipment. An architectonically interesting element is 
the preserved chimney with an eight-sided cross-section, 
which passes immediately through the ridge of the saddle 
roof.

Chambers and hop packaging rooms of the Vinzenz Zuleger company, No. 1232 Smetanovo Square. The former hop warehouse of the A. Meindl and G. 
Epstein company in the background.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - Rudolf Christl hop oast house and warehouse, 
house No. 1945 in Kovářská Street (2014).
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E      THE AREA OF MASARYKOVA STREET AND VOLYŇSKÝCH 
        ČECHŮ STREET

hop warehouse, hop packaging building and 
residential house of Franz herzig, no. 1015
The building was completed in 1886 and it is an example 
of a direct connection of a corner two-storey residential 
house of a single owner with an originally Neo-Renaissance 
frontispiece and a hop building. The building is used as an 
exhibition space for breeders of small domestic animals 
and the residential building fulfils its original function.

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of 
hermann utschig, no. 1401
The premises of the warehouses, which consisted of 
several buildings, have been materially preserved, but 
many technical details have disappeared both from the 
facade and the interior. Today, the building is used as a 
shop with building materials.

hop warehouse, no. 80
The interesting industrial four-storey building which 
stands exceptionally outside of the street block, was built 
by Ladislav Rouček and he also became its first owner. It 
is presumed, that the residential building was oriented 
towards the street block that was demolished during the 
building of the neighbouring post office together with 
other industrial buildings.

Former renaissance malt house, no. 356
The malt house building represents an entirely unique 
construction from a historical point of view. Within the 
Czech Republic, it is entirely exceptional. It was built 
between the years of 1574 to 1576, typologically designed 
and built as a malt house, even though the building 
evidently had a Gothic predecessor. 

Around 1805, the building was converted into a residential 
house connected with the production of paints. The 
extensive building with an inner yard was completely 
renovated between 2009–2013 and adapted into a 
multi-purpose town cultural centre, where  the unique 
establishment of the original malt house is reverentially 
presented. In the rear wing, the existence of a malt-kiln 
was archeologically documented, a place with an oven for 
the drying of malt. 

In the courtyard section, a well was found by archaeologists 
and afterwards also restored. Sources speak about the 
existence of other malt houses in the neighbouring 
houses No. 354 and 357. After the malt house closed (from 
1779), the town’s granary operated here.

With the restoration of the malt house, the authentic 
testimony about the typological wealth of buildings 
connected with the hop-growing heritage of Žatec has 
been significantly strengthened.

2.
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - hop warehouse and packhouse, No. 80 in Masarykova 
Street (2016).
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F      THE AREA OF OBRÁNCŮ MÍRU, JAKUBSKÁ AND TYRŠOVA 
        STREETS

hop warehouse of J. l. Kohn, no. 250
A former hop drying kiln building, with a chimney, from 
1878 has recently undergone a more extensive conversion 
and it is now used for small metal production. It is a corner 
warehouse building with an interesting design of  facade 
and a distinctive design on the corner.

hop warehouse of möritz löbl, no. 1148
The large, three-storey building with a bevelled corner, 
has sulphur chambers with a chimney located in between 
its two wings. The building, constructed by the architect 
Wilhelm Fuchs in 1904, currently serves as a furniture 
store. In the three-storey building, sulphur chambers have 
been preserved between the wings of the building.

hop warehouse with the villa of Josef bondy, no. 828
The buildings come from 1884. The perfect utilisation of 
the parcel allowed for construction in the rear wing – A 
hop warehouse was built here, which is connected to the 
representative residential villa, integrated into the existing 
terraced build-up. The residential two-floor villa with a 
complex Neo-Renaissance frontispiece and a carriageway 
leading into the warehouse in the yard is still operational.

The  interior of the hop warehouse, located in the yard 
behind the villa, is simple and typical for the storage of 
hops. It consists of a beam, a built-in wooden construction 
with columns with a circular cross-section.

hop warehouse and hop packaging building of the 
company Jakob abeles & son, no. 313
Very well-preserved, three-storey industrial hop building 
from 1900 by the architect Wilhelm Fuchs belongs 
among those, in which a high degree of authenticity has 
been preserved. The characteristic group of buildings 
documents, that the two-storey villa with business offices 
was located towards the street block and hop packaging 
buildings that formed the facilities were located in the 
rear wing. A chimney has been preserved in the hop 
building, along with an original sulphur chamber and 
a hand-crafted door, a heating chamber and an original 
press with its actuations.

The residential house is decorated with golden hop 
motives. Today, it is inhabited, the warehouse is not in use.

the capuchin monastery with the church of the 
coronation of the virgin mary, no. 299
Written sources document that beer was brewed in 
the monastery building, and that, in the attic above the 
church, hops were dried. Hops were both imported to the 

monastery and  grown directly in the monastery garden.
The monastery church was built together with the 
convent between 1676–1684, following the projects of 
monastic architects (P. Honorat and P. Bruno Budějovický). 
The church was built in the usual Capuchin design and a 
square-shaped chapel of St. Joseph is connected to the 
northern side of the nave. The whole interior is vaulted 
by a barrel vault with sectors. A three-wing monestry 
with a cloister joins the eastern half of the church on the 
southern side and later, it was modified for use. It had 
been already consecrated  by 1683. Above the entrance 
portal, a stucco relief represents a distinctive element 
that depicts the stigmatisation of St. Francis of Assisi. 
The church retains its period decoration. In 1828, it was 
renovated and received a new gallery with an organ and 
a beautiful decorative garden next to the monastery was 
restored. In 1950, the monastery was closed. In the garden 
behind the monastery stands an early baroque sculpture 
of the Pensive Christ by V. Styrl from the 17th century. 
After complex restoration of the garden in 2011, modern 
objects of art have been set up, which are bound to the 
hop-growing traditions of Žatec. A hop field, with poles 
in the garden, has been restored as an example of earlier 
methods of hop cultivation.

hop warehouse, no. 3039
An example of a simple, plain hop building. The Classicist 
facade had to respect the structure and the segmentation 
of the neighbouring buildings. A steel construction in the 
truss has been preserved.

the old Public hops certification centre, no. 290
The brick two-storey building, on a distinctively 
rectangular ground plan, was built in the place of the 
former malt house. Originally, a hops certification centre 
operated here. In 1928, it was relocated into a new 
building in Chmelařské Square (A72). Consequently, the 
building was used as a hop warehouse. 

2.
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Žatec, Jakubská Street, in the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouses 
and hop packaging rooms connected with the residential structure No. 661.
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The roof of the house is saddled, covered with burnt 
grooved roof tiles. The facade is smooth, divided on the 
corners with a stucco bossage and around the windows 
with a moulded chambranle with a straight window 

cornice. The building is horizontally segmented by the 
cornice and with a slightly projecting continuous sill 
cornice.

The interior of both floors is, for the greater part, undivided 
by a construction that consists of wooden columns with 
saddles and a plank and beam ceiling. On the ground-
floor, the joist is supported by modern iron columns. 

The truss uses collar beams with a queen post and 
suspension trusses with a hanging small pillar. The truss is 
made from hewn wood.

hop warehouse, hop packaging building and hop 
drying kiln of the company J.Paulus & co., no. 1937
The originally large premises of hop buildings from 1893 
were built following the order of Josef Hobel. The premises 
are currently,  due to unsatisfactory maintenance by its 
owner,  neglected and in a dilapidated condition, similarly 
to house No. 810.

deScriPtion oF the characteriStic deSign oF a 
hoP warehouSe and a hoP PacKaging building 
with a chamber For SulPhuring hoPS

The main facades of hop-processing buildings in the 
Prague Suburb are built of brick, and in a large majority, 
they still possess architectural quality. Very few visitors to 
the town will know, that behind them, a wooden skeleton 
is hidden, along with the technology of industrial houses. 
The high quality of the frontispiece designs of the hop 
warehouses results from the fact, that they were built 
directly inside the built-up area of the town and the 
architectonic designs of their facades had to fulfil the 
strict regulations of the municipal building board. The 
same regulations were effective even for the building of 
residential town houses. Compliance with them allowed 
for the building of independent functional units, that is 
residential imposing houses and utility buildings directly 
in the developed, until this time mainly residential, 
structure of the town.

Wooden opening infills (windows, doors, roller blinds 
and entry gates) were designed with respect to the 
functionality and operation of the building, and with 
their segmentation, they fully correspond to the overall 
architectonic concept. An example of such a solution is 
the hop warehouse and hop packaging building No. 1232 
in Kovářská Street (investor Vinzenz Zuleger from 1913) 
or the hop processing building in Komenského Street 
(investor Johann Simon from 1891). The hop packaging 
buildings and hop warehouses, within the densely 
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - residential house and warehouse with sulphur 
chamber in the yard, David Abeles & syn, No. 313 in Obránců míru Street 
(2014).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - an example of the warehouse facade design in a 
regulated urban environment with street buildings, warehouse and hop 
packhouse with sulphur chamber, Pfister and Wustl, house No. 305 on Prokop 
Velký Square.
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built-up area of the Prague Suburb, were positioned in 
easy accessible places for transportation. Moreover, the 
warehouses required a thorough and, at that time, also 
a natural circulation of air. Gravitational ventilation was 
only later supplemented by ventilators. So that a stable 
and low temperature could be maintained in the interiors 
of the hop buildings, the storage spaces, if the building 

conditions allowed it, were oriented towards the northern 
side of the building. In the preserved hop buildings, the 
described orientation towards the cardinal points may be 
observed. It is especially evident, for example, in the hop 
packaging building  No. 753 in Kovářská Street (A35), from 
1913, or in hop building No. 1950 in Prokopa Velikého 
Square (A62),  from 1920.

The external walls of the hop packaging buildings were 
built from  bricks that came exclusively from  local brick-
kilns, sometimes also with mixed masonry, so that local 
stone was made use of. In Žatec, most often it was marlstone 
from the original already demolished buildings, which the 
hop buildings were gradually replacing. The inner bearing 
frame structures, which divided the storage spaces of the 
building into several storeys, were wooden, sufficient to 
bear the loads of hops . Especially since the 1930’s, the 
wood has been replaced with reinforced concrete in the 
more modern, functionalist hop warehouses.
Dried hops are easily flammable and the hop  were built 
in general with a wooden inner bearing frame, so from the 
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Žatec, the Hop Museum, characteristic window shutters preventing 
direct sun light reaching the hops.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - detail of hopper for pouring hops between floors 
in warehouse No. 1232 on Smetanova Square (Vinzenz Zuleger).

Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouse of the J. Schwarzkopf 
company, No. 945 Alšova Street with an outsite fire escape.
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - detail of stiffening rod in wooden ceiling in the 
Christl Brothers warehouse, No. 1950 (2016).

Žatec, Prague suburb - detail of typical wooden floors in the Pfister and 
Wustl warehouse, No. 305 (2016).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - example of a wooden truss adapted to the space 
for storing hops in house No. 305 (Pfister and Wustl warehouse).

Žatec, Prague suburb - detail of combined  steel and wooden structure, 
1950 Christl Brothers warehouse).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - typical storage of hop sacks in the hop warehouse 
(2016).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - typical warehouse floor with a wooden frame and 
wooden floorboards in house No. 753 (Gustav Epstein and Adolf Mendl 
& Grube).
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - example of a modern reinforced concrete 
structure with a larger bearing capacity in the hop building in No. 1580, 
at Hops Square (2014).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - hopper from sulphur chambers, from which the 
hops was poured before being pressed into shipping ocntainers, No. 753 
in Kovářská Street (Gustav Epstein and Adolf Mendl & Grube).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - example of typical double wooden doors leading 
into the sulphur chambers, No. 1950 (Rudolf and Anton Christl).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - detail of lever closure on double wooden doors to 
the sulphur chambers, No. 1950 (Rudolf and Anton Christl).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - double riveted steel door to the sulphur chamber, 
No. 2553 in Alšova Street.

2.
a
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - vista into the sulphur chamber on the lower level 
of the sulphur chamber, No. 305 on Prokop Velký square (Pfister and 
Wustl).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - additionally installed typical electric freight 
elevator for transporting sacks of hops, house No. 305 on Prokop Velký 
square (Pfister & Wustl).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - view into the highest part of the sulphur chamber 
with a typical wire floor and ceiling for the outlet of sulphur fumes, No. 305 
on Prokop Velký square (Pfister and Wustl).

Žatec, Prague suburb - detail of combined  steel and wooden structure in 
house no 1950 (Christl brothers).
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Žatec, view of the characteristic chimneys of the Prague Suburb on 
the traditional “Ascent of Chimneys“, the Hop Lighthouse tower in the 
background.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - original manual winch for vertical transportation 
of sacks of hops between different floors of the hop warehouse, house 
No. 305 on Prokop Velký square (Pfister & Wustl).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - preserved functional workshop for sewing jute 
sacks, house No. 1907 in Zeyerova Street (Sonnenschein & Landesmann).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - detail of preserved historic functional press for 
packing hops into jute sacks, No. 1025 (David Abeles & syn).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - detail of preserved historic functional press from the 
1970s for packing hops into jute sacks, No. 1192 (Heinrich Melzer).

2.
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Žatec, the Hop Museum, authentic mechanical press for pressing the dry 
hops into ballots.

Žatec, Prague Suburb – small preserved hand press for creating hop 
samples for customers.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - detail of preserved historic functional press for 
packing hops, No. 305 on Prokop Velký square (Pfister & Wustl).

Žatec, Prague Suburb - detail of preserved historic functional press for 
packing hops into jute sacks, No. 1025 (David Abeles & syn).
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - preserved functional technology for pressing and 
packaging treated hops, No. 753 (Gustav Epstein and Adolf Mendl & Grube).

Žatec, Prague Suburb – preserved chimney fan.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - detail of preserved historic functional press for 
packing hops, No. 313 on Obránců míru Street (Jakob Abeles a syn).

2.
a

Žatec, Prague Suburb - preserved functional modern technology for 
processing and granulating hops, No. 1580, at Hops Square.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - preserved technology for processing and vertically 
transporting hops, house No. 1192 in Zeyerova Street (Heinrich Melzer).
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beginning, they had to meet the fire regulations of that 
time. This is also reflected in their form. Every building has 
a fire barrier and its own brick staircase. In many buildings, 
these fire staircases have been preserved in their original 
condition. Typical examples of such designs are the hop 
packaging buildings No.753 in Kovářská Street (A35), from 
1913, or No. 1232 in Kovářská Street (48), from 1913. An 
example of a well-preserved building with a monolithic-
ceiling construction is, for example, the hop packaging 
building No.  1532 in Komenského Street (C4).

So that in the course of the long journey to the customer 
the hops would preserve their maximum quality, they 
underwent  sulphuring,a technological conservation 
process. An important part of the nominated property 
are the buildings that contain the sulphur chambers. 
These have been preserved almost in all the buildings 
where hops were originally sulphured, e.g. in No. 1950 in 
Prokopa Velikého Square (A 62), from 1920, or No.305 in 
Prokopa Velikého Square (A 9), from 1873. In the picture of 
the building unit, from  a panoramic point of view, sulphur 
chambers are materially distinctive, since they are multi-
storey buildings finished with a tall brick chimney (for 
example in buildings A9 – No. 305, A63 – No. 1951, A35 
– No. 753, A45 – No. 1192, A48 – No. 1232).

Moving hops sacks in a vertical direction inside the 
warehouses is evidenced by manual wooden rope 
elevators with a winch, an example is the elevator in 
building A9 (No. 305 in Prokopa Velikého Square, Pfister 
&Würstl from 1873). These winches were replaced at 
the beginning of the 20th century by electric freight 
cabin elevators, which were gradually installed in all the 
warehouses. They have been preserved in most described 
buildings and they confirm also the technical value of the 
preserved property.

Apart from these, there are various kinds of hops presses, 
equipment for sulphur chambers including the controlling 
valves, special elevators, scales, templates, sewing 
machines for sacks, ventilation devices, equipment for 
warehouses and the original operational furniture. Many 
technical details have been preserved, for example, 
in the warehouse and hops packaging house  of the 
Sonnenschein & Landesmann company (A59, No. 1907 in 
Zeyerova Street). 

There are sulphuring chambers, a chimney, valves, two 
original machines with pulleys and sewing machines on 
display. In the warehouse and hop packaging building of 
the company Jakob Abeles & Son (A12, No. 313 in Obránců 
míru Street), an original press with actuations has been 
preserved, sulphuring technology with a chimney, and 
in the hop building of Heinrich Melzer (A45, No. 1192 in 
Zeyerova Street), it is possible to find the original nets 
of the hop drying kiln and sulphur chambers, as well as 
valves, inspection openings, hoppers, transportation 
belts, presses, a turning lathe and other equipment of 
the maintenance workshopand a furnished engine house 
with engines amongst other pieces of equipment. With 
respect to the authenticity of the preserved technology, 
other buildings are also interesting, for example. A61, A71, 
A22, A64 and A48.

An entirely unique characteristic of a number of the 
buildings of the upper town in Žatec is their close 
spatial link to the representative villas of the owners of 
hop-growing operations to their production and hop 
processing buildings. Hop buildings were often built in 
the courtyard wings and the villas of the hop companies 
were oriented in this manner towards the street block. 

They are representative both in the interior and exterior. 
An example of such designs is hop building No. 753 in 
Kovářská Street (A49), hop building No. 828 in Tyršova 
Street (A37), or hop building No. 313 in Obránců míru 
Street (A12).  An example of design and furnishing with a 
period interior is at best preserved in the villa of Dr. Kříž in 
Zeyerova Street (A18), which is, as a part of the Regional 
Museum, accessible to the public.

2.
a

Hop warehouse and hop packaging building of Vinzenz Zuleger, No. 
1232, view from the Kovářská Street.
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examPleS oF converSionS oF hoP-related 
buildingS in Žatec

Some of the hop-related buildings have found new uses in 
recent years, often for the benefit of tourism. A number of 
them have been restored with the aid of EU funds.

The Hop Museum takes up, on three storeys, the entire 
historical complex of the authentic buildings No. 305 
(Pfister & Wüstl) and No. 1952 (Melzer). The main exhibit 
is the buildings themselves, which are unique, preserved, 

hop-growing industrial buildings and examples of typical 
packaging houses with storage rooms and a sulphur 
chamber. The museum was established in 1997 on the 
occasion of the World Hop-Growing Congress in the Czech 
Republic. On public display is the original sulphuring 
technology with chimney, grates, a wooden elevator, hops 
presses and a whole number of secondary  exhibits which 
help to understand the principles of hops cultivation and 
processing, the hop-growing history of the region, and 
which document the uniqueness of hop-growing and the 
industrial heritage of the town of Žatec.

In Miléniová Street, opposite to the museum, an 
entertainment complex called Chrám Chmele a Piva ( The 
Temple of Hops and Beer ) dedicated to hops, beer and 
humour was built between 2008-2011. The exhibitions 

include the original covers for floor openings, lifted 
with steel drawbars, wooden bearing frames of the hop 
warehouse, sulphur chambers with a chimney, scales and 
an operational elevator for the transportation of hops 
sacks.

Within the scope of conversion, modern design elements 
have been integrated into the authentic environment 
of the industrial buildings, which, using present-day 

2.
a

Žatec, Prague Suburb - Hop Museum, presentation of simple pressing of 
dried hops into sacks in an authentic warehouse, No. 305 and No. 1952 
(Pfister & Wüstl and Heinrich Melzer).

Žatec, The Hop Museum, located in the former authentic hop warehouse 
and hop packaging rooms of the Heinrich Melzer company, No. 1952 and 
the Pfister & Wüstl company, No. 305, the inner courtyard.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - Hop Museum, presentation of historic containers and 
baskets used for havesting hops in an authentic warehouse, No. 305 and No. 
1952 (Pfister & Wüstl and Heinrich Melzer).
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.technology,  introduce the hop-growing process and the 
tourist attractions of the town to visitors. Among these is 
the modern observation tower called Chmelový maják 
(the Hop Lighthouse). The tower is equipped with an 
elevator and modern information multimedia technology 
and its programme focuses on the hop-growing heritage 
of Žatec. From the top, and other floors, of the tower, 
which is purposefully well lit through transparent metal 
grates, it is possible to see the entire area of the nominated 
property. The view also includes, the whole urban 
structure of the both Urban Heritage Zone and Urban 
Heritage Reserve and the Anton Dreher’s Export Brewery. 
If weather conditions are good, all the landscape values 
of the extensive surroundings of Žatec are visible as well.

Among the interesting and educational aspects in The 
Temple of Hops and Beer is Chmelový Labyrint (the Hop 
Labyrinth), a maze made out of hops sacks with a crystal 
hop cone at its centre. Other features are: Chmelový orloj 
(the Hop Astronomical Clock; revolving zodiac that shows 
the seasonal activities of the hop-grower), a children’s 
playground with the motives of a hop field with poles and 
attractions in the form of a crawl through a hop chimney. 
Part of the visitors centre is the stylish microbrewery U 
Orloje (At the Astronomical Clock). This small brewery with 
a restaurant was set up in the authentic environment of 

2.
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Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouse with sulphur chambers 
and the residential villa of the A. Meindl and G. Epstein company. A characteristic 
example of the combination of a residential building and a hop processing 
building of one entrepreneurial family, No. 753 and 1257 Kovářská Street.

Žatec, The Temple of Hops and Beer, one of the main exhibition spaces, 
presenting the Žatec hop growing region with the coats of arms of all the 
municipalities producing hops.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - Temple of Hops and Beer - presentation of the 
method of storing sacks of hops, No. 1950.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - Hop Museum, presentation of simple pressing of 
dried hops into sacks with a mechanical press in an authentic warehouse, 
305 and No. 1952 (Pfister & Wüstl and Heinrich Melzer).
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - Temple of Hops and Beer - adaptation of the historic 
hop warehouse into a stylish restaurant with a small brewery.

Žatec, the Hop Lighthouse tower as part of the modern visitors centre. Žatec, Prague Suburb, Hop astronomical clock with a hop-grower theme, 
one of the modern accessories of the visitor center, No. 1950.

2.
a

one of the facility buildings and it provides an opportunity 
to taste beer made with Žatec hops and it is generally 
oriented to gastronomy using hops.

Into the historic garden of the Capuchin monastery, an 
area where in the past hops were dried and cultivated, 
elements connected with the hop-growing heritage of 
the town have also been integrated. A tribute to all “the 
Hop Knights”, a still operational order founded in 1371 in 
Dijon, is represented by  the Fountain of the Hop Knights. 
An example of  the original style of hop cultivation in 
the hop fields with poles is part of the park layout in the 
southern part of the Capuchin garden.

An extensive building with an inner courtyard, street 
number 356, the Renaissance Malt House, was entirely 
renovated between 2009–2011 and adapted as a multi-
purpose town cultural centre . Here the unique operation 
of the malt house is respectfully presented, including 
stone reliefs of hops on the column capitals on the upper 
floor. In the rear wing, the existence of a malt-kiln was 
archaeologically documented, a place with a furnace for 
drying malt. In the courtyard, a medieval well was found 
and restored.

With the restoration of the former Renaissance Malt House 
building, the authentic testimony on the typological 
wealth of the buildings connected with the hop-growing 
heritage of Žatec has been significantly strengthened.
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Žatec, Prague Suburb - authentic space on the ground floor of the 
renovated Renaissance malt house, No. 356.

Žatec, the southern facade of the former premises of the Renaissance 
Malt House, in Masarykova Street.

Žatec, Prague Suburb - part of the historic garden of the Capuchin 
Monastery with a presentation of the old way of growing hops on hop 
poles.
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Žatec, the former Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery, aerial view from the 
northwest.

Žatec, the former Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery.
Source Michal Kovařík

COMPONENT 02
THE DREHER’S EXPORT BREWERY
ANTON DREHER´S EXPORT BRAUEREI

An independent component of the nominated property 
is the historical Anton Dreher´s Brewery, which is located 
on the left bank of the river Ohře and which represents 
the period, in which important business premises were 
built closer to the railway system. In Žatec such a territory 
is in the flat area under the promontory, upon which the 
medieval town has been built. The brewery is in a location 
convenient for transport between the track, river and 
the road to the town of Chomutov. At the same time, it 
is located within a viewing relation to the highest part of 
the promontory, which is now taken by the premises of 
the operating Žatec Brewery (within the component part 
01 - see above).

Originally, the Community Brewery was built for a group 
of local businessmen (founded in 1898), according to the 
plans by Žatec architects and builders (Johann Salomon, 
Alois Daut, Josef Petrovský, 1899). It started operation 
on the 1st June of 1902. The brewery was afterwards 

purchased by Anton Dreher junior (1849-1921). In 1926, 
the building of lager cellars and bottle filling room was 
carried out by the Žatec company of J. Gregor. 

The size of the brewery bears evidence to the considerable 
business ambitions of the new owner, Anton Dreher, who 
is considered to have been a significant personality in beer-
brewing history and who is inseparably connected with 
Žatec. With respect to its size, the brewery operatedunder 
generous concepts, which are still preserved in their 
original state in one piece.

The Dreher’s Export Brewery is a unique example of a once 
modern beer brewing operation in central Europe. The 
brewery consists of two malt houses with two malt-kilns, 
a brewhouse building with a water-tower, lager cellars 
with a refrigerator, a boiler room and an engine room. 
At the crossing of the road and the railway siding stands 
a sumptuously conceived administration building and 
other management facilities. 

The Neo-Renaissance building draws from the traditions 
of local building with its architectonic design, materials 
and details. It especially represents unconventional 
combination of materials, for example, a combination 
of false half-timbering and the use of red brickwork in 
armouring of the slightly projecting corners and tectonic 
elements, or the use of marlstone on the surfaces of the 
outside wall. The irregularity of alternation of materials 
between the buildings of this ensemble provides each 
of the operational buildings with its distinctive character, 
even though the premises from the architectural point of 
view appear in a very compact manner.

malt houSe (blocK 1), lot number 1190/3, 
without a Street number
The malt house complex consists of two four-floor wings 
with cellars, they have a rectangular ground plan and 
there is a connecting block in a partially closed shape of 

2.
a
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the letter “U”. Two lower storeys were treshing floors, in the 
other three floors above the ground there are barley attics.
The wings of the treshing floors and malt and barley attics 
have eight window axes. Both horizontally and vertically, 
the facade, from white limestone, is patterned using 

pilasters and mouldings from exposed red bricks. 
The plinth on the level of the half-embedded cellar is 
made of clinkstone. The windows, with segmented arches,  
surrounded with visually conceived chambranles from 
exposed brick, are divided into four parts. The facade of 
the last floor consists of half-timbering with fillings from 
smooth plastering. Several types of windows are used.

The concept of the facade hints at a division of functions in 

the building. The floors of both  the wings are connected 
by corridors. Ventilation openings are placed both by the 
floors and underneath the ceiling. To each horizontal part, 
a tower block of a malt-kiln is connected. (A malt kiln is a 
drying house of sprouted barley, where the last phases of 
malt production take place.). 

2.
a

Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery - original brewery chimney.

Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery - water reservoir tower.

Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery - view of the interior of the 5-storey malt 
house.

Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery -  Hop decoration in malt house 
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Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery - cellar for aging beer in large wooden 
barrels 1946.

Malt-kilns surmount the rest of the building by one storey. 
In the basement, there is reception room for barley, which 
was transported from there by an elevator into a cleaning 
and sorting device. Individual blocks of the malt house 
are roofed with a flat roof, covered with tar paper. The 
building is connected to the brewhouse on the 2nd floor 
via a connecting, covered small bridge, which served also 
for the placement of connecting technological wiring.

the brewery - brewhouSe, engine room, 
boiler room (blocK 2) lot number 1190/1, 
Street number 2880
The boiler room, which has a similar architectonic form 
as the neighbouring malt house, was built for a double 
boiler set (the original technological equipment has not 
been preserved). It is lit by three tall and narrow industrial 
windows, which dominate the main facade with a 
terminated stepped gable with small roofs. 

The ceiling of the boiler room has low vaults supported 
with transverse metal beams that rest on two cast-iron 
columns. Clear evidence of the connection with hop-
growing is is shown by a glazed moulding with a hop 
motive, which is part of the preserved yellow ceramic 
exterior tiling.

The  boiler room and the engine room buildings are 
supplemented with a dominant, slender water-tower of a 
rectangular ground plan, topped with a tall hipped roof. 
The water-tower is, except for the beer-brewing chimney, 
the highest building of the premises. 

The chimney is from red, exposed brickwork, 38-metres-
tall and in this manner, it forms a distinctive visually 
significant element of the premises. The stucco decoration 
of the walls, with pilaster strip frames, has been partially 
preserved in the engine room interior, which, originally, 
was distinguished by being colourful. Also a wooden 
coffer ceiling has been preserved.  

the brewery – cold Fermentation FacilitieS 
(blocK 3), lot number 1190/1, Street number 
2880.
Spatially the most extensive building is the building of 
cold fermentation facilities and cellars. On the highest 
floor of the building from brick and stone is a chillroom: 
a space to place butts (large shallow tubs for fast cooling 
of wort). In the space of the chillroom, the original ceiling, 
with a metal construction, has been preserved for the 
whole length of the wall, also window fillings have 
been preserved with adjustable ventilation roller blinds.  
In the side wing, lower by one floor are a fermentation 
room, filling room and cooperage. The interior of the 
building have been adjusted for new use for example the 
production of syrups and storage. 

2.
a

Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery - cellar for aging beer in large wooden 
barrels 2014.

Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery – preserved lager tanks (2015).
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A technologically interesting element are the preserved 
fermentation tanks from reinforced concrete. From the 
room, 7 lager cellars are accessible, 20 metres long and 6 
metres wide. They are followed by a room for ice storage, 
a barrel pitching room, rooms for bottling, a storage block 
and exportation storage.

The cellar wing is connected with the boiler room by a 
13-metre-long, roofed, iron gangplank. The facade is a 
combination of white limestone and red bricks. The plinth 
is from  hard black-and-grey clinkstone. Visible wooden 
parts and the half-timbering are coated with brown-red 
oil paint.

management building (building 4), lot 
number 1191, Street number 1043
The building is located in the northern part of the 
premises. The one-storey building, with a garret in the 
saddle roof, consists of two mutually perpendicular wings. 
The building was originally used as a stable, storage of 
carriages and a canteen, with a kitchen for the employees. 
On the first floor, there were flats. The facade is,  as in other 
beer-brewing buildings, from exposed masonry, this time 
supplemented with sandstone and clinkstone on the 
plinth level.

adminiStration building (building 5), lot 
number 1190/2, Street number 1042
The representative, one-storey brick building, with a 
garret in the hip roof with slate roofing, was built on a 
rectangular ground plan, immediately next to the main 
entrance into the brewery premises. Originally, the 
gatehouse was located here, itnow houses operational 
and representative offices, a conference room, an archive 
and a sample tasting pub with a bar.

The building included an apartment for the brewmaster, 
a one-room flat for the gatekeeper, cellars and a laundry. 
The interiors of the building remain preserved in their 
original layout and artistic elements have been preserved, 
such as railing, doors, paving as well.

On the administration building, the facades are made in 
a combination of exposed bricks on tectonic elements 
and of plastered surfaces.  In the gables of the avant-
corps, half-timbering is used, similar to other buildings 
on the premises. The facade is brightened by a balcony 
with arcades, which is placed on the eastern corner of the 
building, exposed to a view.

The premises of Anton Dreher’s Export Brewery in Žatec 
are a significant document to the history of beer brewing, 
and a unique example of a distinctive architectonic 
rendering of an industrial building, with characteristically 
unmistakeable construction elements of beer-brewing 

buildings from the turn of the 19th and 20th century. The 
brewery, with many authentic constructions, represents a 
distinctive architectural dominant of the northern suburb 
of Žatec. In its time, it was the largest export brewery in 
Bohemia. The significance of the brewery is underlined 
by the figure of the owner and co-founder Anton Dreher, 
who was the biggest producer of beer in Europe in his 
times and owned also breweries in Hungary and Austria. 
Anton Dreher exported beer both to Europe and America. 
These were the beers of the Urstoff (Pratok) and Sv. Hubert 
(St. Hubertus) brands.

The brewery was in operation until 1948, from which time  
it served as the Žatec venture of the national enterprise 
Severočeské konzervárny (North-Bohemian packing 
houses) with a different production programme of the 
production of musts,  fruit juices and wines. Production 
continued almost until the end of the 1990’s as Fruta 
Žatec, after which there was  an attempt to renew the 
production of malt. Currently, the brewery buildings are 
without their original production activity and are leased 
to small entrepreneurs. There are visions for the future 
included in the Management Plan.

2.
a

Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery - historic and modern view of the brewery 
malt house (on the left), office building (in the forefront), chimney, water 
reservoir tower and brewhouse (in the background).
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Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery - label of original export beer brand 
„Pratok“.
Source - private collector.

Žatec, Export Dreher Brewery - preserved original fence (in the forefront), 
fermenting room and storage cellar (on the right) and brewhouse with 
water reservoir tower (on the left) 2016.
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2.b  hiStory and develoPment

early hiStory

The wider surroundings of the nominated property in 
Žatec have a very rich history that has been researched 
with respect to the importance of the town. They have 
been described by several generations of researchers and 
supplemented with many archaeological explorations. 
The favourable combination of natural and climatic 
conditions affected settlements in the Žatec region as 
early as the Paleolithic Period. The oldest settlement 
remains, a prehistoric hunter camp that is more than 
30,000 years old, were uncovered in the nearby village 
of Holedeč, south of present-day Žatec. A unique find 
from this period, which also represents one of the oldest 
examples of art in the Bohemian territory, is the chip of a 
mammoth rib, with a fish engraving on it, that was found 
on this site.

Directly on the Žatec promontory, evidence of settlements 
by early agricultural civilisations were explored by 
archaeologists, a settlement by the so-called linear 
pottery culture from the Neolithic Period (about 5500 
BC). In the second half of the 20th century, mainly during 
the building of the large residential housing estate Žatec-
South II, graves from late Stone Age were discovered on 
the territory of the town of Žatec (from about 4200–2200 
BC).

Other archaeological finds document the extraordinary 
significance of Žatec as early as in the early and late Bronze 
Age (1300–800 BC). The ichly furnished graves, uncovered 
with bronze vessels, weaponry and a two-horse team, 
confirm the existence of a centre of power in the Žatec 
area, from where members of a hereditary aristocracy 
controlled the wider surroundings.

In the territory of the nominated property, the centre of 
Žatec, originate finds from the Hallstatt period (6th century 
BC), which include both ceramic fragments and evidence 
that the strategically convenient location above the River 
Ohře had already been supplemented with fortifications 
and protected by a moat, by that time.

From the 4th century BC, we have proof of the residence of 
historical Celts from several places in Žatec. Their graves 
were explored both in the urban area of the town and in 
locations on the town’s periphery.

From the 6th century AD, Slavic settlements appeared in the 
Žatec region, as well as in other regions of the Czech lands, 
in connection with the time of the “Migration Period”. 
Finds from the 8th and 9th century have been discovered 

in the historic town centre. During these times, there was 
probably only an unfortified settlement standing there. 
The wider environment of today’s Žatec is traditionally 
associated with the Lučan (Lutschan) tribe, an important 
dynasty from early Czech history documented in the 
essential written source “The Chronicle of Bohemians”. 
They probably created an independent formation under 
their power in the 9th and at the beginning of the 10th 

century. In the first half of the 10th century, during the 
main historical unification process of the Czech territory, 
this area was seized by the governing dynasty of the 
Přemyslids. The developement of a Žatec hillfort was 
undoubtedly motivated by an effort to stabilise the 
Přemyslids rule over their recently gained territory and it 
also secured the northwestern border of the domains of 
the new ruling dynasty. 

2.
b

Jan of Žatec - A medieval poem „The Ploughman of Bohemia“ 
(„Ackermann aus Böhmen“). The author of the poem was the  town clerk 
and notary, Jan of Žatec.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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The new hillfort also fulfilled economic and administrative 
functions. Gradually, a massive settlement with an 
acropolis originated, which also included ademarcated 
residence for the ruling elite, with a fortified outer wall 
and several churches.

During the 10th and the 11th centuries, during the time 
that corresponds with the period of the formation of 
the Czech state, Žatec was one of the most important 
places in Bohemia. It was the most extensive hillfort 
built on a promontory in early medieval Bohemia, 
while the fortification, consisting of wooden and clay 
walls and moats, protected an area of 15 hectares. The 
contemporary preserved town walls from the High 
Medieval Period essentially follow the course of the early 
medieval fortification.

The name Žatec is first mentioned in the chronicle of 
Bishop Dietmar (Thietmar) of Merseburg (975-1018), 
“Thietmar’s Chronicle”, in the description of the crusade of 
the Roman king George II (972/3–1024) in 1004, in aid of 
the Přemyslid’s Duke Jaromír in the war against the Polish 
Bolesław the Brave.

The most important archaeological find from the area of 
the town, the so-called “Treasure of Žatec”, comes from 
the beginning of the 11th century. This is the richest silver 
cache from the early Middle Ages within the Bohemian 
territory. It was discovered in 1937 on the edge of a 
specific production premises in the southwestern part 
of the nominated property, on what is today Chmelařské 
Square. A ceramic vessel contained hundreds of silver 
coins of both German and Czech mintage, silver talents 

and jewels, including two golden rings. The total weight 
of the treasure amounted to almost three kilograms, and 
it is assumed that it was buried before 1012.

In the 11th and 12th century, Žatec had the nature of a “lot”, 
a demarcated area that was administered directly by the 
members of the ruling Přemyslid dynasty or by leading 
representatives of the aristocracy.

medieval town

During the 13th century, the early medieval residential 
agglomeration in Žatec was transformed into a High 
Medieval period town through several phases.

A general sign of the completion of the transformation 
of an early settlement into a town is the establishment of 
legal documents of its existence. This occurred in 1265 in 
Žatec, when Žatec received its first written privilege “Listina 
krále Přemysla Otakara II.” (Charter of king Přemysl Otakar 
II) from the 30th of December 1265, issued by his Chamber. 
The original document might not have been preserved 
but the text concerning the privilege was preserved in the 
transcript of Kniha pamětí (Book of Memories) from the 
end of the 14th century.

The significance of Žatec is also attested by the fact that 
through a decision of King Přemysl Otakar II, Žatec became 
the administrative centre of the Zatecensis province, 
thereby becoming one of the most important towns after 
Prague, with respect to administration of the kingdom.

The acquired judicial, economic and administrative 
powers had a fundamental significance for the further 
expansion of the town. The settlement of the inner parts 
of the town was growing fast. The inner structure of the 

2.
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The Žatec Treasure - The most important archaeological discovery in the 
town, dating from the early 11th century. It was discovered in 1937 on the 
outskirts of a specialised manufacturing facility on today‘s Chmelařské 
Square, and it contained hundreds of German and Czech silver coins, 
silver hryvnia and jewellery, including two gold rings. The treasure found 
weighed a total of nearly three kilograms. It was buried before 1012. This 
find is the richest early medieval cashe in Bohemia.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Žatec - View from the west, end of the 18th century. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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built-up area changed towards the distinctive, more 
organized structure of a High Medieval town. It was then 
that a new, large square was demarcated, today’s Svobody 
Square, towards which rectangular blocks with typical, 
oblong building plots were directed.

In the second half of the 13th century, the existing 
fortification of the promontory was probably 
supplemented with town gates. The majority of old 
churches also fulfilled their function at that time. The 
church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary became 
the central church, originally a one-nave Romanesque 
building, later rebuilt in Gothic and Baroque styles. 
The Žatec Latin School attached to this church was also 
operating at the time; it was first mentioned in 1335, when 
King Jan Lucemburský granted the town the power to 
appoint the school’s rector.

At the end of the 14th century, Jan from Žatec (Johannes 
von Saaz, sometimes also Johannes von Tepl) was active 
as the rector of this Latin school. Jan from Žatec is one of 
the most important personalities in the town´s history. He 
worked as the municipal notary and scrivener, and he is 
best known as the author of the famous poem from the 
Late Medieval Ages, written in German, in around 1400, 
called “Oráč z Čech” (Der Ackermann aus Böhmen; The 
Ploughman from Bohemia). The language in which this 
work of art is written is considered to be the foundation 
of modern German. In 1460, the poem became one of the 
first printed German books, and it has been the subject of 
many expert works since. Jan from Žatec has a memorial 
plaque on the frontispiece of the Žatec town hall.

The most important medieval craft in Žatec was cloth 
manufacturing, with its production focusing mainly on 
export. Today’s town hall building is also connected with 
this craft. Built in 1362, originally as a marketplace for 
cloth goods, it was not used as the centre of municipal 
administration until 1386.

Around the mid-14th century the parcelling of Žatec 
changed, and from this period, walled, made of stone and 
brick, buildings started to prevail even in construction of 
burgher houses, founded on typical “Gothic” parcelling, 
which was based on elongated plots a shorter side 
adjoining the square or street. The fortification system 
that protected the town at the time consisted of a system 
of walls, a moat and town gates. The main gate on the 
southern border of the centre was the Prague Gate 
(Pražská brána), and the smaller one was the Miller’s Gate 
(Mlynářská branka); neither has been preserved until today 
(see below). The best preserved gates are in the medieval 
fortification belt on the northwestern periphery of the 
nominated area, where the Priest Gate (Kněžská brána) 
remains passable for passenger cars and Libočanská 
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branka (Libočanská Gate) has been determined only for 
pedestrian use.

hiStory oF the JewiSh community in the 
middle ageS

The nominated property is closely connected with the 
history and activities of its Jewish community throughout 
the centuries. The Jewish community began to arrive in 
the quickly expanding town of Žatec in the second half 
of the 14th century, with their focus on the hop trade. The 
first written mention of the Jewish inhabitants of the town 
dates back to 1350, when Emperor Charles IV confirmed 
judicature over the Jews to Petr, the son of Matyáš from 
Cheb (Mathias von Eger). From 1376, we find a mention 
of “the Christened Jew Samuel” and his wife, who issued 
promissory notes. There is also a mention of “the Jew 
David” in the book of contracts for real estate contracts. 
In official promissory notes from 1498 to 1508, there are 
several mentions of Jews with the name “from Žatec”.

The oldest Jewish ghetto was, following the tradition, 
by the River Ohře, that is outside the walled town and 
therefore outside the area of the nominated property. 
Mention of an otherwise unspecified Jewish garden was 
documented from the 14th century.

Jews in the Czech lands had special privileges, issued 
by Přemysl Otakar II in the 13th century in the “Statuta 
Iudaeorum”, which secured special standing for Jews as 
servants of the royal chamber. The king provided them 
with protection and privileges, but for this he taxed them 
highly. They invested their profits into business transactions 
and thereby competed with Christian merchants, which 
definitely did not increase their popularity in large cities. 
The Jews of Žatec, like elsewhere, did not have the right to 
own land in the Middle Ages, nevertheless, trading with 
hops was not forbidden to them. This is why they made 
a living mostly by trading with the local hops commodity 
and by lending at interest, an activity that was forbidden 
to Christians.

hiStory and develoPment oF hoP growing and 
hoPS trading in Žatec in the middle ageS

As early as the 10th century, hops were exported from 
Bohemia to Bavaria and down the River Elbe to Hanseatic 
towns by the Baltic Sea. German literature from the 
beginning of the 20th century states that German brewers 
primarily used hops from Bohemia in the 10th and the 
11th century. As soon as the first monastery and burgher 
breweries appeared in Central Europe, the market 
demand for hops increased. At this time the inhabitants 

of the Žatec basin began to take advantage of the local 
natural conditions for cultivation of quality hops and 
the convenient position of trade crossroads of both 
the domestic routes and waterway. Contrary to other 
European areas, with hop cultivation for their own local 
needs, people from Žatec started to grow hops in greater 
amounts than they themselves needed, to sell it to distant 
regions. This was the beginning of the process of the 
development of the “Hop-growing metropolis” which is 
now known as Žatec .

Back then, hop plants were propagated in a vegetative way, 
using hop cuttings that were cut off and adjusted from the 
lower lignified part of the stem. In early cultivation, slips 
from the best wild-growing female plants were picked.
This was actually the dawn of improvements, in the hops, 
which were based on simple selection. The best hop 
varieties were used for propagation and for subsequent 
planting in hopfields with poles.

At the time of harvest, the hop plants were pulled down 
from the poles, packed into sheaves and brought down to 
barns and sheds where the hop cones were picked. Picked 
hops were dried in a very simple manner: in the sun on a 
swept yard or on wicker hurdles.

In those times, the technique of growing grapes on a 
grapevine was well known and at a higher level than hop 
growing, and since this has a lot in common with hops, it 
can be presumed that the hops growers back then also 
took some basic technical knowledge from wine makers 
and that they drew practical advice from them regarding 
the issues of fertilisation and work around the plants.

Monocultures started to develop and the foundations 
were laid for a culture of organised and independent 
hop growing to develop. Through further cultivation, 
the properties of hops were improved through suitable 
selection of plants and the exclusion of less suitable 
specimens. This way, original regional hop varieties were 
gradually developed, including Žatecký hops, Úštecký 
hops, Dubský hops and Hřebčí hops amongst others.

According to the length of the vegetation period, hops 
were divided into early, semi-early and late varieties.
According to the colour of the vine, the hops were divided 
into the “červeňáky”, red bine hops and “zeleňáky”, green 
bine hops.

The decisive growth of hop production took place in 
Bohemia during the 12th and 14th centuries. In 1306, 
the word “hopfield” is documented in written sources. 
Cultivation was already at a higher level and the quality 
of Czech hops was highly rated. Hop growing became an 
important part of agricultural production.

2.
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Essential town privileges, which were granted to Žatec by 
King Přemysl Otakar II in 1265, also included the regular 
prohibition of establishing pubs “within one mile from the 
town”. This year can therefore be considered indirect proof 
of beer brewing in Žatec, and it can be assumed that the 
cultivation of hops in the Žatec region was also used to 
brew the local beer.

The first direct written mention of Žatec hops comes from 
the 14th century, and it states that in 1348 a Žatec burgher 
Albert sold his plots of land in the villages of Kole, Mlynáře 
and by Stroupeček, including a hopfield, to a Žatec 
burgher Jeclin nicknamed Bohatý (Rich). At this time, hops 
were grown in Žatec both in gardens and on hopfields. As 
in other royal towns Žatec brewed beer based on the so-
called “beer brewing right” in selected burgher houses. 
In 1376, Charles IV confirmed “právo mílové” (the right of 
miles) for the production of malt, brewing, selling of beer 
and its drawing from taps in pubs.

Back in the 13th century, a group of “právovárečníci” 
(holders of the right to brew beer) originated in Žatec and 
were concentrated mainly around the main square.

A hop garden belonged to almost every burgher house at 
that time and the drying of hops took place, even up until 
the beginning of the 19th century, in specially adjusted 
attics in the houses. This reality was reflected in the image 
of the roofscape and even in the current built-up area 
of the medieval centre of Žatec, where many ventilation 
dormers have been preserved on numerous historic 
buildings. It has been proven by research that more than 
80 % of all the existing attic spaces in the historic town 
centre were used for the drying of hops. Prove is given by 
the specific appearance of the roof parts with low gables, 
extensive manipulation openings for hops distribution 
into the garret and by the use of typical roof dormers, 
which provide a better air flow, the “oeil de boeufs”.

The King and Emperor Charles IV (rule 1346–1378) 
supported the establishment of hopfields, especially due 
to the valuable financial benefit that flowed from hops 
export into the royal treasury, and he regulated the export 
of Czech hop varieties abroad.

In the 14th century, the trade in hops from Žatec began 
to reach very distant places. Czech trade with foreign 
or coastal Hanseatic towns used long-established 
connections and trade routes. The largest medieval 
hop market was established in Hamburg, called “Forum 
Humuli”. Czech hops were also imported to this market 
down the river Elbe, and later hops were imported 
to Germany via an overland route, due to their small 
weight. Two important trading routes led through Žatec, 
the Royal Route (Královská) from Prague to Nuremberg, 
and the Northern Salt Route (Severní solná) from Prague 
to the Baltic sea, which helped the trade tremendously.

More than half of the Bohemian hopfields were 
concentrated in Žatec and its surrounding area at this 
time. The reason for this is the exceptional climatic 
conditions in the area, protected from seasonal winds 
and the rains of central Europe by the massive Ore 
Mountains (Krušné hory). This different climatic situation 
is evidenced by the fact that the Žatec region was also 
an area of wine production in the Middle Ages. This is 
documented by the concession of King Václav IV for 
founding vineyards in the vicinity of the town, which 
was granted in 1399. Both wine makers and hop growers 
were traditionally connected in the town.

As early as the end of the 14th century, and especially 
during the 15th century, there was a concentration of 
hop cultivation due to the suitable growing conditions 
in Bohemia. This tendency was strengthened in the 16th 

century, when Czech hop growing reached its maximum 
possible extent and quality at that time. Czech hop 
growing played a significant part in the expansion of the 
brewing industry, and was the main source of income of 
most feudal farm estates. Žatec is a typical example of 
this development.

2.
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Žatec - View from the town hall tower walkway of the roofs of houses with  
dormer windows for ventilation in the lofts where hops was dried. Sulphur 
chamber and hop warehouse chimneys are in the background. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Žatec - intaglio picture, 1569.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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general hiStory oF Žatec in the 15th and 16th 
century (From huSSite warS to renaiSSance 
exPanSion)

In the time of the Hussite Wars in the Czech lands, in the 
early 15th century, Žatec sided with the Hussites, and 
together with the towns of Louny and Slaný, it formed the 
famous “Union of three North-Bohemian Hussite towns”. 
In 1421, the town of Žatec successfully defended itself 
against the second crusade, when the Crusaders were 
unable to conquer the fortified suburb during the siege. 
Today, a reminder of these times is the Husitská bašta 
(Hussite Bastion). 

Despite the fact that it is stated to be a building from an 
early period by many acounts, its provable origin dates 
back only to before 1463. As one of the important buildings 
of Žatec, the bastion attests to the construction form of 
the town’s fortification during the High Middle Ages. With 
respect to the nominated property, the bastion is also 
currently significant because a small private humorous 
museum of the fictitious “hop nation” of Homolupuli 
is placed here, its name chosen according to the Latin 
designation for hop (see also chapter 5.h).

Even after the ending of the Hussite Wars, Žatec remained 
on the side of non-Catholics. In 1521, the German reformer 
Thomas Münzer resided here. The 16th century brought 
economic and cultural expansion to the town, which was 
shortly slowed down by the town’s participation in the 
first rebellion of the Estates against the ruling Habsburgs 
in 1547.

The previously mentioned Žatec Latin School was going 
through its golden age. At the time, several important 
humanistic personalities were active here, including 
Mikuláš Černobýl - Artemisius, Valentin Meziříčský 
and Petr Codicillus from Tulechov. In 1575, the rector  

of the school Jakub Strabo issued the treatise  
“Schola Zatecensis”, which became a model for other 
schools for a long time to come. Apart from other things, 
it included the school rules, which were followed both 
by teachers and pupils. In the 16th century, Daniel Adam 
from Veleslavín, an important Czech historian, writer and 
generally acknowledged personality, listed this school as 
the best school outside of Prague within the Bohemian 
Kingdom.

The town of Žatec expanded further both economically 
and in construction according to data from the tax 
collectors‘ registry from 1567 which showed there were 
701 houses in Žatec, half of which were in the suburbs.

In 1565, a Renaissance water fountain was built in the 
main square, upon which, following the tradition, stood 
the statue of the mythical saviour of the town, Boreš. This 
probably symbolised the town’s privileges, like sculptures 
of Roland placed in other towns at that time. According 
to local tradition, Boreš represented the town’s guardian, 
who saved the town from an attack of a ghost army with his 
braveness. (From 1902 to 2010, the original sculpture was 
deposited in the Regional Museum. It now embellishes the 
recently renovated garden, at the Capuchin monastery 
(see chapter 2.a)).

hiStory oF the JewiSh community in the early 
modern Period

The 16th century was very dramatic for the Jewish 
community that was living in the inner town in Židovská 
ulička (Jewish Street). The burghers saw the Jews in Žatec 
as competition and they strived for their banishment. In 
1530, Ferdinand I, the Holy Roman Emporer, banished 
Jews who did not pertain to Žatec. In 1541, a pogrom 
with many casualties took place here. At first, the ruler 
punished the perpetrators harshly, but he later revoked 
all the remaining punishments and banished the whole 
of the remaining Jewish community from the town in 
1542. The last of Jewish population left the town in 1547 
and their properties were sold. In 1561, the original 
synagogue was also sold. Its original location is unknown. 
It is very likely that some of these banished Jewish families 
formed the basis of later Jewish communities in villages 
surrounding Žatec: in Liběšice, Čeradice and Libočany. 
Only after several decades, in 1584, Jews were allowed to 
re-enter Žatec for trade and for markets. In 1624, by order 
of the king, one Jewish family was allowed to settle here.

2.
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Žatec - Nerudovo Square from the south, view of houses No. 396 (on the 
left) and No. 376, 377, 378 (on the right). Josef Wara, around 1920.
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hiStory and develoPment oF hoP growing 
during the 16th – 17th century

The establishment and expansion of towns in the High 
Middle Ages generally brought in a new era in the 
development of Czech hop growing. The expansion of 
municipal brewing resulted in greater hop consumption, 
which led to the founding of further hopfields in all 
places which possessed suitable conditions. The quality 
of beer improved, thanks to increased requirements 
for the quality of the ingredients, especially the hops. 
The increased interest of burghers in hop cultivation is 
therefore understandable.

Another important factor was the expansion of the 
brewing industry in northern European countries. This 
increased the demand for high-quality hops and also 
created favourable conditions for the sale of Czech hops 
in neighbouring German countries.

Žatec, which had optimal preconditions for growing 
quality hops and an exceptionally convenient location by 
the navigable River Ohře, which flows into the River Elbe, 
further expanded its hopfields. It also participated in the 
sale of hops both in the domestic and foreign market to a 
greater degree.

During this time, Žatec gave its name to the main hop 
growing area of Bohemian hops and it became the centre 
of knowledge for hop culture, not only for hop growers 
across the Czech lands, but also from neighbouring 
countries.

Town councillors determined the ripeness of the hops 
and protected them from falsification and adulteration 
with foreign, coarse hops. They verified the hops origin 
with municipal, or special seals and a written certificate, 
attesting that “The hops were grown by the town and we 
profess to their goodness”. 

There was a great demand for Žatec hops, they were 
used primarily for the production of quality lager beers, 
which is why the area of the hopfields around Žatec were 
gradually increasing, according to entries in the municipal 
books, while vineyards were ceasing to exist. More than 
half of the area of hopfields in Bohemia were located in 
Žatec and its closest environs. In the mid-16th century, 
1,200 to 1,500 “strychů” (about 400 hectares; 1 “strych” is 
about 0.7 acres or three roods) of hopfields were located 
around the town.

Attention was also given to the methodology for growing 
hops. One of the oldest instructions on hop cultivation 
was written before 1540 by Mikuláš Černobýl (1495-1556), 
a Žatec burgher and pedagogue of the Latin school.

We find mention of Žatec hops and beer also in the works 
of the significant Czech Renaissance scientist Tadeáš Hájek 
from Hájku, in his famous translation of Matthioli’s “Book 
of Herbs” (Commentarrii in sex libros Pedacii Dioscoridis), 
issued in Prague in 1562, he also described Czech hops 
and methods for their cultivation in the supplements.

In his other work “On beer and methods of its preparation, 
its substance, strengths and effects”, which came out in 
Frankfurt in 1585, he made a laudable mention of Žatec 
beer called “Samec” (Male), that was allegedly supposed 
to strengthen masculinity.

An important document from the second half of the 
16th century is The Guild Order of Žatec, at the time still 
common to both wine makers and hop growers. Czech 
statutes (guild order, articles) consist of thirteen articles 
on rights and conditions, the manner in which members 
are accepted, and of directives for a guild’s activities. Up 
until 1645, the designation of a “hop grower” was regularly 
used in records instead of a “wine maker”.

The drying of hops in malt houses in Bohemia is 
documented from the turn of the 16th century. In Žatec, 
this period of the partial transformation in handling 
harvested hop cones is graphically illustrated, as a 
Renaissance malt house has been uniquely preserved in 
Masaryk Street No. 356 within the nominated property 
(see chapter 2.a). According to archive research, this malt 
house served its purpose as early as the 1580’s and all the 
way until 1775. In the northern wing of the malt house, 
towards today’s Nákladní Street, the existence of a malt-
kiln has been documented by archaeological research: 
a heating device, where sprouted grain was dried using 
hot air. In the adjacent courtyard, a water source was 
uncovered through research, a well which was renovated 
along with the malt house.

Within the territory of the old originally built-up area 
of Žatec, water sources are mentioned in the direct 
neighbourhood, along with the existence of two other 
malt houses in No. 354 and 357. It is probable that here, 
as well as malt processing, the drying of hops and of other 
agricultural products might have taken place.

Fenced hop yards on the outskirts of Žatec are depicted in 
a famous landscape engraving by the significant graphic 
artist and engraver Jan Willenberg from 1611. The picture 
captures the view of the town of Žatec in the period 
before the outbreak of the devastating Thirty Years‘ War. 
Willenberg captured Žatec as a majestic town above the 
bend of the River Ohře, protected by fortifications with 
a wall with a covered half-timbered gallery and mighty 
bastions. All the important town buildings are depicted, 
as well as small houses in the suburbs. A hopfield, with 

2.
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Žatec - The fenced hop fields are also displayed on the famous view by 
Jan Willenberg from 1611; it shows all the major town buildings and 
houses in the suburbs, and hop fields with stacks of wooden poles. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

piled up wooden poles, is also depicted. The supporting 
poles for the hop plants were annually pulled out of the 
earth after the harvest and sunk into the ground again 
at the start of the season. The picture by Willenberg also 
includes a description based on the very popular chronicle 
of the time by Václav Hájek, a native of the nearby village 
of Libočany.

general hiStory oF Žatec in the 17th century 
(the Period oF the thirty yearS’ war)

In the Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648), the town of Žatec 
supported the side of the revolting Protestant Estates, and 
the town was hit by a dramatic decline. After the defeat of 
the Bohemian Estates at the beginning of that war in the 
Battle of White Mountain (Bílá hora) on the 8th of November 
1620, the mayor of Žatec, Maxmilián Hošťálek, was one of 
the estate leaders who were exemplary executed in the 
Old Town’s Square in Prague on 21st of June 1621. The 
town was punished by a fine and confiscations. The re-
Catholicisation politics of the Habsburgs also resulted in 
the emigration of its protestant inhabitants.

In a similar fashion to other territories in Central Europe, 
Žatec and its environs were also plundered several times 
in the course of the Thirty Years’ War by foreign armies 
of both warring parties, namely the armies of Saxons 
and Swedes which repeatedly passed through the Žatec 
region. In 1654, from the total amount of 232 houses in 
the centre of the town, 79 were listed as deserted, 9 as 
collapsed and 42 burnt down. In the suburbs, 109 houses 
were counted, of which 25 were deserted and 15 burnt 
down.

Even the famous Žatec Latin School closed down; its 
prevalently non-Catholic teachers also left into exile, and 

the school was handed over to the Premonstratensians.
The town adapted to the Catholic religion, the only one 
permitted, relatively quickly. This is attested by the arrival 
of the Capuchins, who were invited by the Žatec municipal 
council. 

The council had a new monastery built for them on the 
southern edge of what was then the town’s agglomeration, 
behind the southern walls of the town. The monastery 
was completed in the 1680’s (The premises of the former 
monastery, in their unchanged extent, form a part of the 
nominated property, see chapter 2.a). The period after the 
Thirty Years’ War was characterised not only by a decrease 
in the number of inhabitants, but also by another change 
in nationality ratios. The number of German-speaking 
families increased in the town, and from 1707 the 
municipal books in Žatec were written in German.

hiStory oF the JewiSh community in 16th and 
17th centurieS

According to an edict from 1584, Jews were allowed 
access to markets in Žatec, Litoměřice and Louny, but 
the order of Ferdinand III from 1637 still prohibited the 
merchants from staying in towns overnight. In 1650, the 
general assembly of the Estates decided that those towns 
and cities that had no Jewish residents, or Jewish residents 
without privileges, at the time of January 1, 1618, did not 
have to suffer Jews and that they could be free of them 
in the future, “be Judenrein”. At the time, this was the 
situation in 30 towns and cities in the Czech lands, Žatec 
included. This way, the decree of the general assembly 
in 1650 ended the earlier history of Jews in the town of 
Žatec. Only in the mid 19th century, 200 years later, were 
these “privileges” of “towns free from Jews” revoked and 
the first Jewish families settled in Žatec once again.

2.
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Žatec - Florian Square (today 5. května Square) with the Baroque Holy Trinity 
Column, created by Franz Tollinger from Litoměřice in the years 1710-1713. 
The additional parts are from Johann Karl Vetter from 1735. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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Period aFter the thirty yearS’ war 
reStoration oF the Fame oF Žatec 
hoP-growing in the 2nd halF oF the 17th century

In the period after the Battle of White Mountain (1620) 
and the Thirty Years´ War the situation in hop growing 
was negative. It is estimated that in Žatec and its environs, 
the area of hopfields decreased between a forth or fifth 
of its original size. Immediately after the war ended, the 
fields laid dormant, hop poles served as fire wood to both 
the army and the inhabitants and there was a lack of 
experienced workers.

However, Žatec hops did not lose ose their reputation as 
their quality was praised, for example, in the works of the 
patriotic, Jesuit and writer, Bohuslav Balbín (1621-1688), 
as well as the exiled writer Pavel Stránský (1583-1657). 
The gradual rise in hop growing is proved in a significant 
document by the Austrian Monarchy, “Berní rula” (Tax 
Registry), which states that in around 1654, shortly after 
the war, there were 293 hectares of hopfields in Žatec; and 
in 1757 there were 368 hectares.

the town oF Žatec in the 18th century

The late Baroque period changed the appearance of a 
great number of Bohemian, Moravian and Silesian towns 
and cities. The consolidation of political and economic 
circumstances also led to a renewal in construction 
activity in Žatec .

During the years of 1724–28, an octagonal chapel was 
added to the main Žatec church of the Assumption of the 
Virgin Mary. It was consecrated to saint Jan Nepomucký, 
one of the most important Czech saints. Jan of Nepomuk 
was the general vicar of the Prague’s archbishopric in the 2 
nd half of the 14th century; after disputes with king Václav 

IV that led to the death of the martyr, he became one of the 
Czech land‘s patrons. According to local tradition, during 
his youth, when he studied at the Žatec Latin School he 
was supposed to have engraved an inscription with his 
name. Pilgrimages to his memory at the new chapel were 
therefore very popular in Žatec in the Baroque period, 
especially after his canonisation in 1729.

At the beginning of the 18th century, the main Žatec 
square gained another dominant, the Baroque column of 
the Holy Trinity created by Franz Tollinger from Litoměřice 
between 1710 and 1713. Additional elements are from 
1735 by Johann Karl Vetter.

The 18th century was also not exactly calm from a war 
point of view as during the Wars of Austrian Succession, 
the period between 1740-1748, the town was occupied by 
the French, and during the Seven-Year War (1756-1763) it 
was occupied by the Prussians.

In the 2nd half of the 18th century, the town was also 
damaged by several large fires. The new sculptural group 
of St Florián, the protector from fire, which was made by 
Johann Karl Vetter and originated between 1742–46, on 
Floriánské Square, did not help.

In 1767, the town hall, along with the old documents that 
were deposited there, was also burnt down. The project 
for its renovation, in the Late Baroque style, was prepared 
by Johann Paul Loschy, who also took part in Baroque 
adjustments of a number of houses in the square. The 
town hall then underwent two more large remodellings, 
the last of which was performed in the mid-19th century.

The rule of Josef II (1780-1790) brought abolition of 
serfdom in 1781 and the establishment of the Žatec 
municipal council seven years later in 1788.

hiStory and exPanSion oF hoP growing in the 
18th century

Among many official charters from the period of Empress 
Marie Terezie (1740-1780), several orders related to Žatec 
hops can also be found. In order to maintain the exclusivity 
of the quality domestic hops, the export of hop slips were 
again officially banned. From 1750, it was prohibited to 
adulterate the hops through mixing high-quality and 
low-quality hop varieties together. Since 1769, the hops 
intended for export were supposed to be officially sealed 
to guarantee their quality.

In 1759, the Bavarian university professor Johannes 
Heumann wrote about Czech hops in a complimentary 
way: “There is a unanimity in this respect, that Bohemia 
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The “žatecký percák, perzhaken”, a type of a scratch plow.
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has got the best hops; the soil largely contributes to this, 
but care of the inhabitants is even more important. The 
best hops are born in the regions of Žatec and Plzeň, 
around Klatovy and Úštěk.”

beginnings of the hops certification
The oldest known certificate guaranteeing the origin of 
hops was issued in Žatec in 1774 . These certificates were 
later numbered regularly for evidence and inspection and 
also to prevent their falsification. In 1796, a special book 
was established by the Žatec municipal council, where 
every issued certificate of hops sales were recorded. 
The names of the seller and the buyer, the amount and 
price of hops sold, as well as the number of sacks and 
place of destination to where the hops were to be taken, 
were stated. In this manner, all hops grown in Žatec were 
registered. However, this did not apply to hops imported 
to Žatec from somewhere else and to the hops that was 
sold here. Žatec municipal hops were registered this way 
up until 1833, when the Association of Hop Growers in 
Žatec was established, which is called in literature also 
Chmelařský spolek or Spolek pěstitelů chmele v Žatci, the 
Hop Growing Association. It is worth mentioning that up 
untill the 1920’s it was also known by the traditional name 
“Weinerverein”, Wine association, which expressed the 

historical connection with Žatec wine makers and wine 
growers. 

As early as the 2nd half of the 18th century, a very specific 
tool was invented in the Žatec region for cultivation and 
loosening of soil in the hopfields, the “žatecký percák, 
perzhaken”, a type of a scratch plow. The plow helped to 
produce more effective cultivation of the hopfields and to 
increase the production of hops.

The invention of the “perzhaken” was related to the 
development of row crops, in particular root vegetables, 
such as potatoes and beets, and hops, and to the changes 
at a time of transition from shifting cultivation to the crop 
rotation system. It was used until World War II.

Since the beginning of the 18th century, when the cultivated 
area in the surroundings of the town of Roudnice nad 
Labem significantly expanded, hop-growing districts 
started to be distinguished through collective names 
and thereby the names of the Žatec and Úštěk Regions 
originated. These names are still used today.

While i hops of the “zeleňák”, green bine hop, variety were 
grown in the region of Úštěk, in the region of Žatec it was 
the “červeňák”, red bine hop, variety.

The end of the 18th century and the whole of the 19th 
century are important periods in the development of hop-
growing methods in the Czech lands. The foundations 
of future hop technology started to form, as well as an 
expansion in production Technological progress had 
arrived in hop growing and replaced the old empirical 
customs. 

At the beginning of the 19th century, the trade in hops 
was in the hands of a significant number of both Czech 
and foreign merchants. Apart from large merchants, who 
bought from 700 to 1,000 “strych” of hops (490–700 acres), 
the registries also document a number of small merchants 
that bought 10 to 50 “strych” (7–35 acres) annually, so that 
they could speculatively wait for an increase in prices and 
re-sell the hops for a profit. Up until 1843, hops were not 
weighed, but measured according to units called a “strych” 
or also a “korec”. This was both a surface and solid measure: 
1 strych = 1 korec = 93 litres.

An important milestone in the future development of 
Czech hop growing was the absolute abolishment of 
corvée in 1848, and thereby also of the bond of serfdom 
and patrimonial authority over serfs. This way, the serfs 
became lawful citizens, could become land owners, and 
they were able to grow hops on their own land. This 
change significantly motivated, and increased the number 
of new hop growers.

2.
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Žatec region – Training hops on a hop pole. Josef Wara, 2nd half of the 
19th century.
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The share of rural hopfields in the Žatec region continued 
to grow, and in the 1860’s it reached 80 % of the area of 
all the hopfields in the Czech lands. This development 
was contributed to by the fact that hop growing was 
one of the most characteristic crops of small-scale rural 
production. The value of hops, and thereby also its market 
price, depended, and currently still depends, on the careful 
execution of all the necessary agricultural processes, from 
spring pruning to harvesting and, to its careful drying. 

All this could be done to a much greater degree, and 
quality, by smaller rural farms, rather than by the older 
patrimonial estates that used unqualified workers for its 
hopfields or hired farm hands. Therefore, from the 2nd half 
of the 19th century, the importance of the countryside 
increased, both for the total production of Czech hops 
and for its assertion on foreign markets. 

Abolishment of the corvée duty, based on the number of 
days, also led to an essential change in the assessment 
of work performance during the hop harvest from “time-
based” to “task-based”. This resulted in the introduction 
of special metallic “hop tokens” for the registration of 
work performed. The picker‘s earnings were established 
according to the number of hop tokens they received. 
At first, these were only metal clippings, from galvanised 
iron or brass, with imprinted initials of the farmer on 
them. Later, at the end of the 19th century, professionally 
stamped hop tokens were used.

In Žatec, the engraving and stamping enterprise of Rudolf 
Lässig was active in hop token production. These hop 
tokens were circular, most often small brass plates with a 
diameter of around 32 mm. On the front, the name of the 
farmer, village and street number were stamped. On the 
back of the small plate, its nominal value was stamped. 
This value usually represented a specific hop-growing unit 
of volume, a “věrtel”(one quarter of a “strych”). Czech hop 
tokens are unique material evidence that tells the story 
about a vanished human activity, the manual harvesting 
of hops. The historic documentary quality of an extensive 

collection of hops tokens is undebatable. They reflect the 
impact of world historical events on a regional history 
from the end of the 19th century to the 2nd half of the 
20th century. Such an extensive collection can be seen in 
the Žatec Regional Museum, where a unique permanent 
exhibition of hops tokens, which currently consists of 
almost 1,000 pieces, was opened in 2001.

The “věrtel” is an old unit of measurement for bulk 
materials, and sometimes also a surface measurement. 
Its size was deduced from the size of a surface sown with 
seeds that would fit into one “věrtel”. The Czech word 
“věrtel” comes from the German Viertel – which means 
“one fourth”, since it was a fourth of the larger unit called 
“strych” or “korec” in Czech. The oldest “věrtel” was a 
unit with the capacity of 25 litres. This historical data is 
documented by preserved hop stamps with the values 
of ¼ or ½ and also by measuring wooden containers 
that were used for weighing picked hops in the hopfield. 
Later, a transition took place from the twenty-five-litre 
“věrtel” to a thirty-litre one (the exact date is not known).

Rotational tillage was gradually introduced in the fields in 
the 19th century, characterised by sowing methods that 
maintained the balance and permanent productivity of 
the agricultural soils. Progress was shown in the sufficient 
production of fodder, and an increase in the production 
of manure.

The introduction of new crops provided the impetus for 
the improvement of ploughing and cultivation tools. In 
1827, a plough with a cylindrical board was invented, the 
swing-plough from the Veverkovi cousins, ploughs which 
turned the soil and could be used for heavy soils and to 
make deep ditches.

This development reached Bohemian hop growing in the 
19th century. The production of hops were then consistently 
separated from other agricultural production and the 
most suitable soils were sought for it, those which would 
have been suitable for its effective cultivation. Hopfields 
with unsuitable conditions were closed, especially in 
southern and western Bohemia, from the Klatovy region 
to the Sokolov region.

Hop cultivation started to be concentrated only in areas 
in which the climate and soil were most suitable for the 
growth and development of hops. In these areas, hops 
are still cultivated today. The exceptionality of the Žatec 
region for hop cultivation, within the entire Austrian- 
Hungarian Empire, became even stronger.

2.
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Žatec - set of hop tokens in the Regional Museum in Žatec.
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cultivation of hops in a hopfield
Hop cultivation in a hopfield also changed in a substantial 
manner in the 19th century. The traditional form involved 
treatment of the entire surface that was divided into 
rows each year. Young hop plants were planted in holes 
together with manure in marked places. In older hopfields, 
the plants were carefully trimmed. When the hops started 
growing, poles were driven in next to each plant and the 
best offshoot was bound to the pole. Then it was watered, 
protected from pests and during growth, continuously 
trained all the way to the end of the pole.

Special wooden pyramidal ladders with a supporting leg 
were used for this. If poles were knocked down by the 
wind, they were erected again.

At harvesting time, the plant was cut using a knife, about 
1 m from the ground, and the pole was pulled out from 
the ground by a special heaver, a hook, together with 
the reeled majority of the hop plant. The hop bines were 
picked either in the hopfield, or sometimes were cut into 
smaller parts as they lay on the poles and these were 
bound into small sheaves and taken into barns where the 
picking took place.

During the hop picking in the hopfields, the poles, 
together with the reeled hops, were taken down to 
prepared constructions placed at the edge of a hopfield. 
Supports were gradually leaned against each other until 
they formed a one-sided wall, and the hop pickers would 
sit below this wall. The pickers pulled the hop bines off the 
poles and picked hop cones putting them into picking 
containers, wicker handbaskets and back-baskets. After 
the container was full, hops were handed in at the hops 
measure, where the hops were poured into a container to 
be measured by věrtel, and a surveyor also inspected their 
quality.

For every handed-in “věrtel” of hops, the hops picker 
would receive a hop stamp. At the end of the harvest, 
and sometimes during the harvest, hop stamps were 
exchanged for money, while the price for one “věrtel” 
was always fixed beforehand. An adept and skillful picker 
could pick up to 35 to 40 “věrtels” a day.

The picked hops were put into small sacks. They were 
not to be pressed or squashed, as they have a moisture 
content of 80 %, and had to be taken for drying as fast as 
possible.

Through the winter, the hop poles were left in the hopfield 
and stored in piles of lying, or standing cones or pyramids.

The hop poles lasted for 10 to 15 years, after which time 
they were usually too short and had to be replaced by 

new ones. The shortening of the poles was caused by 
the fact that the end embedded in the ground rotted 
quickly, which is the reason why the poles length had to 
be hacked down, according to necessity, before their first 
spring bedding. The pole would often break in the wind, 
usually in the place directly above the ground, where it 
suffered from rot the most.

town exPanSion at the beginning oF the  
19th century

The processing of hops has been inscribed into the town’s 
urban structure in a way that is evident at even at first 
glance. In the case of modern, large-capacity processing, 
its remains represent a unique group of almost one 
hundred storage and drying buildings.

Traces of pre-industrial, medieval and early modern 
drying and processing structures are subtler, but still 
clearly visible. This is proven both by the specific design 
of the roof sections with low gables, large manipulation 
openings for distribution of hops into garrets and by 
numerous roof dormers which served to drain away the 
humidity that gathered in the attics during the drying, and 
also in dealing with attic interiors (also see above). Almost 
all roof structures have a uniform construction that uses 
the principle of a king post, often at several levels, owing 
to which the interior is exceptionally spacious. 

With respect to handle the hops, this structure represents 
an ideal solution that enables maximum free movement 
of the operators during hop drying and processing. The 
use of attics for drying is also attested by a number of 
other details, such as winches, counting inscriptions 
executed on wooden elements of the structure, and last 
but not least, the layout of the floors with precisely laid 
floor boards or brick tiles with securing side parts that 
prevented the hops from falling through to lower levels.

For the whole of the 19th century, general history began to 
blend closely together with the rise of the trade in hops in 
Žatec. Hop drying kilns and hop warehouses were built in 
a greater number in the town, thanks to which the town 
became richer and began to develop further in terms of 
construction. Significant new buildings that reflected the 
town’s prosperity were also built. By 1807, a secondary 
school was established, set up in the building of a former 
brewery in Floriánské Square (today’s 5. května Square).

The 1840’s were ground-breaking for the whole of the 
Czech lands, as well as other countries, where political 
activity of different intensity took place. In the town of 
Žatec, a number of stormy public gatherings took place, 
and citizen rights were discussed along with equalisation 
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of Czech with German. The local national guard was also 
active. Žatec, as a then prevalently German-speaking 
town, sent its representatives to the German Imperial Diet 
in Frankfurt. There were no great disturbances in the town.

In 1848, curvée was abolished, which, among other 
things, meant for Žatec that it lost its plots of land that 
it had been administrating as a feudal authority. On the 
other hand, the influx of people from the countryside 
came greater, with people coming to look for work in 
town. An important change was also the abolishment of 
guilds, which liberalised the conditions for developments 
in trade.

In the 1820’s, the process of transformation of the belt of 
original town fortification into public parks began. It is 
also necessary to look for the beginning of social interest 
in, and development of, the territory of Upper Žatec, 
also called Prague Suburb, here. In the period of 1821-
22, Wussin’s Alley was created, and a new road was built 
next to it along with a small decorative pond close to the 
former Čeradická Gate. 

This gate disappeared in the 1830’s, when the terrain of 
the ravine was landscaped and a park was founded.

The once neglected Prague Suburb south of the town 
centre changed completely in the 1st half of the 19th 
century. It opened its door for entertainment both to the 
town’s notables, and its ordinary inhabitants.

In a similar way, the western area under the town’s walls 
was also converted. According to the news of the period, 
the new parks were praised even by the Empress Maria 
Anna during her visit of the town in 1835, who enjoyed 
them whilst she was taking a walk.

hiStory and develoPment oF hoP growing in 
the 19th century

The 19th century was a great heyday for Žatec, owing to 
industrialisation and the expansion of hop growing. In 
1801, the new Burgher Brewery (Měšťanský pivovar) was 
put into operation, which was built in the location of the 
former royal castle. Beer is still brewed there today. 

The new brewery malt house was the first building on the 
premises to be opened, it forms the northeastern wing 
of the brewery and was built according to the project of 
Lorenz Rott. In 1801, the first 840 barrels of beer were 
brewed. 

With the founding of the brewery, was due to the effort of 
the community of Žatec burghers holding beer-brewing 

rights, which had been formed since the 1860’s. This was 
a corporation of house owners with beer-brewing rights, 
whose first “Social Burgher Brewery” was in the house in 
Floriánské Square No. 127 (today’s 5. května Square).

hops certification
Shortly after 1833 when the Association of Hop Growers 
was established in Žatec, systematic certification of the 
origin of Žatec hops was introduced, limited only to 
hops grown in the town’s cadastre. Sacks with hops were 
sealed and certification was issued. The first “Public Hops 
Certification Centre”, was actually the town hall, where 
sealing was carried out on the ground floor. The town also 
benefited from the corresponding fees from this activity.

In 1833, the Association also became the organiser of 
“Dočesná” in its historical form, which was and still is a 
festival organised at the end of the hop harvest from the 
hopfields, in its historical form. Part of the festival was a 
procession with a hayrack and then, later with a decorated 
wagon, upon which a barrel of beer was carried. 

In the period of the First Czechoslovakian Republic (1918-
1938) the king of beer Gambrinus sat on the wagon. The 
programme included the hand-over of a hop wreath to the 
mayor in front of the town hall. Dances, entertainment and 
an election of a hop king were included in the festivities.

Celebrations of the hop harvest and beer brewing also 
developed in Bavaria, which is another area with a tradition 
of hop cultivation. The well-known annual event is the 
Oktoberfest, which is even older than the Žatec Dočesná 
and might be considered as the same topic as in Žatec (for 
more comparison of those two festivals see Chapter 3.2).

In 1837, the hop-growing villages of the Žatec district were 
united for the first time, and hop categories were divided 
into municipal, district and regional. All the mentioned 
measures were supposed to protect the quality and 
reputation of Žatec hops.

In the mid-19th century, a pervasive change took place in 
the hop trade. In connection with gradual introduction 
of the railway (see below in a more detail), the number 
of hop merchants in Žatec that used wagons decreased 
significantly. “Hops magnates”, was the name given to 
this kind of Czech hop merchants in Alpine countries. The 
introduction of the telephone and telegraph also enabled 
better and faster availability of information.

In the 1860’s, the “hop-growing commercial law” was 
instituted, which may never have been officially confirmed, 
but was rigorously observed. It divided the merchants 
into three groups: locals, commission merchants and 
exporters. The locals specialised in buying hops from the 
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growers. The commission merchants mediated in hop 
sales for a commission.

At this time, the sale technique also had a definite shape. 
Gradually, a transition was made from the original 
door-to-door way of trading, to trade that was “purely 
capitalistic”, taken from the trade customs of the Bavarian 
Trade Chamber. In this way, the number of local merchants 
decreased and the trade was left in the hands of an 
increasingly narrower circle of merchants and exporters.

In the 1860’s and 1890’s, six large companies specialising 
in the hop trade originated in Žatec. The company “Martin 
Holly” (Holý) was the first of them. In 1889, the brothers 
Adolf Holý (1853-1905) and August Holý (1859–1906) 
founded a company for trading hops called “Bratři Holý” 
(Gebrüder Holly, The Holý Brothers), which was owned 
by Amalie Holá after their death. From 1896, František 
Kellner (1876–1933) worked in the company of “Bratři 
Holý” in various positions, working his way up to be a chief 
clerk. He became an important Žatec hop merchant and 
founder of a business dynasty.

In 1860, “Žatecký chmelný trh” (the Žatec hops market) 
was established, which was active in the town up to 1879. 
It took place every Thursday, from October to December; 
whilst during October, which is in the main hop-processing 
season after the harvest, it took place virtually every day.

In 1861, the Hop Growing Association bought the 
originally leased old malt house in Jakubská Street (today 
Tyršova Street) and renovated it for use as a marketplace. 
By dividing the hops into municipal, district and regional, 
the Public Hops Certification Centre was established, 
which sorted and assessed hops not according to quality, 
but according to the relation of the grower to the place 
where they owned land. Other hops, which also passed 
through the Žatec Public Hops Certification Centre, only 
received a certification of origin, but did not obtain the 
Žatec market stamp.

An unjustifiable price preference for the “municipal”, but 
in part also for the “district” hops, soon led to conflicts 
between the growers. Unhealthy relations formed 
between individual groups of growers, and this in its final 
consequence harmed Žatec hop growing as a whole. This 
wrong decision by the Hop Growing Association of Žatec, 
was possibly advantageous in the long term only to a small 
circle of growers and the town, but laid the foundations 
to lengthy disputes that were to be dealt with for more 
than half a century, limiting the possibilities of Žatec and 
thereby, Bohemian hop growing in general.

By the end of the 19th century, the hop trade in Bohemia 
was in the hands of German capital. A limited partnership 

company, which was established in 1861 as the first 
Bohemian hop-growing trade association, became 
the foundation of the “První česká akciová společnost 
v Rakovníku a v Žatci”, the First Bohemian Joint-stock 
Company in Rakovník and in Žatec, in 1898.

Along with the changes in the market, significant changes 
in transportation possibilities also took place and affected 
the hop trade positively, contributing also to the increasing 
fame of Žatec and the quality of its hops.

In the 1870’s, the operation of the Prague – Chomutov 
railway started and the railway section on the track Plzeň - 
Duchcov was opened. Based on the demand for a railway 
connection, from the producers of sugar and hops in the 
Žatec and Louny region, and expansion in the mining of 
brown coal in the Podkrušnohoří region (a large area next 
to the Ore Mountains vast ridge, northwest of Žatec), the 
Buštěhradská dráha (Buštěhrad track, in 1867 a functional 
system between Prague and Lány) was successfully 
extended into the entire area. 

In 1871, operation of the railway commenced on the 
section Lány – Chomutov,where Žatec is located, thus 
gaining a connection to Prague. In Žatec, the Buštěhrad 
track and the other important track Plzeň – Most crossed, 
the latter started operating two years later. The connection 
with the city of Plzeň was especially important, since the 
successful boom in beer brewing of the Pils beer variety 
using Žatec hops, from 1842, (see also the comparative 
analysis in chapter 3.2) began at this time. Close by to the 
new main railway station in Žatec below the main terrain 
promontory close to the river, an entirely new industrial 
quarter started to spring up.

The railway meant a break in the existing method of 
the trade in hops as this helped to reduce costs of 
transportation to an eighth of what they previously were. 
The new means of transport also significantly sped up 
exportation and provided protection against climatic 
influences on the hops being transported.

During this time, the first specialised shipping companies 
were also established; the largest shipping company was 
the Eduard Fanta company, which had special railway 
wagons for the transportation of hops.

The widening of market territories and higher demands for 
the quality of hops also brought changes in the packaging 
methods. The original linen cloth was replaced by jute in 
the production of the sacks.

In the 1880’s, metallic cylinders were used for a better 
and longer storage life. These were cylindrical containers 
made from galvanised metal with removable covers. Ship 
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transport required storage of packed hops into tin-lined 
boxes. The main journey overseas led through Hamburg, 
and to a lesser degree through Terst.

When the Public Hops Certification Centre of Žatec was 
founded in 1884, which was also supposed to be a crops 
stock market, most growers hoped for an improvement in 
the circumstances of hop growing.

The main task of the Certification Centre was to certify hops 
as “Žatec hops” for only those hops that were cultivated 
in the Žatec district. Hops were inspected and assessed 
with the participation of both growers and merchants. 
The Certification Centre used the basic terminology 
from the original hop growing market. Its duty was to 
inform the trading public on current prices of the Žatec 
hops, but larger groups of growers were still preferred. 
The Certification of hops was in reality still based on the 
goodwill of the growers, and this resulted in adulteration 
through the mixing of hop varieties. The falsification of 
official certificates of the Žatec Certification Centre was 
discovered, which led to a dispute between the producers, 
and to the founding of the so-called “peasant certification 
centre” in 1869. From that time, two parallel certification 
centres were operating in the town’s territory. 

After a lot of negotiations, they joined together in 1901, 
a facility under the name of Spojená žatecká známkovna 
chmele, The United Žatec Hops Certification Centre, which 
existed until 1922.

In 1891, “Jednota žateckých obcí chmel pěstujících” the 
Union of Žatec Hop Growing Villages, was founded. 
Villages involved in hop growing joined the union and 
elected their delegates. In time, this union developed into 
one of the best organised hop growing organisations in 
the world. Later, it was divided into branches reflecting 
the nationalities of growers, Czech and German.

At the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 
20th century, the teacher, musician and most importantly 
excellent photographer, Josef Wara (1862–1937), was 
active in Žatec. This outstanding observer with a sense 
of continuity, created a very valuable collection of 
photographs over the course of three decades, paying 
special attention to Žatec hop growing. A collection of 
photographs was created, telling the story of the work 
and troubles connected with the cultivation, processing, 
storing and selling of hops. This collection has a special 
value not only for Žatec and Žatec hop growing, but 
also for hop growing all over Europe. There is no similar 
collection to be found in Europe. The glass negatives and 
the collection of these unique photographs are deposited 
in the Regional Muzeum of K. A. Polanek, in Žatec.

hop dance for the emperor
In the first half of the 19th century, Žatec experienced 
two visits from the head of the state. In 1833, the town 
was visited by Emperor Francis I and Empress Caroline. 
The official programme for the distinguished visitors also 
included the traditional hop dance (Hopfenkranzfest) 
performed by local girls. This dance then became part of 
official town festivities for many decades. 

It could be seen at hop festivals and on the occasion of 
other distinguished visits. Local girls also danced it for 
Emperor Ferdinand V and his wife Maria Anna during their 
visit in 1835. It was even admired by Archbishop Karel, 
who later became an emperor, during his stay in Žatec 
in 1910, at a big municipal and sharpshooting festival. 
Photographs have also been preserved from this event
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Žatec - Traditional hop dance (Hopfenkranzfest) performed by local girls 
on the occasion of Archduke Charles‘s visit to the city during his stay in 
Žatec in 1910; he later became emperor.  Author Josef Wara.

Žatec - Hop dance on the occasion of the visit of  Emperor Franz Joseph I 
of Austria with Empress Carolina.
The dance was part of the official town celebrations. It was performed 
at hop festivals and during rare visits.  Local girls even performed it for 
Emperor Ferdinand V and his wife Maria Anna Carolina during their visit 
in 1835. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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Fast industrial expansion
In the 1860’s, the most influential people in the town 
were German liberals. When Mayor Theodor Hassman 
(1861–1876) was in office, the town recorded a rapid 
expansion. This prosperous period lasted virtually up to 
the beginning of WWI.

The expansion of the town and its hop growing were 
helped by the railway connection, as Žatec became an 
important junction of the newly developing transport 
system with significant capacity possibilities (see above).

The necessity of wires for hop growers and other 
specialised tools of modern cultivation, such as sprayers, 
led to an expansion in industry in Žatec. The industry 
focused princablyon metal-work production and 
agricultural machines.

In quick succession, the following industrial enterprises 
emerged: a joint-stock sugar refinery (1871), Mendl’s 
Factory for Horsenails (1875-1877), Ferdinand Lustig & Co.; 
refinery for resin (1884), Bechert’s wire works and screw 
mill (1887), Kohn’s Leather Factory (1888) and Dittersdorf 
Factory for the production of felts and rugs (founded 
1909, later Mitop).

Outside of this industrial district on the northeastern edge 
of the town, there was the carton board factory of Johann 
Schöffl, founded in 1866 in the Prague Suburb, today’s 
Volyňských Čechů St. No. 733. In 1876, it was expanded 
by Moritz Lüdersdorf. Through the expansion of an older 
enterprise, the wire works of Leopold Telatko were also 
established at the same time, outside of the town at the 
end of, what was then, Čeradické Valley.

Enterprises related to the intensification of hop cultivation 
developed in Žatec as well, for example, the enterprise that 
was founded in 1877 by Heinrich Schuldes, specialising in 
sprayers for hopfields, such as hand, back, later barrow and 
horse-drawn sprayers, and various agricultural machines, 
field and hop-growing tools.

In connection with these developments in hop-growing 
at the end of the 19th century, there was an increase 
in financial transactions between the hop traders and 
their customers, and naturally also an increase in the 
credit needs of these traders. The flourishing business 
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Žatec region - Hop Harvest Festival (Hopfenkranzfest), 1830s  -  1840s.

Žatec region - Hop Harvest Festival (Hopfenkranzfest), 1830s  - 1840s; 
The Most Beautiful Girl in the town handing a wreath of the last hops to 
be harvested to a peasant.  This was followed by a celebration of the end 
of the hop-growing season, which has survived to this day.

Žatec - Zeyerova Street, view of Křížova Villa, house No. 344, historical photo / 
present
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec
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environment drew financial institutions to Žatec. 
Immediately before WWI, a new imposing building of the 
Anglo-Austrian Bank was opened in the town, No. 236, 
located on today’s Kruhové Square. This building was, 
along with others, taken down during the restructuring of 
the square in the late 1940’s.

During major renovations to this square in the 1990’s, 
an entrance into an unburied cellar was found, which 
contained part of the forward fortification of the former 
Prague Gate from the 15th century.

drying of hops
Since time immemorial, hops in the Czech lands were 
commonly dried on the floors using natural heat whilst 
being placed in the shade, as it is a fact that the sun‘s rays 
decrease the potency of the hop substances desirable for 
brewing. Drying took place in all the usable spaces of the 
agricultural estates and farms. Sometimes, from the 16th 
century, even malt houses were used for these purposes.

In attic spaces under the roof, hops were spread in thin 
layers of a thickness of 2-4 cm. During the course of 
drying, they were carefully turned three times a day. To 
drain away water vapours given off by the drying hops, an 
entire network of small windows and dormers was set up 
in the roofs.

Up until the second half of the 19th century, hops were 
still dried using natural heat. The best method from all the 
types of drying methods proved to be drying the hops on 
drying hurdles. The hurdles were oblong constructions 
with a wooden frame and a cloth or mesh bottom, where 
hop cones were placed in a thin layer. In the rural areas, 
hurdles were hung from the barn and thrashing floor 
ceilings, and the natural air flow was used to dry out the 
hops. During this drying method, the hops were raked 
and turned on the hurdle. Sometimes, someone would 
only “give a tap” to the hurdle.

Hop drying using natural heat lasted for several days, it 
depended on the weather and it required large spaces. 
That is the reason why new, more economical drying 
methods were sought. Some farmers also hung the hurdles 
in heated residential sitting rooms. In 1858, the principal 
of the first Czech agronomical school in Rabín near the 
Netolice, and agronomist and organiser, František Horský 
(1801-1877), started using drying on hurdles which were 
on stands. This method was adopted both in practice and 
by expert literature of the period. At the end of the 19th 
century, rope hangers with loops for hanging hurdles 
spread in the Žatec region, replacing stands. They were 
arranged above each other in the same manner as in the 
stands. This way, handling the drying hurdles was made 
easier and not as much space was needed. However hop 

drying was still affected by the weather. In dry weather, 
the hops were dry in 2 to 4 days, in wet weather drying 
lasted up to 10 days.

Heated hop drying kilns of the circular, English “oast” type 
were not adopted in Bohemia. In the whole of Bohemia, 
only two such buildings have been preserved: one in the 
small town of Dubá and the other in the village of Rybňany 
near Žatec. Between 1884 and 1886, a bricklayer’s foreman 
Josef Heiyak constructed a heated hurdle drying house 
in continuous operation in Měcholupy, on the Dreher’s 
farm estate. Shortly after, in 1889, hops were dried in a 
malting kiln by Gustav Procházka, a brewmaster in nearby 
Dolní Ročov. Drying houses were built on this principle 
by other technicians and foremen, and malt-kiln drying 
houses started to emerge in more places in the Žatec hop-
growing area.

In 1899, J. Linhart and J. Vltavský, in Rakovník, designed 
and started to produce chamber drying houses for hops 
with slatted drying hurdles at the turn of the century, 
known throughout Europe as “Czech hop drying kilns”.

The first hop drying kiln, with artificially heated air, was 
built in Bohemia in 1884 in Žatec, for the hop-growing 
business company Engelbert Wűrdinger in today’s 
Masarykova Street, No. 751.

To increase the knowledge and education of the hop 
growers, an expert magazine called “Hospodářsko-
chmelařský věstník”, The Economic-hop-growing Bulletin, 
was issued in 1894, which was later renamed “Chmelařské 
listy”, Hop-growing papers. In 1927, the expert hop-
growing magazine called “Český chmelař”, Czech Hop 
Grower, developed from this magazine, which is still being 
issued today as an expert periodical since 1953, known 
under the slightly edited name of “Chmelařství”, Hop-
Growing. On their website, they publish original expert 
and scientific works, news, messages and important, or 
interesting, information dedicated to all aspects of this 
field.

In 1895, the Winter Agronomic School was established in 
Žatec, mainly for future hop-growing experts. The name 
was derived from the seasonal nature of the school, since 
the school year started on the 1st of November and ended 
on the 31st of October, which was a rule up until 1954. The 
school still operates in Žatec today; it is one of the most 
important educational centres in the region in the fields 
of agriculture, ecology and environmental protection. It 
continues to maintain the hop-growing tradition, its good 
reputation being connected to the founding of hopfields.

In 1901, in the Žatec region 9218 growers were recorded. 
Including the largest producers, this represents an average 
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acreage of 1.2 hectares per grower. In the administrative 
area of Žatec alone, there were 487 hectares of hopfields 
at the time, and 491 hop growers were registered there. 
The biggest surface area of hopfields was recorded in the 
second half of the 19th century, owned by J. Schöffl.

From the 1860’s, there was a marked increase in hopfield 
areas, especially in the rural areas (see above) and therefore, 
the town of Žatec started to lose its position as the main 
hop producer. On the other hand, it maintained and 
strengthened its exceptional position as a major European 
hop trade centre. Small growers were increasingly more 
dependent on trade security of production uptake, and 
Žatec started to fully specialise in individual segments 
within the process of production and the trade of hops.

With respect to the volumes of hops traded, Žatec might 
have been gradually caught up by the hop growing market 
in Bavarian Nuremberg, but it surpassed its competition 
with the first-class quality of its hops. Under the name 
“Žatec hops”, all the hops cultivated in the Žatec region 
started to be marked and certified, and the whole region 
profited from the prestige of Žatec hops, which were a 
highly requested trading commodity. 

Outside the European continent, Žatec hops was exported 
to North America in the 19th century. In 1901, the export of 
hops to Japan also began.

At this time, hops picking was still carried out directly in 
the hopfields. Concurrently with the increase in surface 
areas of the hopfields, the demand for a greater number 
of hop pickers grew. Large quantities of hops had to be 
harvested in a relatively short period of time, between 10 
to 14 days, when the amount of lupulin is at its highest in 

the plant. Providing that the required number of pickers 
was more than the local labour market could supply, 
seasonal workers came down, or were brought down, 
from wider surroundings. 

The agronomical historian Zdeněk Tempír (1926) states 
that during the years before WWI, between 60 to 140 
thousand seasonal workers, pickers, were needed for the 
hop harvest in the Žatec region.

The atmosphere of hop harvests before WWI is described 
engagingly by writer Egon Ervín Kisch in his report from 
1910 called “Na chmel na Žatecko”, Hop picking in the 
Žatec region. A number of photographs, with a harvesting 
theme, from the first half of the 20th century have also 
been preserved. 

The theme of seasonal hop work by organised groups of 
students during the summer holidays, was also the topic 
of the first Czechoslovakian film musical called Starci na 
chmelu, The Green Gold, which is a Czech cult film from 
the 60’s and was filmed in the Žatec region.
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Official certification on export package using a tin template and paint 
(stencilling), around 1900.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Žatec – Hops harvest below the town walls, the historic centre‘s towers can be 
seen in the background, around 1900. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Žatec region - Hop Harvest Festival in a hop field (Hopfenkranzfest), around 
1900.  Josef Wara.
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hiStory and develoPment oF the hoP 
induStry during itS golden age – mid-19th 
century to world war i

Storage, sulphur treatment and packaging of hops
The increase in beer consumption, as well as changes in 
the technology of its production in the mid-19th century, 
influenced the consumption of hops and their production.

As a result of this increase, Žatec started seeing new 
warehouses and hop packing houses belonging to the 

hop merchants. Jewish families began to prosper among 
the traders, bringing their names into the new companies: 
Würdinger, Kohn, Melzer, Christl, Pfister, Wüstel, Abeles, 
Stern, Epstein, Mendl, Grube, Zuleger, Bondy, Löbl, Glaser, 
Holy, Paulus, Hahn and Danzer, amonst others.

Older hop warehouses were mostly simple structures, 
sometimes with an adjoining residence of the owner. 
They were built using a technique commonly used for 
the construction of multi-storey townhouses. Since 
the initial boom of hop warehouses and packing house 
construction in Žatec, there was an apparent trend in 
building warehouses with dry spaces large enough to 
allow the storage of large quantities of dried hops, while 
also allowing for vertical and horizontal hauling, bagging 
and pressing of the hops. 

These warehouses mostly accepted pre-dried hops 
bought from the growing regions and villages.

In the storeroom, the hops were processed according to 
company traditions, or as requested by the growers. Bags 
of hops were hauled to the upper floors of the warehouse 
using manual winch elevators, both internal and external, 
for storage, after which they went through processes 
which took them gradually down through the building. 
 
The warehouses used wooden floors because they 
retained the least moisture. The outer walls were designed 
to insulate against heat. The windows were covered up, 
mostly with blue paper, to prevent sun damage to the 
stored hops. The warehouse had to be large because 1 
quintal of stored hops takes up an area of 1.8 m2. Each bag 
accepted for storage was sampled for testing. 

The bags of hops were stored in rows with lanes in 
between for handling and checking their condition. 
Each bag had long probes stuck in various places. These 
were used to check the temperature inside the bag. 
Twice a day, an operator pulled them out and held them 
against his cheek to check for an increase in temperature. 
Temperature increase is usually caused by high humidity 
or the activity of microorganisms left over after drying. 
If the bale was too warm, its sides had to be ripped to 
increase ventilation. In some cases, the hops had to be 
removed to be redried.

To transport sacks of hops along floors, the warehouse 
had various form-fitting carts and hand trucks. Iron hooks 
with wooden handles were used for easier bag handling. 
For transporting loose hops, there were wicker baskets, 
lightweight wooden carriers, wooden shovels and 
pitchforks. On the lower floors of the warehouse, the hops 
were packed into export sacks which were branded with 
the company name.

Žatec - Kovářská Street - Hop warehouse No. 1232, around 1925.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Žatec - Kovářská Street - Hop warehouse No. 1232, 2016.
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Žatec  - transportation of hop bales to the packhouse, example of manual 
handling of bales of dried hops. Author Josef Wara, around 1920.

Žatec - Transportation of hop bales. 
Author Josef Wara, around 1920.

Žatec - Transportation of hop bales. 
Author Josef Wara, around 1920.

Žatec – removing leaves from poorly sorted hops, around 1900.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Prior to export, the hops were treated in special chambers 
using sulphur dioxide to preserve them for longer. 
Sulphur dioxide was used to halt the development of 
microorganisms and to improve the shine andcolour of 
the hop cones.

Sulphur chambers with fine iron mesh floors were filled 
with hops from above until the conical pile of hops filled 
the chamber. It was closed with two steel doors and 
special furnaces burned pieces of sulphur or sulphur 
flowers below the mesh. About half a kilogram of 
sulphur was used to properly preserve 50 kg of hops. The 
resulting sulphur dioxide permeated the chambers and 
the hops. After about 5 or 6 hours, open chimney flaps, 
and sometimes fans, were used to vent the chambers. 
The chimneys of the warehouse released the sulphur 
dioxide into the atmosphere. Žatec hop warehouses and 
packaging houses were built with brick chimneys, up to 45 
m tall, precisely because of the discharge of sulphur fumes 
into the atmosphere. After treatment in the chambers, the 
hops were pushed out, using shovels, and packed into 
export sacks. 

The sacks were filled through a round hole in the floor, 
which had metal hooks around the circumference to hang 
the 180 to 200 cm long export sack. The sacks were filled, 
using a light wooden shovel, up to 40 cm in depth, after 
which a worker lowered himself into the sack to even out 
the spread using his legs. This process was repeated until 
the sack was full.

The full sack, weighing about 60 kg, was taken off the 
hooks and moved using a hand truck to the storage space.

Unlike today, where the certifying of the hops is done 
right at the warehouse, in the past there was a separate 
building housing the certifiers. Transportation from the 
warehouse to the certification hall was handled by a 
special group of people, who established their own guild. 
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The warehouses were later equipped for pressing hops 
with mechanical comb presses imported from Germany. 
These were run using four-stroke cylinder, gas engines.

The first modern hop packing and preserving house in 
the Czech Republic was founded in 1878 by J. & L. Kohn & 
company, in Žatec on what is now Tyršova Street, No. 250.
The first electric motor to drive the presses was installed 
by H. Melzer in building.

Only the warehouses of the Christl brothers were equipped 
with a steam engine. Even then there were attempts at 
establishing refrigerated storage areas in the hop packing 
plants.

The last decade of the 19th century and the period before 
the First World War changed the appearance of Žatec and 
its inhabitants’ way of life. Several dozen warehouses and 
packing centres sprung up as well as the chimneys of the 
sulphur chambers. The hop-related buildings imprinted a 
unique and specific character on parts of the town. The 
development of the hop growing and processing sectors 
brought an increased need for certain trades along with 
the emergence of entirely new occupations. The rhythm 
of life adapted to the cultivation, processing and trade of 
hops which left an indelible mark on the fate of the people, 
the appearance of the close and distant landscapes and 
the architecture, of Žatec.

At the end of the 19th century, Žatec was a lively and 
economically important centre in northwest Bohemia. It 
was at the junction of two important railway networks (see 
above) that undoubtedly contributed to the rapid growth 
of industry. The railway connection had a particularly 
significant impact on the transport and trade in hops. 
In 1900, Žatec had 15,900 inhabitants and 1,034 houses. 
There were 161 registered companies dealing in the sale 
of hops and 53 hop warehouses and packing centres. Two 
breweries complemented the industrial businesses of 
Žatec and the significant agricultural production of mostly 
hops, cucumbers and vegetables.

The town authorities, in cooperation with over one 
hundred hop traders, started to consider the construction 
of a central hop warehouse, which would be used to 
dispatch hops after customs clearance. They were looking 
for appropriate ways to connect hop warehouses, packing 
plants and vegetable markets with the stations on the two 
railway tracks. The idea of establishing of an urban freight 
and passenger railway line was discussed. Shipments 
of up to 50,000 freight wagons per year with passenger 
transport around the town were considered. The total 
length of the planned route was more than 5 km. The 
first project was submitted in 1898, but the Ministry of 
Railways was very reluctant to discuss it. 
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Hop pressing.

Example of careful storage of hop sacks with a designation of original in 
lots, before shipment from the warehouse of the processing company, 1930. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Žatec - Tyršova Street, queue for certification of the authenticity of hops 
in front of the old hop-stamping house No. 290, around 1920. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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The main reason for their hesitation was the design, which 
was to use special cable constructions to overcome the 
steep streets between the railway stations by the river and 
the historic centre of Žatec, along with the warehouses. In 
1902, the town brought a new project, which was to deal 
with the segregation of urban rail lines for passenger and 
freight traffic. This track would have even had a spur to 
the Žatec town hall on the main square. The project was 
handed over to the town in 1903 and the Town Hall and 
governing bodies approved the project. 

Its implementation was prevented after a thorough land 
analysis in 1905, which showed some of the problems of the 
project. The project would have required the demolition 
of corner houses in the historic town centre, which would 
have require extensive landscaping and would have been 
very expensive. The hop and vegetable wholesalers found 
that the cost, at which they would be loading rail wagons 
directly at their warehouses, was unreasonable. Finally, 
not even the town could devote enough funds to the 
project, and the implementation of a freight tram system 
in the town was therefore abandoned. Due to the timely 
analysis, none of the planned demolitions took place, and 
Žatec continued to use simple transport carts and later 
the first lorries. 

In 1907, Bohemia recorded the highest acreage of hops till 
that point in time; 17,280 hectares.

The first provenance law was issued the same year, 
defining the grower communities and areas and put in 
place voluntary grading of hops.

The Žatec area was thus divided into three groups: 
municipal hops, district hops and regional hops. The 
municipal hops group only included the town of Žatec.

This division was amended in 1910 and the municipal 
hops group was removed.
The Žatec Hop Growers Group and its two sections, namely 

Czech and German, had been gathering data and reports 
on the status of hop growing in Europe. The situation at 
that time was not good, especially the sale of hops which 
was facing problems. After a detailed evaluation of the 
situation and many discussions with growers, the Hop 
Growers Group decided to convene the firstInternational 
Conference of Hop Growersin Žatec on 1st of September 
1911.

The aim of the meeting was to create a strong organisation 
amongst hop growers throughout regions and countries, 
a long-term creation of reliable statistics on areas and 
harvests of hops and to create a „hop corporations 
centre in Central Europe“, with a view to further expand 
production areas, including overseas.

This conference and its conclusions encouraged further 
developments in hop growing in Europe, but in 1913 
the promising developments were hampered by the exit 
of the German Association of Hop Growers and the later 
event of the beginning of The First World War. 
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Žatec – celebration and unloading of the 50,000th hop bale by Bechert 
and Son, around 1928.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Dockworkers loading Saaz hop bales.
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the advent of new technologies for the cultivation of 
hops, their processing, treatment and trading (1848 to 
1918).
According to data from a reliable cadaster, there were only 
4,336 hectares, for use in the cultivation of hops, remaining 
after the crop failures of the mid-19th century in Bohemia. 
A rapid rise in the following decades was documented by 
the fact that Bohemia registered the largest acreage yet, 
of 17,280 hectares under hops, in 1907.

Gradually, there were changes in the cultivation of hops. 
There was the gradual extinction of bar hopfields, used 
since the Middle Ages (see above). From the mid-19th 

century, these were replaced by a completely new way 
of cultivation using permanent structures, wire trellises 
supported by poles. The trellis fields were invented by 
Leopold Stamm and were promoted by his brother 
Ferdinand Stamm in 1847. Josef Schoffl tried the new 
construction in Žatec in 1856. The Žatec trellis design was 
perfected by F. Wachtl in Hořesedly and further improved 
by Josef Heiyak at Dreher‘s estate in Mecholupy in 1884.
 
New trellis constructions from other areas were also 
tested. The result of the efforts of a whole generation of 
hop growers was the new design which is today called the 
Žatec wire trellis. It has been used in the region since the 
1880s. Extending the wire trellises enabled cost savings. 
Changing the distance between the poles and placing 
them in wide rows led to a rapid abandonment of the 
exclusively manual cultivation of hopfields. It was possible 
to increase the use of animal labour in the hopfields. 
Growing hops on the wire structures led to the use of new 
ploughing and cultivation tools and created a new craft of 
building these structures. 

develoPment oF the PoPulation and ethnic 
Structure in Žatec in the 19th and 20th 

centurieS

The economic growth of a town associated with the 
successful business of the hop industry also had an 
influence on its population, which is shown in the 
population table below from 1830 to 1921. There was also 
a change in the ethnic structure of the populationof Žatec.

The German speaking population, which had begun to 
grow since the beginning of the 18th century, gradually 
greatly outnumbered the number of Czech-speaking 
residents. Data from the 1900 census records that out of 
the total of 16,188 Žatec citizens, only 430 inhabitants 
professed the Czech nationality. However, even this small 
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Certificate of origin issued by the Žatec Hop Federation on February 4, 
1855. The certificate accompanied the hop consignment until it reached 
its final customer, 1855.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Empty certificate of origin for Žatec hops issued by the Žatec Hop 
Federation. The certificate accompanied the hop consignment until it 
reached its final customer, around 1900.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Certificate of origin for Žatec hops, issued by the Public Hops Certification 
Centre. The certificate accompanied the hop consignment until it reached 
its final customer, 1892.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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Czech minority lived a relatively rich social organisation 
life. They first organised themselves in the Beseda 
organisation, which was soon followed by others. In 
1884, the Czech organisation Vlastislav was founded, 
welcoming mostly small traders, craftsmen and labourers. 
Nationalistic pressures led to the establishment of two 
certification houses, a Czech and a German one.

The oldest German association was the sharpshooters, 
whose activities were supported by the leading town 
officials. The second oldest association was the hop 
makers, founded in 1833. The biggest event in German 
social life in the early 19th century was the construction of 

the municipal theatre, which has been preserved until this 
day. Significant events also include the founding of the 
first local newspaper, the weekly Allgemeiner Anzeiger 
der Kreisstadt Saaz, which was published from 1839. The 
German town museum was founded in 1896. 

At first the museum collections were on display at the 
Town Hall. Between 1929 and 1939, they were stored in 
an old grammar school on present day May 5th Square. In 
1939, the museum moved to the former hospital building 
in Hus Street. It now namedthe Regional Museum of 
K.A.Polanek, in honour of the founder of the Museum of 
the Czech minority in Žatec, which was established during 
the First Republic.

Population growth is shown in the below table.

1830 1850 1869 1880 1890 1900 1910 1921

4 907 5 687 8 869 10 425 13 411 16 188 17 130 16 211

Population in Žatec according to the census (Retrospektivní 
lexikon obcí, p 510 – 511).

hiStory oF the JewiSh community in the 19th 
century

The Jewish population, which gained important rights and 
the possibility of doing business after 1848, contributed 
significantly to the construction and economic 
development of Žatec in the 19th century.

In the 2nd half of the 19th century, the Jewish population 
generally migrated to larger cities and devoted 
themselves to business in new fields, which they were 
now permitted to by new laws. In 1861, they were allowed 
without restriction to own and lease land. Jewish identity 
was held by many famous Žatec entrepreneurs, including 
the very popular Leopold Bechert, owner of the factory 
that made hopfield trellis wires and screws, and one of the 
largest employers in Žatec. In 1867, Jews were granted 
citizenship and political and civil equality before the 
law in the December Constitution. They were allowed to 
move freely, to acquire real estate and operate any form of 
business. They also got passive and active voting rights. In 
1867, they were granted the same rights as other citizens 
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

In 1864, the headquarters of the Jewish community moved 
from Libočany to Žatec. A number of Jewish families came 
to the town from the countryside. The wealth and piety 
of the enterprising Žatec Jewish community is evident 
in the preserved building of the Žatec synagogue in the 
Moor-Byzantine style, designed by Johann W. Staniek 
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Certificate of origin for Žatec hops, issued by the Public Hops Certification 
Centre. The certificate accompanied the hops consignment to the final 
customer, 1885.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Certificate of weight from a Czech hop grower from the Solopysky village 
contains confirmation of the double sealing of the shipping package 
(sack bale), 1892.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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from Žatec and built in 1872 in Dlouhá Street, one of 
the largest in Bohemia (see Chapter 2.a). The Žatec 
Synagogue fortunately survived Kristallnacht in 1938, 
with the Germans only destroying the furnishings. The 
building now belongs to a private company, and it is used 
for cultural and exhibition purposes.

In the modern era, before the founding of the Žatec 
cemetery, Jews were buried in the old cemetery in the 
nearby village of Čeradice. The new Jewish cemetery in 
Žatec was founded in 1869 in the vicinity of the town 
cemetery, at St. Anthony, in the southeastern suburbs. 
Most Jewish tombstones were unfortunately destroyed 
during 1939 and 1940; only four Jewish gravestones 
remain. The extensive ceremonial hall was converted into 
a residential building  (At present, the area of the cemetery 
have been reverently renovated).

The growth of the Jewish population in Žatec was as 
follows:

1624 1 family

1627 5 families

1635 13 families

1638–1757 None mentioned

1783–93 = 3 families registered elsewhere

1851 2 families (Jewish owners were allowed 
to buy their first two houses)

1880 people (8,8 % of the population)

1890 At most 1 263 people (9,5 %),

1910 1 044 people (6,0 %),

1915 1,905 additional temporary Jewish war 
refugees from Halic and Bukovina

1930 760 people (4,1 %).“

history of anton dreher´s export brewery
The history of Žatec and its hop-growing heritage is 
also linked to the Dreher family, a business family in the 
brewing industry in Central Europe. The well known 
brewing expert Anton Dreher senior (1810 – 1864) bought 
an estate in 1860, in Měcholupy, near Žatec. .This included 
several yards of a total area of 2,558 hectares and the old 
brewery. The brewery was demolished in 1861 and a new 
one with a malt house was constructed in its place. Anton 
Dreher senior was not only a savvy trader, but also an 
expert. As a relatively young man in 1841, he introduced 
the method of bottom fermentation in brewing beer to all 
his family‘s breweries. 

The first bottom-fermented beer was brewed at a Dreher 
brewery in Klein-Schwechat in Austria on February 16, 
1841. This family brewery is located in the Austrian town 
of Schwechat today, but it has been converted for other 
purposes recently.

The Dreher family owned breweries throughout Europe. 
The heir to the family brewing empire, Anton Dreher junior 
(1849–1924) expanded the brewery business and also 
became the biggest producer of hops. Anton Dreher jr. is 
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Žatec - Dreher‘s Brewery in Chomutov Street, view from the north, 
beginning of 20th century.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Anton Dreher (1810-1864). 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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known for introducing various technical improvements 
in the production and transportation of beer. They called 
him the „Brewery King“. He also owned extensive land in 
the region, because he preferred to use hops and barley 
from his own estates, thus reducing production costs and 
increasing his competitiveness. 

At the beginning of the 20th century, he grew hops on 341 
hectares at the family‘s Měcholupy manor. He supplied 
his own breweries with hops. He also decided to take 
advantage of the railways and an advantageous location 
in Žatec, and in 1898 he built the Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery, on a flat position across the river near the railway, 
north of the historic town centre. At the time, this large 
brewery complex was the most modern brewery in 
Austro-Hungaria, and its technology and equipment was 
admired by professionals from far and wide. Beer was 
brewed there from 1902. It was exported to Germany and 
America under the brand Urstoff (Pratok) and St. Hubert.

The extensive brewery had two malt houses, a brewery 
building with a water tower, a boiler room, an engine room 
and lager cellars with a refrigerator and a bottling room. 
Due to the well-chosen location, the brewery‘s operation 
and exports could be well organised. He took water from 
the River Eger and also had his own private railway siding. 

It is also interesting architecturally, because it represents 
one of the largest complexes, built in a contemporary richly 
ornate stylistic architecture, including the operational 
areas.

From its founding until the beginning of World War I, the 
Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery produced around 85,000 
hectolitres of beer per year. The highest production of 
90,000 hectolitres of beer was achieved in 1943. In 1948, 
beer production stopped, and shortly after nationalisation 
in 1951, the brewery was completely shut down. In the 
second half of the 20th century, the complex was used for 
the processing of other agricultural products under Žatec 
North Bohemian canneries (later Fruta Zatec). 

The former brewery produced ciders, juices and wines 
until the 1990s. Due to its enormous size and location, 
the Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery, which did not get 
in the way of any construction plans in this part of 
Žatec, remained without significant changes. The site is 
preserved in an immaculate condition, but the majority of 
the brewing technology has been removed.

the FirSt world war and the eStabliShment 
oF an indePendent czechoSlovaKia

After the 1st World War began, the atmosphere in Žatec, 
a town with a majority of German citizens, was warlike 
indeed. In July 1914, the soldiers boarded the trains taking 
them to the frontlines with greatly naive expectations, 
as war enthusiasm was encouraged by a number of 
propaganda campaigns. Life on the homefront was 
subordinated to the needs of the frontlines from the very 
beginning; there was soon a lack of groceries, leading 
to the imposition of a rationing system. The regional 
hop industry began to decline as well, due to a lack of 
workforce in the area and of means of production.

Throughout the 1st World War, the town of Žatec served as 
a military hospital town, the sport halls were turned into 
hospitals; they were present in the former Střelnice and 
the Berchert factory buildings, as well as in the Capuchin 
monastery.

In 1918, just before the end of the war, attempts to 
separate from the nascent Czechoslovakia and be 
annexed to Germany or Austria prevailed in the regions 
with a majority German population. The establishment of 
a sovereign Czechoslovak Republic in October 1918 was at 
first rejected by the municipality, as it proclaimed its loyalty 
to the newly established province of Deutschböhmen. The 
government of the new Czechoslovakia used military force 
to occupy the border regions. Despite the fact that the 
occupation of Žatec was peaceful, the political instability 
based on the co-existence of the two nationalities was of 
a more permanent nature. 

During the early post-war years, there were insufficient 
groceries and flats in the town. However, the ratio of 
Czech citizens to German citizens changed, and during 
the 1921 census it was discovered that the number of 
Czechs living in the town multiplied threefold compared 
to the previous 1910 census. Whereas in 1910 there were 
only 4.6 % Czechs in Žatec, there were 11.6 % of them in 
1921. In 1922, the Czech National House was opened in 
Žatec and the cornerstone of the new Czech Institute of 
Teachers was laid in 1923. In 1925, thanks to K. A. Polánek, 
the Museum of the Czech minority was founded in Žatec, 
the first Czech museum in the region.

Between the wars, economic and political developments 
in Žatec, as well as the relationships between the Germans 
and Czechs, were influenced by the general economic 
crisis that began at the end of the 1920s, leading to a 
particular increase in unemployment.
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the hiStory and develoPment oF the hoP 
induStry

czech hoP growing and hoP growing in 
Žatec From 1918 to 1945

After the 1st World War and the disintegration of 
Austro-Hungaria, leading to the establishment of the 
Czechoslovak Republic, the initial situation for Czech hop 
growing was not simple. The area of the hopfields was 
significantly reduced during the war period. The 15,378 
hectares of hopfields in Bohemia in 1913 were reduced to 
only 8,540 hectares at the end of the war.

The Žatec region focused on the renewal of its hop 
industry after the establishment of Czechoslovakia. 
However, an experienced workforce was scarce and the 
soil in the hop fields exhausted by the lack of farmyard 
manure, caused by a reduction in the number of cattle. 

Due to the insufficient workforce, the cultivation of the 
hopfields was neglected and the hop constructions were 
not maintained. The war took its toll on the hop-growing 
organisations as well, including the hop trade.

In contrast, however, advantageous to hop growing in 
Žatec were great supplies of hops stored and unsold 
during the 1st World War, which could be quickly used 
in the post-war market. The trade was based on the 
traditional quality, goodwill and popularity of Žatec hops.

Gradually, the hop organisations were renewed, new basic 
structures to run the new state were established, and the 
activities of the professional hop-growing institutions 
went back to normal. A new generation of hop growers 
entered the cultivation and processing industry.

The Czech and German section of the Hop-growing Union 
in Žatec along with state administration focused on the 
preparation of a law concerning obligatory hop marking. 
It was passed as the Provenance Act No. 297/1921 Coll. 
on 12th August 1921 and it was followed by a particular 
governmental regulation in 1922.
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Public hop-stamping house in Žatec/ OffentlicheHopfensignierhalle in 
Žatec-Saaz. 
Seal for closing the package and the the leaden seal of the stamping 
house. The way wax seal came in different colors. The redt was used for 
the Ústí region, and the dark blue was used for the Žatec hop-growing 
region, around 1930. Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Žatec - Hops Square – unfinished hops packhouse No. 1580, on a photo of 
comparison is the background (place where the Žatec treasure was found, 
1937). 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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The new legislation introduced unified hop marking. 
The marking of hop-growing areas, which had only 
been optional before then, was changed by this act to 
the obligatory marking of hop-growing locations within 
the areas. The notions of the district and county hop 
were removed and the category of “hop from Žatec” was 
introduced.

The Czech Hop-growing Society of the Czechoslovak 
Republic, earlier with the addition “for the Czech 
Kingdom”, after a disagreement with the most significant 
hop industry organiser, educator and consultant Antonín 
Mohl (1859–1924) and his resignation from all his posts, 
elected its new executive in 1919 and started gathering 
suggestions and opinions from the hop growers and 
make proposals to act on them. The problems concerned: 
defining of the hop-growing areas, specialised educational 
system, tariffs and transit depots, amongst others. The 
Czech Hop Purchase and Sales Society founded in 1917, 
in Žatec, and its partner organisation the German Hop-
growing Trade Company” (Die Deutsche Hopfenverkehrs-
Gesellschaft) started to develop as well.

The Ministry of Agriculture, to further state led agricultural 
research, founded the State Experimental Agricultural 
Centre in 1925, in the nearby village of Deštnice, which 
was renamed as the Hop-growing Research Centre in 
1936. In 1927, the significant hop grower, Karel Osvald 
(1899–1948), started to breed the original regional 
varieties of Czech hops. These varieties, later named as 
Osvald´s clones, prevailed significantly within the hop-
growing areas and in Czech hop production, in the second 
half of the 20th century.

The “Hop-growing Municipality Union of the Žatec 
region” organisation, with a permanent seat in Žatec since 
1891, was renamed as the “Hop-producing Municipality 
Association of the Žatec region”, or the shortened 
“Hopfenbau – Verband”. In 1929, this organisation united 
a record number of 11,000 hop producers from 237 
municipalities from the German community and 116 
municipalities from the Czech community.

After a short period of consolidation in the post-war period, 
there was a short period of (an) growth in cultivation, from 
1923 to 1929, and the area of hopfields was enlarged. The 
hopfield area increased to 17,264 hectares in 1929.

Whereas the prices of hops reached their peak in 1924, 
when 50 kg of hops was worth as much as 5,000 CZK, 
the prices of hop later began to sink due to the growth 
of production. Sales prices of hops in 1928 did not cover 
the expenses for their picking and drying. Later, due to a 
worldwide overproduction of hops, there was a dramatic 
drop in interest in hops, and subsequently during the 

world economic crisis, from 1929 to 1933, there was a 
catastrophic drop in hop prices well below the production 
costs.

The decrease in hop prices from the 1928 harvest onwards, 
led to considerations and tendencies in all of the significant 
growing regions around the world to continuously limit 
and regulate the hop-growing areas and the hop market. 
The same occurred in the Žatec region.

The crisis in Czech agriculture affected the hop industry to 
the largest extent, as it was mainly dependent on demand 
from foreign markets. There was an emergency situation 
for the hop industry in the Žatec region as local hops 
were exported at 60 to 85 per cent of previous levels. The 
unfavourable situation further deteriorated due to the 
Prohibition Act passed in the United States of America.

The impact of the economic crisis on the Czech hop 
industry was therefore drastic. The hop-growing area in 
1929 of 17,264 hectares sank to 9,856 hectares in 1932. A 
collapse in prices took place, reaching their lowest level in 
1931, when the average price for 50 kg of hops was only 
229 CZK. Hopfields were left unpicked and were down cut 
and burnt in the autumn. 

The economic crisis increased unemployment, which 
lead to a drop in purchasing power of the majority of the 
population. The situation deteriorated due to the forced 
procurement of hops and the introduction of high import 
duties in the states that used to import Czech hops on 
a regular basis, especially in Germany. In 1933, 150 hop 
traders were registered in Žatec. Only ten of them were 
Czech nationals.

There was no demand for the highest-quality hops, and 
the warehouses in Žatec remained full. The prices of hops 
were rapidly changing, sometimes even from hour to 
hour. In order to resolve the crisis in demand, especially to 
monitor the prices, quality and maintain the goodwill of 
the hops, the Czechoslovak Hop-growing Syndicate Ltd. 
was established, with governmental support, after the 
harvest in 1930, with offices in Žatec. 

The unmarketable hops was bought up, destroyed using 
the companies close to the Czech and German section of 
the Hop-growing Union in Žatec, and the hopfield area 
was decreased and later regulated. In total, 2,500 tonnes 
of hops were bought up and destroyed. A similar solution 
was introduced in neighbouring Germany.

In the interwar period, Žatec further specialised in 
monitoring the quality of its hops and trade activities; in 
the second half of the 1920s, a new hop marking centre 
was constructed, with storerooms, in Žatec. The building 
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was ceremoniously opened on the 5th of October, 1929. 
In 1930 to 1931, an administrative building was added for 
the hop-growing institutions.

In 1932, thanks to the initiative of the German hop 
growers, a monument with reliefs of three significant 
German hop growers, who were organisers of the hop-
growing and agricultural societies in Žatec, at the turn 
of the 20th century, was erected on the premises of the 
marking centre. They were Hans Damm (1860–1917), 
Theodor Zuleger (1858–929) and Josef Fischer (1852-
1941). However, the memorial was demolished during 
later construction work on the premises.

The administrative building of the marking centre, with 
impressive architecture, which was the hop-growing 
section of the Central Inspection and Testing Agricultural 
Institute at the time, became the residence of the major 
hop-growing institutions in Žatec.

On 15th August 1930, the 8th Hop-growing Congress took 
place in Žatec.

Further progress was made in the field of hop cultivation 
when new specialised ploughing blades were developed 
for the new wire trellis hopfields. In the 1920s, pest-
spraying was introduced; it was first animal-drawn and 
then motorised.

As well as innovations in hop drying, there was rapid 
improvement in the technical and the motorised 
equipment of agricultural farms producing hops. The 
main source of energy for the operation of tools and 
machinery, as well as the transport of materials in hop 
growing, had been manpower and the pulling power 
of horses and cattle. Combustion engines started to be 
increasingly used in agriculture, to run the stationary 
machines and drive the working machines in the fields 
and in the hopfields, and for the transportation of the 
fertilisers, harvest and products.

The necessary hop-growing tools were mostly 
manufactured and supplied by local smiths and some 
smaller production plants and factories, such as Hans 
Schuldes. A wide range of special equipment for hanging 
strings and wires on the hopfield trellis constructions, 
little wolves, irons, squirrels and cuckoos, were developed 
by the local craftsmen and businessmen. As well as these, 
there were aids to anchor the wires, tools for hopfield 
construction assembly, devices for dusting and spraying 
against pests and diseases, water vessels and tankers, 
and sprays and suds. All these stages of innovation, in 
the development of hopfields and economic procedures, 
are faithfully captured by the extensive collections of 
authentic objects and technological elements within the 
exhibitions of the Hop-growing Museum in Žatec, see 
Chapter No. 5).

There was a great ongoing need for workers during 
the main harvest season. With new social and labour 
conditions, new situations and problems occurred during 
the hiring of pickers and the signing of work contracts. It 
was necessary to organise the remuneration of mediators, 
accommodation, transport, and boarding amongst 
other things. Associated services were developed in the 
town, including accommodation capacities at different 
standards, and monetary services of the new banking 
institutions. All this took place during the economic crisis 
and in the subsequent period that followed. 

After the beginning of the 20th century, hop drying in hop 
drying kilnsbecame commonly used. The most frequent 
were Linhart´s and Vltavský´s drying kilns, especially in the 
Rakovník, Žatec and Podbořany regions. In some regions, 
Löschner´s drying kilns were used. These were soon 
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Žatec - New Public Hops Certification Centre on Hops Square.
Author Josef Wara, around 1920.

Public Hops Certification Centre on Hops Square. Hop traders waiting for 
certification of authenticity of their hops in sacks, around 1900. 
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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modernised according to the Linhart system. In 1942, the 
number of drying kilns in the region was estimated at two 
thousand.

A drying technology, called Saazia, that was produced 
in Bílina, was partially used. Kreisl´s drying kilns, from 
Kněževes, or Václav Kurka´s drying kilns, from Louny, were 
also common, and hazel drying kilns were used for hop 
drying for quite a long time.

Manufacturers produced dryin g kilns of various power 
and sizes to meet the needs of the growers, and they were 
later equipped with newer technical accessories. Such 
modernisation took place in the hop warehouses and hop 
packaging houses in Žatec as well. Hop sulphur chambers 
were added and embedded, and they were simultaneously 
used to dry the hops delivered from the countryside, for 
storing. Multi-storey buildings were gradually equipped 
with electric lifts and hydraulic presses.

The protection of hops constituted as an independent 
field in the interwar period. The findings from natural and 
technical sciences were systematically used and applied 
in hop growing and processing. After the severe demand 
crisis, the self-governing hop-growing organisations came 
to recognise the inevitability of risks to hop growing and 
trading. Gradually, suitable domestic and international 
institutions, securing a decrease in potential risks for 
growers and traders, were formed. Last but not least, there 
was a significant trend in the interwar period of replacing 
the people and animal labour force with engines and 
various mechanisms during hop growing and processing.
An Act concerning obligatory hop marking and 
processing, and the extent of hop growing, passed into 
law in Czechoslovakia in 1934. It was a consequence of the 
need to prevent a crisis in production and demand in the 
hop industry, in order to boost Czech hop growing and 
make the hop growing areas more precise.

According to this law, any hops grown in the specified 
areas was subject to obligatory marking, marked 
according to their area of origin and certified by the 
public marking centre of that particular area. This duty 
was imposed regardless of whether the hops were to be 
exported or used domestically. The authorities, of the 
public hop marking centre in Žatec and in the eastern part 
of the today´s Ústí region in Úštěk and Dubé, watched and 
inspected all areas of the hop trade itself and the hops 
route from the grower to the consumer.

The first marking, of the locality origin of the hops, was 
conducted directly in the hop-growing villages, where the 
officials of the marking centre attached seals containing 
their official printing and marking labels stating the 
country, region, municipality and common number to the 
sewn-up sacks filled with dried hops. For every such sack 
and accompanying list, a weight certificate was prepared.
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Transport jute sack from 1928. For shipping in wooden boxes, the hops 
was pressed into required shapes, such as cubes.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Transport packaging, or sack, before export with a certificate of origin 
from 1928. The sacks were orginally made of linen, and later of jute. 
Displayed export sack.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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Other technological procedures, or actions, on hops 
marked in this manner, such as, drying, sorting, sulphuring 
and repackaging, could only be performed in the hop 
warehouses and hop packaging rooms of the hop traders, 
and only with the consent, and under the inspection of 
the marking centre representative. 

The particular marking centre and other monitoring 
authorities had the right to enter the hop warehouses 
and hop packaging rooms at any time and inspect the 
documentation, so as to detect whether prohibited hop 
adulteration was taking place.

When the hops in the packaging room and hop warehouse 
were ready for dispatch to the brewery, they received 
the compulsory certification marking from the marking 
centre, as well as a seal with a particular stencil printing.

The certificate, which was a written document, included 
information about the production municipality, variety, 
sulphuring, repackaging and total weight, of the hops, as 
the certificate could be issued for as many as 50 pieces of 
packaging filled with hops.

In 1938, František Zima (1883–1961) and Václav Zázvorka 
(1903–1976) released a publication called “Hop growing”, 
intended as a textbook for economic colleges. (Here, 
among other things, we can find the information that the 
measurement of hops, called “věrtel”, ought to represent 
the volume of 30 litres.) 

After 1935, national issues again began to reflect on 
the hop industry in the Žatec region, which gradually 
mirrored the situation in the whole country and in pre-
war Central Europe. With the rising power of the Sudeten 
German Party (SGP), the requirements of the members of 
the German section of the Hop-growing Union in Žatec 

intensified. In June 1938, the SGP won the municipal 
elections in Žatec. The countryside that was peaceful up 
until this point saw an outbreak of conflicts between the 
Czech and German growers, soon joined by the traders as 
well. In 1938, the German traders and purchasers initiated 
a full boycott of the Czech growers, and after the harvest 
at the end of that summer, they bought hops solely from 
SGP members. When they did purchase from Czech 
growers, they forced them to offer prices incomparably 
lower than those offered by German growers, as well as 
to mark the hops and issue weight certificates in German.
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Application of a wax seal on the seams of square transport packaging 
(cube) with hops before shipment, 1953.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Official certification of package with pressed hops using a metal 
template, 1952. Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Sewing top on a sack full of pressed hops, around 1960.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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After the Munich Agreement in 1938, the Czech border 
regions, including that of Žatec, became part of Germany, 
and in the same year most of the Czech population 
left Žatec. Even the wealthier local Jewish population 
had already emigrated by the 1930s, fearing future 
developments. After the annexation of the border regions 
of the republic, the Sudetenland and their affiliation 
to the Third Reich in the autumn weeks of 1938, only 
approximately 4,120 hectares of hop gardens remained 
within the remaining territory of the republic, and later in 
the German Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, from 
March 1939. The Roudnice and Tršice regions remained 
intact.

Territorially, 64% of hopfields in the Žatec hop-growing 
area were lost. A new German Žatec region was 
established in the Sudetenland and a Czech Žatec region 
in the decreased Czechoslovak state. The Czech Hops 
Certification centre in Žatec was moved to the village of 
Milostín, south of Žatec, in the territory of the Protectorate; 
its production was also part of the Žatec hop-growing 
region. The German Hops certification centre remained in 
Žatec. There was no financial compensation given as the 
German officials refused to release any cash. The Czech 
section of the Hop-growing Union moved its offices to 
Louny.

The Hop-growing Research Centre in Deštnice in the 
Žatec region was moved to Rakovník, and some other 
institutions and companies to Louny and Prague.

The Nuremberg laws restricted Jewish growers and traders 
from the Žatec hop-growing economy. Their property, hop 
warehouses and hop packaging rooms, unless they had 
been sold or handed over earlier, were taken over by the 
German trade companies in Žatec. This concerned about 
60 hop warehouses and hop packaging rooms worth 60 
million CZK in the former currency. The process was very 
simple: the former owners, mostly German and Czech 
Jews, were “erased”, and commissioners were assigned 
to the individual hop warehouse and packaging-house 
buildings. The assets of the Czech hop growers, who were 
driven out of the Žatec region after the annexation of the 
border regions, were accrued to the Germans and German 
companies as well.

During the 2nd World War, there was a significant reduction 
in the size of the hop-growing area. The hop industry, 
along with the whole agriculture and national economy, 
was subject to the needs of the Third Reich.

In the occupied territory, the hop-growing areas were 
linked to the organisational structures of the Third Reich. 
In the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, the Czech 
agricultural organisations were abolished or integrated 

in the Agriculture and Forestry Association established 
by the occupying power. The “protectorate hops” was 
not allowed to be imported to the Third Reich. The area 
of hopfields in the Žatec region dropped by nearly one 
quarter from 8,756 to 6,682 hectares from 1938 to 1945. 
This area was strictly monitored and no grower dared to 
exceed the given area and number of hop plants due to 
severe sanctions. At this time, “Osvald´s clones” became 
known to the wider body of hopgrowers (see below in the 
chapter Hop-growing research), namely clone No. 126, 
which was more productive and more resistant to the hop 
disease called downy mildew. It was therefore typical of 
this era to plant this clone amongst the more common 
Žatec hop.

Two “repackaging warehouses” in Roudnice nad Labem 
and Chlumčany were available for Czech produced hops.

During the war, a ban of establishing new trade bodies was 
in force, and therefore no new hop-growing companies 
were founded. The hop trade stalled and exports basically 
came to a halt.

The tumultuous times of the 2nd World War affected 
the breweries of Žatec as well. They were significantly 
reduced. The reason for their liquidation was stated as the 
need for their low profile copper from the brew houses. 
The remaining breweries produced low-grade beer, the 
production of which required lower consumption of the 
basic ingredients, malt and hop.

In spite of this difficult period, some crucial moments and 
events for the Czech hop industry also occurred, affecting 
its development for a long time afterwards. The endeavours 
of the specialised employees of the Agricultural Research 
Institutes under the Ministry of Agriculture in Prague, and 
the university agricultural educational facilities, helped 
to lay the foundations for further hop-growing research, 
especially during the 2nd World War.

In particular, the hard work of the leading Czech grower, 
Doc. Karel Osvald, senior lecturer at the university, led to 
the constant refinement of hops through the individual 
selection of propagated clones from the highest-quality 
population of the regional varieties from the Czech 
hop-growing areas, as well as the monitoring of their 
qualities and suitability for growing. Shortly after the 
war, in the winter of 1945, Doc. Karel Osvald applied for 
the recognition procedure of a selection of clones of the 
“žatecký poloraný červeňák” variety, semi-early red-bine 
hops. This concerned clones No. 31, 72, 114 and 126.
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Žatec in the Period between world war i and 
world war ii and during the economic criSiS 

The 1930s were fateful for the historical development of 
the whole country. The economic crisis contributed to 
the radicalisation of a large part of German parties. A big 
meeting of so-called “turners” from the whole country 
was arranged in Žatec in July 1933. Konrád Henlein, 
leader of the Sudetendeutsche party, was the speaker 
at the festival; he later visited the Žatec region several 
times. Deutsche Turnerschaft was a physical training 
movement with significant political overtones, acting 
particularly in the borderland with the purpose of joining 
the German Empire.A new German hop picking machine 
was tested in Žatec in 1943. The reason was due to a lack 
of workers who were needed elsewhere for the wartime 
economy. Emphasis was placed on ensuring supplies for 
the frontline, and therefore the production of vegetables, 
cereals and potatoes was preferred.

During the war, there were several camps in the town for 
“forcedly deployed persons”. Young Czech citizens from 
the Protectorate, prisoners and workers from the West and 
East worked there. French, Russian, Ukrainian and Belgian 
people were interned in Žatec. Germans from the regions 
bombed by the Allies also sort a safehold in the town. 
Žatec experienced an air raid in April 1945; the western 
railway station and heating plant were damaged, but the 
town centre was fortunately undamaged.

As in other parts of Czechoslovakia, the forced 
displacement of German inhabitants after World War II 
also took place in the Žatec region. Over 27,000 people of 
German nationality were forcibly displaced.

The appreciable decrease in inhabitants was compensated, 
at least partly, by the arrival of the “Volyně Czechs”, from 
the regions of northwestern Ukraine, organised by the 
government. The Žatec region, where they came to begin 
a new life, reminded them of the Volyně region with its 
agricultural character and the nature of the countryside. 
However, they lacked experience in local hop growing.

Žatec in the 2nd halF oF the 20th century

After World War II, Žatec shared in the general history of 
the country. Elections in 1945 were won convincingly by 
the communists, and after they came to power in 1948, 
nationalisation took place. In this year, Žatec became 
famous in international history because the airlift from 
Žatec to Haifa/Ekron was organised in summer; this action 
significantly helped protect the newly established State 
of Israel at the beginning of the Cold War, when the UNO 
forbid the supply of weapons to the Middle East. In the 

period from the 20th of May to the 11th of August 1948, 
weapons and disassembled aircraft were transported from 
the Žatec airport located on an elevated plain northeast of 
the historical town to Israel, after declaring war with Egypt. 
The airport area is located out of the nominated property; 
however, awareness of this historical action is still strong.

After nationalisation, the production of numerous 
historical enterprises in Žatec still continued under new 
names, such as Šroubárna, Mitop, Sepap and Fruta, firms 
that now used the abandoned former Dreher’s brewery. 
The enterprises had undergone several reorganisations 
and changes of their names. Discontinuity of ownership 
and frequent “fights” over the difficulties of a planned 
socialist economy, where a lot of planned successes 
remained only on paper, were reflected in the appearance 
of many constructions. National control was also 
declared over the remaining hop-growing enterprises. 
Collectivization began in agriculture in the 1950s, which 
also affected the production of hops. Other resettlement 
action took place in the second half of the 1950’s; this also 
concerned the Žatec region, because there was still a lack 
in the labour force. Due to this problem, the famous fruit 
growing and vegetable growing of the area practically 
ceased to exist. 

the hiStory and develoPment oF hoP 
growing aFter world war ii and in the 
Second halF oF the 20th century

After World War II, the organisation of hop growing 
changed significantly. During the expulsion of German 
inhabitants, the German hop-growing enterprises were 
confiscated. In this respect, the Association of hop growing 
producers in the Žatec region was particularly active, with 
its offices in Louny. The Public Marking of Hops and the 
Property of the German hop-growing companies passed 
into Czech hands. A Cooperative of Hop Producers was 
founded in 1945.

About five thousand hop-growing firms had around 30 
administrators, which was not practical. The Ministry of 
Commerce therefore introduced a united administration 
for the 27 hop packaging rooms and warehouses, in 1947. 
A Central Hop-growing Commission was also founded in 
1947.

Hops as an attractive commodity in the view of 
international business, including the chance to acquire 
payments in scarce foreign currencies, was important 
in the time of the Czechoslovakian socialist economy, 
and emphasis was therefore, fortunately, still placed on 
maintaining the production, and organisation, of hop 
growing. The Purchasing Stock of Hops, a state enterprise, 
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was founded in 1952, and the Hops Purchasing Enterprise 
was founded in 1958. In connection with changes in the 
rural economy, where private ownership was suppressed, 
the whole structure of growing changed towards mass 
production and the mechanical picking of hops. However, 
most of the objects for drying, storing and packing hops, 
were utilised continuously due to their quality and utility 
properties, and this helped in their preservation.

In the 1970s, the operation of the first production line of 
granulated hops, in the former hop packaging roomon 
Chmelařské Square, commenced. The new line began 
processing hop heads in a form of hop powder that has 
since been called “ground hops”; however, this technology 
was soon modified to produce granulated hops because 
granules are easier to process in brewing. At the beginning 
of the 1990s, dried hops were still delivered to customers in 
pressed form, in balots.

hop-growing research
Hop-growing research began its development in this 
region back in the inter-war period, in the period of the First 
Czechoslovak Republic (1918-1938). The State Research 
Agricultural Station was founded in Deštnice near Žatec in 
1925; since 1936 it has been active as the Research Hop-
growing Station. After the occupation of Sudetenland, it 
was relocated to Rakovník in 1939 and after the World War 
II, in 1947, it returned to Žatec. In 1950 it was renamed; the 
State Hops-growing Research and Cultivation Institute. 
Shortly after this, in 1952, the Hop-growing Research 
Institute was founded in Žatec, 1070 Studentská Street. Dr. 
Karel Osvald, one of the founders of hop-growing research, 
worked in Žatec; he had been engaged in the cultivation of 
original Czech hop cultivars in Deštnice since 1927.

Other internationally recognised experts in the hop-
growing field were also heads of this institute, such as, 
Ctibor Blatný, Lubomír Vent, Antonín Srp and Robert 
Kellner. In 1974 a new premises for the research institute on 
the western periphery of the town was built and equipped. 
It was also completed with experimental hopfields on small 
plots, for the scientific verification of the procedures and 
results of hop cultivation. The area was also equipped with 
a mini-brewery for brewing tests of the cultivated hops.

Regarding its certain remoteness and recent architectonical 
nature, it does not form any part of the nominated property.

After social changes in Czechoslovakia following 1989, 
the Hops-growing Research and Cultivation Institute 
was changed to the Hops-growing Institute Ltd. in 
1992. Specialists of the institute are engaged actively in 
specialised events related to the presentation of Žatec 
hops. 

The institute has been working at a high scientific level 
for several decades, and it performs a series of traditional 
activities for the lay and expert public, including beer 
tasting. It also participates in the programme of the 
traditional festival at the end of hops picking season in 
Žatec.

the first hop harvest Festival
The first such festival after World War II, took place in 1946. 
The Žatec Hop Harvest Festival has been held every year 
since then, and it has become one of the most celebrated 
events in the Czech Republic, with its importance 
spreading outside the region’s borders. The festival was 
only cancelled in 1968, when the Warsaw Pact armies 
invaded Czechoslovakia on 21st of August 1968. Due to 
political reasons most of the voluntary workers, consisting 
primarily of students, do not come to help with the hop 
harvest.)

Manual filling of hop sacks attached to the press at floor level, around 
1950. Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.

Sewing top on a sack full of pressed hops, around 1960.
Source K. A. Polánek Regional Museum in Žatec.
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the Story oF Žatec hoPS at the end oF the 
20th century

The area of hopfields in the region decreased at the end of 
the 1990s after a drop in price of free, without an agreed 
price beforehand, hops. Along with the property structure 
of objects and production facilities, business relations have 
also changed. Since 1997, a new law on the protection of 
hops came into force in the Czech Republic. It replaced the 
older law of 1957. Act No. 97/1996 Coll. on the protection 
of hop, as amended, stabilises the liabilities in issues of 
the registration of hopfields, the marking and verification 
of hops during their processing and putting them into 
circulation (more in Chapter 5.c/d). Since then, the area 
of hopfields increased quite noticeably, by 1904 hectares, 
20.4 % of the area in 1996, and by another 1818 hectares 
(24.4 %) in 1998.

The state enterprise Chmelařství, Hop growing, was 
founded in 1960. It had undergone several reorganisations, 
and in 1992 it was transformed into Chmelařstvi, 
cooperative Žatec. In 2015, this cooperative included 
over 100 Czech hop producers farming on 4136 hectares 
of hopfields, which represents 94 % of the total hopfield 
area in the Czech Republic. Its other activities include hop 
growing mechanisation, construction of hopfields and 
storage of hops.

In 1999 the cooperativebecame the holder of a certificate 
of Quality Management System for the purchase, storage, 
processing and sale of hops, according to international 
standards ISO 9002 (after revisions acc. to standards ISO 
9001:2000). The certificate was issued by the worldwide 
recognised company Lloyd´s Register Quality Assurance. 
The cooperative gives information about its activities on a 
well-structured website (http://www.chmelarstvi.cz/).

Now the company is located in a new centre, outside the 
nominated property, in 2580 Mostecká Street.

Chmelařství, cooperative Žatec, is the founder of the 
Hop Museum and has contributed significantly to the 
foundations of the reputation of the local hop growing 
heritage.

The Hop Museum was founded, in the former hop 
processing buildings, on Prokopa Velkého Square, in 1997. 
Due to the international importance of Žatec hops and 
their local tradition, the foundation of a museum, focused 
on hop growing in Žatec, was already under consideration 
in the late 1930s. The effort was, however, interrupted 
by World War II. In the 1980s and 1990s there was a 
commemorative hall in today’s Regional Museum of K. A. 
Polanek in Žatec; the hall was dedicated to the past and 
present of hop growing.

Today’s Hop Museum is the biggest exhibition of the 
development of hop growing, from the early Middle Ages 
up to the present time, in the world. Its main advantage lies 
in its position directly in an area with a high concentration 
of original hop processing buildings, as well as the fact 
that it originates from the partial modification of an 
original building that was connected with the processing 
of hops. The exhibition, showing the growing, picking and 
processing of hops, is spread over 4000m². The presentation 
also includes an archaeological discovery found during the 
restoration of the building, a potter’s furnace from the 14th 
century. In 2010 the museum participated in The Temple of 
Hops and Beer project, which is right next to the museum 
and offers visitors a views from the Hop Lighthouse tower, 
a labyrinth made of hop bales, a unique hops astronomical 
clock, and naturally, a hop themed restaurant and 
microbrewery of “U Orloje”, At TheAstronomical Clock (see 
also Chapters 2.a and 5.).

Hop Museum in Žatec.
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the recent hiStory oF the nominated 
ProPerty and wider context

The second half of the 20th century significantly changed 
the wider image of Žatec, when big demographic 
changes took place in the second half of the century. In 
the territories in Czechoslovakia, from which German 
inhabitants were expelled, the forcibly abandoned houses 
were inhabited by new incomers. This was accompanied 
by changes related to controlled urbanisation and changes 
in rural farming. Due to the lack of quality flats, extensive 
construction started in many towns and cities and similar 
developments also took place in Žatec. Fortunately, the 
planned constructional activities were not focused on the 
historical centre of Žatec, and in particular, the oldest part 
of the town, on the spur, remained almost intact.

Pražské předměstí, The Prague Suburb, also did not change 
much as new buildings were built only at its margins. On 
the contrary, in the town quarter Podměstí, the territory 
west of the historical centre of the town, under the main 
elevated spur, extensive demolishment of older housing 
developments were carried out, due to a new planned 
housing estate that was built, from the 1950s, for several 
decades up to the “Velvet Revolution,” in 1989. However, 
this territory is not included in the nominated property.

Despite the population growth in the town, Žatec ceased to 
be the main district town in 1960. This reflected the policy 
of Czechoslovakia at that time, as in contrast to the former 
King’s towns, the government preferred municipalities 
with a higher portion of industry and the working classes, 
to be administration centres. Therefore, the much smaller 
Louny became the new main district town. 

This fact also contributed to reducing the pressure to 
demolish old buildings and build new administrative 
or Communist Party facilities, as in many other modern 
administration centres of Czechoslovakia.

After the passing of the first law on preservation of historical 
monuments (Act No. 22/1958 Coll. on cultural historical 
monuments) the historical centre of Žatec (the northern 
part of the component 01) was declared as one of the first 
Heritage Preservation towns. This fact significantly helped 
to preserve the authentic urbanistic structures, although 
the historical buildings could not be repaired, due to a lack 
of money, for a long time. On the other hand, it is necessary 
to note that despite the minimum extensive repairs, many 
of the buildings in Žatec avoided the methodical mistakes 
of the 1960s up to the 1980s where many historical 
buildings, in other cities, were repaired radically using 
concrete and other improper methods. However, the built-
up area in Žatec started to decay and it was not repaired 
a long time. After the social changes and development of 

private business in the 1990s, the new owners or tenants 
began to care for these buildings more intensively.

The southern part of component 01, The Prague Suburb, 
experienced a rather different development in the last 
quarter of the 20th century as, after a modern large-
capacity warehouse was built on the outskirts of Žatec in 
1973, a building closure was declared on the territory of 
The Prague Suburb. The whole territory, including hop-
growing buildings, was to be demolished due to the 
planned construction of another block of flats estate. A 
building permit for the new housing development was 
also issued and investments to some hop processing 
buildings were stopped, as well as their maintenance. Only 
the issue of a demolition permit was waited for, however, 
fortunately, this plan was cancelled in 1989. 

By coincidence and luck, the planned demolition was not 
realised. This would have meant the destruction of the most 
important part of the property and the end of the Žatec hop-
growing story. In the 1990s, some warehouses and hops 
packing rooms were utilised for the drying, processing and 
packing of herbs, which is very similar to their original use. 
Therefore, no constructional modifications, demolitions or 
removal of technology and equipment were performed in 
the buildings. This contributed to the preservation of the 
original authenticity of the buildings and their structures. 
Many of the buildings were utilised for storage and 
processing of hops even in 2012 to 2013.

Preparation and legal support of the protection of a 
continuous territory in the form of a historical zone, in 
2003, was a fundamental milestone for The Prague Suburb. 
A complete concept on the architectural, urbanistic and 
constructional values of Žatec as a unique whole, in the 
Czech Republic, was officially supported at the time. Since 
then, for over ten years, all the constructional modifications 
that have occurred in this part of the nominated property 
have been monitored, and the buildings have been 
gradually repaired. The advantage of this process is that 
offices of the executive body for state conservation are 
directly in Žatec, which facilitates the monitoring, as well 
as communication between owners of the buildings and 
government authorities. 

Along with the opening of a system of grant programmes 
by the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic and the 
Authority of Ústí Region (see also Chapter 5.f ), gradual 
repairs of most of the houses in the historical centre of 
the town have been implemented, particularly around the 
square, town hall and buildings on today’s Kruhové Square. 
The process of repairs in The Prague Suburb is slower 
because some historical hop processing objects changed 
their ownership and some buildings are waiting for new 
usage.
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The main hop processing buildings are documented 
and the most important ones declared as historical 
monuments. The opening of the Hop Museum, and also 
the conversion of the adjacent complex of historical 
warehouses to The Temple of Hops and Beer (see Chapter 
2.a) after several years, was very important for this part 
of the property. Emphasising the importance of the 
property‘s hop growing heritage, and support of this idea, 
also runs continuously at the management level of the 
town, despite partial personal changes. 

Building up the image of the town, as a unique location 
connected with the processing of hops, is a long-term and 
permanent part of the town’s activities, and particularly 
the group of local inhabitants that have associated in a 
fellowship to do so. It is composed of people with different 
professional focuses, including architects and historians, 
who suitably complete the activities of state conservation 
care and enhance awareness of the value of the local 
architectonic and constructional heritage.

The idea of making the cultural heritage of Žatec, visible 
in the last 15 years, significantly helped the wider public’s 
awareness of its specific values, and many formerly less 
valued buildings are now viewed deservedly as part of the 
foundation of the common identity of today’s community 
of Žatec. 

The “Monuments to the growing and processing of hops 
in Žatec” theme was placed, by the Ministry of Culture, 
on the national indicative list for nominations to the List 
of World Heritage in 2007. Since then, interest in the hop 
growing heritage also increased on a national level, and 
the preparation of materials to be used for this nomination 
documentation named “Žatec - The Town of Hops” was 
implemented.

The hop growing objects in Žatec are viewed in the long 
term as wholly specific constructions, whose values 
should be explained to their owners in more detail than as 
in case of common monuments of structural engineering 
and architecture. The unified level of information 
enables internal comparison of the character of these 
constructions. Last but not least, there was significant 
help in work on the nomination documentation, when 
the theme Žatec, The Town of Hops, was placed by the 
Ministry of Culture on the national indicative list, in 2007. 
Based on the decision by the Executive Board of the Town 
Council, and with financial contribution by the Ministry 
of Culture of the Czech Republic, documentation of hop 
growing buildings in Žatec commenced in 2012. 

The architectural office of Huml & Vaníček Žatec was 
commissioned to do it; this office has many years of 
experience with these types of constructions, and it was 

the main design office in The Temple of Hops and Beer 
project. Sensitive restoration of some authentic objects was 
implemented within this project (see Chapter 2.a and 5.).

The documentation work was completed at the end 
of 2014. It resulted in 5 printed archive sets, a digital 
version and a map with denominations of the described 
constructions. A colour propagation brochure in Czech 
(700 copies) was issued for the wider public. Copies of this 
brochure were also distributed to the Ministry of Culture 
of the Czech Republic, the National Institute for Historical 
Monuments, the Town of Žatec and the Regional Museum 
in Žatec. Documentation cards were prepared for 96 
objects that are connected with the tradition of hop 
growing and processing in Žatec. Current knowledge 
from this documentation was utilised in the preparation 
of this nomination documentation, particularly in general 
descriptions of hop growing constructions and their 
constructional and technological characteristics.
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3.1.a  brieF SyntheSiS

The town of Žatec, located in the Žatec Basin by the River 
Ohře, represents a significant locality, with a completely 
unique story, of the continuous development of growing, 
processing and the world trade in, the special “beer 
spice”, that is the agricultural commodity called “common 
hops” (Humulus Lupulus in Latin). During the historical 
development of this distinctive region, in the heart of 
Europe, which has a very favourable climate for hop-
growing, a significant role has been played by the intense 
expansion in growing this high-quality, natural resource 
which is appreciated and sought after, all around the 
world. The nature of the regional economy led to the 
establishment of a large area with a number of entirely 
unique hop-growing and hop-processing buildings in 
the town of Žatec. After careful comparison with other 
relevant sites, it can be stated that such a concentration 
and number of buildings focused merely on one 
commodity has no parallel.It has been preserved, up to 
this date, in an outstanding quality, entirety and authentic 
state. This urban and architectural ensemble in Žatec has 
witnessed the tumultuous evolution of the hop industry 
in a region which entered the global brewing industry in a 
significant manner.

The German version of a name of the town of Žatec (Saaz) 
is also an adjective of an internationally recognised hop 
brand, the Saaz hop variety “žatecký poloraný červeňák”, 
which has been scientifically studied locally for a long 
time, as well as specifically refined. These hops are the 
core of many successful beers produced by a number of 
globally recognised breweries.

The nominated property is constituted by two parts, 
collectively demonstrating the local historical wealth. The 
main component is the compact territory of the historical 
centre of the town of Žatec and the continuing quarter 
named the Prague Suburb. The entirety comprises an 
admirably numerous ensemble of buildings documenting 
the long-term development of hop-processing since 
the times of the individual burghers‘ activities and their 
fellowship, in the historical centre of Žatec, to the peak 
era of trade with a large range of associated buildings 
in the Prague Suburb. Thanks to the diverse age of 
the preserved buildings, Žatec can be considered an 
excellent example of hop-processing history and of all the 

associated processes, important inventions and events 
which have occurred over the centuries, in relation to 
hop treatment, processing and trading in Europe, and 
later overseas. The hop processing heritage of Žatec 
is unique due to the typological variety, number and 
authenticity of a great and compact urban structure, 
representing a continuous history from medieval times to 
the industrial developments in this field, which occurred 
over a millennia. The ongoing tradition of hop-processing 
and research, in to hop plants and crops, in Žatec, is also a 
sign of the continuity of knowledge in this specific field of 
study, based on the processing of an agricultural product, 
in a town, for commercial reasons.

The other part of the nominated property is represented 
by the premises of the large, former Anton Dreher´s 
Export Brewery located in visual proximity to the northern 
suburbs of the historical centre of Žatec. The extensive 
grounds complete the picture of the importance of the use 
of hops, in bulk, during the onset of brewing beer, directly 
within one small town. The representative architecture 
of the brewery buildings illustratively documents 
their importance, as a newly founded large processing 
premises, to their owner as a display of his success 
through the emphasis given to the period architecture in 
its carefully designed forms.

The scope of the area, the structural, technological 
and architectural attractiveness of the hop-processing 
buildings in Žatec, also significantly exceeds everything 
that has been built in other hop-processing centres.

The gradual, continuous development of single-purpose 
buildings for hop storing and hop processing, observable 
through a collection of specific hop-processing buildings, 
with a worldwide incomparable extent, quality and 
authenticity has arisen in the urban area of the Town of 
Žatec. The number, quality and authenticity of these 
buildings are the reason why they could be a valuable 
addition to the great variety of properties included in the 
List of World Cultural and Natural Heritage. 

The property represents a heritage whose study, protection 
and preservation might enhance a significant part of the 
global community as the heritage of hop-processing, a 

Justification for Inscription3.
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key ingredient of a common, globally produced drink, is 
preserved in such extent merely in Žatec.

When it comes to prices, compared to other competitive 
areas of Europe, Žatec has benefited from the sales of 
the local aromatic hops as well as from an advantageous, 
convenient geographic location on trading routes and 
a navigable river. The chief breweries of Central Europe 
appreciated the quality of Žatec hops and they were willing 
to pay a higher price for them. The further expansion of 
sales in medieval times and in early modern times was 
hindered by limited options of transport available.

During the course of the 19th century, the era of the 
industrial revolution altered the transport situation with 
the development of rail transport and steam-powered 
breweries. Apart from the improved transport conditions 
through the railways, the industrial revolution helped 
boost beer production leading to an increase in its 
consumption and an increased interest in obtaining 
sufficient amounts of hops. The development of trade and 
the wider options of transport expanded the reputation 
of the quality of Žatec hops, and thus an interest in their 
acquisition. This new situation increased the demand for 
quality hops enormously, to new dizzying heights, and 
helped concentrate the processing procedures as well 
as the specialisation of the participants in the process. 
Throughout Europe, and later in other parts of the world, 
new industrial steam breweries were being built rapidly. 

Every large brewery possessed a rail connection and 
the organisation of processing, and trade with packed, 
dried, trademarked hops, became the cornerstone of 
the prosperity of the town. It was in the 19th century, the 
“golden age of the Žatec hop economic miracle” took 
place. In contrast to hop-processing in the rural farms, with 
a direct link to a hopfield (as these processes gradually 
stabilised in most of the global hop-growing regions), 
these processes became concentrated within the urban 
structure of Žatec, where the hops were delivered by all 
the individual growers, or traders who had bought them 
out in the countryside.

In the 1860s and 1870s, several dozen hop drying kilns, 
with chimneys above their sulphur chambers, packaging 
rooms and hop warehouses were established in the 
Prague Suburb and this development continued up to the 
outbreak of the 1st World War. The industrial rebuilding of 
the existing Prague Suburb, with prevalent Late Baroque 
and Classicistic houses, being largely replaced by new hop-
processing factories with numerous chimneys,became 
an indivisible part of the Žatec panorama. Many such 
buildings were externally conceived as common 
apartment buildings. The Žatec Prague Suburb, of that 
period, developed a distinctive atmosphere, incomparable 

to any other place. Žatec established itself as the most 
significant hop-growing, hop-processing and hop trading 
centre in Europe.

The hop warehouse capacity from the first boom era soon 
became insufficient. At the beginning of the 20th century 
as well, larger, more sophisticated and architecturally 
impressive technological buildings were built. Dozens 
of industrially conceived large warehouses, with typical 
drying kilns and chimneys for hop-drying, came to life. 
An entirely specific “town of chimneys” developed which 
did not, in contrast to other similar towns, signal industrial 
plants with chimneys massively diverting exhaust fumes 
from their production. Žatec established itself to this date 
as a unique “town full of sights documenting hop growing 
and hop processing as well as beer production”.

During the industrial revolution of the 19th century, the 
town of Žatec became, along with Bavarian Nuremberg, 
the true capitals of the world hop trade. The reason for this 
success was first of all the remarkable quality of the local 
Žatec hops on the market and the demand for them, as 
well as the trade skills of the local entrepreneurs.

The technological innovation using the process of bottom 
fermentation in beer brewing helped strengthen the role 
of Žatec as the “global hop capital” in the middle of the 
19th century. For this sort of beer, with a characteristic 
full bitter taste, the aromatic Žatec hops were the ideal 
product granting the beer the specific sensory profile. This 
type of beer gained world recognition and caused almost 
a “revolution” with consumers, thanks to which it quickly 
expanded to continental metropolises such as Prague, 
Vienna, Munich and Berlin. Along with bottom fermented 
beer, the reputation of Žatec hops spread as well.

A crucial element of the European brewery era, directly 
connected to the events in the hop-growing Žatec, was 
the trade family of the Drehers, who originally owned 
the brewery in Schwechat near Vienna. From there, their 
beer brewing activities spread throughout the whole 
Habsburg Empire, during the course of the 19th century. 
It was the largest brewing group in Central Europe. The 
brewing group Dreher acquired several breweries in the 
villages around Žatec and it had its own hop-growing 
farm in the region, producing hops for brewing, in the 
village of Měcholupy, in the 19th century. In connection 
to the success of its competitor, Pilsner beer, the Dreher 
family moved the core of their activities to Žatec, to a 
particularly convenient location near a newly developed 
railway junction. At the turn of the 20th century, a new 
modern Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery in Žatec was 
established and a large complex of buildings was 
developed (Anton Dreher´s Export-Brauerei, GmbH). The 
architecture of the whole production plant is a reflection 
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of excellent taste with the sensitively chosen conception 
of the construction to suitably complement the character 
of the urban industrial hop-processing buildings.

Every significant brewery, of the contemporary industrial 
world, started to imitate the beer styles produced in the 
Pilsner or the Dreher brewery. The Pilsner brewery and the 
brewery group Dreher were pioneers in the production of 
Lager beer with bottom fermentation.

As a response to the newly developing quarter of hop 
warehouses and other hop-processing buildings in the 
Prague Suburb district, other buildings, providing the 
related services to the well-developed hop economy of 
the town, were built. As a secondary effect of the hop 
trade luxurious hotels, necessary for the business visitors, 
emerged as well as bank buildings, hop certification 
buildings, schools, necessary for the education of the 
new generation of successful European businesspeople, 
transport companies and buildings of other associated 
fields. Without the successful hop trade, buildings of such 
an extent and importance would never have existed.

The position of the town of Žatec as a world metropolis of 
hop commerce lasted until the beginning of World War II. 
In 1922, 53 hop warehouses were registered in Žatec along 
with 161 hop trading companies. In the 1920s, Žatec hops 
were commonly exported to European countries, the USA 
and Japan. Since the 19th century, approximately 80% of 
the domestic hop production has been uninterruptedly 
intended for export. This applies even to the contemporary 
conditions of the hops produced in the Czech Republic 
and so Žatec has indivisibly preserved its traditional link 
to hop-growing.

If the industrial revolution of the 19th century had brought 
Žatec to the top of the hop trade, then the political events 
from the beginning of the 2nd World War to the end of the 
20th century meant for the town of Žatec, and for the local 
hop trade, stagnation and degradation of its commercial 
importance. During the war and the communist era, 
standard market conditions could not work and this 
affected the local commercial community in the Czech 
Republic. Business continuity was severely disrupted by 
the forced departure of the Jewish population who had 
owned the absolute majority of the successful enterprises. 
The global trade was gradually moved to areas with more 
favourable conditions. Good conditions for hop growing 
are, however, everlasting regardless of the social situation, 
and thus processing of the commercially attractive hop 
continued even after this transformation.

It remains a paradox that from the architectural perspective, 
even the period of the communist economic system of 
the second half of the 20th century, with a general lack of 

financial means for restructuring and modernising the 
town, led to the preservation of the general building stock 
as well as the majority of the architecturally valuable hop-
processing buildings in their unchanged, original state.

During the socialistic era, the historical centre of the 
town and the Prague Suburb were mostly unaffected by 
any new construction activities and were spared of its 
negative consequences. However, there was a long-term 
neglect of maintenance and decay took place. Shortly 
after the passing of the first Act on cultural monuments, 
the inner town became an Urban Heritage Reserve as 
soon as 1961, as one of the first Urban Heritage Reserves 
in the territory of the then Czechoslovak Republic. From 
then, at least the oldest part of the town was protected 
whereas the facilities related to hop-processing were still 
in full use by the state enterprises established after World 
War II and during late 1940s. Their capacity and technical 
parameters were suitable for a long time, so they were not 
substituted and were modernised only to an appropriate 
extent. After the social transformation of Czechoslovakia 
in 1989, a gradual rehabilitation and repair of buildings 
in the urban conservation area was performed, thanks to 
which some of the abandoned buildings of the historical 
centre have been already sensitively repaired.

As a consequence of, the gradual identification of the 
historic values, of the built heritage in the town of Žatec, 
heritage protection was introduced in the Prague Suburb 
in 2003. This was important especially as there was a period 
when hops-processing began to be gradually performed 
in newly built facilities north of the town centre, and it 
was necessary to conserve the value of that extraordinary 
and authentically preserved urban structure of a specific 
industrial nature. From the very beginning, there has been 
an emphasis on the preservation of the specific purpose 
and atmosphere, above of all, determined by hop growing 
and hops processing.

A significant contribution to improving, conditions and 
the basis for the interpretation of, the local values was the 
opening of the Hop Museum in 1997. This large museum 
is housed in the central part of this suburban area, in 
authentic hop packaging rooms and warehouses.

Another important achievement realised, from 2008 
to 2010, was the extention of the visitor facilities of the 
Hop Museum into a larger area with other historical hop-
processing buildings and a modern annex including an 
observation tower, with all these united under a name: 
“The Temple of Hop and Beer”. The complex is part of a 
long term development project called The Temple of Hop 
and Beer, attempting to revive the whole surroundings 
of the Prague Suburb and involving even more historic 
buildings within the nominated property.
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At present, Žatec represents one of the most valuable 
historic towns in the Czech Republic with a completely 
rare symbiosis of classical, stylistic, urban architecture and 
an extensive, typologically unique territory, in this case, 
with a prevalence of hop growing and hops processing 
facilities and related historic buildings.

The special position of Žatec and its structural heritage 
dwells especially, in the fact that the hop industry in the 
town, and its surrounding region, has been developed 
step by step since medieval times and has always played 
a dominant role in the life of the local community. The 
significance of Žatec in this context is further proven by 
the fact that the only institution focused on the complex 
study of refining and quality of hops named The Hop 
Research Institute, Co., Ltd., is based here.

At the beginning of the third millennium, the Town of 
Žatec is a unique urban complex with a remarkably 
numerous ensemble of hop growing and hop processing 
industrial buildings, concentrated in an area comprising 
other town functions, including residential and social 
ones and contributing to quite a specific milieu.

The value of the nominated property rests not only on 
the significance of its material and immaterial attributes 
of the continuous centuries-old tradition of hop growing 
and, in particular, processing and its export at the highest, 
quality and global level. Žatec is the one-and-only town 
documenting the impact of swift industrial transformation 
on the territory of the historical centre of Žatec and the 
Prague Suburb, and the concentration of hop processing 
over the territory of the wider catchment area at the turn 
of the 20th century, into a town situated with convenient 
transport conditions. The family company business 
nature and the emergence of production plants within 
the residential urban areas in the period when Žatec 
established itself as the most significant hop centre of the 
continent, helped bring a very intriguing, materially and 
typologically colourful urban structure to life. Žatec, thanks 
to its economic power and the gradual development in the 
separation of actions during the hop production process, 
became an initiator of a range of modern processes not 
only in growing, but also in hop processing.

the uniqueneSS oF the nominated ProPerty 
dwellS namely in theSe attributeS oF valueS

- in the territorially large and complex urban structure, 
conveying information about the stability of the urban 
organism from medieval times, and its distinctive 
transformation in the era of economic growth related to 
the success of hop production 

- in a unique number of preserved historical buildings 
with hop growing, hops processing and storing functions 
from various eras

- in the typological distinction of the industrial buildings, 
harmonically immersed in the older urban environment 
with respect to its residential nature 

- in the remarkable visual qualities of the urban structure 
determined by the unique historical development of the 
location with a specific application to the concentrated 
composition of industrial buildings evoking a distinctive 
atmosphere incomparable to any other place

- in the high degree of authenticity of the crucial parts of 
the buildings, until now without secondary rebuilding, or 
additional negative interventions, and in the satisfactory 
structural and technical condition of the building stock, 
resulting from a one-time loss of original function of 
the majority of buildings in the relatively recent period 
(conservation of the authentic state) 

- in the high concentration of the built-up area with 
an industrial nature, in the closely neighbouring and 
functionally intertwined territories of the historical town 
centre and the Prague Suburb, documenting a long-
lasting tradition, a tumultuous development and a high 
quality level of hop processing on a transnational scale

- in the preserved image of the property documenting 
the unusually intense extent and impact of the industrial 
transformation of the territory of the historical centre 
of Žatec and the Prague Suburb and secondarily on the 
territory of the wider catchment area of the last decades of 
the 19th century when Žatec established itself as the most 
significant hop-growing centre of Europe and became an 
initiator of numerous business processes

- in the heritage, widely recognised among broad layers 
of society: ranging from hop growing and hop processing 
experts to groups spontaneously representing specific 
hop-growing traditions and to the wide background of 
the beer consumers who like to meet in the town, aware 
of its importance and the reach its local knowledge had in 
shaping the production processes of quality beer not only 
in Europe but around the world (attributes of immaterial 
cultural heritage)

- in the preserved continuity of unique traditions related 
to the product of hop, the continuing intergenerational 
passing of knowledge, skills and customs related to hop 
growing and hops processing as well as specific traditions 
linked with this environment
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criterion (ii)
According to the criterion ii) the property needs to exhibit 
an important interchange of human values, over a span of 
time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments 
in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-
planning or landscape design. 

“Žatec - the Town of Hops” is a property that exhibits the 
gradual development in the knowledge of hop processing 
and trade in hops and represents a globally known place 
for the international exchange of hop related technical 
experience. The heritage of the hop processing buildings 
in Žatec evidences a significant era of rapid growth 
and highly organised cooperation of entrepreneurial 
professions in the town dependent on this regionally 
specific, rural agricultural product. The necessity for 
prompt drying of the seasonal commodity in large 
volumes reflected itself on the specific buildings of the 
sulphuring chambers and drying kilns, as well as the need 
for providing all the activities needed for the domestic 
and global export of hops. 

This inspired the introduction of modern packaging and 
storing processes, specialisation and quality-certification 
and control facilities. In the 19th century, the knowledge 
developed in Žatec over the centuries led to the construction 
of very specific hop growing and hop processing buildings 
for drying, packaging and quality verification of hops as 
well as the related production, educational and social 
background for various groups of population associated 
with the hop-processing procedures. The whole hop trade 
process also required the necessity to equip the town with 
transport, accommodation, and a cultural and banking, 
infrastructure.

The large premises of the former Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery is a testimony to the investment courage in the 
competition of European progressive breweries, and 
confidence in using the reputation of Žatec hops, during 
the peak period of the prime phase of industrialisation 
of the 19th century. At the same time, it reflects the 
contemporary tradition to apply the period architectural 
designs even to production premises as well. Žatec, as 
the real “Town of Hops” is therefore a uniquely perfect 
example of the impact of a specific agricultural trade on 
the overall image of a location, its urban structure and the 
architecture of the residential and production buildings.

criterion (iii)
The property needs to bear a unique or at least exceptional 
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilisation which 
is living or has disappeared “Žatec - the Town of Hops” is 
a unique testimony to a centuries-long, continuous and 
present tradition of the growing, processing and trading of 
the local high-quality hops.

The tradition of its growing, its concentrated processing in 
the town and especially the reputation of its uniqueness, 
which has been recognised and protected since the 
late Middle Ages, has became the reason for the fame 
and economic prosperity of the town. In particular after 
the refinement of the industrial Lager beer‘s brewing 
processes in the middle of the 19th century, Žatec hops 
gradually became the key ingredient of the best beer 
brands on all the continents. Žatec hops are therefore 
recognised as the global quality standard hops. The 
preserved, tangible and intangible, heritage in Žatec 
related to hop processing and export is a unique testimony 
to the impact of the specialisation, of a whole town, in the 
excellent quality of an important agricultural product at 
the dawn of world trade. Annual events and activities and 
hop-related festivals in the hop-processing buildings and 
in the public open spaces of the town are linked to the 
seasonal milestones of hop-growing. In this manner, they 
follow the customs and traditions of the hops growers 
from the previous centuries and maintain the knowledge 
of the procedures of hops processing and develop the 
preserved cultural traditions and naturally boost the local 
identity.

criterion (iv)
The property needs to be an outstanding example of a type 
of building, architectural or technological ensemble or 
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human 
history.

“Žatec - the Town of Hops” is an outstanding example 
of a completely specific town, in which, apart from the 
standard typological range of buildings, a unique number 
of completely specific buildings related to the centuries-
long history of hop growing and hop processing activities 
of its wider rural background have been preserved. 
For the hop growing and hops processing needs, older 
original residential buildings were adapted such as attic 
drying spaces of the burgher houses, but also numerous 
new buildings of manufacture and industrial character 
were built. The spectrum of the buildings within the 
nominated property is significantly enriched by a number 
of warehouses, storage, drying and packaging buildings, 
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and hop certification offices, and also a high proportion 
of accommodation facilities. However, the spontaneous 
penetration of these buildings into the original urban 
structure was subject to building regulations, and 
therefore they followed the medieval street pattern in 
a completely unique way and their volumes and visual 
features harmoniously complement the residential, and 
other, buildings in the town.

In contrast to many specialised production and industrial 
districts which were emerging, mostly, in Europe in the 
suburbs, in the 19th century, and later became part of 
residential areas of towns, in Žatec, at the very beginning 
of the successful era of hop processing and trade, a 
complicated urban organism came to life, in which these 
functions, based on family companies, were intertwined. 
The specific buildings related to hops in Žatec significantly 
determine the overall nature of the urban fabric and the 
town panorama. The historical drying kilns, hop packaging 
rooms and warehouses are a convincing testimony to this 
interesting field of the processing industry in the shape 
in which hop processing and trade developed in the 
course of the 19th century. At the time Žatec became the 
most renowned global exporter of hops and contributed 
significantly to the popularisation of beer which could 
now be brewed to a high quality even in the areas where 
hops could not be cultivated. 

The extensive Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery, founded, at 
the end of the 19th century, in the most convenient location 
for transport, is an illustration of the business courage of 
one of the greatest hop growers and of the confidence in 
the local trade commodity in an era when the international 
hop trade as well as the beer trade multiplied intensively, 
using the technological procedures, newly developed 
from the mid-19th century. The vast, and functionally 
varied, premises still comprise all the necessary facilities 
for its former production processes and its architectural 
design and decorations are excellent evidence of the 
period, with an emphasis on the representative character 
of the production complex.
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3.1.c  Statement oF integrity

The nominated property is a series of two component 
parts together telling the story of an important and 
specific sphere of processing of agricultural crops 
within the town. The main component part covers an 
extensive urban structure with high integrity of not only 
the presented topic of hops processing, but also of the 
material substance from the perspective of the town and 
the individual buildings. The property comprises all the 
elements that attest to its history related to hop processing 
which emphasizes its outstanding universal value. The 
boundary of the nominated property has been carefully 
considered in order to represent all the value attributes, 
the hops phenomena throughout the centuries, and the 
processes related to the importance of Žatec as a global 
processor and exporter of quality hops through a complex 
manner.

The component part 01, in the compact medieval centre, 
comprises the administrative and social parts of the town. 
The architectural and spatial quality of the buildings 
are a testimony to the town´s prosperity in its earlier 
history, when there is evidence of the shared culture, and 
significance, of hop processing for the life of the town as 
well as beer brewing in both its early and contemporary 
stages. Apart from this, the connected part of the town, 
the Prague Suburb, preserves a unique illustration of 
rapid structural growth at the end of the 19th century, 
under the very specific conditions of the already existing 
urban structures. Several dozen typologically unique hop 
growing and hop processing facilities are concentrated 
in the relatively small area of the Prague Suburb, which 
is defined by the natural morphological environment of 
this part of the town, as it was originally surrounded by its 
own walls with gates. The property is therefore defined by 
a continual area within the historical territory of its most 
significant part. The integrity of its urban structure is high, 
as the whole compact area is subject to general state-
guaranteed heritage protection. The most significant 
hop growing and hop processing facilities have been 
proclaimed as an immovable cultural heritage for proper 
protection of their interiors, structure, decoration and 
operational details, and material characteristics.

In the entirety of the component 01, the nominated 
property has a permanently stabilised street network based 
on the preserved medieval town structure which has been 
proven by historical iconographic documents. Similarly 
well-conserved is the urban structure, the volume of the 
constructions and, for a majority, also their architectural 
appearance including the artistic details. The entirety and 
high concentration of the hop growing facility ensemble 
in the town area, which was quickly shaped into a centre 

of hop-processing and preparation for multi-volume hop 
exports from the 19th century, are unique. Thanks to a 
relatively recent active use the buildings without radical 
remodelling or structural changes, and with the vision of 
possible collective demolition of the buildings after their 
physical lifetime, in the era of the socialistic centralised 
economic management being cancelled, no systematic 
demolitions or rebuilding of those specific structures 
have been performed for decades. The general protection 
of the property which was declared in two stages, since 
the 1960s for the historical centre of the town and since 
2003 for the Prague Suburb, provides sufficient conditions 
for the property to be preserved as a whole with regular 
inspection over handling of the individual facilities.

The large former Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery, on a 
flat terrain north of the historical centre, is a complex 
ensemble of facilities whose basic integrity was secured 
with a brick and iron railing fence (in the same architectonic 
design), already put up, at the time of the establishment 
and building of the main structures. In the course of the 
20th century, the brewery was supplemented by several 
utilitarian facilities or outbuildings which, however, do not 
dominate any part of the ensemble and do not endanger 
the unity of the character of its entirety. The ensemble 
has been a state-protected cultural monument since 
2015, together with all surrounding areas which provide a 
buffer area among the individual historic buildings of the 
complex.

The high-capacity construction in Žatec of blocks of flats 
occurred in other parts of the town in the second half of 
the 20th century. This development fortunately did not 
affect the territory of the nominated property and the 
housing estate is visible only from some distant viewing 
points. The integrity of the nominated property is also not 
visually disrupted as the historical centre was founded on 
an elevated promontory above the River Ohře and the 
Prague Suburb developed southward as a continuation of 
the elevated terrain.

At the same time, the long-term tradition of territorial 
planning in the Czech Republic, engaging bodies of cultural 
heritage protection, allowed the application of measures 
aimed at height and volume regulations, and became a 
basis for monitoring the preservation, to a maximum 
extent, of the culturally-historical values of the property. 
In the preserved urban structure, no further great changes 
have been planned for the future, which is proved by the 
applicable Land Use Plan of the Town of Žatec and the 
approved Developmental Strategy of the Town of Žatec of 
2015. The conception of these documents aims to keep a 
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ring of undeveloped land including the green zones, with 
the character of urban public parks, along the majority of 
the circumference of the property, as well as to regulate 
the structural heights of new buildings in the extensive 
environment around the former Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery.

The area of the buffer zone encircling the nominated 
property component part 01 is sufficient for preserving 
the integrity of this urban structure and is mainly formed 
by spatially stabilised large town green areas and parks, 
or areas with long-term unchanged development whose 
concentration and height is determined by the Land 
Use Plan of the Town. The buffer zone secures a physical 
distance for any potential new buildings or facilities 
from the nominated property in the wider surroundings 
and help to regulate any changes of buildings which are 
located within that buffer zone. The public green space 
is a very valuable feature of the town and no reduction 
can be expected. In contrary, its gradual regeneration is 
planned in order to promote the overall visual values of 
the property when strolling on pedestrian paths. 

The appropriate “greening” of these areas is regarded as 
the best way to develop the quality of the environment of 
this part of town (see Management Plan). It can therefore 
be expected that the buffer zone will be a guaranteed for 
the permanent visual integrity of the nominated property. 
The area of the buffer zone encircling the component 
part 02 is also delineated large enough to secure the 
visual connection in the wider sourrounding of the former 
Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery. The regulative conditions 
aim to minimize building activity and control carefully the 
scale of both existing and possible future structures. 
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The nominated property is a large urban ensemble 
preserved within an authentic urban structure and 
through the nature of its buildings it reflects the structural 
and architectural principles in the represented period 
very well. It documents the development of a town with 
a rich history, in which the favourable location of the 
wider territory, with thriving hops of the highest quality, 
is reflected. The development of the town, since the times 
of its establishment as a royal town, over the period of 
its stagnation, to the peak period at the turn of the 20th 

century, has always been related to hop processing of the 
local hop growing region and its export to other countries, 
including overseas.

The buildings in the historical centre clearly convey a 
message about earlier traditions. Aside from respecting 
the original urban pattern and containing many authentic 
bearing structures and volumes, they comprise many 
authentic construction elements and details even 
from medieval times. The materials used are carefully 
monitored during all the restoration and renewal works 
that are carried out. The functionally, completely specific, 
buildings concentrated in the area of the Prague Suburb 
are also a testimony to the era of greatest prosperity in 
Žatec and a majority of them are preserved in the shape 
in which they had been built. The specific hop growing 
and hop processing facilities conserved in Žatec have not 
undergone any major functional or structural conversions 
yet and have not been subject to any undesirable 
structural interventions. Many of them were built upon the 
position of older medieval buildings with respect to the 
original street network. A unique testimony to communal 
beer brewing, from the local hops, is the outstanding 
technological facility of the Renaissance malt-house, 
situated south of the most concentrated development, 
that of the historical town centre. As a result of their spatial 
layout and structural qualities, from the time of their 
construction, the hop processing buildings have served 
their original purpose well, up to contemporary times 
despite multiple ownership and the great social changes 
in the mid-20th century.

After the building of a modern hop warehouse in the 
northern outskirts of Žatec in the 1980s (outside the 
nominated property), some original hop warehouses have 
been used for substitutive functions such as the drying, 
processing and packaging of herbs, which is a similar 
activity to the original ones. The facilities have therefore 
not been rebuilt or demolished, nor the technology 
largely damaged or disposed of. The facades and bearing 

structures of the buildings are original as well as the 
preserved number of important details, working tools 
and technological features. In the northern part of the 
property, where mostly the burgher houses and town 
administration buildings used to be situated, important 
parts of the town, used for residential purposes, are 
still used in their original purpose, the ground floors of 
buildings being mostly used commercially, following 
the original functional arrangement of burgher houses. 
The main facilities of the town administration and some 
services of regional importance are located here.

At first sight it seems that hop processing entered into 
the town structure in a very straightforward manner. In 
terms of modern large-capacity processing, what remains 
is a unique ensemble of almost a hundred warehouses 
and drying kilns. The imprints from the pre-industrial 
processing are more subtle, but still clearly visible. As up- 
to-date research shows more than 80 % of the remaining 
attic spaces on the territory of the historical centre were 
intended for hops drying. It can be proved by, not only the 
specific shape of the roof parts with low gables, sizeable 
manipulation holes, for the distribution of hops to the 
attics, and a number of dormer windows for distribution 
of humidity gathering in the attics, during the drying, as 
well as the structure of the interiors of the attics. Almost 
all roof structures have an identical shape using the 
principle of the so-called king post, often in several level 
constructions giving the interior extra space. 

When it comes to hop manipulation, such construction 
represents an ideal solution, enabling the maximum 
freedom of movement for the workers during the hop 
drying and their subsequent processing. Testimony to this 
use of the attics for hops drying is also the number of other 
details, such as winches, counting inscriptions present on 
the wooden elements of the roof structures as well as the 
finishing of floors with precisely laid layers of planks or 
brick tiles with the specific securing of the lower parts of 
these spaces preventing the hops falling through to the 
lower levels. The residential and commercial activities in 
these buildings are nowadays performed particularly in 
other parts of the houses thanks to the legal protection 
of the properties including the roofing material, so these 
characteristics have been preserved. The technological 
equipment and structural details remain conserved also 
thanks to the fact that the vast majority of the concerned 
buildings are protected also as listed cultural monuments, 
so they are thoroughly examined and any interventions or 
changes to such structures need to be officially approved.
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The large hop warehouses and drying kilns situated in the 
Prague Suburb were used for their original purpose, in the 
most part, as late as in 2013, and therefore the degree of 
their authentic preservation is absolutely outstanding. 
The authenticity of some warehouses can be evaluated on 
the level of a “last day” exhibition, as if “a seasonal break” 
had just taken place there. In the warehouses, not just 
the historical presses or packaging lines were left, but, for 
example, there are also workshops where hop sacks were 
sewn with the machines, thread and jute supplies left.

A majority of these facilities still have a common owner 
who performs the regular basic maintenance. Their 
structural principle, based on brick perimeter walls and 
internal wooden supporting structures, enables a new 
future suitable use for their flexible layout and spaces, 
while preserving all the authentic parts. The internal 
wooden structures show an outstanding durability and 
being soaked with hop extracts makes them especially 
resistant against the effects of wood pests.

The individual buildings and their ensembles lining the 
streets within the nominated property have preserved the 
authenticity of the compact and mutually similar structures 
and the fabric of the nominated property. They perfectly 
reflect their original functions, materials, structures, 
windows, roofing materials and simple decoration of 
facades. A great proportion of the warehouse interiors are 
intact including the original technology and atmosphere 
of their era.

All the hop-growing and hops-processing facilities have 
been documented in a unified manner in order to capture 
their specific and authentic values and the recognition 
of their importance is strengthened by the heritage 
protection of the whole property in any process related to 
repairs or more significant renovations.

In most of the preserved buildings, it would be possible 
to renew their functional use at any time, or effectively 
and authentically, demonstrate the original technological 
procedures of the completely unique processing of this 
interesting agricultural product. Repairs are performed 
under the inspection of the National Heritage Institute 
and heritage executive authority with the aim to respect 
and emphasise the buildings‘ material and technological 
continuity.

The property as a whole benefits from its setting on an 
elevated area above the river, and is naturally separated, 
not only thanks to this location but also due to the 
authentic town walls, preserved to a large extent in parts 
that had not been demolished during earlier periods 
of history. The original street network along which the 
specific hop-growing facilities formed, along with their 

distinctive appearance, emphasised by the chimneys of 
the drying kilns, give Žatec an authentic and a unique 
genius loci. Its potential inclusion on the World Heritage 
List can help to facilitate the use a number of other 
preserved authentic facilities for functions related to the 
presentation, and interpretation, of the local material 
and immaterial heritage, including leisure time activities 
enjoyed by a high numbers of inhabitants and visitors in 
the town.
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The nominated property “Žatec - the Town of Hops” 
consists of two components, the large complex of the 
historical centre with its vast and specific suburb, and 
the extensive area of the former Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery, north of this main component part. Both 
components are protected under the Act No. 20/87 
Coll., on State Heritage Protection, as amended, using a 
combination of protective regimes and regulations in 
compliance with this Act, as follows:

The northern, and architecturally more compact, part 
of the main component (01) is protected as an Urban 
Heritage Reserve of Žatec. It comprises the historical 
centre of the town whose importance has been confirmed 
after adoption of the first law concerning the cultural 
heritage buildings in the former Czechoslovak Republic 
by the designation of an Urban Heritage Reserve, in 
1961, by the Ministry of Education and Culture (Decree 
No. 36.568/61-V/2). Currently (2016), 139 immovable 
protected monuments are situated within this territory and 
their conservation and any repairs necessary, have to be 
thoroughly considered. Namely these are original burgher 
houses, religious buildings and historic administration 
and social buildings. All the remaining buildings and also 
empty lots and public spaces in this part of the property 
are subject to the consultation obligation in case of any 
intended interventions.

The territory of this vast Urban Heritage Reserve closely 
neighbours, southward, with a “conservation area with a 
technical heritage related to hop growing in the Prague 
Suburb”, whose official legal status is the “Žatec Urban 
Heritage Zone”: The protection of this urban structure was 
proclaimed by the Decree of the Ministry of Culture of the 
Czech Republic No. 108/2003 Coll., from 1st April 2003, 
on designation of areas with a historical environment, in 
selected towns and villages, as heritage zones, and on 
determining the conditions of their protection.

Due to the possiblity of inclusion on the World Heritage 
List, world heritage monitoring will be performed by the 
heritage protection bodies as an addition to the already 
common consultations of any planned repairs, restoration 
and building intention projects, by the individual owners. 
This monitoring shall embrace activities represented 
by the obligatory Periodical Reporting according to the 
Operational Guidelines for Implementation of the World 
Heritage Convention, apart from this, continuous and more 
frequent national periodical monitoring of the OUV value 
attributes, focused on the authenticity of the preserved 
buildings and other culturally historical characteristics 
of the territory, will be introduced. These protective 

measures will be conducted on the base of shared 
experience with other properties of World Heritage in the 
Czech Republic as well as with the experience gained in 
the, specific and responsible, agenda in the process of 
developing expected foreign partners and other possible 
transregional relations.

Management of the nominated property, from the 
perspective of determining priorities and meeting long-
term targets has been provided by the Steering Group 
(SG), established at the level of the Žatec Municipality. 
The SG was founded as a natural and direct continuation 
of the experience gained in establishing the extensive 
hop-themed Visitors Centre and includes members who 
have been developing the protection, conservation and 
promotion of the hop heritage of Žatec over the long 
term. As a part of the preparation of the documents for the 
property nomination for inclusion on the World Heritage 
List, a smaller group, focused mostly on the formulation 
of the necessary steps, and basic management objectives, 
was formed. Later the meetings covered other preparation 
work mainly aimed at formulating a reasonable and viable 
Management Plan. Intensive, regular work for the SG 
started in the spring of 2013.

The Steering Group consists of experts, local authorities, 
communal politicians and heritage protection 
administration representatives. The meetings of the 
Steering Group are organised by the Site Manager, a 
role currently performed by the Vice-Mayor of the town, 
which proved the optimal solution as he has enough 
competence and powers to organise the work and to 
control the results. During the work on the Management 
Plan, three participating and advising Working Groups 
were established. They are focused on partial and inter-
related segments of implementation the Management 
Plan objectives which are, education, promotion and 
presentation, and for hops related heritage conservation. 
The coordinated structure of the expert committees 
represents the basic institutional background of the 
Management Plan (more details are to be found in the 
Management Plan). Continued and deepening action 
for the protection, development and awareness raising, 
of the outstanding values of Žatec is also expected after 
the potential inscription of the property on the World 
Heritage List.

In the town of Žatec, a local Committee for the Regeneration 
of Urban Heritage Reserves is active, managing the Fund 
for the Town Regeneration and approving the allocation of 
funds from the Regeneration of Urban Heritage Reserves 
Programme administered by the Ministry of Culture. 
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This committee also decides on the financial support 
given by the Fund of the Town Regeneration of Žatec, a 
fund recently established by the municipality in 2015, to 
also support the management plan objectives (for more 
details see the Chapter 5.f ).

In the process of the preparation of the nomination 
documentation, strengths and weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats have been gradually identified. Based on SWOT 
analysis, the Management Plan defines the necessary 

and desired consecutive steps and specific projects to 
eliminate the threats in the first place. The acceptance 
of responsibility for the property‘s outstanding values, 
and a consideration of the nature of all of the threats, 
the range of subjects included in the preparation of 
the Management Plan and their purposeful balancing 
with the strengths and opportunitiesof the nomination, 
should be a guarantee, to the gradual development 
and preservation of the unique attributes of the cultural 
heritage, of Žatec as a globally significant “Town of Hops”.
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A comparison of the town of Žatec with other centres of 
the cultivation of hops and trade in worldwide.

Definition of specific terms

SAAZ HOPS (“Žatecký poloraný červeňák” in Czech):
The local traditional hop variety with the full Czech name 
of “Žatecký poloraný červeňák” derived from the name of 
the town of Žatec or Saaz, called “Saazer” in German and 
“Saaz” in English. The variety came to life by a consecutive 
selection of wild hops in the Žatec (Saaz) region. This 
has taken centuries to accomplish. This variety of hops is 
globally recognised as one of the major representatives of 
fine aroma hops (also marked in English as “noble aroma 
hops”) A simple explanation, in English, can be found on 
the Wikipedia, for further references: https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Hops where many other references relating to 
hops as such are contained.

Thanks to its unique qualities, the Saaz hop variety is used 
by breweries on all continents. In the brewing industry, 
especially in production of quality branded beer, Žatec 
hops play an irreplaceable role. Using Saaz hops, beer 
can be made with a fine and delicious hop aroma, which 
creates harmony with the other elements of flavour and 
is a guarantee of its high quality. The quality of the Saaz 
variety is so respected that the global hop prices are set 
according to it annually.

At present, there are about 90 commercially cultivated 
varieties of hops. Žatec hops are universally accepted as a 
standard in pricing. For its quality, it is the hop variety with 
the highest price over the long term.

Žatec hop trademark
With the Decree No. 2081/92, the European Union 
provides protection of the designation of origin and the 
geographic designation of selected regional agricultural 
products whose reputation transcends national borders 
and helps promote these products this way. In compliance 
with the European Commission Decree No. 503/2007 
from the 8th May 2007, the designation HOPS (PDO – 
protected designation of origin) was inscribed into the 
Register of protected designation of origin and protected 
geographical indications. Within the European Union, it 
was the first granted inscription related to hops and one 
of the first designations given to a Czech agricultural or 
food product.

hop certification
The contemporary applicable European system of hop 
and hop product certification historically stems from the 
designation of origin and quality of hops in the territory 
of Bohemia and Bavaria. This system was introduced in 
order to protect the authenticity and quality of refined 
hop cultivars.

A Brief HistoricAL introDUction

Production and consumption of light alcoholic drinks, 
especially wine and beer, has been a characteristic of 
European culture for centuries.

Over the last one thousand years, there was a gradual rise 
in hop usage for beer production in Europe and around 
the world. Such production in hop-growing locations 
determined the continuous need for specific purpose 
facilities or whole buildings ensembles, related to its 
production and processing and in earlier history also for 
associated commercial activities. In the locations with 
the highest intensity of hop production and processing 
activities, crucial structural and technological innovations 
occurred leading to the construction of typologically 
unique, or structurally and architecturally completely 
peculiar, structures.

The storing and processing facilities related to hops in 
Žatec can boast this interesting segment of such a history. 
The complete story of the centuries-long development 
of the hop and beer industry in Žatec is also a story of a 
relatively rarely emphasised aspect in the development 
of modern Christian European society in a temperate 
climate zone.

Due to the permanent connection with hop growing and 
the gradual construction of single-purpose buildings 
for the storage and processing of hops, a numerous 
ensemble of specific hop facilities was established in the 
urban area of the town of Žatec which is now globally 
incomparable to its extent. Their number, typological 
specifics, attractiveness, quality and authenticity are 
the reason why they could supplement the wide topical 
variety of properties already included in the World Cultural 
and Natural Heritage List.

The continuous territory of the town centre and the 
adjoining quarter named the Prague Suburb in Žatec 
comprise a large ensemble of buildings documenting the 
long-term development of hop-processing. They enable 
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the ability to follow the hop processing history from the 
period of the individual burghers´ activities, of their social 
uniting and relations, up to the peak era of trade with a 
large range of associated buildings. Thanks to the diverse 
ages of the buildings and to the variety of the hop related 
heritage in Žatec, it is possible to observe the various 
stages and associated events which have occurred, in 
relation to hop processing and distribution in Europe 
over the centuries. The uniqueness of the hop heritage in 
Žatec is excellent due to the number and authenticity of 
many buildings, within the extensive and compact urban 
structure, representing the peak of technical and logistic 
development in this specific agricultural industry, over the 
course of the last millennium. The premises of the former 
large Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery, with representative 
architecture, complements the picture of the significance 
of hop use in the era of the emergence of large-volume 
beer brewing and its competitive production directly in 
one small town with the emphasis of the owner on the 
shape and form of the processing area, as manifestation 
of his success, and belonging to the contemporary 
architecture of the time.

The extent, structural and architectural attraction of the 
hop facilities in Žatec concentrated densely in a small 
area form a unique ensemble, incomparable to any other 
hop-growing centre. The preserved heritage in Žatec 
significantly exceeds anything built in other hop growing 
centres, both due to its extent and degree of authenticity.

The comparative study, carefully prepared during defining 
the values, has proved the peculiarities and worldwide 
importance of the heritage conservation area in Žatec.
 

the hiStorical evolution oF brewing and 
induStrial beer Production
general overview

The extraordinary importance of the heritage conservation 
area in Žatec should be understood and explained within 
its geographic and historic context in more detail.
The town of Žatec is the locationality where a unique story 
of continuous development in the trade of this specific 
“spice”, intended only for brewing beer, took place. This 
essential beer ingredient comes from the green plant-
cones of the largest liana growing in the temperate 
climate zone of the northern hemisphere, with the name 
“common hop” or Humulus Lupulus in Latin.

The evolution of European culture, unlike any other cultural 
civilised area, is associated with the development and 
increase of beer production, the beverage which has been 
accompanying humankind for more than seven thousand 
years in various forms and using diverse ingredients. Beer 

has been part of human culture since the very beginning. 
Grain or malt beer was known to the populations in Egypt 
and Mesopotamia; such beer, however, did not contain 
the addition of hops. This was because hops do not grow 
in these geographical zones. Beer was also popular with 
ancient Celts, Germans and also the first Slavs. It was 
prepared cheifly from barley, wheat and other grains. It 
was flavoured with sage-brush, peppermint, cinnamon 
or other herbs. Hops were used for beer production much 
later, after the ancestors of modern Europeans had settled 
further northward from the Mediterranean and reached 
the colder regions with their natural occurrence of hop 
plants. Such regions represent areas north of the Alps 
and the slopes of the Caucasus eastwards. It was in the 
east where the tradition of adding hops to beer spread to 
Europe with the arrival of the Slavs.

It is only fair to say that the Greeks and Romans already 
knew the technique of beer production. However, the 
beer brewing was not developed in a larger scale in the 
Mediterranean as the common thermophilic grapevine 
provided resources there for sufficient amounts of wine 
production, which is easier. That is why since ancient times, 
wine has become a classic drink of the Mediterranean 
civilisation and the Southern European countries.

With the emergence of Christianity and liturgical 
rituals, wine acquired additional symbolical meanings. 
Sacramental wine was at first produced exclusively in the 
monasteries.

Modern beer using hops was refined, by the early medieval 
European nations, in the regions with a climate too cold for 
grapevine growing and, as a result, the monasteries were 
granted approval to cultivate hops and produce beer. Beer 
was therefore sometimes called “the wine of the north”.

The common hop plant is a perennial herb growing freely 
in nature, the best locations being at around 50 degrees of 
the northern latitude, in the territories with temperatures 
insufficient for grapevines growing. For this reason, the 
inhabitants of the territories where the tradition of beer 
brewing developed to a larger scale (the territory of the 
contemporary Bohemia, Germany, Belgium, Northern 
France, the Netherlands and Great Britain) started to 
focus on refining the qualities of the beer produced after 
the emergence of Christianity. The nations with limited 
conditions for vine growing, and so “destined to beer”, 
learnt about the production of refined medieval beer 
from the monastery vine growers. In the early period, 
the historical records concerning growing did not even 
distinguish the roles of wine and hop growers. With 
European Christianity spreading and the establishment of 
monasteries, as significant economic units, northwards the 
rise of modern beer was enabled. The monasteries were 
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originally the places where the preparation technology 
and the refinement in the taste of beer occurred. Some 
Christian orders have preserved the tradition of monastic 
beer brewing up to this day.

Brewing rights were gradually obtained by burghers 
in towns who soon started cooperating in their beer 
brewing activities. The first municipal breweries and 
independent malt-houses, concentrating on the more 
complex preparation processes developed as more 
burghers possessing the rights to brewing emerged. With 
the expansion of brewing in the towns, brewing activities 
started to flourish and boost a large-scale demand for 
hops. Also the nobility started to brew beer in larger 
volumes in the Czech lands, mostly from the 16th century.

Thanks to a deeper knowledge of medieval European 
culture it is obvious that the regions of contemporary 
Belgium, especially Flanders and Brabant, played an 
important role and impacted on beer brewing in the 
Middle Ages. Other hop-growing regions specifically 
those of today´s Germany and the Czech Republic, 
went through similar developments and have much in 
common. For instance, there are legends and folktales 
all over Western Europe about the medieval King of Beer, 
a patron of brewers, the “Duke Gambrinus”. Jean Primus 
from Brabant, spelt also “Gan Primus”,who is regarded 
as a real person whose name was garbled into the word 
“Gambrinus”.

From the regions of Flanders and Brabant, the refined 
technology of the medieval monastic beer spread via 
the ruling families across and to Bohemia. The Holy 
Roman Emperor Charles IV, apart from other fields, such 
as the support of vine growing or of founding fish ponds, 
significantly influenced the development of brewing in 
the Czech lands. (Moreover, the legendary Gambrinus in 
fact might be the great-grandfather of Charles IV whose 
ancestors from the House of Luxembourg were associated 
with Dukes of Brabant).

The experience of the hop trade, over the centuries, has 
shown that the natural aroma hops, with the most desired 
taste, originate in Central Europe and the best hops are 
grown in the region of an imaginary triangle between 
Prague, Nuremberg and Munich. 

People from this territory had probably known about 
hops even before the spread of “modern beer” brewing 
by the monastic specialists and used them as a traditional 
addition to meals and drinks including simple beer. Even 
in the first half of the 20th century, hops were ingredients 
also added to bread in some regions. The antibacterial 
qualities of hops postpone the expiration of bread and 
beer.

The inhabitants of the hop growing regions of Bohemia 
and Bavaria used the local Central European aroma hops in 
the brewing of medieval beer refined by the monasteries 
which gradually reached its peak development in the 
balanced taste of the modern beer.

It is no coincidence that in the heart of this Central 
European region with common traditions in Bohemia and 
neighbouring Bavaria, in the city of Pilsen, the earliest 
developed type of beer, the Pilsen, or in Czech “Pilsner 
beer,” came to life in 1842. The modern Pilsner type of Lager 
beer, produced since 1842, has become so popular that in 
terms of total global beer production, the Pilsen beer type 
today represents a share of about one quarter. It is for the 
production of these types of beer that a major part of the 
quality aroma hops of Czech and Bavarian origin are used, 
including hops from the Žatec hop growing region which 
has always been processed in nearby Žatec.

Particularly during the 20th century, extensive beer 
production from Central Europe spread to all the world´s 
continents. Nowadays, a number of quality beers are 
brewed globally, but the most appreciated beer still 
comes from the centre of Europe and hops from Žatec are 
still extremely popular, in the world hop trade, for their 
reputation and qualities. Czech and German beers are still 
used as a model in production of premium beer brands on 
all continents.

Other historical models for beer quality are countries such 
as Belgium or the United Kingdom.

For the purpose of this comparison, it is necessary to 
emphasise, that beer brewing and the traditions of 
the brewing industry are not necessarily linked to the 
places of growing and processing of hops. Beer brewing 
locations are much more numerous than those typical 
of hop growing and processing, as the basic ingredients 
for brewing are much more available and hops represent 
only a small, but irreplaceable portion of the volume of 
the ingredients used in brewing. From the perspective 
of the development of beer brewing, Bamberg in 
Bavaria is a significant town. Being the notional “global 
beer capital” (not of hop, though), the city Bamberg is 
widely recognised. However this does not concern hop 
processing, and extensive trade related, buildings.

A specific heritage conservation area associated with hops 
is rare throughout the world and is closely connected 
with one of the most successful regions growing and 
processing hop.

Hop trade centres gradually emerged in the hop growing 
locations with quality hops intentionally cultivated in the 
hopfields. They were scattered over several regions of 
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Europe, especially in territories around the 50th parallel.
The uniqueness of Žatec and its structural heritage lies, 
apart from the preserved facilities, namely in the fact 
that the hop industry in the town and the nearby region 
has been gradually formed since medieval times and 
has always played a dominant role in the life of the local 
community. Testimony to the importance of Žatec, in this 
context, is also the fact that the only institution specialised 
in the complex research of hop breeding and quality, the 
Hop Research Institute, Co., Ltd., cooperating also with its 
foreign counterparts, has its base here. (For more details 
see the Chapter 5.j.)

the hiStorical develoPment oF hoP 
Production and trade - general

The beginning of the settlement of the Žatec valley is 
linked to the Neolithic era. The common hop is a plant 
species existing as long as 40,000 years ago. These facts 
indirectly reveal that the population in the Žatec region 
could have known the hop liana for several thousand years. 
The fermented cereal beverage has accompanied our 
ancestors since the beginning of European civilisation (as 
mentioned above). The oldest available written records on 
the use of hops for beer production come from the nations 
in the Caucasian region. The well-known “Nartian Epic”, 
written in 600 years B.C, translated by a French historian 
Georges Dumézil (1898–1986), Documents anatoliens 
sur les langues et les traditions du Caucase, 1960–1967, 
Maisonneuve, Le Livre des héros, légendes ossètes sur 
les Nartes, 1965, Gallimard, contains a chapter on how 
to brew beer and use hops in the process. It implies that 
the Slavs probably brought the skills to use hops from the 
Eastern European territories to Bohemia during the era of 
the great migration of people in late antiquity and early 
medieval times.

Other European regions with a hop growing history and 
beer production traditions have also gone through similar 
developments in knowledge related to the qualities of 
hops, including the German tribes. There is evidence 
of primitive beer production by the Celtic nations. The 
Bohemian and Bavarian territories used to be originally 
inhabited by the Boii tribes, which settled also in the Žatec 
region in approximately 4th century B.C. The Slavs coming 
to the Žatec valley, from the East from the 6th century, 
brought with them knowledge of beer production and 
the use of hops. Both cultures were therefore familiar 
with simple beer preparation, which they seasoned with 
various available natural products. These included for 
instance, the oak bark (Quercus L.), sage-brush (Artemisia 
vulgaris), blueberry leaves (Vaccinium myrtillus L.) as 
well as common hops (Humulus LupulusL.) when it was 
available. As soon as the local peoples learnt how to 

preserve the dried hops, its all-year use for bread and beer 
production spread. It was not just the taste, but also the 
knowledge of longer storability of such food, which made 
the use of hops more popular.

With the expansion of Christianity northwards from Rome, 
from namely the 10th century, the monasteries in Bavaria 
and consecutively in Bohemia played an irreplaceable role 
in the spreading of the new knowledge related to refined 
beer brewing. The development of monasteries also 
influenced the improvement of production procedures 
in hop growing. The necessary amount of hop plants for 
use in monastic breweries was initially provided directly 
by the monastic gardens themselves.

In the period of consolidation of the Kingdom of Bohemia 
it is apparent from the context that beer was already 
prepared with the use of hops in the territory of Bohemia. 
However, no advanced trade with hop took place then. 
Hops in the surroundings of Žatec were picked or grown 
only for personal use at first.

Žatec was situated on the crossroads of two major 
trade routes. One went along the River Ohře to Bavaria 
westwards or eastwards, as a crucial route along the River 
Elbe, to Hamburg, in the opposite direction. The other 
trade route crossed the road at Žatec along the River 
Ohřeand led from Prague to Leipzig, the so-called “Salt 
Path”.

As soon as the first municipal breweries appeared in 
Central Europe in the 13th century, further demand for 
hops arose on the market. The inhabitants of the Žatec 
valley therefore combined the advantage of favourable 
conditions for quality hop growing and the conveniently 
located trade crossroad directly next to Žatec,. In contrast 
to a number of other European regions with hopgrowing 
only for their own consumption, the locals started to 
cultivate the natural hops of the region in larger volumes, 
for the purpose of sale to more remote regions, as early as 
medieval times. The process of development of the “hop 
metropolis” of Žatec, had begun.

the develoPment oF Producing and trading 
in hoPS in Žatec and the Formation oF unique 
hoP-ProceSSing buildingS in the urban area

The location of Žatec is at the natural centre of the Žatec 
Basin. Thanks to an open and nearby border, its historic 
economic development over the last millenium was 
tied to events occurring in a culturally and economically 
advanced Europe. The exception came only with the 
closed “western” border of the then Czechoslovakia with 
Bavaria after World War II. From the mid-20th century, 
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the local community was forcibly and demographically 
transformed and the development of the Czech lands, 
including trade relations, was forcibly isolated from 
Western Europe for more than four decades. However, this 
period of certain isolation, which can be seen as an episode 
in the long history of the location, has yielded some rather 
significant occurrances in terms of architectural heritage. 
The decline in the affluent development of the town 
before the mid-20th century and the stagnation of trade 
during the era of Iron Curtain helped preserve a unique 
architectural ensemble, the nominated property, without 
major changes.

As already mentioned, the demand for hops from the 
Žatec hop growing region, for the gradually developing 
medieval commercial market, came about in the 12th 
century, when the first large economic centres arose 
in continental Europe such as the Hanseatic League of 
German merchant towns. At this time hops were already 
being imported from Bohemia down the River Elbe to 
Hamburg. In Hamburg they was sold to the breweries 
of the Hanseatic cities on the hop market known in 
Latin as “Forum humuli”. (The name, the Hops Market/
Hopfenmarkt still exists in Hamburg today.) The expansion 
of the economic system of the Hanseatic cities around the 
Baltic Sea inspired other regions of the European continent 
to develop various industries, including brewing. The 
process of developing brewing in the south of Europe 
and therefore trade in this direction was not as extensive, 
because wine production, which is a less expensive and 
less complicated process, dominated and still dominates 
there.

The demand for hops continued to grow and the hop 
industry in Bohemia, especially in Žatec itself, was on the 
rise thanks to its favorable geographical position. Already 
in the Middle Ages, Žatec had evolved into one of the 
centres of the European hop trade. The success in trading 
hops between the 12th and 17th centuries led to the 
continuous adaptation, of many of the original buildings 
of the historic centre of the town, to make it possible to 
store and dry hops in volumes greater than which the 
burghers, with brewing privileges, needed.

The Jewish community arrived in Žatec in the second half 
of the 14th century, gradually forming the Jewish part of 
the town and focusing on trade. Storage rooms for drying 
hops also came about in this part of the historic centre. As 
elsewhere in the Middle Ages, the Jews of Žatec had no 
right to own land, but were not prohibited from trading 
in hops.

In 1650 the provincial parliament decreed that towns and 
cities where no Jews were living before 1 January 1618 did 
not have to tolerate Jewish families residing there. This 
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provincial decree ended the earlier history of the Jews 
in Žatec. Jewish families left the town and settled in the 
surrounding villages of the Žatec hop growing region. Only 
in the mid-19th century was this regulation of “Jew-free 
cities” revoked and the first Jewish families again returned 
to Žatec. Jewish families quickly joined the boom in the 
hop trade and during the industrial revolution played an 
important role in building the European system of trading 
in hops ( for more detailed history see the Chapter 2.b.).

Thanks to its location, medieval Žatec traded in other 
products besides hops and structures originally developed 
for different functions were adapted to this hop trade. For 
example, the current building of the Town Hall on the main 
square was originally built as a market hall for cloth. It was 
converted to become the residence of local government 
after new, sufficient spaces for trading in hops were 
built. The growing demand for hops as an exceptional 
commodity that sold well gradually pushed other 
commercial products of the region into the background. 
In the 16th century the growing of hops surpassed the 
cultivation of vines and the hop trade began to dominate 
the town. In general, it can be said that the tradition of 
constructing and modifying hop buildings in the historic 
centre of the town stabilised during the Middle Ages and 
its Prague Suburb was encircled with fortifications. The 
buildings used for the trade in hops have been preserved 
in Žatec till this day.

From the start of the expansion in the hop trade, Žatec 
profited greatly from the sale of local aromatic hops 
compared to other competitive regions in Europe. 
Brewers in the neighbouring Central European terrirories 
appreciated the quality of Žatec hops and were willing to 
pay a higher price for them. Further expansion of sales in 
the Middle Ages and early modern age was still hindered 
by limited transportation options. The era of the Industrial 
Revolution, particularly during the 19th century, saw an 
large boom in breweries. In addition to using the railways 
to improve transport conditions, the Industrial Revolution 
helped increase beer production. 

The growth in trade and wider transport options spread 
the fame and reputation of Žatec hops and thus the 
interest in obtaining it. This was especially the case in 
connection with exporting Pilsner beer, which used Saaz 
hops in the production. This new situation raised the 
demand for quality Žatec hops to dizzying new heights. 
Newly industrialised steam-driven breweries quickly 
sprang up around Europe and later in other parts of the 
world. Every major brewery had its own connection to the 
railway. This time, the 19th century, was the “Golden Age of 
the Žatec Hops Economic Miracle”. The cultivation of hops 
reached historic heights in the early 20th century, when 
the hopfields, in 1907, covered 17,000 hectares.

The old storage capacity for hops was not sufficient, 
however. Ever bigger, more sophisticated and often 
architecturally more profound structures were built. 
Dozens of warehouses emerged, with chimneys typical 
for drying kilns, where the hops were dried. An entirely 
specific “city of chimneys” was developed, which, unlike 
many contemporary parallels, did not signal industrial 
conglomerates with massive chimneys dissipating flue 
gas. Žatec established itself as, today’s still unique, “city full 
of landmarks remembering the cultivation and processing 
of hops and beer production.” 

During the Industrial Revolution of the 19th century, the 
town of Žatec became, in parallel with Nuremberg, a real 
metropolis in the world trade in hops. It has became the 
real “Town of Hops”. The reason was the distinctive quality 
of Žatec hops on the local market and the demand for 
them.

It should be remembered that the role of Žatec as the 
“worldwide capital of hops” is owed significantly to the 
development of a new type of beer in the Czech Republic, 
in the relatively nearby city of Pilsen (today produced 
under the label Plzeňský Prazdroj/Pilsner Urquell), which 
quickly gained fame around the world. The Pilsner Brewery 
used hops from Žatec for producing a new type of beer in 
the mid-19th century. The light beer of the new Pils type 
based on the exceptional properties of Saaz hops literally 
resulted in a “revolution” among consumers. Everyone 
wanted it. Pilsner type beer quickly spread to continental 
capitals like Prague, Vienna, Munich and Berlin.

Another important aspect of European brewing, directly 
associated with Žatec hops, was the enterprising Dreher 
family, which owned a brewery in Schwechat near Vienna. 
The Dreher Brewery Group gradually acquired several 
breweries in the villages around the town of Žatec and at 
the turn of the 20th century built the new, then modern 
Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery in Žatec (Anton Dreher’s 
Export-Brauerei GmbH). The brewing group also owned a 
hop farm in the area for supplying hops to its own brewery 
(the village of Měcholupy near Žatec).

Every major brewery in the industrial world began to 
copy this style of beer, both from the Pilsner and Dreher 
breweries. The Pilsner brewery and Dreher brewery group 
were pioneers in the production of lager beer from bottom 
fermentation. In response to the emerging district of hop 
warehouses in the Prague Suburb, other buildings sprang 
up in the town to provide follow-up services for the hops-
based urban economy. 

Secondary effects of the trade in hops were, for example, 
the exclusive hotels necessary for business guests, 
banking offices, buildings for certifying hops, schools 
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for educating a new generation of successful European 
traders, transport companies, and buildings for other 
related fields. Buildings of such scale and importance 
would never have come about without the successful 
trade in hops. The position of the town of Žatec as “the 
metropolis for the hop trade” lasted until the beginning 
of World War II. In 1922 there were 53 hop warehouses 
registered in Žatec and 161 companies trading in hops 
operated there. In the 1920s Žatec hops were regularly 
exported to countries in Europe, the USA and Japan. Since 
the 19th century, around 80% of the domestic production 
of hops has been continuously earmarked for export. A 
situation which also applies to hops currently produced in 
the Czech Republic.

If the Industrial Revolution brought Žatec to the top of the 
hop trade, political events, from the beginning of World War 
II until the end of the 20th century, meant stagnation and 
the degradation of commercial importance for the town 
of Žatec and for the local trade in hops. During World War 
II and the Communist era in the Czech Republic, standard 
market conditions could not function and operate within 
the local business community. The communist economic 
system, with its lack of funds for the modernisation of the 
town, resulted in the preservation of a major part of the 
architecturally valuable hop buildings in their original 
form. The city of Žatec is therefore, at the beginning of 
the third millennium, a unique urban whole, with an 
extraordinarily numerous set of buildings, associated with 
the hop industry, preserved and concentrated in a small 
area.

The aforementioned unusual historical circumstances 
resulted in the construction of buildings in Žatec related 
to hops like nowhere else in the world, and no other 
property of this dimension has been preserved, either. This 
urban and architectural ensemble uniquely represents the 
gradual development of the hop industry, from its origins 
in the medieval town, and Žatec hops‘ inclusion in the 
evolution in brewing facilities around the world.

a comPariSon with SiteS rePreSenting 
warehouSeS already inScribed on the world 
heritage liSt

Basic comparison of buildings preserved in Žatec used for 
the storage of hops.

Agricultural products, especially grains, have been 
traditionally stored in conventional granaries. In the 
18th century, construction of large detached community 
granaries, known in the lands of Austrian Monarchy under 
the concept of “contributory granaries” (under regulation 
of Emperor Joseph II), began .

The specific characteristics of other agricultural products 
influenced the conditions required not only for their 
storage, but also for the production processes and 
processing technologies needed. For example, potatoes 
were stored in clamp silos and textile plants were dried in 
specific kilns for flax.

At the beginning, drying and storing hops in ventilated 
attics was good enough. Such simple early processing of 
hops can clearly be seen in the historic fabric of the town 
of Žatec at first glance. Although the tangible traces of the 
preindustrial storage and drying of hops in roof spaces 
are more subtle, they are clearly evident in the roof capes 
of historic residential buildings. Current research shows 
that more than 80% of all existing loft space in the urban 
heritage reserve was used for drying. It especially proves 
the specific form of these loft spaces ( for more detail see 
the Chapter 2.a).

Compared to other typical European hop related buildings 
with high gables, especially in German towns, the roof 
structures in Žatec are lower. The gables have large holes 
in them for handling the distribution of hops in the attic. 
Many roofs typical have rows of dormers serving to remove 
the moisture that occurred in the attics during drying. 
The attic interiors also have a specific design. Almost all 
roofs have a uniform structure using the principle of the 
king post, often at several levels, which makes the interior 
extremely roomy. In terms of handling hops, this structure 
represents the ideal design, allowing maximum freedom 
of movement for the workers during drying and the 
subsequent processing. A number of other details bear 
witness to the use of roof spaces of burgher houses for 
drying, for example, hoists, counting inscriptions made on 
the wooden elements of the roof and, last but not least, 
the floor surfaces with precisely laid boards or brick tiles 
with characteristic sidewalls to prevent the hops, along 
the perimeter, from falling to lower levels.

Storage for various products also changed with the 
growing boom in industrial and agricultural production in 
the 19th century and due to innovations in technological 
procedures. Common granaries were founded for classic 
agricultural products such as cereals, in many places, 
supported by various regulations. New buildings were 
constructed usually outside the settlement centres, 
both for fire and transportation concerns, most often 
near railways or rivers and subject to a specific building 
technology particular to the region.

The expansion of trade and transportation, both by rail 
and ship, led to the development of general storage 
complexes. The largest examples cover areas of towns 
at the mouth of large rivers, which have direct links to 
maritime transport, for example, the docks in London, 
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Liverpool or Hamburg, where individual warehouses were 
used for the storing of individual commodities.

In terms of comparing warehouse buildings with those 
already inscribed on the World Heritage List, there are 
certain parallels for the theme of Žatec to Speicherstadt 
in Hamburg, registered on the World Heritage List in 
2015, especially in terms of time. In both Žatec and 
Speicherstadt, there was a large increase in trade in 
the second half of the 19th to the early 20th century. 
However, there the parallel ends. The determining value 
for Speicherstadt in Hamburg, besides its typological 
values, is its uniform architectural design and vastness. 
This is due to its uniform concept, which was adopted and 
implemented in a controlled manner at the end of the 19th 
century.

The Hamburg depot was intended for a wide range of 
products ranging from storing grain to warehouses for 
specific commodities like coffee or tea. This matched 
their conceptual flexibility, allowing for alternation in the 
goods stored.

The depot was built at one period of time, thus in the 
same uniform spirit. The complex in Hamburg has a 
metal supporting structure and perimeter walls made of 
exposed bricks. The dominating architectural expression 
is in the Neo-Gothic style. The site stands on timber-pile 
foundations.

Very specific is the direct link of the warehouses in 
Hamburg to the maritime sector, with water canals 
directly alongside the rows of buildings, providing the 
possibility of loading and offloading the boats directly at 
the warehouses. The buildings are multistory and other 
equipment was also used for loading.

Likewise, at the docks in Liverpool (Liverpool-Maritime 
Mercantile City), inscribed on the World Heritage List 
in 2004, the outstanding universal value (OUV) is based 
on other attributes: Liverpool is valued as a place where 
excellent technology and methods for constructing 
docks, to make their commercial use efficient, specifically 
flexibility in terms of the goods stored, were developed. 
In addition to goods, not only aspects of the slave trade 
(prohibited in 1807) in Liverpool as well as aspects of 
emigration, from Europe to North America, have been 
studied, but also the business and social aspects of this 
great city, in general. The World Heritage Site in Liverpool 
is bound directly to the topic of shipping routes and not 
associated at all with processing and trading in specific 
agricultural commodities in direct relation to the rural 
hinterland. Warehouses in Žatec are by their nature 
and location different. The design of these structures 
corresponds to the time of their creation and witnesses 

the development of experience in building the frames of 
the multi-storey buildings. Last but not least, they show 
the changing parameters of the bales of hops stored. The 
basic principle for the hop processing and packaging 
buildings was a massive wooden frame structure with 
huge perimeter walls. In some buildings, the wooden 
columns of the ground floor were later replaced with 
ornate cast-iron columns. Not until the early 20th century 
did construction begin using reinforced concrete, its use 
mainly due to fire reasons.

The hops related heritage in Žatec is absolutely different 
from the structures in Hamburg and Liverpool both in 
its appearance, the overall character combining the 
residential functions with those of hop processing and 
technology, and also given its position within the historic 
medieval urban structure, independent from water 
course utilising the general public spaces and streets. 
The integration of the warehouses directly in the urban 
environment is a very specific feature, because from the 
beginning these buildings were part of family businesses. 
Only in recent history were warehouses built in higher 
concentrations (as described in chapters 2.a and 2.b). 
Hops were first transported in carts hauled by animals 
and later by lorries. No modification of the street network 
was required for their use and the streets and spaces were 
unrelated to transport over water.

At the time of the construction of the large hops warehouses, 
the railways were primarily used for long-distance trade. 
The warehouses did not therefore constitute their own 
separate district, as required, for example, by ship operators 
in the case of Hamburg or Liverpool. The buildings in Žatec 
completely differ from the aforementioned warehouses in 
that most of their parameters were influenced primarily 
by the type of crop going into storage and the technology 
used for processing it.

The urban structure and wider environment in which they 
are located, as well as their traditional building culture are 
also completely different. The buildings were constructed 
in the city centre itself and in close interrelation. Their 
volume and especially the height, layout and character of 
the main facades were therefore subject to strict controls 
formally defined by building regulations (especially 
the building code of 1864). Their appearance had to 
correspond to the appearance of other buildings and 
they had to be fully integrated into the existing urban 
fabric. The material used in construction was determined 
by the local availability of building materials. That is why 
the perimeter walls are made from local limestone and 
later from bricks supplied by the brick works lying in the 
immediate vicinity of the town. The specific technological 
aspects of hop processing, particularly the requirement to 
ensure the ideal moisture of the environment in which it 
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is processed, led to the construction of all-wood internal 
structures, with wooden floors, to allow and ensure 
sufficient airflow. For this reason, no reinforced concrete 
structures appeared here except in isolated cases. The need 
to respect the aforementioned regulations of building 
codes, combined with the material used in the internally 
built structures, which did not permit the construction of 
tall and oversized buildings, can be regarded a unique type 
of Žatec hop warehouse, whose street frontage, thanks to 
the architectural design, pattern of window openings of a 
traditional size, and the execution of stylistic elements in 
the facade, basically imitated common town houses and 
other buildings. The hop related buildings from the 19th 
century differed from the other built stock in town only in 
certain details, such as tall chimneys used for flue gas, the 
appearance of roof sections with protruding extensions 
for clinched hoists or other components of warehouse 
equipment. This “non-industrial” form of these operational 
industrial buildings gives the town a special atmosphere.

the comPariSon oF hoP buildingS PreServed 
on a global Scale

For the purposes of this comparison, it is necessary 
to note that in both economic and social terms major 
centres of cultivating, processing and trading in hops 
have developed differently in the world. Buildings for 
storing and drying hops, as well as related specialised 
buildings with a specific focus, have been constructed 
ito varying degrees in each of these centres. Listed below 
are the main hop growing localities in Europe and other 
continents, offering a study of certain parallels such as a 
higher degree of specialisation in the processing of hops. 
The question of brewing beer is completely irrelevant for 
the topic under comparison, because the actual brewing 
of beer has not been dependent at all on where the hops 
are grown and processed, especially in recent centuries, 
because it has been the hop trade that has provided hops 
for brewing classic beer.
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NO. MAJOR HOP 

GROWING 

REGION

OFFICIAL CURRENT NAME
CENTRE OF THE AREA/

TOWN

CURRENT STATE 

/COUNTRY

HISTORY 

OF HOP GROWING

1 Žatec hop region Žatec Czech Republic Since the 10th century

2 Úštěk hop region Úštěk Czech Republic Since the 17th century

3 Tršice hop region Tršice Czech Republic Since the 16th century

4 Kent Paddock Wood Great Britain Since the 16th century

5 Belgium Poperinge Belgium Since the 13th century

6 Alsace Strasbourg, Brumath, Hagenau France Since the 14th century

7 Nuremberg and Bamberg Nuremberg and Bamberg Germany (Bavaria) Since the 14th century

8 Hopgfenanbaugebiet Hallertau Mainburg Germany (Bavaria) Since the 9th century

9 Hopgfenanbaugebiet Tettnang Tettnang Germany (Bavaria) Since the 19th century

10 Hopgfenanbaugebiet Spalt Spalt Germany (Bavaria) Since the 9th century

11 Hopgfenanbaugebiet Hersbruck Hersbruck Germany (Bavaria) Since the 13th century

12 Hopgfenanbaugebiet-Elbe-Saale Querfurt Germany (Saxony-Anhalt Since the 11th century

13 Savinská Valley Žalec Slovenia Since the 19th century

14 Lubelski region Lublin Poland Since the 19th century

15
Particular areas in the states of 

Washington, Oregon and Idaho
Yakima USA /Northwest Since the 18th century

16 Tasmania Hobart Australia (Tasmania) Since the 19th century

17 Zhitomir region Zhitomir Ukraine Since the 19th century

18 Chuvashia hop region Cheboksary Russia (Chuvashia) Since the 20th century

19 Xinjiang + Gansu Province Xinjiang China Since the 20th century

20 South African Republic George South African Republic Since the 17th century

21 Iwate + Hokkaido province Sapporo Japan Since the 20th century

22 New Zealand Nelson New Zealand Since the 19th century

23 Trienčanský region Horná Streda Slovakia Since the 20th century

24 León province León Spain Since the 20th century

Table of hop-growing regions of the world
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overview oF comParable locationS in 
leading hoP-growing regionS 

comPariSon with locationS in leading hoP-
growing regionS

czech republic

In the regions of Bohemia and Moravia, the growing 
of hops has been historically concentrated into three 
growing areas: Žatec, Úštěk and Tršice, as these are still 
formally defined at this present time.

ŽATEC (1)
Žatec Hop Region
The town of Žatec is the centre of the largest hop-growing 
area within the Czech Republic, the only one with an 
extensive complex of architecturally unique buildings for 
the production of hops. The historical development of this 
commercial centre is unprecedented not only in the Czech 
Republic, but even at a world level. The characteristics of 
the nominated property are described in Chapters 2.a and 
2.b. There are other localities within the region (mainly 
hop-growing villages) where individual buildings or small 
groups of them, where the hops were dried as well,mainly 
in roof spaces, are to be found. In none of them the urban 
structure similar to that in Žatec ever developed, they 
represent remains of rural hop related building structures. 
They are included in the Žatec Hop Growing region, basic 
information on which is provided by the visitors centre in 
Žatec. 

ÚŠTĚK (2)
Úštěk Hop Region 
With the town of Úštěk representing its centre, covers 
a lesser area than that of Žatec. It represents another 
hop cultivation region situated in the area around the 
confluence of the Rivers Ohře and Elbe, in the eastern 

part of the Ústí Region. The boom in the hos industry also 
occurred here in the Middle Ages. Several hop-related 
buildings for storing and drying hops are still to be found 
scattered in the town of Úštěk and its surroundings 
today. Preserved in the wider area of the town of Úštěk 
are rather different vernacular buildings mainly in rural 
settlements. The village farmsteads include, usually 
wooden or even half-timbered, buildings with large attic 
spaces used for drying hops, which are characteristic of 
long narrow dormers laid in multiple rows. The character 
of these buildings is totally different of those within the 
Žatec urban structure. On the western outskirts of the 
town of Úštěk a larger hop warehouse complex has been 
preserved. The range and architectonic quality of the 
preserved structures, however, pales in comparison to the 
extensive and numerous urban whole of Žatec.

In the nearby small town of Dubá in the same region, 
an interesting cylindrical oast house with a conical roof, 
which is similar to the conical structures characteristic for 
Kent in England, has been preserved, but it is only a single 
object within this town.

Generally speaking, the processing of hops in this 
Úštěk Hops Region was mostly a local affair, the rural 
environment and trading as in case of Žatec was not 
developed on a scale that would require the construction 
of buildings to the extent as they were in the nominated 
property. The conditions for developing trade here were 
not favorable either.

TRŠICE (3)
Tršice hop region 
Tršice near Olomouc is the centre of the only cultivation 
and storage of hops in the Moravian region of the Czech 
Republic. There are two hop warehouses, built here in the 
20th century. The tradition of growing hops in Tršice can 
currently be seen at a permanent museum exhibition in 
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a section of the local castle. There are various landmarks 
preserved in the nearby villages such as a separate village 
hop drying kiln in Odrlice. The growing and processing 
of hops in Moravia was always on a smaller scale and no 
processing and trading centre comparable to Žatec was 
ever developed here.

great britain

PADDOCK WOOD (4)
Hop region of Kent and other countries in southern England
The brewing tradition has been historically associated 
with the British Isles. The name “ale” (originally without 
hops) comes from the Celtic inhabitants of Scandinavia. 
Hops as a crop for cultivation and use in beer came to 
England later. Reportedly they were first brought by Dutch 
immigrants in the 15th century and growing began in Kent 
in the 16 th century. Larger buildings and complexes for 
business purposes were not built at this time. During the 
industrial era, Britain saw an unprecedented boom in the 
production of beer. The production of hops spread through 
the climate-friendly counties of south England,especially 
in Kent and Sussex.. In the English countryside today, 
a scattering of architecturally interesting oasthouses 
of quite specific shapes have survived in larger farms 
grouped into larger ensembles.

The largest authentically preserved oasthouses of this 
type is the complex of the former farm of the Whitbread 
brewery, currently called The Hop Farm Family Park near 
Tonbridge in Kent, about 60 kilometers from London. The 
large ensemble has been converted into an entertainment 
and leisure centre with a host of activities that are not 
primarily focused only on hops. In particular, however, 
they are architecturally and technologically different 
objects representing an originally single production unit. 
It is a segment of construction and architectural heritage 
entirely different from that in Žatec, and represents the 
processing of hops in an agricultural landscape without 
links to the urban fabric of an historic town or a city.

An important trading centre comprising the historical 
development of the hop industry and the business 
related with it and with a concentration of oasthouses 
and warehouses, like in Žatec, was never built in England. 
London gradually became the main centre of the hop 
trade, and most of the beer was brewed there. The centre 
of trading was at this time in the East End of London. 
Because of its location on the banks of the Thames, it 
was in a great position for shipping to markets so large 
warehouses were relocated here. Many of them were 
destroyed during the Second World War.

In any case, the processing and drying of hops in England 
was always based on smaller rural farms and London was 

the true business centre. London was also the transport 
hub, where seasonal trains were organised for hop-pickers 
to travel to rural Kent.

From a typological point of view, England has very different 
types of buildings, both in terms of those intended for 
drying hops and those for organising and centralising 
the international trade in this commodity directly in the 
capital of the country.

belgium

POPERINGE (5) 
Hop region of Poperinge
Belgium is a country with an important tradition in the 
production and consumption of beer, and perhaps has 
the most types of beer of all countries, many of them with 
a long tradition of brewing and improvement.

In the monasteries of today’s Belgium, possibly the most 
intensive “reinvention of beer” took place in the Middle 
Ages. Belgium is therefore a country with a recognized 
beer culture. Belgium also has preserved records of its 
cultivation and use of hops from the 13th century, which 
corresponds to local processing similarly to the historic 
centre of Žatec. However, here, the parallels end, because 
most of the hops for brewing in the areas of today’s 
Belgium are imported. A large complex of buildings in 
any of the areas with a tradition for the hop industry is 
unknown.
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The architecture of industrial hop stores with similar 
features to those in Žatec is represented in Belgium 
mainly by the buildings of the National Museum of Hops 
in a small Flemish town in northwest Belgium, Poperinge. 
The region around Poperinge has the largest share of the 
Belgian production of hops and the town itself is also 
called a hop town (“hoppe stad”). The museum itself has 
been well renovated, but it is a single example and there is 
no analogy to the number and concentration of buildings 
of this sort, as in Žatec. Both towns have been linked in 
partnership for several years, involving the exchange of 
experience with cultivating hops. An ensemble of hop 
buildings of comparable size and historical depth does 
not exist anywhere in Belgium.

France

STRASBOURG / BRUMATH / HAGENAU (6)
Hop region of Alsace
The main area with a tradition of brewing in France is Alsace, 
where hops are likewise cultivated in the northwestern 
part of the region. The area played a significant role in 
cultivating and doing business with hops from the Middle 
Ages until World War II.

The city centre of Strasbourg also included a large 
complex of buildings (near the old hospital) for storing 
and drying hops belonging to the Cophoudal cooperative. 
This block of special industrial buildings was demolished 

during the 1990s. The original historic warehouses were 
completely replaced by a modern residential complex. No 
comparable complex of buildings meant for processing 
and doing business with hops as in Žatec has been 
preserved in Strasburg. The Cophoudal cooperative was 
unable to compete with multinational trading companies, 
they rather trade on a small scale, that is why they ceased 
using the historic buildings in Strasburg and sold them. 
Surrounding the other Alsatian town of Brumath is 
the centre of a hop-growing region focused on family-
grown hops. The villages are dominated by half-timbered 
buildings usually organised around triangular courtyards 
with the entrance gate facing the road. The hops were 
historically also dried in attics. Today most of these lofts 

have been converted for housing purposes. In rare cases, 
separate brick drying kilns have been preserved in the 
courtyard. Private, smaller hopfields are scattered around 
the landscape is such a way that they alternate with 
agricultural fields and pastures. Today practically each of 
these hofields has a modern warehouse in the form of a 
ground-floor hall made of stainless steel. The lLarger hop 
fields have modern warehouses and drying kilns.

The emergence of multinational corporations and thus 
the grouping of storage and production space into 
modern warehouses even outside the region has led to 
the disappearance of the original small buildings, used for 
the post-harvest storage and processing of hops, in the 
region of Alsace in recent years.
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The only building whose type of architecture corresponds 
to hop buildings in Žatec is the Cophoudal drying kiln and 
a hop warehouse (Hops Cooperative Alsace) in Brumath. It 
consists of a warehouse from the 19th century and a drying 
kiln built, as additions, (1920s and 30s) and other modern 
buildings (dual-hall and garages). Today, the building 
also houses the central administration of the Cophoudal 
cooperative.

A major landmark, in the trade in hops, is a large hall in 
the nearby town of Hagenau, which, thanks to its location 
on the border of Alsace in the Rhineland, played the role 
of a commercial space in its history. A large hop market 
(Halle au houblon) from 1867, later expanded in 1881 
and 1908, has been preserved. Although the market is 
an architecturally appealing building, corresponding to 
the historicism of the 19th century, it is a solitary object, 
not an urban complex. Moreover, it was used for trading 
in, and certifying, hops, not drying or processing them. 
Typologically, it is therefore totally different from the hops 
processing, packaging buildings and warehouses that 
comprise the compact urban ensemble in Žatec.

germany

Germany and its regions belong to a similar climate area 
as the Czech lands. The Free State of Bavaria is the best 
known of all the lands in Germany for the cultivation 
of hops and the quality of beer. The surviving records 
concerning beer and hops are even older than their Czech 
counterparts and go back to the eighth century. 

The hop production and commercial centres preserved 
today are scattered around, mainly small Bavarian towns 
and villages like: Mainburg, Wolnzach, Au i.d. Hallertau, 
Tettnang, Spalt, and Hersbruck. Some areas even gave 
their names to specific varieties of hops. The hop-growing 
regions bear the names Hallertau (dominant area), 
Hersbruck, Spalt, Tettnag and Elbe-Saale Jura.

At present, Germany is the leader in the worldwide trade in 
hops,just ahead of the US, the Czech Republic and China. 
Despite this fact, Germany historically has had no place or 
city with such a massive and concentrated construction 
of hop structures as in Žatec: where so numerous and 
concentrated complex of hops related buildings of a 
similar nature and cultural-historical values as in Žatec 
have been preserved from a certain historical period.

NUREMBERG and BAMBERG (7)
Nuremberg is the most important centre of the trade 
in hops in Germany today. As the same as in the Czech 
lands, the 14th century witnessed the wider expansion of 
beer production in the Holy Roman Empire. Traders who 
established themselves in the capital city of the empire 

gradually became middlemen between the growers in the 
nearby regions and between the brewers.

Jewish families particularly played a pivotal role in the 
development of the trade in hops. The Jewish families 
trading in hops were historically, and repeatedly, 
persecuted in Nuremberg. By the mid-19 th century 
Nuremberg had become the most important centre of the 
hop trade in Europe, therefore a place comparable to Žatec 
from this standpoint. However, the size of the historic centre 
of Nuremberg, at the onset of the industrial processing of 
hops, totally differed from Žatec. The hop warehouses and 
hop drying kilns were also built in the suburban areas, 
but no concentrated urban quarter developed there, as in 
Žatec. The First World War had a negative effect on the hop 
industry in Nuremberg in terms of lower demand. The rise 
of nationalism in Germany in the early 20th century forced 
the Jews, who played decisive roles in the local trade in 
hops, to leave. The historic buildings associated with the 
hop industry in Nuremberg have not been preserved in 
such a concentration, a unique “hop town” as in Žatec 
does not exist there. The other reason to the vanishing of 
many hops-related structures is the damage to many of 
the buildings in Nuremberg during the bombardment by 
the Allies at the end of World War II.

The only major landmark associated with the trade in 
hops in Nuremberg is Mauthalle, the Former Customs 
House. This extremely large and well preserved building 
was built between 1498 and 1502, originally serving as 
a granary to store grain and other agricultural products, 
including hops. The way the building was used gradually 
changed over time. As the name suggests, it also served 
as a building for collecting tolls to enter the city and as a 
customs house. A merchants’ quarter later grew up around 
the customs house, including those trading in hops. In 
the second half of the 19 th century, Nuremberg became 
the centre of the world trade in hops. During World War 
II, Mauthalle was heavily damaged, then restored in the 
1950s. The building now has a brewery and the vast 
vaulted cellars serve as a restaurant.

Unlike the almost intact, numerous industrial hop 
processing buildings in Žatec, this Mauthalle,even if 
an important building, is probably the only one left 
documenting the hop industry in Nuremberg.

The other Bavarian city of Bamberg is literally a 
historic icon for brewers around the world. There are 
many breweries still active in and around the town. 
Another world-renowned industry is the local malting 
industry. In response to this development in the region, 
manufacturing enterprises providing equipment for the 
beer industry arose here and still provide an indication of 
the technological developments which occurred around 
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the world. The architecturally interesting buildings of the 
city include buildings with industrial elements.

There was an increase in the production of hops in the 
region around the city to match the growth in industrial 
beer production and the increased demand for hops in 
the 19 th century. The trade in hops at that time particularly 
involved Jewish families who had links to a number of 
local breweries and were connected to the neighboring 
and important hop commercial centers of Nuremberg 
and Žatec. The rise in the importance of the hop industry 
in Bamberg ceased due to both pressures on the Jewish 
community in the early 20th century and the hop industry 
in the region coming into de facto competition with 
other local thriving industries linked to brewing such as 
production technologies for breweriesand the malting 
industry.

No buildings constructed for storing and processing hops 
have been preserved in Bamberg in a complex similar to a 
Town of Hops” such as Žatec, has.

Bamberg’s historic centre has been a World Heritage Site 
(Town of Bamberg) since 1993, but for different value 
attributes than hop processing or the trade in hops Hop 
processing aspects are not highlighted in the description 
of Bamberg’s history and values.

MAINBURG (8)
Hallertau hop region
The Mainburg-Hallertau region in Bavaria is today one of 
the leading hop growing regions of the world. The main 
trading centres for hop cultivation in the Hallertau region 
are in Mainburg, Wolnzach or Au in der Hallertau. Individual 
historic buildings connected to the processing of hops 
can be found in these areas even today. A comprehensive 
ensemble of buildings similar to the industrial objects of 
the hop town of Žatec can not be found there, however.

In the municipality of Wolnzach, south of Regensburg in 
Upper Bavaria, the big German Hop Museum “Deutsches 
Hopfenmuseum” was opened in 2002. It is a modern 
interactive museum with lots of vivid exhibitions and a 
wide range of specific exhibits presenting the history of 
the use of hops. In this respect, it has a certain parallel 
with The Hop and Beer Temple in Žatec. In terms of 
authenitic architectural heritage, the areas are completely 
different. The hop visitor and educational centre in Žatec 
is housed in an authentic building, in direct relation to 
the Hop Museum, in an authentic environment of historic 
hop related buildings and within large, preserved urban 
surroundings. The ehibition and visitors centre, housed in 
authentic buildings in Žatec, now occupy a larger area and 
have great potential for further development.
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TETTNANG (9)
Hop region of Tettnang
The most important town connected to the cultivation of 
hops in Baden-Württemberg is Tettnang. This small town 
near to Lake Constance, where quality aromatic hops grow 
around it, is further evidence of a common history of the 
German and Czech lands concerning the hop and brewing 
industries. The cultivation of hops dates back to the reign 
of Charles IV (Holy Roman Empire) in the 14 th century, 
when uniform historic standards for growing hops and 
brewing beer in Central Europe had already started to be 
imposed. Cultivation of hops in Tettnang, however, dates 
back to after the Napoleonic wars, when it complemented 
the wine activities of the region and exploited the climate 
benefits of the foothills near the lake. Tettnang hops are 
genetically identical to the hops grown in the Žatec region 
of Bohemia.

The town, however, does not have a similar construction 
of hop structures as in Žatec. Tettnang‘s local Hop Museum 
(Tettnanger Hopfenmuseum), established as the first of 
its kind in Germany, is situated in a historic three-storey 
building of vernacular character and presents more than 
170 years of tradition. Certain similarities can be found in 
the local pride of the hop growing traditions manifested 
in popular annual festivities such as a procession through 
the town and the Hop Queen Ball.

SPALT (10)
Hop region of Spalt
Spalt is a town that is also the centre of the hop-growing 
region south of Nuremberg. The traditional Spalter hops 
are genetically identical to the hops grown in Žatec. 
Growing them takes the form of family businesses. 
Smaller hopfields sprawl along terraces of the frequently 
undulating landscape. The picturesque town with 
lots of timbered buildings represents a different hop 
environment to the urban character of Žatec. The shape 
of the gables and storage in the lofts of most buildings 
in the town recall the historical process of drying hops 
in multi-story attics. Today, these historic lofts are used 
predominantly for residential purposes.

The town has a historic granary and hop warehouse, 
“Kornhaus”. The building was originally used for collecting 
the tithe of the local archdiocese. In the late 19 th century, 
it was used for trading in hops. In 2015 an interactive hop 
museum opened inside the “Kornhaus”, with support from 
the town. The historical building has been sensitively 
renovated to house the museum exhibition. Spalter beer, a 
popular brand in Germany, comes from the town brewery.

The actual historic town of Spalt has a medieval appearance 
with half-timbered houses with high gables and natural 
hop kilns in lofts, including simple pulley elevators. (Hops 

are poured out on the top floor and gradually shifted to the 
lower level, drying through natural ventilation). The nearly 
intact historical shape of the preserved buildings shows 
how they were used, unlike in Žatec, for producing hops 
in the pre-industrial age. Buildings, designed exclusively 
for large scale hops drying and commerce, have not been 
preserved on a scale reaching the level of a hop town like 
Žatec.

Scattered and imposing farm buildings, meant for storing 
plant products, including drying and storing hops, have 
been preserved in the wider area. The history of cultivating 
hops and brewing beer in Spalt is very long, with the 
tradition being handed down through the generations.
Every year the Hopfenzupferfest (Hops Picking ) festival 
takes place here. Although there is a hop museum in Spalt, 
no collection of buildings on a scale similar to Žatec was 
built.

HERSBRUCK (11)
Hersbruck hop region
Since the Middle Ages this small Bavarian town has 
profited from its location on a remote route of the Golden 
Path between Nuremberg and Prague. Hops from this 
area have always been closely linked to the commercial 
activities of traders in Nuremberg. The Hersbruck hop-
growing area is close by, east of Nuremberg. There is 
no ensemble of important buildings here similar to the 
industrial ones of Žatec. 

QUERFURT (12)
The hop region of Elbe, Saale is nearby
The hop region of the Elbe,Saale is located west of the city 
of Leipzig. The hop industry here principally developed 
only in the 20 th century. The area has no structures 
comparable to the hop architecture of Žatec and its 
concentration.

Slovenia

ŽALEC (13)
Hop region of Savinja Valley
In the central part of Slovenia lies the town of Žalec. It 
is part of the fertile Savinja Valley in the foothills of the 
Savinja Alps. The history of the use and cultivation of hops 
has a long tradition here. Hops are also in the coat of arms 
of the town, which has a specialised hops and brewing 
museum (Ekomuzej hmeljarstva in pivovarstva Slovenije). 
Numerous scattered houses designed for drying and 
storing hops have been preserved on the farms in this area. 
Historical landmarks, however, do not reach a structural or 
technological level comparable to the preserved historical 
hop buildings in Žatec.
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Poland

LUBELSKI AREA (14)
The largest hop growing area in Poland is still around 
the city of Lublin, called the Lubelski hop region. The 
hop industry in eastern Poland is linked to neighboring 
Ukraine’s hop-growing area. 

There is also a small hop region around the town of Nowy 
Tomyśl in western Poland.

Regardless of the important tradition of beer production in 
Poland, there are no architectural landmarks comparable 
to the historical hop buildings in Žatec.

united States of america - states of washington, 
oregon, idaho

Beer is a very popular beverage in the USA, and the 
brewing traditions are very broad. Together with Germany, 
the United States is a leader in the world market in hops.
As in many other social, productive and growing 
traditions, the practice in the USA is tied to imports during 
the colonial period.. Similarly, the tradition of cultivating 
hops and producing beer is younger than in Europe.

The first hop growers were reportedly settlers of French 
origin. Hop growers gradually moved from the east coast 
to the Northwest. The intensive cultivation of hops in the 
US started in the 19th century.

For the purposes of this study, it is not realistic to 
enumerate all hop growing regions in the USA. Due 
to historic differences the built heritage in USA is also 
varied and different to the situation in Žatec, where the 
nominated property represents the urban structure with 
medieval origin being gradually developed. Generally, the 
preserved hop processing buildings in the USA involve 
various structures based on modern traditions brought 
across from Europe.

It is worth mentioning that hop growers there monitor the 
quality of hop varieties carefully and Žatec hops are one 
of the highly prized species of the “old continent” (http://
www.freshops.com/hops/variety_descriptions). Below 
are some brief comments on the main locations.
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YAKIMA (15)
Hop-growing region in the Yakima Valley
The area of Yakima in Washington State is a fertile 
agricultural region, producing many types of fruit, but 
there are also areas that provide a major share of hops 
for the US market and trade with other countries. It is 
currently the main centre for growing hops.

The historic rural hops drying kilns in Yakima Valley are 
in shape and manner analogous to groups of these 
structures in the rural areas of British Kent, although the 
roof with blowers are not in the form of cones, but mostly 
pyramids topped by a ventilating spire.

The only hop-themed museum in the US is located in 
Yakima Valley,The American Hop Museum in Toppenish 
(http://www.americanhopmuseum.org/home.htm). The 
museum is housed in an historic building of a former 
dairy, which was originally the Trimble Brothers Creamery, 
opened in 1917.

The growing of hops expanded to the neighboring states 
of Oregon, in Willamette Valley, and Idaho, in Treasure 
Valley. The historical and architectural evolution of these 
areas is similar to the hops drying kilns in Yakima Valley.
A historic ensemble of hop buildings with a continuous 
tradition from the Middle Ages up to the commercial 
boom of the 19 th and 20 th centuries similar to Žatec also 
cannot be found in the USA.

australia

Growing hops for brewing beer came to Australia with the 
arrival of European colonialists. Hop cultivation began on 
the southern coast of Australia and in Tasmania in the 19 th 
century. According to available sources, hop growing was 
begun in Australia in 1822, by farmer William Shoobridge, 
from Kent. (http://www.hops.com.au/hop-history) 

The tradition and organisation of ho cultivation, well-
known in England, found parallels in the Australian 
countryside.

HOBART (16)
In Australia, there are no historic hop buildings similar to 
the architecture found in Žatec. Preserved buildings are 
mainly located in rural areas of farm enterprises and do 
not create an urban unit simular to Žatec. Oasthouses are 
principally found around New Norfolk in Derwent Valley, 
and the largest hop farm is the Bushy Park Hop Farm, 
about 55 km northwest of the city of Hobart. As a whole, 
it presents itself as the largest hop farm in the southern 
hemisphere. 

ukraine

ZHITOMIR (17)
Zhitomir hop region.
The tradition of growing hops was brought to the area 
around the city of Zhitomir in the northwest of Ukraine by 
farmers from Bohemia, who settled there at the invitation 
of the Russian Tsar after 1868. The cultivated aromatic 
hops there therefore originated from Czech hops. Given 
the relatively short tradition and the local character of 
production, no landmarks were developed and preserved 
in Zhitomir comparable to the historic industrial hop 
structures of Žatec.
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russia

CHEBOKSARY (18)
The Chuvashia hop region
Cheboksary, the capital of Chuvashia, located on the Volga 
River in the European part of the Russian Federation, is 
the centre of the region. After World War II more support 
was given to growing hops for the needs of Russia. This 
rather neglected region has a long tradition of using hops, 
as evidenced by a mention in the Russian chronicle from 
1521: “And Vladimir concluded peace with the Bulgarians 
(today the Chuvash people) and have given their oath 
to each other. And the Bulgarians said: There will be no 
peace between us until the stone floats, and the hops - 
sink...” (Legends of past years). However, the production 
of hops is now on the wane. There are no historically and 
architecturally significant buildings or their ensembles 
there that can be compared to those in Žatec.

china

XINJIANG (19)
China’s northern provinces
Xinjiang and Gansu, in the areas around the historic “Silk 
Road” trade route, are where Chinese hops are produced. 
The hop industry focuses on a commodity intended for 
brewing beer and uses the knowledge of countries where 
the beverage has been developed for centuries, as it is 
still relatively young in China. They are being cultivated 
in connection with beer production. Yet China is today 
the largest producer of beer in the world and recently 
among the four largest hop growing countries. There are 
no architecturally significant historic buildings concerned 
with hops in these provinces however.

South africa / South africa

Brewing beer with hops is done by breweries in South 
Africa, where they developed the traditions associated 
with the colonial expansion of European traditions in this 
country and their ties with Great Britain. The character of 
growing it, of course, takes on local needs.

GEORGE (20)
The farms of South African Breweries provide the local 
production of hops. The big complex of SAB World of Beer 
has been located in the modern part of Johannesburg 
since 1995, which is the combination of a thematic 
museum dedicated to all aspects of hops and brewing 
and a conference centre (see. http://www.worldofbeer.
co.za/content/page/about).
South Africa, however, has no hop structures similar in 
intent and historical significance simular to Žatec. 
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Japan

JAPAN (21)
Has long been a major consumer of Žatec hop varieties. In 
the prefectures of Hokkaido and Iwate, hops are grown to 
meet the needs of Japanese breweries. One of the centres 
is the city of Sapporo. Hop production only began in the 
20th century and this determines the fact that there are no 
structures of specific hop orientation in the country as in 
Žatec.

new zealand

NELSON (22)
The city of Nelson, which sprawls along the northern 
edge of South Island, is the main centre of hop cultivation 
in New Zealand. The majority of local breweries are also 
located here. Hops began to grow in the region in the late 
19th century. There are no historically or architecturally 
significant hop buildings comparable with the nominated 
heritage of Žatec here.

Slovakia

Mountainous Slovakia, with its high proportion of forests 
and somewhat different climatic conditions, is one of the 
few Central European countries where growing hops has 
not been more fully developed. Wineries have traditionally 
dominated here, especially in the southern parts of 
the country, connected, by historical developments, to 
Hungary. Slovakia imports a large volume of beer. 

HORNÁ STREDA (23)
This hop region stretches along the River Váh.
The hop industry was established and promoted there 
especially in the second half of the 20th century, in the then 
Czechoslovakia, when a hop processing plant was built 
in Horná Streda, a small village above The Váh. Although 
the tradition of brewing beer in Slovakia is maintained by 
numerous breweries, there is no comparable set of hop 
related structures here to the “industrial hop town” of 
Žatec.

Other countries of Central, Southern and Southeastern 
Europe are primarily oriented on vine growing and 
producing wine. The brewing tradition and construction 
of buildings related to it is not as important here or is of 
only very local importance.
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Spain

LEÓN (24)
This hop region is located in the north of the country in the 
province of León. The history of hop growing is relatively 
young here. The real beginning of growing hops here 
occurred during the 20th century. There are no historically 
or architecturally significant hop buildings, that could be 
compared to those in Žatec.

other hop-growing regions of the world

In some other regions of the world, the cultivation of hops 
has been built on back of the development of a modern 
brewing industry. These are small hop regions that include 
the countries: Austria, Bulgaria, Romania, India (Himachal 
Pradesh region), Belarus, Argentina (Patagonia), North 
Korea and Turkey.

None of these countries has an equivalent approaching 
the historical significance of the hop buildings in Žatec, 
or to the continuity of processing and trading in hops, the 
number of preserved hop structures and complexity of 
the preserved landmarks in the cultivation and processing 
of hops and production of beer in one place.

The above basic overview of the main hop-growing 
areas and the buildings preserved in them related to 
the processing of hops has shown that Žatec and the 

area around the town, that contains historic buildings 
associated with processing and trading in hops, makes 
it possible to label Žatec with the attribute “the Town of 
Hops”. The local, typological, structural and architecturally 
rich, complex of surviving industrial architecture dedicated 
to hops is completely unique throughout the world.

Final note
There is no property on the list of World Heritage Sites 
that could represent a distinctive architectural, structural 
and urban heritage connected to the hops industry. More 
extensive material to support this study has not been 
prepared yet, and the literature on the theme of hops 
mostly deals with its properties as a specific plant and 
crop. In countries where hops are grown, there is literature 
on hop buildings and their differences and similarities. In 
order to provide a deeper understanding of the heritage 
in Žatec, a comparative study has also been dedicated to 
the more general phenomenon of hops and their growing 
popularity, especially in Europe.

It is possible to set up breweries relatively independent 
from hop growing areas, ensuring hops for brewing 
beer from distant areas. Breweries are already numerous 
throughout the world and several of them were and remain 
common in bigger cities. One of the older breweries in 
the historic part of the town of Žatec is likewise within 
the main component part of the nominated property. 
The historically younger but much larger former Anton 
Dreher’s Export Brewery was ranked for its size and 
characteristics, which testifies to the confidence in Žatec 
hops in terms of trade during the peak of development 
in Žatec at the turn of the 20th centuries. The former 
brewery contributes significantly to the comprehensive 
information on the topic of the nomination. Typologically 
it matches all the functions required for the operation of 
such premises. A comparison of this component (separate 
complex of a large brewery) on a global scale, without 
studying its relations to the large storage and processing 
facilities for processing hops, is irrelevant. The component 
part represented by a huge brewery complements the 
hops related heritage of Žatec. The main value attributes 
do not need to compare breweries as a specific property 
(even if there is no World Heritage Site whose OUV is 
based on brewing beer as such)

The nominated property “Žatec, the Town of Hops” can be 
regarded complex, very specific and unique on a global 
scale. Its possible inclusion on the World Heritage List may 
help substantially in preserving it and draw attention to 
the under-represented and often underestimated kind of 
heritage connected to local agricultural crops.
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3.3.a   brieF SyntheSiS

The town of Žatec, located in the Žatec Basin by the River 
Ohře, represents a globally significant locality with a 
completely unique story of the continuous development 
of growing, processing and worldwide trade in hops 
(Humulus Lupulus in Latin). The nature of the regional 
economy led to the establishment of a large area with 
a number of entirely unique hop growing and hops 
processing buildings in the town of Žatec. After careful 
comparison with other relevant sites, it can be stated 
that such a concentration and number of buildings 
focused merely on one commodity has no parallel, and 
has been preserved, up to this date, to an outstanding 
quality, entirety and authentic state. The preserved urban 
and architectural ensemble in Žatec has witnessed the 
tumultuous evolution of the hop industry in a region 
which has entered the global brewing industry, in a 
significant manner.

The German version of a name of the town of Žatec (Saaz) 
is also an adjective of an internationally recognised hop 
brand, the Saaz hop variety “žatecký poloraný červeňák”, 
which has been scientifically studied locally for a long 
time, as well as specifically refined. These hops are the 
core of many successful beers produced by a number of 
globally recognised breweries.

The nominated property is constituted by two parts, 
collectively demonstrating the local historical wealth. The 
main component is the compact territory of the historical 
centre of the town of Žatec and the continuing quarter 
named the Prague Suburb. The entirety comprises an 
admirably numerous ensemble of buildings documenting 
the long-term development of hop-processing since 
the times of the individual burghers‘ activities and their 
fellowship, in the historical centre of Žatec, to the peak 
era of trade with a large range of associated buildings 
in the Prague Suburb. Thanks to the diverse age of 
the preserved buildings, Žatec can be considered an 
excellent example of hop-processing history and of all the 
associated processes, important inventions and events 
which have occurred over the centuries, in relation to 
hop treatment, processing and trading in Europe, and 
later overseas. The hop processing heritage of Žatec 
is unique due to the typological variety, number and 
authenticity of a great and compact urban structure, 
representing a continuous history from medieval times to 
the industrial developments in this field, which occurred 
over a millennia. The ongoing tradition of hop-processing 
and research, in to hop plants and crops, in Žatec, is also a 

sign of the continuity of knowledge in this specific field of 
study, based on the processing of an agricultural product, 
in a town, for commercial reasons.

The other part of the nominated property is represented 
by the premises of the large, former Anton Dreher´s 
Export Brewery located in visual proximity to the northern 
suburbs of the historical centre of Žatec. The extensive 
grounds complete the picture of the importance of the use 
of hops, in bulk, during the onset of brewing beer, directly 
within one small town. The representative architecture 
of the brewery buildings illustratively documents 
their importance, as a newly founded large processing 
premises, to their owner as a display of his success 
through the emphasis given to the period architecture in 
its carefully designed forms

When it comes to prices, compared to other competitive 
areas of Europe, Žatec has benefited from the sales of 
the local aromatic hops as well as from an advantageous, 
convenient geographic location on trading routes and 
a navigable river. The chief breweries of Central Europe 
appreciated the quality of Žatec hops and they were willing 
to pay a higher price for them. The further expansion of 
sales in medieval times and in early modern times was 
hindered by limited options of transport available.

During the course of the 19th century, the era of the 
industrial revolution altered the transport situation with 
the development of rail transport and steam-powered 
breweries. Apart from the improved transport conditions 
through the railways, the industrial revolution helped 
boost beer production leading to an increase in its 
consumption and an increased interest in obtaining 
sufficient amounts of hops. The development of trade and 
the wider options of transport expanded the reputation 
of the quality of Žatec hops, and thus an interest in their 
acquisition. This new situation increased the demand for 
quality hops enormously, to new dizzying heights, and 
helped concentrate the processing procedures as well 
as the specialisation of the participants in the process. 
Throughout Europe, and later in other parts of the world, 
new industrial steam breweries were being built rapidly. 

Every large brewery possessed a rail connection and 
the organisation of processing, and trade with packed, 
dried, trademarked hops, became the cornerstone of 
the prosperity of the town. It was in the 19th century, the 
“golden age of the Žatec hop economic miracle” took 
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place. In contrast to hop-processing in the rural farms, with 
a direct link to a hopfield (as these processes gradually 
stabilised in most of the global hop-growing regions), 
these processes became concentrated within the urban 
structure of Žatec, where the hops were delivered by all 
the individual growers, or traders who had bought them 
out in the countryside.

In the 1860s and 1870s, several dozen hop drying kilns, 
with chimneys above their sulphur chambers, packaging 
rooms and hop warehouses were established in the 
Prague Suburb and this development continued up to the 
outbreak of the 1st World War. The industrial rebuilding of 
the existing Prague Suburb, with prevalent Late Baroque 
and Classicistic houses, being largely replaced by new hop-
processing factories with numerous chimneys,became 
an indivisible part of the Žatec panorama. Many such 
buildings were externally conceived as common 
apartment buildings. The Žatec Prague Suburb, of that 
period, developed a distinctive atmosphere, incomparable 
to any other place. Žatec established itself as the most 
significant hop-growing, hop-processing and hop trading 
centre in Europe and became, to this date, a unique 
“town full of sights documenting hop growing and hops 
processing as well as beer production”.

A crucial element of this European brewery era, directly 
connected to the events in hop-growing Žatec, was the 
trade family of the Drehers, which moved the core of their 
activities to Žatec, to a particularly convenient location 
near a newly developed railway junction. At the turn of 
the 20th century, a new modern Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery in Žatec was established and a large complex of 
buildings was developed. 

The political events from the beginning of the 2nd World 
War to the end of the 20th century meant for the town of 
Žatec, and for local hop trade, stagnation and degradation 
of its commercial importance. Business continuity was 
severely disrupted by the forced departure of the Jewish 
population, who had owned the absolute majority of 
the successful enterprises. It remains a paradox that 
from the architectural perspective, even the period of 
the communist economic system of the second half of 
the 20th century, with a general lack of financial means 
for restructuring and modernising the town, led to the 
preservation of the general building stock as well as the 
majority of the architecturally valuable hop-processing 
buildings in their unchanged, original state.

After the passing of the first Act on cultural monuments, 
the inner town became an Urban Heritage Reserve as soon 
as 1961. After the social transformation of Czechoslovakia 
in 1989, a gradual rehabilitation and repair of buildings in 
the urban conservation areas was performed.

As a consequence of, the gradual identification of the 
historic values, of the built heritage in the town of Žatec, 
heritage protection was introduced in the Prague Suburb 
in 2003.

At present, Žatec represents one of the most valuable 
historical towns in the Czech Republic, with a completely 
rare symbiosis of classical stylistic urban architecture and 
an extensive, typologically unique territory, in this case, 
with a prevalence of hop growing and hop processing 
facilities, and related historical buildings.

The value of the nominated property rests not only on the 
significance of its material and immaterial attributes of the 
continuous centuries-old tradition of hop growing and, in 
particular, processing and its export at the highest, quality 
and global level.
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3.3.b   criteria under which the 
inScriPtion iS ProPoSed

criterion (ii)
According to the criterion ii) the property needs to exhibit 
and important interchange of human values, over a span of 
time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments 
in architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-
planning or landscape design.

“Žatec - the Town of Hops” is a property that exhibits 
the gradual development in the knowledge of hop 
processing and trade in hops and represents a globally 
known place for the international exchange of hop 
related technical experience. The heritage of the hop 
processing buildings in Žatec evidences a significant era 
of rapid growth and highly organised cooperation of 
entrepreneurial professions in the town dependent on 
this regionally specific, rural agricultural product. In the 
19th century, the knowledge developed in Žatec over 
the centuries led to the construction of very specific 
hop growing and hop processing buildings for drying, 
packaging and quality verification of hops as well as the 
related production, educational and social background 
for various groups of population associated with the 
hop-processing procedures. The whole hop trade process 
also required the necessity to equip the town with 
transport, accommodation, and a cultural, and banking, 
infrastructure.

The large premises of the former Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery is a testimony to the investment courage in the 
competition of European progressive breweries, and 
confidence in using the reputation of Žatec hops, during 
the peak period of the prime phase of industrialisation 
of the 19th century. At the same time, it reflects the 
contemporary tradition to apply the periods architectural 
designs even to production premises as well.

criterion (iii)
The property needs to bear a unique or at least exceptional 
testimony to a cultural tradition or to a civilisation which is 
living or has disappeared.

The preserved, tangible and intangible, heritage in 
Žatec related to hop processing and export is a unique 
testimony to the impact of the specialisation, of a whole 
town, in the excellent quality of an important agricultural 
product at the dawn of world trade. Annual events and 
activities and hop-related festivals in the hop-processing 
buildings and in the public open spaces of the town are 
linked to the seasonal milestones of hop-growing. In this 
manner, they follow the customs and traditions of the 
hops growers from the previous centuries and maintain 

the knowledge of the procedures of hops processing and 
develop the preserved cultural traditions and naturally 
boost the local identity.

criterion (iv)
The property needs to be an outstanding example of a type 
of building, architectural or technological ensemble or 
landscape which illustrates (a) significant stage(s) in human 
history.

“Žatec - the Town of Hops” is an outstanding example 
of a completely specific town, in which, apart from the 
standard typological range of buildings, a unique number 
of completely specific buildings related to the centuries-
long history of hop growing and hop processing activities 
of its wider rural background have been preserved. 
For the hop growing and hops processing needs, older 
original residential buildings were adapted such as attic 
drying spaces of the burgher houses, but also numerous 
new buildings of manufacture and industrial character 
were built. The spectrum of the buildings within the 
nominated property is significantly enriched by a number 
of warehouses, storage, drying and packaging buildings, 
and hop certification offices, and also a high proportion 
of accommodation facilities. However, the spontaneous 
penetration of these buildings into the original urban 
structure was subject to building regulations, and 
therefore they followed the medieval street pattern in 
a completely unique way and their volumes and visual 
features harmoniously complement the residential, and 
other, buildings in the town.

The extensive Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery is an 
illustration of the business courage of one of the greatest 
hop growers and of the confidence in the local trade 
commodity and its architectural design and decorations 
are excellent evidence of the period, with an emphasis 
on the representative character of the new production 
complex.

3.
3.
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 3.3.c  Statement oF integrity

The nominated property is a series of two component 
parts together telling the story of an important and 
specific sphere of processing of agricultural crops 
within the town. The main component part covers an 
extensive urban structure with high integrity of not only 
the presented topic of hops processing, but also of the 
material substance from the perspective of the town 
and the individual buildings. The property comprises 
all the elements that attest to its history related to hop 
processing.

The component part 01, in the compact medieval centre, 
comprises the administrative and social parts of the town. 
The connected part of the town, the Prague Suburb, 
preserves a unique illustration of rapid structural growth 
at the end of the 19th century, under the very specific 
conditions of the already existing urban structures. 
The property is defined by a continual area within the 
historical territory of its most significant part. The integrity 
of its urban structure is high, as the whole compact area is 
subject to general state-guaranteed heritage protection.

The large former Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery is a 
complex ensemble of facilities whose basic integrity was 
secured with a brick and iron railing fence (in the same 
architectonic design), already put up, at the time of the 
establishment and building of the main structures. 

The buffer zone secures a physical distance, of any 
potential new buildings or facilities, from the nominated 
property in the wider surroundings. It will also guarantee 
the permanent visual integrity of the nominated property.

3.
3.

c
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3.3.d   Statement oF  
authenticity For the 
nominated ProPerty under 
the criteria (i) to (vi)

The nominated property is a large urban ensemble 
preserved within an authentic urban structure and 
through the nature of its buildings it reflects the structural 
and architectural principles in the represented period very 
well.

The buildings in the historical centre clearly convey a 
message about earlier traditions. Aside from respecting 
the original urban pattern and containing many authentic 
bearing structures and volumes, they comprise many 
authentic construction elements and details even 
from medieval times. The materials used are carefully 
monitored during all the restoration and renewal works 
that are carried out. 

The specific hop growing and hop processing facilities 
conserved in Žatec have not undergone any major 
functional or structural conversions yet and have not 
been subject to any undesirable structural interventions. 
As a result of their spatial layout and structural qualities, 
from the time of their construction, the hop processing 
buildings have served their original purpose well, up to 
contemporary times despite multiple ownership and the 
great social changes in the mid-20th century.
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3.3.e   Protection and 
management requirementS

The nominated property “Žatec - the Town of Hops” 
consists of two components, the large complex of the 
historical centre with its vast and specific suburb, and 
the extensive area of the former Anton Dreher´s Export 
Brewery, north of this main component part. Both 
components are protected under the Act No. 20/87 
Coll., on State Heritage Protection, as amended, using a 
combination of protective regimes and regulations in 
compliance with this Act.

Due to the possiblity of inclusion on the World Heritage 
List, world heritage monitoring will be performed by the 
heritage protection bodies as an addition to the already 
common consultations of any planned repairs, restoration 
and building intention projects, by the individual owners. 
Continuous and more frequent national periodical 
monitoring of the OUV value attributes, focused on 
the authenticity of the preserved buildings and other 
culturally historical characteristics of the territory, will be 
introduced. 

Management of the nominated property, from the 
perspective of determining priorities and meeting long-
term targets has been provided by the Steering Group 
(SG), established at the level of the Žatec Municipality.

The Steering Group consists of experts, local authorities, 
communal politicians and heritage protection 
administration representatives. The meetings of the 
Steering Group are organised by the Site Manager, 
which proved the optimal solution as he has enough 
competence and powers to organise the work and to 
control the results. During the work on the Management 
Plan, three participating and advising Working Groups 
were established. They are focused on partial and inter-
related segments of implementation the Management 
Plan objectives which are, education, promotion and 
presentation, and for hops related heritage conservation.

In the town of Žatec, a local Committee for the Regeneration 
of Urban Heritage Reserves is active, managing the Fund 
of the Town Regeneration and approves the allocation of 
contributions from the Regeneration of Urban Heritage 
Reserves Programme administered by the Ministry of 
Culture. This Committee also decides on the financial 
support from the Fund of the Regeneration of the Town 
Žatec, a fund recently established by the municipality in 
2015 to support the management plan objectives as well
Based on SWOT analysis, the Management Plan defines 
the necessary and desired consecutive steps and specific 
projects to eliminate the threats in the first place. 

The range of subjects included in the preparation of the 
Management Plan should be a guarantee, to the gradual 
development and preservation of the unique attributes 
of the cultural heritage, of Žatec as a globally significant 
“Town of Hops”.

3.
3.

e
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4. The state of Conservation  
and factors affecting the Property

State oF conServation in general

The property nominated for the inscription on the World 
Heritage List forms, architecturally and urban-wise, the 
most valuable heritage of the town of Žatec. Attention 
has been paid, over the long term, to the condition of 
the individual buildings and the modification of their 
environment. During renovations of these buildings, 
traditional construction materials have been used to the 
maximum degree. The surface and colour modifications of 
buildings and public open spaces are based on careful on-
site inspections and study of the relevant documentation. 
The nominated property is in all of its constituents 
protected by the Act No. 20/87 Coll., concerning State 
Heritage Protection. 

This reality provides all the buildings inside the area 
with an expert oversight, over all their modifications 
and adjustments in their surroundings, both at the time 
of preparation of the project and upon the execution of 
the renovations and restoration itself. In the long term, 
the expert organisation of state heritage preservation, 
in cooperation with the executive body of the state 
administration, regularly meets in consultations over 
any intended renovations and the conceptual materials 
to be used. The owners are warned about any possible 
deficiencies by the municipal authority in Žatec, which 
carries out the administration by the state with respect to 
the protection of heritage.

The owners of the built properties within the nominated 
property and the citizens of the town in general know 
about the protection of the property over the long term. 
This is especially true in the course of the years since the 
inclusion of the property in the national Tentative List 
(2007). The hop processing buildings in particular have 
been actively inspected and the most important ones, 
with respect to authenticity, have been documented in 
more detail. Based on the background materials, a number 
of buildings and premises have been declared a cultural 
monument by the Ministry of Culture.

With the aim of consistent protection of the broader 
environment, the buffer zone was extended at the 

same time, so that the skyline values of the 01 and 02 
component parts as urban units were taken care of (see 
chapters 5.b and 5.c of this main section of the nomination 
documentation file).

Since the 1990s, many buildings have been renovated, 
including the town walls. The renovations are still on-going, 
following the local programme of regeneration, with the 
use of all the available possibilities of financial support 
(see chapter 5. c). Over the last ten years, a number of 
building operations took place in Žatec, which focused on 
restoration of the most threatened or damaged buildings 
located in the territory of the preservation area and the 
preservation zone. More extensive building activities 
focused on replenishing the property with equipment, 
which enables understanding the importance of heritage 
connected with hops processing. At the same time, the 
state of the surfaces of the main squares was significantly 
improved as well as the pavements in a large section of 
the property. Conceivably the town will continue in the 
same manner according to the possibilities available.

State oF conServation – comPonent Part 01

The component part 01 of the nominated property is 
spatially extensive and it is not purposeful to describe 
the condition of all the property in detail. For the purpose 
of this chapter, firstly, the most important renovations 
and restorations are described in more detail. Finally, the 
challenges occurring in the most recent period of time are 
described. (In these aspects, the chapter is complementary 
with the analytical part of the Management Plan.)

the temple of hops and beer
Preparations for the project called The Temple of Hops 
and Beer began in 2001, when the citizens‘ association, 
The Temple of Hops and Beer, was established. In the 
same year, the Town of Žatec also bought two historical 
buildings on the territory of the nominated property, 
where a tourists centre and restaurant, with a mini-
brewery, had been planned to exist. In 2004, the joint-stock 

4.a   the PreSent State oF conServation
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company The Temple of Hops and Beer was established, 
the shareholders were the citizens‘ association of the same 
name, the Town of Žatec, the Hop Growers Union of the 
Czech Republic and the Krušovice Brewery. The main task 
of the company was the presentation of the project, the 
town and its operation. The planned project contended, 
several times, for financial support against a large number 
of other  competitors with their own projects. Financial 
support from the European Union was acquired shortly 
after the property had been inscribed on the national 
Tentative List. The project included the renovation of 
several streets, squares, former hop processing buildings 
and the construction of a mini-brewery in the form of the 
conversion of an unused building. Also, an observation 
tower (called the Hop Lighthouse) and a museum with 
a restaurant were included. Further still, the restoration 
of the garden of the Capuchin monastery and of the 
Renaissance malt house was included in the project (see 
below).

The greatest construction operation focused on the 
restoration of a highly authentic historical hop warehouse, 
No. 1950 on Prokopa Velkého Square, and the adaptation of 
the facilities of the hop warehouse, No. 1951, on the same 
square for the needs of the Hop Museum and Information 
Centre. During this project, the bearing constructions of 
the buildings were carefully renovated and their many 
technical details restored.  The whole operation, from the 
start, was aimed at making the heritage of hop processing 
more visible, that is why some parts were supplemented 
within the area, to support the information and user 
qualities of this complex. The building became a reference 
example of how positive it is to renovate these specific 
buildings and give them a suitable new function.

Within the scope of The Temple of Hops and Beer project 
two new buildings also originated, which are significant 
examples of the current architecture in the town. These 
are an observation tower called the Hop Lighthouse 
and an extension to the Hop Museum. Their planning 
and preparation was carefully consulted with both the 
executive body of heritage preservation and the heritage 
expert organisation. The Hop Lighthouse is located at 
the southern edge of the property and creates a perfect 
link between the admirable historical environment and 
the modern developing town. Since the beginning, the 
attitude of heritage preservation towards the project 
was positive and the intention to introduce a building 
representing the architecture of today into the current 
build-up area was approved. With respect to the fact, that it 
is not a purposeful business or an administration building, 
but a building constructed with the aim to provide the 
possibility to sense the constructional heritage of the 
property, the intention was endorsed .

The extension of the Hop Museum in the historical 
building creates a simple new space, which enables the 
presentation of large hop picking machine. The wooden 
construction is covered with a skin of perforated metal 
plate, a material that evokes the industrial history of 
the modern Žatec hop processing industry and at the 
same time, it lets light shine inside the space. On a sun-
lit late afternoon, it illuminates the space slightly there 
by  emphasising the social function of the museum. A 
prestigious prize was awarded for the architectural form 
of this extension which is presented once a year by a well-
respected association called Klub za starou Prahu (Club for 
the Old Prague)  for the Best New Building in a Historical 
Environment for the year 2012 . In this context, the 
property already applies to the principles included in the 
UNESCO Recommendation on Historic Urban Landscape, 
which apart from the emphasis on the preserved values 
also recommends the development of the values of the 
properties through the sensitive introduction of modern 
architecture.

renaissance malt house, no. 356, in masarykova Street 
belonged until lately to the group of unused and critically 
endangered buildings in Žatec. At the beginning of the 
21st century, a great part of it was still threatening to 
collapse. (see chapter 2.a)

Only its exploration in 1991 confirmed, that it was a malt 
house. The building was then successfully and temporarily 
roofed, and tightened with drawbars. It was not until the 
project of The Temple of Hops and Beer, financed during 
2008-2011 from European funds, that the conservation of 
this unique historical and architectural gem was enabled. 
Therefore, in 2011, the complex constructional restoration 
of this historically significant malt house took place. Today, 
it is freely accessible to the public in the form in which it 
stood after 1900. In the carefully restored interiors, apart 
from traces of historical technological equipment, some 
remarkable Renaissance stone mason details can be 
found. An example of this is the decoration of the capitals 
of small columns. Even the advertising signs in German, 
from the end of the 19th century, on both facades, have 
been restored.

The newly renovated building is an authentic symbol of 
the brewing tradition in Žatec, Architecturally, it is the 
most valuable building from the whole Temple of Hops 
and Beer ensemble.

Its use for cultural and social purposes allows the public 
to get to know the spatially intricate building through 
the many events held there. On the ground floor of the 
malt house, there are exhibitions devoted to its history, 
conservation and the archaeological research  that took 
place during its renovation and conservation . The largest 
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space on the ground floor serves as a community centre 
with free internet and a multimedia presentation of Žatec 
in film, dedicated to both Czech and foreign films that 
originated in the town. On the upper floor is the Gallery of 
Modern Art and a conference room. The revitalisation of 
the building was completed in November 2011.

the capuchin monastery
The Capuchin monastery is a significant monument in 
the south-eastern part of the property and its renovation 
has been gradually advancing in phases for several years. 
Unused for more than twenty years, the building was in 
serious disrepair, which started to threaten its existence. 
The restoration of the roof, which took place between 
2013 and 2015, prevented the further dilapidation of the 
building. The roof structure was renovated, the irreversibly 
damaged parts were removed and replaced with accurate 
copies. All wooden elements were coated against wood-
destroying pests in accordance with mycological opinion. 
Over the following years, this will be followed up through 
sanitation of those interiors which have been  affected by  
dry rot.

The monastery garden was renovated from 2010 to 2011 
within the scope of The Temple of Hops and Beer project. 
The main aim was to expand the area of accessible places, 
with high quality aesthetics, for the inhabitants and visitors 
of the town. The total area of 8.500 m2 was renovated in 
accordance to historical sources, in a simplified form of a 
formal garden with a central accentuation of modern art, 
thematically connected with the hop growing tradition 
of the town. Part of the garden is a relaxation area and a 
children’s playground. A small historical building, by the 
enclosing wall, was used to strengthen the educational 
content of the complex as inside are the facilities for 
visitors and are enclosures for small domestic animals as 
well as peacocks. 

The garden is supplemented by a traditional herb garden 
and an example of a historical hopfield with hop growing 
on individually embedded poles.

burgher houses and hop processing buildings
Within the scope of the property, numerous renovations 
took place, similarly to other historical towns. Between 
2011 and 2015, several constructional operations 
were carried out, focusing on the renovation of house 
facades, the renovation of structures, the replacement of 
technically outdated windows and overall more extensive 
renovations of buildings for the modification of their 
functional use.

In 2011, extensive renovations took place in houses No. 
126 and 127 on 5. května Square, No. 110 in Dlouhá Street 
and No. 220 in Oblouková Street.

In 2012, houses No. 111 and 112 in Dlouhá Street 
underwent significant renovation. Now, they are used as 
administration buildings of the Czech Republic Police. 
Furthermore, the facade of the building No.  230 in Obránců 
míru Street was restored, including the refurbishment of 
the door and the historic wooden shop-windows.

Building No. 2005 in Nákladní Street was carefully 
renovated, through its reroofing with  burnt tiles, and 
renovation of the facade including the replenishment of 
its architectural decorations.

In the important space of Chmelařské Square, the first 
phase of the restoration of house No. 768 was completed, 
with repairs of the windows, doors, floors and partial 
modification of the interior layout.

In 2013, the roof construction and the roofing of houses, 
No. 108 and 220, on  Svobody Square were carefully 
repaired. In the building of the present municipal library 
(building No. 52), the ground floor was modified, including 
the replacement of the inappropriate recently fitted door 
and shop windows for more suitable wooden ones.

On the main Svobody Square, the facade of house 
No. 47 was completely renovated, with respect to its 
architectural statement and colour scheme. In Dvořákova 
Street., burgher house No. 31 was renovated, with partial 
modifications on the ground floor for the purposes of a 
shop and on the first floor for services.

In 2013, the facades of house No. 22 in Dvořákova Street 
were renovated as well as the house No. 360 in Nákladní 
Street. On the house No. 1100 in Fügnerova Street, also 
the roofing was replaced along with the renovation of the 
facade. One of the greatest operations was the complex 
renovation of building No. 661 in Jakubská Street, the 
“Dvůr u Svatého Jakuba”, St. James´s courtyard. In the 
former hop warehouse a country club with facilities has 
been established, the facade of the building was restored, 
the courtyard paved with historical paving and new 
enterprises have been set up in the premises in the spirit 
of folk traditions.

In 2014, static security provisions for the protection of 
burgher house No. 108 at 5. května Square were carried 
out, including the insertion of several drawbars. In houses 
No. 88 and 132, the roof was repaired.A more extensive 
operation was the overall renovation of house No. 138 
on Hošťálkovo Square, comprising of the establishment 
of a small café with a preparation room for meals and 
the renovation of the apartment on the upper floor. 
The exterior facade was renovated, elements of missing 
architectural decorations were returned to the street 
facade according to their historical iconography. The 
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windows were also renovated. On Chmelařské Square, 
the renovation of house No. 768 was completed by the 
restoration of the frontispiece.

In 2015, several buildings were renovated within the 
property as well. In houses, No. 41 in Dvořákova Street and 
No. 162 at Svobody Square, this was only the restoration 
of plaster and of layers of colour of the facades . In houses 
No.108 at 5. května Square and No. 154 in Jiráskova Street  
the outdated windows were replaced at the same time . In 
others, houses, No. 66, 84 and 290, it was also necessary 
to considerably renovate the roof construction and the 
roofing.

The renovations, over recent years, have concerned some 
buildings, that have an exceptional position within the 
town organism, that’s why they are described in more 
detail below.

burgher brewery no. 81
The extensive premises of the Žatec Brewery are in private 
ownership. Since the 1990s, the ownership has changed 
with the aim being mainly to maintain the brewery’s 
function, which is narrowly connected with the Žatec 
hop growing tradition. Currently,   renovations are under 
way, targeting the aesthetically unsuitable changes of 
some of the facades which were done during the course 
of the 2nd half of the 20th century. In 2015, construction 
modifications were carried out along with the renovation 
of the brewery’s main facade including the replenishment 
of missing elements of the architectural decorations. 
Some windows were replaced by new, wooden ones and 
two-leaf wooden entrance door was hung in the door 
frame.

The renovations also included the execution of advertising 
signs in a historical style on the facade of the building. 
Future plans include the establishing of a viewing point 
on the Renaissance water-tower.

the hop certification centre
Among the functionally significant buildings connected 
with hops are the buildings where the hops‘ origins were 
certified. The Old Hop Certification Centre in Tyršova Street 
belongs to the group of the oldest building developments 
in Žatec. It has been preserved with structures of the high 
baroque period, the most valuable of these is its roof 
structure. After the great advancement in hop processing, 
the certification institute was replaced by the New Hop 
Certification Centre in house No.1612. The building, 
constructed between 1930 and 1932, is in a stabilised 
technical condition, the same as the neighbouring 
building in the large premises by Chmelařské Square. 
Both buildings are an example of authentic structures, 
they are in good condition and their maintenance is 

carried out continuously. Currently   the Central Institute 
for Supervising and Testing in Agriculture can be found in 
the building.

the town hall
The spatially generously conceived Svobody Square is 
dominated by the Žatec Town Hall, built after the mid14th 
century, which served as a seat of self-government, and at 
the same time also as a cloth marketplace with its tower 
used as the municipal prison. Its current exterior is the 
result of classicist modifications, however, the interiors 
still bear evident traces of the older original constructions, 
for example, gothic vaults. Currently, the town hall is used 
as the main building of the town‘s local government, 
this is  why the building is kept in a state corresponding 
to its necessary representative nature. At present (2016), 
documentation is being prepared for the complete 
restoration of the facades of the town hall.

the church of the assumption of the virgin mary
The most important preserved religious building of the 
town is the Dean’s Church of the Assumption of the Virgin 
Mary that is inseparably bound with the spiritual life of 
Žatec. It also plays an irreplaceable role in its skyline. The 
church is in a good constructional-technical condition.

the Žatec Synagogue
The Žatec Synagogue‘s interior was burned out during 
the anti-Jewish pogroms in November 1938, Kristallnacht, 
and its interiors haven’t been restored since. The Jewish 
community set up the rabbi’s apartment and a Jewish 
school in the house standing next to it. The synagogue 
has been, similar to many other Jewish monuments in the 
Czech Republic, without use since 1938, for a relatively 
long time and its dilapidated condition testifies to that. 
In the 1990s, it was bought into private ownership with 
the aim to preserve it. Gradual restoration of the main 
frontispiece and stabilisation of the bearing structures 
took place between 2005 –and 2007. Due to this, after a 
long time, the synagogue became one of the distinctive 
dominants of this part of town again. During the time of 
the recent economic recession, restoration was halted. 
However, the building is now stabilised and there is a plan 
for its use (see the Management Plan).

A project for work related to the restoration of the Žatec 
Synagogue has also been prepared. The synagogue is 
expected to serve as one of the cultural centres of the 
town in future.

the town walls
The original layout of the medieval town is still preserved 
today, as it was stated in chapters 2.a (Description) and 
3.1.c (Integrity of the Property). The fortification of the 
town is in a good technical condition, it is continuously 
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maintained and restored. The walls are highly distinctive 
in the western skyline of the property and their physical 
condition can be easily inspected. The wider environment 
of the town walls is included within the care for public 
open spaces. One of the most important walking routes, 
with public lighting, leads alongside the walls, enabling 
the property to be connected with the large complex of a 
residential building development, which originated in the 
2nd half of the 20th century, westward from the town’s centre. 
In 2001, complex restoration of the Priest Gate (Kněžská 
brána) was carried out. Due to increased protection, the 
historic gate is now passable only by passenger cars and 
only in one direction. The last substantial restoration of 
the town walls took place between 2004 and 2006 and 
local repairs during 2013 to 2015.

Public open spaces
Public open spaces, parks and walkways, in the historical 
part of town are subject to continuous maintenance and 
any considerable works on the terrain are always carried 
out under archaeological supervision.

The condition of town‘s public parks that supplement the 
nominated property, especially on its southern and south-
western perimeter, can be characterised as very good. 
Apart from the domestic tree and shrub species, also rare 
examples are preserved in the parks, for example, groups 
of full-grown French maple trees, unique within the Czech 
Republic. For the maintenance of public greenery, the 
sum of approximately 3 million CZK is paid annually from 
the town budget.

The complex modification of, and paving repairs to, public 
open spaces can be regarded among the most important 
activities of the Žatec municipality over the last few years.
In 2006, a complex revitalisation of the central Svobody 
Square was carried out and also partially of Hošťálkovo 
Square. It consisted of the laying of new cobblestone 
paving that replaced the asphalt surface from the 2nd half of 
the 20th century. In places where the original cobblestones 
were discovered under the asphalt, these original surfaces 
were repaired and renovated.

The improvement of public open spaces has included 
the placement of exterior public furnishings that consist 
of benches, waste bins, bike stands and an orientation 
system of directional sign posts. Svobody Square was also 
enriched by a few new elements: The Millennium Column 
and a fountain.

A significant feat in the management of the town of 
Žatec was the extensive renovation or reconstruction 
of cobblestone paving between 2008 and 2010 in 
many public open spaces and streets in the area of the 
property.  Within the scope of the project of The Temple 

of Hops and Beer (see above), the large public space on 
Prokopa Velkého Square was re-paved using the original 
cobblestones and where necessary new stone elements 
have been added. The sign posts were replenished and the 
levels of the existing shafts and manholes were adjusted. 
Part of this operation was also the planting of two grown 
trees.

In 2015, the reconstruction of historical cobblestone 
paving in Josefa Hory Street was also completed.

Several buildings in the area of the nominated property, 
which are not in an optimal technical condition have also 
been preserved. This fact is described in the Management 
Plan, that makes up an attachment of this documentation, 
where the necessary measures for a gradual remedy are 
described as well.

In 2016, the partial destruction of the long-term 
abandoned house No. 93 happened, in the north-eastern 
part of the component 01. No valuable artistic or craft 
details had been preserved in the interiors of the building 
at that time. Due to weather conditions, the roof and a 
part of the constructions of the first floor were damaged. 
Through a decision of the Building Office, the first floor 
of the building was taken down and this measure should 
prevent further degradation of the most valuable parts of 
the building, especially its medieval basement and cellars.  
Another endangered building has for a longer time 
been house No. 102. In 2014, a detailed survey of it was 
carried out by National Heritage Institute professionals 
which proved its origin to be from the high Middle Ages. 
A study has already been done for the construction of a 
provisional roof, which will enable the protection of  the 
above-the-ground structure of this house. 

Several architectonic studies prepared by students of 
the Faculty of Architecture of ČVUT (Czech Technical 
University in Prague) examined the possibilities of a 
complex restoration of the house. These have served as 
an inspiration for the owner, who is currently looking for a 
new use for the building.

In general, the condition of the nominated property as a 
whole can be regarded as good and consolidated. With 
the conceivable inscription on the World Heritage List, 
it can be objectively expected that this will significantly 
influence  any decision-making about further support 
from regional or national financial resources.

hop processing buildings and their use – in general
The modernisation of hop processing by its primary rural 
growers, has had the effect of hops being imported into 
Žatec, for further processing, in an already dried and 
pressed form. The processing activity and production 
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of hop pellets in Žatec has been concentrated outside 
of the historical centre in recent years. Also the storage 
of hop products is being gradually relocated into more 
modern, largely air-conditioned buildings at the northern 
perimeter of the town.

In most of the older hop processing buildings, the current 
owners carry out regular maintenance, thanks to which 
the absolute majority of them are in good technical 
condition. Particular care is taken about the maintenance 
of the condition of their roofing. Some of these specific 
historic buildings have already been converted for new 
uses, which correspond to their bearing capacity. They 
serve, for example, as small retail premises, shops, for 
accommodation or for local crafts. For some buildings, 
project documentation has already been approved for 
their functional conversion, which is expected in the near 
future.

The historical business and operation premises, and 
workshops, in the Prague Suburb are gradually ceasing 
to be suitable for the modern methods of hop processing 
and the storage of hops. As in other historic properties, 
it is necessary to reckon with the possible change of 
owners in some of the hop processing buildings. These 
facts have also been commented on in more detail in the 
Management Plan. The Steering Group of this project has 
been well aware that the future of hop buildings that are 
currently without use must be solved and possibilities 
have been discussed. Plans concerning the change of use, 
that would require significant building interventions, will 
be monitored particularly carefully, so that these specific 
buildings won’t lose any of their values.

State oF conServation - comPonent Part 02

the premises of the anton dreher’s export brewery
The former Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery has been 
unfortunately preserved without its original production 
activity. The spaces of the once spectacular and modern 
brewery are in private ownership and since the 1990s, 
they have been leased to small businesses for partial use, 
especially for storage purposes. The current technical 
condition is not entirely satisfactory. The high social 
interest of experts activated the process to declare the 
building a cultural monument, which was successful, 
only recently, in 2015, as the premises has multiple 
owners. Legal protection has become the basis for further 
advancement towards gaining wider expert cooperation 
in any future developments. It also opens the possibility 
to gain   financial support for the renovation (chapter 5.c). 
The largest co-owner of the premises has already made 
the first steps towards carrying out restoration, which will 
be done provided that financial support is obtained.
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Some parts are not in a good technical condition, on the 
other hand, the premises have been preserved to a high 
degree of authenticity. Themes for the use of the premises 
are included in the Management Plan  and the Town of 
Žatec is actively helping with the search for future use. 
The Ministry of Culture provided financial support for the 
preparation of the conceptual document in 2016. 

Possibilities of the former dreher brewery use in future
Dreher Brewery is located on the left bank of the Ohře 
River adjacent to the railway, to which it is connected with 
a historic industrial spur track. The Export Dreher Brewery 
was a unique example of a modern brewery in its day, 
which managed, in terms of marketing and technology, 
to utilize the quality of the local raw material - Žatec hops, 
and it was based on the local hops and brewing experience 
and tradition. (see description and history in Chapter 2)

The buildings in the former brewery complex are owned 
by several entities. The city of Žatec is currently (2016) 
taking steps to find a new owner/investor that would 
unite the property and restore the proposed component 
according to available historical documents, and who 
could manage to utilize each building and the adjacent 
areas in a way that does not disturb the authenticity of 
the property.  

With the participation of the Town of Žatec, the Ministry 
of Culture has funded a study that should contribute to 
these objectives. The study examined the proprietary and 
historical ties in the complex, and proposed an optimal 
use of the described component 02 of the nominated 
property. After careful consideration of the options, the 
study focused on topics that fully respect the values of 
the complex. The optimal future use primarily seems to be 
restoring the original brewery function with the addition 
of a suitable modern tourist infrastructure, facilitating 
the accessibility and interpretation of the values of this 
important architectural ensemble. 

The study was prepared by a team that has already 
demonstrated its expertise in the hop heritage in its 
recently successfully completed „Temple of Hops and Beer“ 
project (Huml & Vaníček, architects, Žatec, 2016, see more 
in Chapters 2.a and 5.h).  The proposal part of the study 
includes the repairs of historic buildings and the restoration 
of their original function (brewhouse, fermentation room, 
expedition, lager cellars), while maintaining the original 
atmosphere and material and concept of volumes. The 
study also proposes the demolition of several unsuitable 
buildings that were newly built in the second half of the 
20th century. The proposal also includes the renewal of 
original landscaping, stone paving on handling areas and 
the careful repair of historical fencing, which is part of the 
original architectural concept of the complex. 

According to the study, the preserved administrative and 
economic building should continue to serve its original 
purpose, with the proposal of connecting it to the visitor 
tour route. The brewhouse in the brewery, restored in its 
original space, should (in place of the original adjacent 
boiler room) be connected to a modern visitor center, with 
an permanent exhibition related to the internationally 
famous Dreher brewery family that ran its business in the 
Žatec region. 

According to the study, the „fermentation technology and 
lager cellars“, which are also necessary for the operation of 
the brewery, should be located in their original positions.  
They will be accompanied by several conference spaces 
and a restaurant located in the authentic former brewery 
factory. 

The preserved historic railway spur track connecting the 
Dreher Brewery to the nearby main railway line should be 
utilized in the future again. It is expected that it will be 
put into operation within tourism marketing to increase 
the number of visitors from neighboring and distant 
cities, enhancing the range of targets in the wider region 
(Karlovy Vary, Cheb, Prague). The study also proposes 
the creation of an accommodation facility in the former 
malt house, which will not be necessary for the functional 
operation of the brewery.

To increase the clarity of the entire process and strengthen 
the educative function of the complex, a new hop garden 
was designed for the property closely surrounding the 
historic component. The hop garden will contain a variety 
of hops that can be used for brewing beer according to the 
original preserved recipe from the Export Dreher Brewery. 
The town‘s current zoning plan proposes to construct 
residential houses in the territory that is not directly 
historically related to the former brewery complex. The 
study accepts this fact. Potential new low-rise buildings 
separated by the hop garden do not pose a risk to this 
nominated component part of the property in any way, 
and they will not be in conflict with the terms of the 
Dreher Brewery buffer zone.

The study brings this vision of the complex with the 
knowledge of the fact that it may be used in other 
ways. Given the fact that it is a state-protected cultural 
heritage asset all proposals submitted will be thoroughly 
investigated. The heritage preservation authorities shall 
allow only uses and probably slight modifications that do 
not affect the authenticity of the property and its cultural 
and historical value.

4.
a
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Žatec 1843 - the urban structure.

In reality, there are external influences that, in certain 
conditions, could endanger the nominated property or 
contribute to its partial damage. That’s why it is necessary 
to determine these factors and to eliminate them in 
advance as much as possible. The nominated property is a 
living town organism and the town management is aware 
of the various risks, high-lighted by the diverse ownership 
structure and the general deficit of financial means for 
the faster advancement of the renovation of a number of 
buildings within the nominated property.

The meetings of the Steering Group were focussed on 
ways to eliminate possible threats to the property and the 
most relevant ideas and recommendations were included 
in the specific measures of the Management Plan of the 
property of Žatec, The Town of Hops.

This chapter concerning the factors affecting the property 
has been prepared in accordance with the general 
structure of the Annex 5 of the Operational Guidelines, 
with several other indicated potential risks.

As component parts 01 and 02 are close from one to 
another within the territory of one town, the chapter 4.b. 
deals with factors for both of them together.

4.b.(i)   develoPment PreSSureS

As the nominated property is a part of a living town, for 
this sphere of development pressure, the risk factors have 
been divided into several groups:

risks concerning the urban structure and the 
preserved medieval street pattern
The structure of today‘s functional organism of streets, 
squares and open spaces within the property, is based 
on the medieval layout, which has only been minimally 
changed over the centuries. The Preservation of the urban 
values of the area are generally pursued, in practice, by 
the national conservation protection body. The current 
condition is fixed by a protected built-up area with 
many historical, often individually protected buildings 
and the future is anchored to the land-use planning 
documentation of the town, in regulation plans and other 
legislation.

In the current state of legislative provisions, there are 
hardly any threats damage to the urban values of the area, 
since the bodies of conservation protection should be 
asked for their opinion on every potential change, of the 
present urban structure, in the early phase of preparing a 

land-use plan and its updates. Particular attention is paid 
when considering changes in the volume of the buildings 
or projects involving new buildings.

risks concerning the skyline – long-distance views
The skyline of the property consists of silhouettes of the 
historical houses, hop processing, hop drying, and other, 
buildings, which are impressively complemented with the 
vertical structures of the historical dominants, especially 
the towers. The unrepeatable phenomenon of the town’s 
skyline are several dozen high, slender brick chimneys, 
which belong to the hop processing industrial buildings 
of hop drying kilns.

Danger to the panoramic values of the whole would lie in 
the possible additions of modern, high, vertical structures. 
However, this danger has already been minimised by 
establishing protective belts, forming the buffer zone of 
the property, and regulative measures adopted within the 
land-use planning documentation of the town.

Likewise, the skyline of the former Anton Dreher’s Export 
Brewery is highly visible, especially from North, from the 
unbuilt parts of the surrounding landscape. A dominant 

4.
b

4.b   FactorS aFFecting the ProPerty
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element of the ensemble silhouette of the former Anton 
Dreher’s Export Brewery is a brick brewery chimney.

The visual relation, within the property and its wider 
environment, will be further monitored in the process 
of land-use planning, so that within sensitive relations 
height limits will not increase.

risks concerning the roofscape– details and materials
The relevant bodies of state administration and expert 
organisations of conservation protection already control 
all the activities concerning the roofscope of the property. 
This consists in advising on appropriate types of repair 
available focused on authenticity with respect to, the 
materials used for roofing, and preserving as much of 
the valuable surviving details as possible. These details 
include: chimneys and their capitals, roof gangways, 
lightning conductors, specific dormers; ( “oeil-de-boeufs”) 
indicating the secondary function of roof spaces for drying 
hops, and other roof elements.

Protection of the overall roofscope of the property is to 
be applied when considering any possible new buildings 
in vacant building plots of the property. The design and 
volume of such new buildings will be consulted over, 
with the professional staff of the NHI, with respect to 
maintaining the character of the particular surrounding 
built-up area. In the southern part of the component, the 
Prague Suburb, buildings of several architectural styles 
are represented. However, all the significant building 
activities, including industrial hop processing buildings, 
respected the street pattern, material and general height 
levels of the original built-up area.

4.
b.

(i)

Žatec, view from the west. Newly built tall or very large buildings could 
disrupt the preserved panorama and the balance of the scale of the built-
up area.

Žatec, Prague Suburb. The roof- top landscape is completed by a number 
of details, dormers and chimneys, in addition to the typical ceramic tiled 
roofs. 
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The national legal framework contains provisions of 
solving illegal building interventions. It is possible to 
require their remedy or entire removal. Placement of 
advertisements and technical devices onto the roofs will 
be regulated by a new municipal order .

risks concerning the use of the property
Buildings that are not used, are at great risk since their 
maintenance is neglected and the structural security 
provisions are usually insufficient.  Such buildings may 
be damaged or partly destroyed, along with damages to 
bearing structures and opening infills. 

Valuable or even unique authentic details may be lost 
and empty buildings invite trespassing and removal of 
elements of the interior and any surviving technology.

The nominated property is part of a medium-sized town 
and with respect to this, basic supervision is part of the 
general protection and safety of the property: directly 
in component 01, is the main station, in the town, of the 
Czech Republic Police on permanent service. A camera 
monitoring system has been installed in the town, 
currently 7 cameras are installed.

The internal bearing system of the preserved hop 
processing buildings is formed by massive wooden 
frames with a relatively low bearing capacity (two storage 
buildings are made of reinforced concrete). Due to the 
conserving effects of the originally stored hops, however, 
the wooden frames and other structural elements have 
survive. Their worn character does not affect further 
possible functions of such buildings, on the contrary, 
it contributes substantially to their authenticity and 
the original atmosphere of the specific spaces of these 
buildings.

The greatest danger to the property lies in the possible 
inappropriate use of the hops processing buildings. The 
government of the town of Žatec is actively looking for 
the optimum forms of use of the empty buildings. This 
includes cooperation with universities as students are 
able to devote their attention both to the surveying and 
documentation of the buildings and to studies focussed 
on their possible use and/or conversions.

Due to the activities of the Steering Group and the 
experience gain from the project of The Temple of Hops 
and Beer, general recommendations for the possible use 
of the empty buildings have been formulated. These 
recommendations are included in the analytical section of 
the Management Plan.

4.b.(ii)   environmental PreSSureS

the environment
In the second half of the 20th century, acid rain, connected 
with air pollution from industrial agglomerations in the 
nearby Chomutov and Most regions, affected the technical 
conditions of many historic buildings of the nominated 
property, mostly the surfaces of the buildings and their 
roof coverings. At present, such negative influence is 
not expected anymore, especially since the electric 
power plants of northern Bohemia have undergone the 
financially costly process of desulphurisation of their 
emissions.

The most significant natural risk factors influencing 
the condition of the buildings and outdoor pavements 
are phenomena which are generally common, such as 
torrential rain, rain water leaking into the buildings. 
Increased ground and air humidity can occur in 
combination with frost, black ice and effects of strong 
wind. These are common risks, that the owners of buildings 
and other real estate face in general. It is necessary to 
continuously maintain the  buildings. The whole area of 
the Žatec region is located in the rain shadow of “Krušné 
hory”, the Ore Mountains, so these risks are rather lower 
than  in the rest of the Czech Republic.

4.
b.

(ii
)

Žatec, Prague Suburb. A property that is unused and unmaintained may 
be susceptible to environmental influences.
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Fire hazard
The hop processing buildings, with an internal bearing 
wooden structure, have to be well-treated and well-
protected with respect to fire. At the time of their origin, 
the hop processing buildings had to meet criteria of strict 
fire regulations. Fire regulations in the present day Czech 

Republic are of a significant importance in the process 
of obtaining building permission for new buildings and 
structural modifications. Fire prevention inspections and 
modifications of any chimneys and gas appliances are 
obligatory.

The conditions for any fire brigade response in the 
nominated property are good. A Professional Fire Brigade 
is stationed directly in the centre of the Prague Suburb 
(component 01) and it is equipped with the most up-
to-date technology. The driving distance from the fire 
brigade station  is a mere 800 meters to the farthest point 
of the nominated property. A voluntary fire brigade is 
also active in the town. A network of underground fire 
hydrants is available for use.

The property is located on a terrain promontory in the 
close vicinity of the River Ohře, which is another potential 
large source of water in critical situations .

risk of building damage by the geological subsoil
The town of Žatec stands on geologically stabilised subsoil. 
The historic buildings are not affected or endangered 
by subsoil shifts or slumps. Minor damage is caused by 
the occasional failures of the underground utilities and 
sometimes by defects of the rainfall gutter systems. All this, 
however, is general for many other properties globally.

Žatec contains some underground cellars in a few 
undeveloped vacant lots, which are the remains of 
old historic buildings. This fact shall be taken into 
consideration when designing and constructing new 
buildings when any future plans are approved. Despite no 

4.
b.

(ii
)

Žatec, Prague Suburb. Example of a fire in a hop warehouse on Prokopa 
Velkého Square.

Žatec, Prague Suburb. Regular inspections and repairs of chimneys and 
their heads may prevent damage caused by wind and rain.

Žatec, Prague Suburb. Local flooding caused by unexpected torrential 
rain could damage certain details of corridors and the ground floor of 
buildings.
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COMPONENT PART 
NUMBER OF INHABITANTS 

WITHIN THE PROPERTY

NUMBER OF INHABITANTS 

WITHIN THE BUFFER ZONE

TOTAL 

NUMBER 

01 - HISTORICAL CENTRE 

OF THE TOWN AND THE PRAGUE SUBURB
2 312 1 085 3 397

02 - DREHER’S EXPORT BREWERY        5       18               23

         Total number 2 317 1 103 3 492

significant building activities being envisaged, the town of 
Žatec conducted a speleological examination of the area 
of the main components of the property. This examination 
resulted in photo-documentation and map of the existing 
underground area. Therefore any significant problems 
regarding the structural stability, anywhere within the 
nominated property, are not expected.

4.b.(iii)  natural diSaSterS and riSK 

PreParedneSS

risk of flooding on the property
Due to the setting of the main component part 01 of the 
nominated property on an elevated promontory, flooding 
cannot be expected.  From a legal viewpoint in the local 
plan, the area where the property is located does not lie 
within a defined flood zone.

The component part 02 – the Dreher Export Brewery is 
located north of the river and it is also in a rather safe area. 
It does not lie within a defined flood zone and it is at a 
satisfactory distance from the river.

risk of earthquake
The town of Žatec, and the Czech Republic as a whole, 
does not lie in any seismically active zone. However, 
the possibility of local light earth tremors can never be 
eliminated or predicted. This type of natural disaster 
would pose the greatest risk to the chimneys of the hop 
buildings.

4.b.(iv)  reSPonSible viSitation at 

world haritage SiteS

Žatec has a large experience in tourism and the main part 
of the property is prepared for a potential increase in the 
number of visitors. The Town of Žatec annually organises 
events with a traditionally high attendance, such as 
the popular Hop Harvest Festival. This unique open-air 
celebration of the hop harvest brings up to 65,000 visitors 
every year.

With the planned increased use of the nominated 
property, both in public spaces and some other historic 

buildings for visitor attractions and /or facilities, the local 
risk of damage to values in the property, by tourists, is 
realistic. However, the area of the historic centre and its 
suburbs is quite extensive, and most events take place 
in public spaces. No damage to the cultural monuments 
caused by a high number of visitors, due to the increased 
humidity in a particular area or other reasons, has been 
observed yet. Žatec is not among those places where 
large influxes of tourists negatively affect life in the town, 
but the town management is well aware of the need to 
improve a number of issues. It is necessary to extend, 
and even slightly expand out of the property area, the 
infrastructure, services and parking capacity for gradually 
increasing number of visitors. The necessary measures are 
presented in the property’s Management Plan.

Existing tourist services are already available at three 
information centres within the property that provide 
information about the best routes (see Chapter 5.h for 
more details)

4.b.(v)  number oF inhabitantS, 

within the ProPerty and the 

buFFer zone

The number of inhabitants of Žatec is rather stable and 
this applies to the property as well. 

The table below shows the situation in 2016.

4.
b.

(ii
i)

Žatec, Urban Conservation Area. Excessive public interest in the property 
may result in pressure to use the buildings and public spaces inappropriately. 
Žatec Hop Harvest Festival 2014.
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(General remark:  With the exception of the sub-
chapter 5.a (Ownership) where indicated separately, all 
information prepared for this Chapter 5 are relevant to 
both component parts 01 and 02)).

5.a ownerShiP

The ownership structure within the scope of the 
nominated property is mixed. 

component part 01
The listed tangible heritage (designated heritage assets), 
located in the territory of the component 01, are mostly in 
the private ownership of physical and legal entities. 

Most of the hops processing industrial buildings are 
in ownership of legal entities, above all, the of the 
company Chmelařství, cooperative Žatec with its main 
offices outside of the nominated property (Chmelařství, 
cooperative Žatec is an organisation comprising almost all 
Czech hop-growers with around 90 % of the hop acreage 
in the Czech Republic. Basic company profile can be found 
on the website http://www.chmelarstvi.cz/en/ .

The gradual transfer of hops processing activities into 
modern facilities, north of the historical centre of the 
town, has been followed by selling the old facilities to new 
owners. However, this has been a relatively slow process 
which is connected with the control of the Municipal 
Office.

The Town of Žatec  is another important owner of  real 
estates in the nominated property. The municipality also 
plans, according to its financial capabilities, to purchase 
a number of preserved hops processing buildings 
which have the highest extent of authenticity and can 
accommodate a functional conversion into use for suitable 
social functions (for more see the section Management 
Plan).

component part 02
Dreher’s Export Brewery, component 02, is currently 
owned by two legal entities; Žatecký pivovar spol. s 
r.o. is  the owner of the malt house and the company 

RETROPENE s.r.o. is the owner of the remaining buildings.  
The ownership of real estates in the Czech Republic can 
be monitored continuously using publicly available 
information of the Czech Cadastral and Surveying Institute 
on an online application called “browsing through the 
real estate cadastre”. The application http://nahlizenidokn.
cuzk.cz/ enables user to get selected data concerning the 
ownership of plots and constructions. Browsing through 
the real estate cadastre is accessible to all Internet users; 
no registration is necessary and it is free of charge. 

Moreover, an owner of a cultural monument in the 
Czech Republic is obliged in law to report any change 
in its ownership, management, or use, or its relocation 
to the professional  organisation of the state heritage 
preservation.  Reporting has to be made within thirty days 
from the date of such change.

Structure of ownership in nominated property as of 
2016

Ownership In %

01. Historical centre of the town and the 
Prague Suburb

State 3 %

Region 1 %

Church 1 %

Town of Žatec 8 % 

Private – legal entity 17 %

Private – natural person 70 %

Total 100 %

02. Dreher’s Export Brewery

Private – legal entity 100 %

 
For purposes of this nomination documentation a detailed 
overview of the ownership structure in both component 
parts the nominated property is included in Annex No. 
7.b.4) 

5. Protection and management of the 
property
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5.b Protective deSignation

The entire area of the nominated property of „Žatec - the 
town of hops “ is protected under the national heritage 
act no. 20/1987, on the State heritage Preservation as 
amended. The protection of built cultural heritage and 
historic urban structures has a long tradition in the Czech 
Republic. 

the hiStorical centre oF the town and the 
Prague Suburb (the component part 01)

The protection of the component part 01 can be divided 
in two main stages:

The northern part of component 01, which in fact is the 
town‘s historic centre with a prevailing number of burgher 
houses and buildings of higher architectonic importance, 
was chosen for legal protection shortly after the adoption 
of the first legal act concerning  cultural heritage in 1958. 
The historic core of Žatec was amongst the first historic 
towns and cities, in what was then Czechoslovakia, which 
were declared urban heritage reserves in 1961. The 
protection, regulation and consulting practice has taken 
longer than a half of century.

The neighbouring southern part of component 01, 
Pražské předměstí („the Prague Suburb“), comprising 
most of  the specific “hops related” buildings, has been 
protected as a continuous area an urban heritage zone 
since 2003 after a process of awareness raising.  As in 
other (especially European) countries, recognising the 
importance of technical, industrial and other kinds of 
built heritage came later than in the case of architectonic 
landmarks. In Žatec, the extraordinary urban structure of 
hops processing buildings became the basis of increased 
interest by the late 1990s´which resulted in the idea of 
the protection the whole large area comprising those 
interesting and valuable buildings in the entirety of their 
functions, state of preservation and ownership. 

These two closely neighbouring protected areas, of the 
Urban Heritage Reserve of 1961 and the Urban Heritage 
Zone of 2003, now form an extensive area of the main 
component part of the nominated property .

In addition to the protection of the overall urban structure, 
covering all the properties and aimed mostly at the urban 
attributes and values of the whole, there is currently (2016) 
a total of 138 properties and their premises that have 
cultural heritage status. This means extra protection and 
professional care is necessary to ensure the authenticity 
of their design, material substance, technical and 

decorative features and other details in their maintenance 
and restoration. The survey process and more detailed 
documentation of the nominated property  is being 
continued so some other buildings might be declared 
cultural heritage assets in the near future. 

dreher’S exPort brewery (the component part 02)

The component part 02 was declared a cultural 
monument in 2015 after the more detailed description 
of values of that important ensemble and a complex 
process administered by the Ministry of Culture.  Now it is 
registered in the Central list of Cultural Monuments under 
registration number 105565. (However, the importance of 
this  brewery for the topic of this nominated property had 
already been recognized at the time when the Tentative 
List Form of this project was formulated in 2007).

legal documents:
(Summary of legal documents concerning the protection 
is included in Annex 7.b.1)

the hiStorical centre oF the town and the 
Prague Suburb (the component part 01)

the urban heritage reserve of Žatec was established 
by the decree of the ministry of culture no. 36.568/61-
v/2 from 08/ 17/ 1961 on the declaration of Urban 
Heritage Reserves in Kutná Hora, Tábor, Jindřichův 
Hradec, Slavonice, Žatec and the establishment of the 
archaeological heritage area in Slavníkovská Libice.

the decree of the ministry of culture of the ČSr no. 
16.417/87–vi/1 from 12/21/1987 extended the Urban 
Heritage Reserve. 

the urban heritage zone of Žatec was declared by 
the decree of the ministry of culture of the cr, no. 
108/2003 coll. (item 44), from 04/ 4. 2003. 

decree no. 420/2008 coll., from november 28, 2008, 
on the essentials of the plan for the protection of urban 
heritage reserves and urban heritage zones.

the buffer zone of component 01 of the property was 
also declared in two stages following the stages of the 
described protection of urban structure above. The 
boundaries of the buffer zone of the nominated property 
component 01 are defined in a way that connects the 
boundaries both of the protective belt of the declared 
urban heritage reserve and the protective belt of 
the urban heritage zone (according the Art. 17 of the 
National Heritage Act No. 20/1987).

5.
b
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dreher’S exPort brewery  (the component part 02 )

dreher’s export brewery have been declared a cultural 
heritage asset by the Decision of the Ministry of Culture 
No. 4595/2015 from 1/21/2015.  Annex No. 7.b.

The protective belt of the component part 02 has been 
prepared in December 2016, (according the Art. 17 of 
the National Heritage Act No. 20/1987). It comprises the 
immediate vicinity around that Dreher´s Brewery large 
enough to secure the future visual dominance of this 
valuable ensemble. According the functional regulation 
settled already in the “Spatial Plan” for the whole Town 
of Žatec, the areas within this buffer zone around 
the Dreher´s Brewery can be used either only for low 
structures of residential family houses or for the present 
usage and maintenance of existing structure. Any new 
development shall be subject to consideration by the 
heritage preservation authority. The conditions set in 
the protective conditions shall be stable,  independent 
of possible future planning documents of individual 
building projects.

the buffer zone of component 02 of the property 
(according the Art. 17 of the National Heritage Act No. 
20/1987) was indicated in 2016 and the basic conditions 
of protection formulated. The areas is presented in maps 
included in this nomination documentation. The process 
of designation of this protective belt, the buffer zone 
to the Component 02, will be launched by the Regional 
Office Decision in 2017.

The increased protection of the extended environment of 
the nominated property that ensured its high degree of 
conservation arises from the abovementioned facts. The 
property owners are used to the increased supervision by 
heritage preservation authorities.
 
The buffer zones of both component parts shall guarantee 
supervision of construction activities in the immediate 
vicinity of the property.

The general protection of wider setting of the property 
as a whole. This protection would be further enhanced 
if the property is registered by an international heritage 
status and also the introduction of regular monitoring at a 
national and international level.

The Town of Žatec has also provided a town planning 
document (Spatial Plan, from 2008) for its entire territory. 
This document sets out the conditions for construction 
projects, including the density of the buildings and the 
main functions of individual real properties.  The updated 
plan was approved by the Decision of the Municipality 
of the Town of Žatec  No. 356/2015 on 8th October  2015. 

According the Czech Building Act it can be regarded as 
“local building law”. The provisions of the Spatial Plan were 
prepared with the involvement of heritage protection 
authorities with advising support of the National Heritage 
Institute. The plan also deals with the transport issues 
covering the whole town and establishes other conditions 
for the potential development of the town so that the 
protected area is not endangered (see chapter 5.d).

5.c   meanS oF imPlementing 
Protective meaSureS

The conservation of the cultural heritage and its 
relevant utilisation in general are defined by a series 
of international conventions and methodological 
documents as well as through legal regulations of the 
Czech Republic. Conservation of tangible historic heritage 
has a long tradition in the Czech Republic and national 
regulations and the principles for their implementation 
are coordinated with international documents. The 
implementation of the legal provisions defining the 
protection and conservation for cultural properties is 
executed in at various levels, from central up to regional 
and local authorities.

The protection, conservation and treatment of the 
nominated property is governed primarily by the 
following legal instruments :

national heritage act no. 20/1987, on the State 
heritage Preservation as amended – the so-called 
Heritage Law (Czech version- https://www.npu.cz/portal/
npu-a-pamatkova-pece/pamatky-a-pamatkova-pece/
pravni-predpisy-a-mezinarodni-dokumenty/text-zakona-
o-pamatkove-peci.pdf ), and decree no. 66/1988 coll., 
for the Implementation of the Act on state on the State 
heritage Preservation, as amended https://www.npu.cz/
portal/npu-a-pamatkova-pece/pamatky-a-pamatkova-
pece/pravni-predpisy-a-mezinarodni-dokumenty/
provadeci-vyhlaska-c-66_1988.pdf)

act no. 183/2006 coll., on Spatial Planning and 
building rules (building act) – the Czech version  is 
available primarily on the web site of the Ministry of 
Regional Development: http://www.mmr.cz/upload/files/
uzemni%20planovani%20a%20stav.rad/SZ_232.pdf 

Where an English version of this Act is available also:  http://
www.mmr.cz/upload/files/uzemni%20planovani%20
a%20stav.rad/SZ_138_2006.angl.pdf.
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This “Building Act“ is supported with the series of related 
Decrees of the Ministry of Regional Development which 
explain many aspects of this Act in more details. They are 
also available on-line so all the participants involved in 
the process of building can obtain the latest version of all 
legislation.

convention for the Protection of the architectural 
heritage of europe (the granada convention) 
The Czech Republic acceded to the Convention for the 
Protection of the Architectural Heritage of Europe, which 
is registered in the International Treaties Collection under 
No. 73/2000 Coll. According to Art. 10 of Constitutional 
Law No. 1/1993 Coll., Constitution of the Czech Republic, 
as amended by Constitutional Law No. 347/1997 Coll., 
Constitutional Law No. 300/2000 Coll., and Constitutional 
Law No. 395/2001 Coll., with effect on 6/6 2002. The decree 
of the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs No. 73/2000 Coll. 
m. s., on the adoption of the Convention for the Protection 
of the Architectural Heritage of Europe. In the case of non-
compliance with Czech law (including Act No. 20/1987 
Coll.), This Convention shall be superior.

the european convention on the Protection of  
archaeological heritage (the valletta convention) 
from 16/1/1992

Decree of the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs No. 99/2000 
Coll. m. s., on the adoption of the European Convention 
on the Protection of the Archaeological Heritage. The 
Convention is part of the Czech legal system by the same 
principle as described above.
(Czech version - http://www.npu.cz/pp/dokum/legisl/
umlarcheol/, English version - ).

the convention concerning the Protection of the 
world cultural and natural heritage 
http://www.unesco.org/whc/nwhc/pages/home/pages/
homepage.htm

DECLARATION No. 159/1991 Coll., on the adoption of 
the Convention concerning the Protection of the World 
Cultural and Natural Heritage. 

the convention for the Protection of cultural Property 
in the event of armed conflict (Decree by the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs No. 94/1958 Coll., on the Convention for 
the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed 
Conflict and the Hague Protocol from 1954), The Second 
Protocol on the Convention for the Protection of Cultural 
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict from 1954 (no. 
71/2007 of the International Treaties Collection). Generally 
the Czech Republic plans to apply for the enhanced 
protection under this Convention for properties inscribed 
on the World Heritage List.

uneSco recommendations for historic urban 
landscapes adopted by the general conference of 
uneSco in 2011.

the operational guidelines for the implementation of 
the convention concerning the Protection of  world 
cultural and natural heritage, including the nara 
document on authenticity.

icomoS charters 
The National Committee of ICOMOS has been actively 
operating in the Czech Republic for a long time. 
Through its devotion, in cooperation with the National 
Heritage Institute, the major international charters and 
recommendations by ICOMOS have been  gradually 
translated into the Czech language. They have already 
been issued at several stages  in  printed versions, and 
are available in digital versions on the Internet - http://
www.icomos.cz/images/dokumenty/mezinarodni-
dokumenty-2011.pdf
They can therefore be quoted, when necessary, in expert 
opinions and decisions of executive bodies when dealing 
with specific projects. 

State administration in the field of heritage preservation 
includes activities, measures and decisions by the 
executive bodies of state monument care and the 
professional organisations of state heritage preservation 
to provide and organise the conservation, protection and 
appropriate use of cultural heritage. These  bodies are 
usually involved in promotion and education activities 
as well. Legislation in the Czech Republic is subject 
to the National Heritage Act No. 20/1987  Coll. and its 
implementation decree. 

A set of national methodical materials, in the field of care 
for historical heritage, has been developed for a long 
time in the Czech Republic. Most of the materials were 
prepared by the National Heritage Institute to unify its 
scope of activity. The methodology for the preparation 
of plans on the protection of heritage reserves and zones 
was prepared also following the Decree No. 420/2008 Coll.
(see above) A plan of protection can simplify, in a unified 
way, the execution of the activities that may influence the 
preservation and the application of values of the heritage 
reserve or zone. We can also name in summary the 
activities to which any detailed supervision of heritage 
care is not relevant and increase the predictability of 
administration proceedings. So far, it is still quite a recent  
instrument, not spread widely in practice, and has not 
been applied in Žatec.

Other numerous methodical materials are offered by the 
National Heritage Institute; these materials are completed 
and updated to support of research and development. 
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Most of published materials are in the Czech language and 
using the filter “metodiky” can be found here: https://www.
npu.cz/cs/npu-a-pamatkova-pece/npu-jako-instituce/
publikace

main principles of applying the legal instruments
The above mentioned Act No. 20/87 Coll. is the main 
legislative measure in the field of state heritage care. 
Provisions of the Act include a set of rights and liabilities of 
owners of heritage assets, owners of real estates located in 
heritage-protected territories, administration authorities 
(not only the authorities relevant for this field, but also 
e.g. building offices) and professional organisations for 
heritage care. Further the provisions specify rights and 
liabilities of municipalities and other physical and legal 
entities and organisational structures of execution of state 
administration. The Act also includes sanction provisions 
for non-fulfilment or breach of individual liabilities and 
provisions of the Act. 

All the owners of cultural heritage assets  and national 
cultural heritage have their obligations specified by the 
Act No. 20/87 Coll. on State Heritage Preservation, as 
amended later. The owner of a cultural heritage asset shall, 
among other thing, care for its preservation at his own 
costs, maintain it in good condition and protect it against 
any danger, damage, impairment or theft. He may use the 
cultural heritage asset  only in the way that corresponds to 
its cultural and political importance, historic and/or artistic 
importance or other values and technical conditions. 

Further the owner of a cultural heritage asset  shall report 
any danger or damage to the cultural heritage asset to 
the municipal office of the municipality with extended 
authority and in the case of a national cultural heritage 
asset, to the locally relevant Regional Office and ask for 
a decision on how to remedy the case. The owner of a 
cultural heritage asset shall also report in advance each 
intended change in use of the cultural monument to 
the municipal office of the municipality with extended 
authority and in case of a national heritage asset, to the 
locally relevant Regional Office.

In case the owner of a cultural monument intends to carry 
our maintenance, repairs, renovation or other work on 
the cultural monument or its surroundings, he shall apply 
in advance for the binding judgement of the municipal 
office of the municipality with extended authority and 
in case of a national cultural monument, to the locally 
relevant Regional Office.

Restoration of cultural monuments or their parts may 
only be carried out by persons with certified professional 
authority and upon permission issued by the Ministry 
of Culture of the Czech Republic. The owners, state 

administration authorities, local government authorities 
and professional organisations share complex care for 
cultural heritage in the Czech Republic in different extents 
of details and responsibilities.

the government of the czech republic  – adopts the 
principal conceptual documents and binds its members to 
implement them. In the field of care for historical cultural 
heritage asset and therefore for the nominated property 
in Žatec, the Concept of care for historical monuments in 
the Czech Republic in the years 2011 to 2016, is currently 
relevant (https://www.mkcr.cz/koncepce-pamatkove-
pece-256.html). The document for the future period 
will follow these principles. The government supervises 
implementation of the Convention Concerning the 
Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage that was 
published in Act No. 159/1991 Coll. And can be involved in 
a more difficult cases.

the czech commission for uneSco – it was established 
by a resolution of the government, on 1st of June 1994, as 
an advisory body of the Czech government for UNESCO 
matters. The main task of the Commission is to mediate 
between the contacts of Czech institutions and experts 
with UNESCO. The Commission studies the UNESCO 
documents, spreads ideas of this organisation in the Czech 
Republic and submits its suggestions for further UNESCO 
activities to the secretariat in Paris. Members of the 
Commission include representatives of central, and other 
important scientific, cultural and pedagogical, institutions 
as well as important personalities of Czech science and 
culture. The Czech Commission secretariat for UNESCO 
is engaged actively in the agenda connected with world 
heritage. More information in English is incorporated in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the CR website here. http://
www.mzv.cz/jnp/en/foreign_relations/international_
organisations/unesco_united_nations_educational/
czech_commission_for_unesco/index.html

the ministry of culture of the czech republic
The Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic is the 
supreme executive body of state historical monument 
preservation, and the body for appeal against decisions of 
regional authorities. The Ministry prepares departmental 
conceptual measures and assigns financial means for 
the restoration of historical monuments from central 
resources (see chapter 5.f ).

The task of state care for historical monuments are 
fulfilled, above all, by the Monument Care Department of 
this Ministry:

- it declares structures as cultural historical 
monuments and when necessary, it cancels these 
declarations.
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- it gives its judgement on landscape planning for the 
area of any property inscribed on the World Heritage 
List. At present  it is involved in the development 
planning documents concerning Žatec.

-  it is the competent body to negotiate any proposal 
on measures of a general nature by which plans on 
the protection of historical reserves and zones are 
issued. 

The web pages of the Ministry of Culture include a 
complete list of the applicable national legal regulations, 
most of them available online in complete wording, 
including the relevant international conventions.

https://w w w.mkcr.cz/pravni-predpisy-z- oblast i -
pamatkove-pece-253.html 

Basic information in English is available here. https://www.
mkcr.cz/?lang=en 

The Ministry of Culture also executes, through the 
Monument Inspectorate as its specialised control body, 
central supervision over observance of the Heritage 
Preservation Act and its implementation regulations. If 
some failings are found, it proposes measures for their 
remedy and supervises their fulfilment, or proposes to 
impose a penalty.

It is the superior, and establishing, body of the professional 
organisation of the National Heritage Institute (its role see 
below).

The Department of Foreign relations of the Ministry 
of Culture of the Czech Republic includes a separate 
department to deal with communicating with the Centre 
of World Heritage for matters of cultural heritage of 
UNESCO or Secretariat ICOMOS in Paris. It is also engaged 
in projects of international cooperation with the states 
party to these matters. Web pages of the Ministry contain, 
in Czech versions, the basic UNESCO documents related to 
cultural heritage.

Address:
Ministerstvo kultury ČR
Oddělení památkové péče/ or oddělení mezinárodních 
vztahů
Maltézské náměstí 471/1
118 11 Praha 1 – Malá Strana

the ministry for regional development in the czech 
republic (mmr)
The Ministry for Regional Development in the Czech 
Republic is the supreme authority with authority, among 
others, to issue building laws and decrees concerning 

development planning. This ministry is also responsible 
for the national coordination of structural funds and 
European Union programmes. 

Development planning is provided in a hierarchy of 
planning documents linked to each other, with liability 
to respect higher levels of materials, at regional or local 
levels. The MMR is also the supreme authority of state 
administration for appeals in matters of development 
planning documentation.

The MMR also provides extensive methodical support for 
local and regional authorities and cooperates with other 
ministries on several conceptual and strategic materials. 
Basic information in English is available at http://mmr.cz/
en/Homepage

The document “Policy of Regional Development of The 
Czech Republic” has a state-wide extent for solutions and 
has been put into practice repeatedly. The document 
specifies the basic requirements for specific tasks of 
development planning in the republic, internationally, 
super-regionally and with cross-border relations. It 
specifies the strategy and basic conditions for the 
fulfilment of these tasks, the priorities of the development 
planning and indicates the regions with increased 
requirements for changes to be made in areas with specific 
values. The criteria and conditions for decision-making on 
the possibilities of changes are specified for the defined 
regions, corridors and areas. In view of the town of Žatec 
there are not any discrepancies with this document. 

The Czech Republic has a stabilised system of development 
planning for the long term. The preparation of any 
Development Planning Documentation (ÚPD) is based on 
processes given by the Building Act which attempts to link 
ÚPD contents in view  wider relations, where the contents 
of the ÚPD of a lower administrative unit, and the ÚPD of 
a higher regional, and of further state-wide importance, 
must be harmonised. In the case of Žatec, harmonisation 
of the local Development Plan (ÚP) with the Principles 
of Territorial Development (ZÚR) of the Ústí Region is 
controlled. 

national heritage institute (nPÚ)
The National Heritage Institute (NHI) is an organisation 
related to the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic. 
The current laws, particularly the Heritage Act, charge 
this institute with numerous specialised tasks in the field 
of state heritage preservation. The institute provides; 
for example, professional documents for decisions of 
executive bodies, methodologies on the unification 
of approaches in the field of the preservation and 
development of the historical heritage fund in the Czech 
Republic and maintains its national heritage listings. 
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The NHI intervenes actively in the process of declaration 
of individual assets, structures and areas as protected 
cultural monuments of the Czech Republic and, within 
the scope of its authority, it provides their documentation. 
Adhering to the territorial administrative division of 
the Czech Republic, the NHI is composed of 14 regional 
departments seated in each region with the Directorate 
General as its headquarters. Its professional capabilities 
and knowledge are also reflected in the management for 
more than 100 static cultural historical properties, mostly 
extensive castles and country houses, accessible to public.  
As for world heritage within the Czech Republic, the 
NHI significantly assists in the implementation of the 
Convention on the Protection of World Cultural and 
Natural Heritage.

As Periodical Reporting to the World Heritage Centre is 
concerned, the institute provides the preparation of the 
first part of the report, the application of the convention 
by the contractual country and, in cooperation with its 
relevant regional departments, it guarantees and prepares, 
second part, The State of conservation of individual World 
Heritage Sites.  

Address:
NPÚ, generální ředitelství
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
118 11 Praha 1 – Malá Strana 
https://www.npu.cz/cs

regional level 
the regional office of Ústí region 
The Regional Office of the Ústí Region controls the  
execution of state heritage preservation through 
its department of heritage preservation. The office 
communicates with the owners of historical monuments, 
such as municipalities and legal or physical entities. The 
department of culture and heritage preservation of the 
Regional Office of the Ústí Region has four employees 
appointed for the task of heritage preservation. Their tasks 
include the execution of their specific authority in the field 
of state heritage preservation determined, in the region, 
by the heritage law. In addition to the task of specifying  the 
procedures needed in the restoration of national cultural 
historical monuments, they manage appeal proceedings 
against decisions and binding judgements issued by the 
municipality authorities with extended knowledge and 
authority in the field of heritage preservation within the 
region. 

The Office is also charged with the authority to make 
decisions on the possible relocation of a cultural historical 
monument. The office also issues judgements for purposes 
of preparation of development planning documentation 
and judgements to any proposals on declarations, or 

cancellations, of cultural historical monuments within the 
regional jurisdiction. 

Address:
Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje
Velká Hradební 3118/48
400 01 Ústí nad Labem
http://www.kr-ustecky.cz/EN/

national heritage institute, regional department in 
Ústí nad labem
It is the regional department of the National Heritage 
Institute for the territory of the Ústí Region. The institute 
provides written judgements on the conservation and 
restoration of cultural, historical monuments and on 
historical, urban heritage areas for the executive bodies of 
the State Heritage Preservation; in case of the nominated 
property it is the Town Office of Žatec, the ORM department 
of heritage preservation.
 
Address:
Národní památkový ústav, ÚOP v Ústí nad Labem
Podmokelská 1/38
400 07 Ústí nad Labem – Krásné Březno
https://www.npu.cz/cs/uop-usti-nad-labem

local level 
the town office of Žatec 
The town of Žatec has its own office which connects the 
tasks of local government care, for the town, and the 
execution of state administration in specified fields. 

For the protection of values of the nominated property the 
department of spatial planning and heritage preservation 
fulfils the tasks of a body for state heritage preservation 
as follows: 

- it applies judgements to spatial planning 
documentation for the whole territory of the 
town. For the nominated property this authority is 
transferred to the Ministry of Culture (with emphasis 
on the northern part of the component 01) and the 
Regional Office in Ústí nad Labem,

-  in matters concerning the whole property and the 
individual protected cultural historical structures 
it executes supervision over their restoration 
and during any construction, changes, terrain or 
greenery modifications, placing or removal of 
historic equipment,

- It controls building activities and any significant 
changes related to maintenance work and 
changes on other real estate within the nominated 
property that are not designated cultural historical 
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monuments as well as any possible planned building 
changes within the buffer zone,

-  it may impose penalties to physical and legal entities 
for breach of obligations imposed by the Act on 
State Heritage Preservation.

Basic direct contacts and all the necessary forms helping 
the smooth communication of the property owners with 
this executive body are online, accessible on the Town 
Office web pages:
http://www.mesto-zatec.cz/mestsky-urad/odbory-
uradu/stavebni-a-vyvlastnovaci-urad-zivotni-prostredi/
pamatkova-pece/ 

Address:
Městský úřad Žatec
Náměstí Svobody 1
438 24 Žatec

other administration authorities
These include all the bodies of state administration, which 
make decisions according to special legal regulations, 
and whose mutual linkage is monitored in the legislative 
process of inter-department discussion process and in the 
Parliament of the Czech Republic. 

Their decisions may affect the interests of state heritage 
preservation concerning the protection or preservation 
of the static cultural historical monuments in Žatec and 
the environment of the nominated property. Decisions 
on their proper utilisations are always issued on the 
basis of binding judgements of the Town Office in Žatec, 
in the department of landscape planning and heritage 
preservation, and the department of heritage preservation 
of the Ústí Region. 

Any possible changes in the utilisation of constructions 
on the territory of the nominated property are subject 
to permission of the Building Office of the Town Office in 
Žatec according to Act No. 183/2006 Coll. on landscape 
planning and building orders. The basic parameters, for 
the construction and its utilisation, are subject to zoning 
and planning decisions. This is followed by a building 
permit solving, in detail, the technical parameters and 
the architecture of the construction, or giving approval 
with notification of the construction, in the cases of 
constructions not requiring any building permit according 
to the Building Act. Also landscape modifications 
and equipment, for example advertising or technical 
equipment, are also subject to a permit of the Building 
Office. 

In cases where the matter cannot be solved by the Building 
Office, for example, restoration of part of a construction, 

artistic decorations or statues, or other activity that is not 
subject to the proceedings in view of the Building Act, the 
decisions on repairs are issued by the relevant body of 
state heritage preservation using its own administrative 
decision, in the case of cultural historical monuments 
in Žatec the decisions are issued by the department of 
heritage preservation of the Town Office in Žatec. 

A written judgement of the Regional Department of the 
National Heritage Institute (NHI) in Ústí nad Labem is the 
necessary document to issue a binding judgement of 
the state heritage preservation body in Žatec. In case of 
complicated issues or proceedings of appeal, a judgement 
of the general directorate of NHI in Praha is required. 

In cases where the owner of the construction  disagrees 
with the contents of a binding judgement of the state 
heritage preservation body, the owner may appeal against 
it. The contents of the binding judgement, issued as an 
initial document of the decision of the Building Office, 
can only be contested by appealing against the decision 
of the Building Office. In cases where the judgement of 
the state heritage preservation body has been issued in 
a separate administrative decision, it can be contested by 
appealing directly against it.

the following authorities are authorised to accept 
appeals: 

- the department of Culture and Heritage Preservation 
of the Regional Office of Ústí Region in Ústí nad 
Labem;  in the case of a binding judgement coming 
from the department of heritage preservation of the 
Town Office in Žatec,

- in case of a binding judgement coming from the 
department of Culture and Heritage Preservation‘s 
Regional Office in Ústí nad Labem  it is the Ministry 
of Culture of the Czech Republic.
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5.d   exiSting PlanS related 
to the municiPality and the 
region in which the ProPoSed 
ProPerty iS located

Act No. 183/2006 Coll. on landscape planning and building 
order has been valid in the Czech Republic since  1st January 
2007. This Act imposes the updating of development 
planning on the municipalities.  Updating the existing, 
as well as newly prepared, development plans reflects 
the historical heritage protection on the territory and the 
protection of individual structures declared in connection 
with the delimitation of individual components of the 
Czech part of the series.

The basic information on urban planning principles in 
the Czech Republic in English language  is available 
at: http://www.mmr.cz/en/Uzemni-a-bytova-politika/
Uzemni-planovani-a-stavebni-rad.

the Spatial Plan
Based on the Building Act, the Spatial Plan (SP), of Žatec, is 
a basic document used for decision-making in the territory, 
particularly for the decision-making of the Building Office. 
Its contents were prepared through the mutual consent of 
the relevant bodies of state administration including the 
state heritage preservation bodies, particularly the Town 
Office in Žatec. 

The updated Spatial Plan for the Town of Žatec was 
approved by the local authority in 2015. 

The material was prepared by the Kadlec K. K. Nusle, 
spol. s.r.o. company,  with the architect designer Daniela 
Binderová.

The  Spatial Plan  accepted the principles of the protective 
decrees (see above in Chap. 5 c.) and specified in detail 
the main values  in the urbanistic view of Žatec that have 
to be respected: 
- the constructions in the historical heritage territories 

with emphasis on the technical monuments of hops 
processing,

-  the protection of the historical contour of the 
town including determining landscape relief of 
the surrounding cultural landscape, compositional 
linkages and a town panorama perceptible from 
panoramic viewing places,

-  the character of the preserved historical medieval  
structure of the street network and several historical 
squares in places of former medieval churches and 
burial sites,

- the technical historical monuments of hop processing, 
the brewery and related manufactures including their 
chimney stacks. 

For the working assessment of these intentions in any 
part of the nominated property, the Town Office in Žatec 
utilises expert documents. 

Plan of Protection (Principles of monument care 
for urban heritage reserves - SPÚ Ústí nad labem 
2001-2002, ing arch. miriam Skoumalová et al.). This 
document specifies the general directions to be followed 
for the northern part of the component.

This document is followed by other conceptual 
documents:

Programme of regeneration of the urban heritage 
reserve Žatec
Programmes of restoration for state-protected towns 
and cities with valuable urbanistic structures are the 
basic condition for applications submitted by town or 
city governments to assign the funding provided by the 
Ministry of Culture (in more details see Chap. 5.f ). The Town 
of Žatec is an active participant in this process and the 
programme of restoration  currently includes the whole 
territory of component 01 of the nominated property.

1994 – atelier Vega Praha, ing. arch. Baše (basic document 
for starting of conceptual works)
2003 – Huml & Vaníček Žatec, ing. arch. Jiří Vaníček 
(updating 1)
2010 – Huml & Vaníček Žatec, ing. arch. Jiří Vaníček 
(updating 2)
In 2010 the City of Žatec was awarded a regional prize 
for the best document of this kind, http://www.mesto-
zatec.cz/e_download.php?file=data/editor/42cs_4.
pdf&original=1486_0001.pdf

The last two mentioned documents were used as initial 
documents for the preparation of a management plan 
for this nomination documentation, (see Chap. 5.E). This 
maintains the continuity of opinions on the values of 
the property and enhances predictability of the actions 
needed for the care of the historical monuments even 
among their owners. 

the Strategic Plan of the town of Žatec
The Town of Žatec formulated a conceptual document 
for the near future.  This document includes goals to be 
attained across the whole of the nominated property. 
Together with the Spatial Plan of the Town of Žatec, the 
Strategic Plan should be the basic document for the 
sustainable future development of the town. The Strategic 
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Plan corresponds to existing, documents from various 
disciplines. It is a conceptual document that defines the 
needs and interests of the town.

The currently valid Plan of Development of the Town 
(Strategic Plan) was approved by the Town Council of 
Žatec in its resolution No. 276/15 on 2nd September 2015. 
It follows the preceding strategic document No. 123/08 
of 2008. The strategic plan sets up the main trends of the 
town‘s development in the following five to eight years, 
therefore for the period 2015 to 2020, with prospects up 
to the year 2023.

The key areas described also include an area called 
generally UNESCO. There are specified strategic goals 
and measures to support the nomination of the property 
for its inclusion on the World Heritage List and for the 
sustainability of cultural heritage values in the town. 
The defined measures are in full compliance with the 
measures mentioned in the Management Plan. This 
method enabled implementing the goals, formulated 
in the course of preparation of this nomination, into a 
complete town strategic document  in 2015.

5.e   ProPerty management 
Plan or other management 
SyStem

The Management Plan is a separate annex to this 
documentation, Annex No. 7.c.

The document results from the collective participation 
activities of the working group established for the 
preparation of the nomination documentation. In the 
process of the preparation for the nomination, which 
has been set out for many years, from the time of the 
property being put on the national indicative list, a 
group of experienced people has been stabilised. These 
people, with knowledge of the values of Žatec, at a local, 
regional, national and international level, helped to carry 
out a wide analysis of the possibilities for the nomination 
and formulated rational goals for this document. The 
Management Plan follows former programmes and 
utilises more than fifty years of experience with legal 
protection of the oldest part of the property and twenty 
years of experience with applying and monitoring various 
chances for funding for the restoration of the property‘s 
values. It brings a set of intentions that are already running  
and  intentions planned to preserve the authenticity 
and for the conversion of utilisation of the property. The 
Management Plan also provides a basic institutional 

platform for the controlled protection of the site as well 
as for the possible financial resources to preserve the 
nominated property.

In this Chapter 5.e. only the main principles of the practise 
and structures existing are mentioned. With the possible 
inscription of the property on the World Heritage List the 
implementation of the management plan and seeking 
for funding may become easier as well as the further 
development of capacities in place.

In the hierarchical structure which reflects the general 
vision for the nominated property, plans and actions are 
formulated, that bring together a set of carefully thought 
out and interrelated objectives. The main identified 
risks of the property are possible the deterioration or 
commercialisation of the property, deriving from its 
current low usage. At the same time, a number of strengths 
of, and opportunities for, the property were formulated 
in order to make use of, and present, its extraordinary 
supranational values. The Management Plan, therefore, 
proposes a new, suitable, functional use of a variety of 
buildings within the property in order to be preserved for 
future generations.

The regeneration of the property is focused on 
rehabilitation, respectively on the return of urban 
functions to the estate. The property is part of a broader 
centre of a lively town. The measures are directed to 
enable the property, in addition to its integrity and 
authenticity, to gain new and useful functions, such as, 
housing, services, civil and tourist facilities, where the 
original functions cannot be sustained anymore. The 
proposed projects therefore aim to improve the quality 
and appearance of the current environment, as well as 
to improve the condition of valuable buildings which are 
part of the property. Significant support is already being 
given in the form of consulting and financial support 
for the owners. The plan requires the implementation of 
measures to minimise the risks associated with damage 
to the property, which may occur from transportation 
and municipal services. The plan also requires imposing 
measures to strengthen the control of the estate.

One of the main points of the plan of care is the planned 
purchase, or other means of transmission, of certain 
important hop processing buildings and putting them 
in the custody of the Town of Žatec. The plan wishes to 
follow on the success of the already significant project of 
The Temple of Hops and Beer, which now has become one 
of the main facilities for tourists in Žatec. The town plans to 
use two new buildings, similar to the set-up of The Temple 
of Hops and Beer, to set an example to the other owners 
and give further impetus to the revival of the town. The 
Town of Žatec is committed to the promotion of small and 
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medium enterprises on the estate and to create tourist 
attractions and the associated infrastructure needed for 
tourism with the aim of finding new uses for the hop 
processing buildings.

The interpretation and presentation of the value of the 
property will be subject to a unified marketing concept, 
with an emphasis on the creation of new tourism 
products, for example a qualified tourist guide service 
in foreign languages. In the area of staff training, the 
practices already undertaken will be followed up on. More 
participants are wanted to take part in strengthening the 
awareness of the local residents to Žatec‘s long tradition 
and culture of hops. As Žatec does not yet have a sufficient 
infrastructure for a higher number of visitors arriving by 
public or private transport, the investment plan has offices 
and transport infrastructure to improve the accessibility of 
the property. It is necessary to conceptually deal with the 
movement of pedestrians, cyclists and motorists.

The Management Plan requires the retention of the 
existing team of the management team of the property, 
the Steering Group, together with an employee of the 
municipal authority, the site manager, for the coordination 
and the management of the property, and for creating new 
projects. The staff continuity and know-how, obtained 
through the long term cooperation of the Steering Group 
in preparing the nomination dossier, ensures the adequate 
cooperation for the future management of the estate.

All the planned construction activities, that are included 
in the plan, will be elaborated on in the relevant project 
documentation and dealt with according to the laws that 
are already in force. In this regard, the Management Plan 
cannot disregard this legal obligation, however it can help 
with, timely and logical, related training.

Because the system of care for cultural heritage in the 
Czech Republic is stabilised and legally substantiated, it 
was not necessary, for the purpose of nomination and the 
eventual inscription on the List of World Heritage, to create 
new governance mechanisms. The system of compulsory 
discussions about any construction impacts, (described in 
Chapter 5.b and 5.c,) is considered sufficient. All the major 
intentions for the town are consulted by the property 
coordination group (Steering Group) prior to discussions 
with the concerned authorities. The Steering Group meets 
regularly every month. The group also discusses plans for 
sub-projects for the available funding opportunities (see 
below).

Steering group and Site manager
During the preparation, and first stages of, the 
implementation of the Management Plan, it was 
necessary to maintain the current structure of the 

property‘s management, combining the scope of the local 
government of the town of Žatec with the protection and 
development of the hop heritage based on the work of 
the already established Steering Group (SG). 

The preparation of the relevant documents was  
coordinated by the Steering Group, which is a 
methodological and conceptual team that regularly 
discusses the necessary intermediate steps. The SG 
has defined common goals in professional discussion, 
focusing on the extraordinary value of the property. 
The SG agreed the other partners skilled in the topics 
necessary for the implementation of the Management 
Plan. The SG prepares the activities for the meetings 
with other stakeholders, particularly with the owners of 
individual properties and other concerned groups. The 
Site Manager is a member of the Steering Group as well 
as its executive officer; he negotiates the terms of the 
proposed measures and plans for any implementations in 
the town‘s components  with the other parties involved. 
Thanks to this already established practice, cooperation 
between the owners of individual properties and the 
related authorities is established with the aim of aligning 
the owners´ interests with the measures necessary to 
protect and preserve the property, and to offer them 
consulting and technical assistance in the creation of 
ideas for dealing with their property.

In recent years, the Steering Group‘s main task has been 
the identification of tasks in the process of preparing 
the nomination documentation, as well as the active 
participation in defining all necessary steps of both the 
preparatory, and the implementation, processes of the 
Management Plan. The most important results were 
the Steering Group‘s active involvement in preparing 
the buffer zone of the property and its active role in 
establishing the local financial funding for the repairs 
to the facades and roofs of all the buildings within the 
nominated property. The Steering Group also contributed 
substantially to the preparation of the implementation 
conditions for projects, defined by the Management Plan, 
which could be submitted to the relevant decision making 
authorities of the town‘s hierarchical structure.

The Steering Group is logically composed so that it 
includes representatives of the main participants, the stake 
holders, at the local level, and the relevant partners at the 
regional level, as well as the subjects of conservation. The 
Steering Group includes the position of the Site Manager 
and is an overarching collective body whose members are 
active within several working groups.  

working groups
After the main objectives of the Management Plan had 
been defined, three working groups were established 
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during the preparation of the detailed wording of the 
Management Plan. These working groups are established 
for the areas of:
- education
- promotion and presentation
- the varied topics of hop buildings and heritage 
 conservation

tasks of the education working group in the 
nominated  property of Žatec, the town of hops:
- The group provides contact with the wider social 

environment of the town, especially communication 
with the various target or/and interest groups.

- The group prepares and processes recommendations, 
or projects, aimed at preserving the town‘s hop 
tradition for future generations. It initiates other 
educational and awareness-raising activities to 
strengthen local patriotism. 

- The group functions as an advisory body for the site 
manager of the nominated property of Žatec, and 
fulfils the tasks assigned by the Steering Group.

tasks of the working group focused on hop buildings 
and cultural heritage conservation in the nominated  
property of Žatec, the town of hops:
- This group endeavours to preserve the authenticity 

of hop buildings, to explain the importance of this 
specific heritage and recommends an appropriate 
future use for them.

- The group maintains a list of endangered buildings 
and proposes a timetable for their restoration in 
cooperation with the owners of the buildings.

- Based on the list of endangered buildings, the group 
recommends the appropriate candidate buildings for 
conservation and restoration work supported by the 
Regeneration Fund of Žatec, and by other funding 
opportunities administrated by members of the town‘s 
Development and Regeneration committee and the 
staff of the Municipal Office.

- The group functions as an advisory body for the Site 
Manager of the nominated property of Žatec,, and 
fulfils the tasks assigned by the Steering Group.

- The group provides mutual information for all the 
parties involved in the nomination project with an 
emphasis on solving issues of state administration in 
the field of heritage preservation in the proposed area.

- The group prepares, develops and recommends 
comments and suggestions for the Town of Žatec 
(management plan), for the National Heritage Institute 
and for the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic, 
in the care of the heritage fund in the proposed area 
under applicable legislation (the declaration of cultural 
heritage, cultural heritage zones and other protective 
measures).

tasks of the Promotion working ggroup in the 
nominated  property of Žatec, the town of hops:
- The group provides the delivery of information about 

the nomination process of the property to the public in 
the form of preparation of media reports, promotional 
materials and professional events.

- The group annually prepares a timetable of activities 
to support the nomination and promotion of the 
property, including financing suggestions, and 
supervises its implementation (cooperates with the 
Education group).

- The group is responsible for the content of the website 
of the nominated property of Žatec.

- The group functions as an advisory body for the site 
manager of the nominated property of Žatec, and 
fulfils tasks assigned by the Steering Group. All three 
groups coordinate their activities and exchange ideas 
via their members in the general Steering Group and 
its meetings.

The scheme below shows the relations of all stakeholders 
and relevant bodies in the process of implementation of 
the Management System in nominated property.
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5.f   SourceS and levelS oF 
Finance

Resources for the financing of the restoration of cultural 
heritage of the nominated property, and in general, can be 
organised according to the provider of specific funding. In 
projects realized in the territory of the nominated property 
the principle of co-financing through the owner financial 
means along with those from international and national 
resources, for example the national budget, regional 
and municipal budgets, using endowment funds, even 
sponsorship gifts from various sources, or participation of 
the public in mass events such as text donations (SMS) or 
“adopt a monument” schemes.

own resources 
Even if funding resources are available and haven‘t been 
allocated for a given year, a varying percentages of the 
sum required, financed through the recipient‘s own 
resources, is a necessary condition for the pre-financing of 
all incurred expenses. Most of the expenses are refunded 
only after the finalising of the whole project or its part. Own 
resources are also necessary for covering  “participation”, 
for the minimum strictly defined parts from the whole 
expenses of the project, from which the funding is 
calculated. Other issues are “ineligible expenses”, which  
cannot be included in the funding, but which are usually 
necessary for the preparation, and completion, of the 
realisation of the investment intent.

resources from credits
Credit generally create other demands for expenses, 
but it is still a common and important way in which to 
finance investments. Credit provides the possibility to 
quickly obtain the necessary amount of liquid resources 
for the payment of current expenses and it can be used to 
get over a particular period, after which own or funding 
resources will be available.

e xternal funding resources
Most work needed on the property requires external 
funding resources, especially the implementation part of 
the Management Plan which includes potential resources 
of external funding, during the period of 2014 to 2020, 
next to each individually defined measure. This means 
funding resources coming mostly from public resources. 

5.f.1  local available reSourceS

budget of the town of Žatec
The Management Plan puts the responsibility of the  
realisation of the majority of defined future activities and 
measures on the Town of Žatec and this is why the town 
budget is crucial. The operational resources of the town 
budget are focused especially on the management of 
care about the property and also suggest modification 
in the system of preservation. The town spends 750.000,- 
CZK per year for this. (Additional finances are spent on 
other measures, which are financed as overhead costs 
connected with the general administration The Town 
Žatec. Investment resources from the town budget 
are crucial for the realization of suggested investment 
measures. The town budget is frequently used as the 
obligatory co-financing sum of money on particular 
subsidised project.

The town of Žatec is supporting several culture events 
with the partial amount od the costs donated from its 
budget annually. 

The budget of the Town of Žatec for cultural public-benefit 
activities and events represents: 18 million CZK per year 
for such things as the Theatre,  the Museum, the Temple of 
Hops and Beer, information centres, the Hops Harvest Fest 
“Dočesná”, the local Hops Festivals.

Contributions from the town budget towards the smaller 
activities of local clubs and NGOs represent 250.000,- CZK 
each year.

the regeneration Fund of the town of Žatec 
In connection with the work of the Steering Group for this 
nomination project, the necessity of establishing a local 
fund for promoting the values of the nominated property, 
independent from the state or/and region became 
obvious.  After the preparation stage, the Regeneration 
Fund of the Town of Žatec was created from 1st January 
2015, (file number 116/14). Its main role is to help, in the 
easiest way, the historic heritage building owners with low 
sums of money in the repairs of their properties. This fund 
was created in order to preserve, restore and increase the 
attractiveness of all the buildings within the nominated 
property. This means not only the designated cultural 
heritage assets but all the structures contributing to the 
extraordinary integrity, authenticity and other values of 
Žatec. The town is under self- obligation to provide financial 
resources in the amount of at least 1 000.000,- CZK each 
year to applicants for funding the restoration of buildings 
within the property. The funding resources are distributed 
by a transparent tender for the provision of particular 
funds. With its simple principles, the Regeneration Fund 
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represents a really strong motivational tool for other 
owners of parts of the property and supplements other 
financial resources.  

The principles applied are available on the municipal 
web-site: 
http://www.mesto-zatec.cz/e_download.php?file=data/
editor/217cs_5.pdf&original=719.pdf  and
http://www.mesto-zatec.cz/e_download.php?file=data/
editor/217cs_29.pdf&original=Podminky-pro-priznani-
prispevku-z-programu-v-roce-2017.pdf

Private resources of owners
Owners pay for the necessary repairs, maintenance or 
investments from their own resources. At the same time, it 
is necessary to motivate private owners to finance mutual 
projects of partner cooperation based on cooperation 
with the town. Key owners are Chmelařství, Cooperative 
Žatec, and Žatec Brewery. 

Many cultural and social events are regularly supported 
from the funds of the Committee for Culture and Tourism 
of the Municipal Office. In the table below examples 
relating to the property have been chosen- either with the 
topic of hops or those taking place in its important historic 
buildings or on the public squares:

Concert „Reggae for Žatec“

Pestrofest 

Series of musical events in the Budík club

St. Patrick’s Day – 11th year– a music event

Miss Žatec 2016

Chmelfest 2016 (Hop Festival)

Běh  Žatecké 11° Beer Race

Festival of Amateur Dramatics „Náš svět 2015“

Support of  artistic activity

Children’s Day

Pospolifest – Proceeds go tothe“Levandule” organisation

Demolition of the synagogue–audio-visual night

Organ concert and soloists

Concert“Přivítání jara aneb G.Gershwin”

Celebrations of 65th anniversary of the foundation of 
11thFighter airborne regiment - exhibition

Summer with music in Žatec

Publishing of the naïve illustrated calendar of the Žatec 
area

5.f.2   regional reSourceS

In the Czech Republic funding resources provided by local 
and regional governments can be usually used as available 
resources for smaller investments. As for Žatec (apart from 
the above mentioned Regeneration fund), the Ústí Region 
also provides funding in relation to the property. Provided 
the extraordinary resources can be usually used for the co-
financing of projects of the town. When obtaining other 
funding individual owners can participate in tenders for 
funding in following programmes: 

Programme for the rescue and restoration of cultural 
heritage assets in the Ústí region
The main objective of this programme is the rescue and 
restoration of real estate and movable cultural heritage 
located within the area of the Ústí nad Labem Region, 
which have been declared as cultural monuments 
according to the national heritage act no. 20/1987, 
on the State heritage Preservation, as amended. The 
Town of Žatec successfully applied for funding in 2011.
Thanks to this regional programme, the Žatec Municipal 
Theatre was able to repair its roof rafters (total expenses 
649 000,- CZK, subsidy 390  000,- CZK).

Programme for the rescue and restoration of Small 
heritage assets, which are completing the cultural 
landscape of the Ústí region
The main objective of this programme is the financial 
support of construction and artistic-craft works 
connected directly with the rescue and restoration of 
imminently threatened small built cultural heritage assets 
and pieces of architecture, which contribute to the values 
of the cultural landscape of the Ústí nad Labem Region, 
physical cultural heritage, which is not declared as cultural 
heritage assets according to the Act No. 20/1987 Coll., 
on State Heritage Preservation, as amended. These are, 
for example, small religious structures, column shrines, 
crosses, freestanding chapels and ways of the cross, 
freestanding statues and sculptural groups and other 
historic monuments with local significance. Not subject 
to this support are interior modifications, because they 
do not meet the requirements to complete the cultural 
landscape of the Ústí nad Labem Region. This programme 
is not relevant for the nominated property but can 
contribute to the larger vicinity of the town of Žatec and 
to promote small local  pieces of heritage.

Programme for the Support of regional cultural 
activities
This programme is intended for the support of cultural 
and educational events, exhibitions, concerts and 
competitions in art companies, such as theatre, dance, 
music, art lessons, photos, movies, and workshops, which 
have an international, interregional or regional nature. 
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Eligible activities are those with a focus on music, dance, 
film or literature festivals and shows, exhibitions of art 
work, theatre projects, sculptural symposiums and open-
air events and publicity activities for monuments, culture 
events, anniversaries of villages, and clubs.

The main reasons for establishing this programme was 
to increase cultural provision and provide support for 
local communities, NGOs and other groups organising 
cultural events, groups ensuring cultural activities, and 
cultural representations of the region especially shows 
and competitions. It also gives support to traditional 
folk culture, the development of creativity and esthetical 
education, active cultural production and amateur 
artworks, and protection, and development, of local 
traditions. 

It is also aimed at supporting cultural activities, which 
are connected with the nomination processes of cultural 
properties for their inclusion on the UNESCO World 
Heritage List in Ústí nad Labem Region.

The Town of Žatec has not used financial support from 
that scheme so far but it is regarded one of important 
resources for the implementation of the Management 
Plan.

Fund of the Ústí  region
The Fund of the Governor of the Ústí Region was created 
by the resolution of the Regional government of the 
Ústí Region No. 10/18Z/2007 from 28th February 2007, 
in compliance with the Section 5 par. 1 of the Act No. 
250/2000 Coll., on budget rules for local budgets, as 
amended. By the resolution of the Regional government 
of the Ústí nad Labem Region No. 20/27Z/2011 from 21st 
December 2011 the Fund was renamed to the Fund of the 
Ústí Region (hereinafter only as the “Fund”).

The purpose, for which this Fund was created, is the effort 
to ensure financial resources for the support of such 
projects and events, which cannot be financed from other 
funding programmes of the Ústí Region. One of the main 
purposes of the Fund is the support of charitable activities 
within the territory of the Ústí Region.

The drawing of financial resources from this fund is 
governed by the principles for the provisions of targeted 
financial resources from the Fund.

During the first half of 2016 the Ústí Region begun the 
long-term support of significant activities in the region 
through the project called “Rodinné stříbro” (“Family 
Treasure”). In order to maintain the continuity and 
preservation of the most significant events, with regional 
and interregional significance, the Region participates in 

selected cultural activities by the provision of financial 
support or co-organisation. The Hop Harvest festival, 
“Dočesná,” in Žatec, a traditional hop festival (see Chapters 
2.b and 5.h.), was selected as one of the 26 most significant 
events supported in 2016.

The complex and structured scheme of regional funding 
is available on the web site of the Ústí nad Labem 
Regional Office: http://www.kr-ustecky.cz/dotacni-tituly-
usteckeho-kraje/ds-98359 .

5.f.3   national Financial reSourceS 

relating to the ProPerty

The national budget of the Czech Republic helps to 
realise smaller and mid-size projects and events thanks 
to a variety of already existing and annually administered 
programmes each year.

In the Czech Republic, there is the comprehensive system 
of funding programmes concerning the physical cultural 
heritage at the national level. Apart from this, there 
are also additional resources designated for cultural 
activities of individual organisations, clubs or professional 
associations. 

5.f.3.1  ministry of culture of the czech 

republic

Programme Support for uneSco world cultural 
heritage (in the czech republic)
This programme called simply a “Programme of Support 
for UNESCO Heritage”  was created by the Ministry of 
Culture for the first time in 2008 in order to meet the 
specific obligations of the Czech Republic connected with 
its role as a State Party to the Convention Concerning the 
Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, both 
systematically and in supporting, namely, the promotion 
and presentation of cultural heritage in the Czech 
Republic, which is part of the UNESCO World Heritage, and 
properties, which were approved for future nomination, 
which are included in the National Tentative List. The 
principles for the drawing of financial resources from this 
programme are formulated for three main priority areas:

1 –  Preparation of management plans and their updating, 
support for nomination documentation.

2 – Scientific.research activities, which can enlarge and 
promote the professional knowledge about the history 
and values of the cultural heritage in question.
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3 – Presentation, promotion and education activities 
related to the world heritage properties.

In recent years the Town of Žatec successfully received 
funds from this programme for following projects:

Year/Name of the project
2015/Research of film documents from the National Film 
Archive, priority 2, total expenses 72,600 CZK, subsidy 
50,000 CZK;

2014/2nd phase of the Management Plan, priority 1, 
Proposal part of the Management Plan, total expenses 
300, 000 CZK, funding 210, 000 CZK;

2013/1st phase of the Management Plan, Analytical part 
of the Management Plan, total expenses 500, 000 CZK, 
funding 150, 000 CZK.

Programme for regeneration of urban heritage 
reserves and zones
Within this programme, there are provided contributions 
for the restoration of heritage designated as individual 
cultural heritage assets located in the parts of historical 
towns, which are declared as the urban heritage areas 
(urban heritage reserves or urban heritage zones). 
Financial contributions from this programme can be 
provided only, if the relevant town has prepared its own 
Regeneration Programme and if there is the financial co-
participation (together with the owner) of such towns on 
the conservation and/or restoration of particular cultural 
monuments.  

For the conceptual preparation and possible use of 
this funding programme in Žatec, the Regeneration 
Programme was prepared and updated (see Chapter 5.d). 

The regeneration committee of the town of Žatec is a 
specific body on the local level, which ensures collective 
and transparent procedures when defining priorities for 
the care of the nominated property and the distribution 
of funds. The members of this committee are appointed 
by the Town Council of Žatec.

The Town of Žatec has been active in this collective 
regeneration process and had received funding from 
this programme annually. The review of recent years is as 
follows:
2016
total expenses 2.2 million. CZK, funding 865, 000 CZK
2015
total expenses 1.5 million. CZK, funding 510, 000 CZK
2014
total expenses 1.9 million. CZK, funding 405, 000 CZK

2013
total expenses 2.3 million. CZK, funding 695, 000 CZK
2012
total expenses 2.6 million. CZK, funding 800, 000 CZK
2011
total expenses 2 million. CZK, funding 300, 000 CZK

Programme for the rescue of the architectural 
heritage
This programme provides contributions for the 
conservation and/or restoration of cultural monuments, 
which are the most precious part of the architectural 
heritage for example castles, monasteries, historic 
gardens and churches, especially for work focused on the 
rescue of particular cultural monuments or the rescue of 
such parts, which form the most important part of such 
cultural monuments.

The Town of Žatec has not used financial support from 
that scheme so far but it is regarded as one of the most 
important resources for the implementation of the 
Management Plan, especially for  Component part 02.

emergency Programme
From this programme, the Ministry of Culture provides 
contributions to ensure the most urgent repairs to built 
cultural heritage assets, especially for the elimination of 
emergency conditions of roofs and supporting structures 
of constructions.

The Town of Žatec has not used financial support from 
that scheme so far but it is regarded as one of the possible 
resources for the implementation of the Management 
Plan, especially for  Component part 02.

Programme for the restoring of movable cultural 
heritage assets
Through this programme contributions for restoring 
movable cultural heritage assets, especially significant 
paintings or artisticcraft works located in buildings, which 
are accessible to the public and are used for culture, 
educational or religious purposes, such as paintings and 
statues in churches, are provided.

The programme can be regarded as one of the resources 
for the Management Plan, for specific parts of the interiors 
of historic buildings.  

Support of the renovation of cultural heritage 
through municipalities with extended Powers
The offices of municipalities with extended powers are 
historically the basic bodies through which the national 
administration funded the preservation of cultural 
heritage. This funding programme allows the Ministry of 
Culture to allocate contributions from the national budget 
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for the preservation and renovation of cultural heritage 
properties, through the municipalities with extended 
powers, in order to fulfil more efficient care through this 
historical fund, if other programmes of the Ministry of 
Culture cannot manage it efficiently and practically.
The programme can be also regarded one of the resources 
of the Management Plan implementation for both 
component parts.

Programme of cultural activities related to the 
heritage Preservation
This programme enables financial supporting of 
charitable projects submitted by clubs or other subjects, 
of which activities help with the protection of real estate 
and movable historic fund in the Czech Republic and with 
the popularization of care about it.

Programme Support of rescue archaeological 
research
It was founded by the mutual arrangement of the Ministry 
of Culture and Ministry of Finance as one of the tools for 
the fulfilment of the international obligations of the Czech 
Republic in compliance with the European Convention 
on the Protection of Archaeological Heritage. Its aim is 
to support rescue archaeological research performed by 
the public-benefit corporations of the Ministry of Culture 
when they have the relevant authorisation for such 
activity. 

Even if the territory of the nominated property in Žatec has 
been the subject of archaeological research and several 
excavations during the last few decades, this programme 
can be regarded as one of the other resources for the 
Management Plan, especially for specific cases of building 
activities concerning un-built areas. 

Support for research activities

Programme for the Support of applied research and 
development of the national and cultural identity 
during years 2016 – 2022 (naKi ii)
This Programme for the support of applied research and 
development of the national and cultural identity during  
2016 – 2022 (NAKI II) was approved by the Government 
Resolution No. 11 from 2nd January 2014. The total 
expenses for the duration of this Program (2016 – 2022) 
are expected to be approx. 2.857 mil. CZK. Support from 
the national budget will be in the amount of 100 % of 
qualified expenses of the project. 

Applicants or recipients of any support from the 
Programme or other participants in the project can be 
only research organisations. Based on the successful 
application of 2015, the regional department of the 
National Heritage Institute in Ústí nad Labem has initiated 

the research project called “documentation of historic 
structures used for the processing of hops” which will 
run in the period 2016-2020.

The main objective of the project is to gazette the basic 
documentation of historic structures, mainly the various 
kinds of buildings used for the processing of hops and 
which buildings are an important part of the town‘s 
urban structure and of its cultural landscape. Through 
the research of the building fund and archival resources, 
modifications in the technology of hop processing will 
be monitored. (Based on this information there a special 
map and database will be created based on the system 
platform IISPP/GIS of the NHI and the methodology for 
the use of currently commonly available devices for the 
basic documentation of built heritage in this field.) The 
results of the research will also be used within education 
and promotion activities focused on the hop related 
heritage in Žatec.

5.f.3.2   the ministry of regional 

development of the czech republic

In order to ensure reaching the objectives of the Strategy 
of Regional Development of the Czech Republic, there is 
also programme support financed from national resources, 
apart from those programmes which are co-financed from 
the resources of the European Union. Funding titles with a 
national extent are also:

the national Programme for the Support of tourism
The main objective of the National programme for the 
support of tourism is to create the fund, which will 
efficiently contribute to the support of tourism. It is a fund 
from the national budget provided to entrepreneurs and 
since 2015 also to municipalities for selected activities 
supporting tourism.
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5.f.4   reSourceS oF the eu

On the national level the Czech Republic accepted the 
principles for the use of resources from the European 
Union, so the EU can help it to fulfil its obligations based 
on the World Heritage Convention.

During the programme period 2014 - 2020 it will be 
possible to draw resources from structural funds, especially 
ERDF, for bigger and more significant projects. The priority 
areas of the suggested operation programmes are crucial 
in relation to the suggested measures. The programmes 
for the programme period 2014 – 2020 were defined by 
the Resolution of the Government of the Czech Republic 
No. 867 from 28th November 2012.

The following programmes were selected for the use 
within the nominated property and for its sustainability:

the operational Programme enterprises and 
innovations for competitiveness: 
Specific objective 2.3: Increase the usability of the 
infrastructure for business. Basic information can be found 
here:
http://www.czechinvest.org/en/operational-programme-
entrepreneurship-and-innovations-for-competitiveness

In the previous programming period 2007 – 2013 the 
Town of Žatec completed the project The temple of hops 
and beer within the funding programme ROP NUTS II 
Northeast. Between 2009 and 2011 there was the repair 
of historical alleys near the Museum of Hops, the building 
of the Hop Light-house with an observation tower and a 
microbrewery with restaurant were built, the Renaissance 
malt house and a historical warehouse and packing room 
for hops were revitalised.   

The total expenses were approximately 252 million CZK, 
funding was in the amount of 211 million CZK. For the 
project marketing of tourism, Žatec hop area, the 
temple of hops and beer with its completion during 
2014 and 2015, funding was received from the structural 
fund ERDF to the total amount of 777,161 CZK with total 
expenses of 1,173,000 CZK. 

integrated regional operational Programme (IROP)
Specific objective 3.1: Increase the efficiency of 
presentation, strengthen the protection and development 
of the cultural heritage.

The objective is to support projects focused on the 
revitalisation and higher attractiveness of the monuments 
on the UNESCO World Heritage List, monuments on the 
Indicative List of UNESCO World Heritage in the cultural 

heritage category, national cultural monuments (1st 
January 2014) and monuments recorded in the Indicative 
list of national cultural monuments on 1st January 2014.
Authorised applicants, at present, are owners of 
monuments or groups with the right to administer 
(according to the cadastre) other than natural persons, 
who are not entrepreneurs. The amount allocated from 
the European fund for regional development is 3 billion 
CZK.

In March 2016 the Town of Žatec applied to this 
programme for funding for the project “Revitalisation 
of monument No. 52 in Žatec, The Town Library” and in 
the 2nd half of the year 2016 it applied for funding for the 
project “Revitalisation of the cultural monument No 1 in 
Žatec, The Town Hall”. 

operational Programme “environment“:
Specific objective 4.4 – Improve the quality of the 
environment in settlements.

cooperation programme Sn-cz 2014-2020 (Free 
State of Saxony – Czech Republic) – Thematic objective 
6, Investment priority C Preservation, promotion and 
development of natural and cultural heritage, Measure: 
Investment for the preservation and protection and 
support of the development of cultural and natural 
heritage and artistic buildings and cultural projects and 
other public greenery.

5.f.5   Financial SourceS From 

charitieS

Several charities and foundations have developed 
active and  friendly tradition of financing of culture and 
restoration of small heritage assets. In the territory of the 
Ústí Region it is possible to draw financial resources in the 
amount of tenths or hundreds thousands Czech Crowns 
for the restoration of cultural heritage – for neglected 
local monuments through the foundation “Nadace 
Občanského fora” http://www.nadaceof.cz/. Protection of 
cultural, artistic and church monuments, traditions and 
natural and living environment is the objective of the 
“Purkyně Foundation” http://www.purknadace.cz/,

The foundation “Via” enables rescue of small heritage 
structures with local significance from resources of the 
Cultural Heritage Fund http://www.nadacevia.cz/cz/.

Planting of new greenery of original tree species in a form 
of alleys of trees and tree avenues  is one of priorities of 
the ČEZ Foundation www.nadacecez.cz/cs/vyhlasovana-
grantova-rizeni.html.
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5.g  SourceS oF exPertiSe and 
training in conServation and 
management techniqueS

Administrative decisions are executed by the staff of 
the Žatec Municipal Office, Department of the Heritage 
Preservation (see Chapter 5.c). All persons, who are 
processing documents for such decisions by a particular 
administrative body, or who are executing such decisions 
have the relevant higher or university level education.

The National Heritage Institute has been organising a 
course of historic preservation studies for a long time, for 
people who have finished higher education, and since 
2002  a one-year, additional studies course of historic 
preservation, for people with the university education has 
been available. These studies are included in the general 
programme of Lifelong Learning. The studies are targeted 
mainly at the junior staff of the departments of the National 
Heritage Institute (NHI) and also at interested people from 
executive authorities or companies, who are focused on 
project designing or the realisation of the restoration of 
cultural heritage. Experienced personal from the NHI and 
other external experts from relevant universities or from 
the Ministry of Culture and other organisations, provide 
the lectures.

The National Heritage Institute is also focused on the 
education of children, young people, teachers and 
specific craftsmen. The NHI‘s activities have been enlarged 
in organising thematic courses on repair and restoration 
techniques. The multifaceted and still developing project 
is called “Památky nás baví” (“We like cultural heritage 
assets”) is presented on this specific website http://www.
pamatkynasbavi.cz/o-projektu.

The results are covered in both exhibitions and conferences. 
A series of published methodological principles aimed at 
various target groups are available here:
http://www.pamatkynasbavi.cz/metodiky

The Ministry of Interior is regularly organising education, 
focused on different aspects of their scope of authority, 
for professional staff of offices at all levels. This is why the 
expert course devoted fully to the field of historic heritage 
preservation has so far been organised for more than 10 
years. Also, the lecture series are provided by experienced 
personal from the NHI and other experts from the Ministry 
of Culture and other organisations. There is similar training 
focused on building law and urban planning issues 
organised for the staff of executive bodies as well. 

Jan evangelista Purkyně university (uJeP), Ústí nad 
labem region
Within the Department of History of the Philosophy 
Faculty of the UJEP in Ústí nad Labem, there is the study 
programme of Historical Sciences. The studies provide 
education, not only for future historians and history 
teachers, but also for specialists in the field of historic 
preservation and archival science in its bachelor, master 
and even doctor programmes. The UJEP has also the 
authorisation to perform habilitation proceedings in 
this study programme. This faculty also organises a 
unique programme in the Czech university system called 
documentation of cultural heritage (bachelor degree), 
which provides students with theoretical knowledge 
and practical skills for the documentation of cultural 
heritage, especially using modern technology. From the 
point of view of the regional mission of the UJEP, there 
is a significant programme called cultural-historic 
regional Science (bachelor and master degree), of which 
graduates are specialised for archival science and historic 
preservation and they have a lot of possibilities to work in 
varied national, local government and public institutions. 
In this field of the university, there is also the Centre for 
Documentation and Digitalisation of  Cultural Heritage 
(CDDKD), which actively cooperates with the Faculty of 
Environment of the UJEP  and it connects humanistically 
oriented research with technical and natural fields, 
especially in the field of geo-informatics. It is focused on 
the use of the latest technology in the documentation of 
monuments and the documentation and digitalisation of 
historical resources.

Within the Faculty of architecture of the czech technical 
university in Prague (FA ČVUT), there are permanently 
developed programmes focused on historical architecture 
and the wide variety of built heritage, its theory, history 
and the practical preparation of graduates for project 
designing in a(n) historical environment.

the institute of the historic Preservation within Fa 
Čvut. The activities of this institute are focused on the 
teaching of historic preservation. In regards to its theory 
and practical activities, it is focused on the knowledge, 
protection and restoration, of architectonic and other 
historic monuments. It gives special regard to the 
conservation and restoration of built heritage. Attention is 
also paid to the design of new sensitive entries, of current 
architecture, to the historical environment. Preparation 
for architects in the responsible treatment of historical 
structures is developed on many levels. It is especially 
about understanding the role of cultural heritage in the 
present and creating preconditions for the competent 
identification of values of cultural heritage. The study is 
about developing further knowledge about historical 
materials and construction principles, the appropriate 
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restoration and renovation procedures of various 
methodological approaches and especially traditional 
constructions and technology. The current staff of the 
institute is closely connected with the National Committee 
of ICOMOS so the international principles concerning the 
cultural heritage are very carefully applied within the 
educational process. 

During the last few years, this institute has organised 
several student projects on the topic of the possible uses 
of historical hop related buildings and constructions 
in Žatec including a public presentation in a form of a 
workshop and exhibition.

5.h    viSitor FacilitieS and 
StatiStic

The nominated property, which includes the most 
valuable historical parts of the town, is without any doubt, 
the most attractive part of Žatec. Important structural, 
architectonic, technical and religious construction forms 
create an extraordinary cultural and historical experience 
for the inhabitants and visitors of the town. Thanks to the 
long-term protection of its historical monuments, the 
town of Žatec is a well-known and proven destination for 
visitors seeking specific subjects. The connection of Žatec 
with hops is widely known, particularly thanks to seasonal 
activities arranged every year and reflected in the national 
media. 

Information centres are available to facilitate the 
orientation of the visitors. An information system for 
tourists was established within the area of the nominated 
property and its wider surroundings. Now it includes three 
walking circuits through, the inner and remoter, parts 
of the town following the main places of the nominated 
property and focused on all the important hop processing 
buildings along the particular routes. 

In addition to the main historical buildings and ensembles 
connected with the history of hop processing, other 
cultural facilities in Žatec complete the all-year-round 
attractions for visitors and provide numerous chances of 
entertainment as well as a wide spectrum of experience. 
The attractions correspond to the size of the town and its 
territorial province and fulfil the expectations and needs 
of the target groups. 

Cultural events arranged by the town itself represent 
rich and varied occasions for the cultural and social 
entertainment of its inhabitants and visitors to the region, 
too. Talks given by artists and people of note, exhibitions, 
concerts and, thematic and sport, events help to enhance 

a feeling of unity of the inhabitants with the town and 
region. 

As for the historical development of the region, this 
also includes the most important events with long-term 
traditions, particularly the spring Hop Festival and the 
autumn Hop-Harvest Festival, events connected directly 
with the celebration of the op growing seasons and with 
the brewery. These events are visited by people coming 
from both the wide surrounding, and more distant, areas. 
The events are popular among various age and social 
groups of people, including the younger generation, 
and are connected traditionally with the presentation 
of traditions and musical performances. The historically 
evidenced tradition of Hop Harvest festivals dates back to 
the 19th century (see Chap. 2.b).

5.h.1  touriSt attractionS  and 

ServiceS

the temple of hops and beer cz 
The Temple of Hops and Beer in Žatec (“Chrám chmele a piva” 
in Czech) is a visitors‘ and interpretation centre situated in 
an advantageous position at the southern boundary of the 
property (see also Chap. 2.a. - description). It is emphasised 
by a modern tower that is a point marking the position 
of the information centre for visitors and an orientational 
point in the irregular street network of the urbanistic 
structure of this part of the property. Establishment of 
this centre, by the Town of Žatec in 2009 to 2012, through 
the sensitive adaptation of the premises of historic hop 
warehouses, was the biggest investment action of the 
town in its modern history. Thematically focusing on the 
unique hop processing traditions of cultivation and the 
trade in hops in the Žatec region proves the priority of the 
town whose management (despite some partial personal 
changes) maintains a uniform view on the specific values 
of the town. It is focused on all age groups of tourists. It 
was prepared conceptually so that it forms a compact 
complex suitable for an all-day visit for the whole family 
and is open all year round. More information is included 
on web pages in a number of language versions that are in 
the continuous process of their completion: http://chchp.
cz/cz/chram-chmele-a-piva/chram-chmele-a-piva

The visitor centre of the Temple of Hops and Beer consists 
of the following parts:

the hop lighthouse is, in fact, a viewing tower, enabling 
the observation of the town and region from several 
height levels. The tower includes a unique elevator with 
3D projection summarising interesting information 
related to the history of Žatec, as the town of hops and 
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the history of hops. At the top of the tower, there is 
an observation platform with a view of Žatec and its 
surrounding landscape. Spotlights have been installed at 
the top of the Hop Lighthouse, which are switched on to 
announce upcoming festivities in Žatec, the Town of Hops.

the hop labyrinth is an educationaland entertainment 
part of the area situated in the building of a historical hop 
warehouse. It utilises its preserved character and authentic 
details to give an idea about functions of such exhibits on 
display. It is accessible using a footbridge from the Hop 
Lighthouse and completes the information acquired from 
its 3D programme. 

the heraldic hall is a large hall on the ground floor 
that is dedicated to the histories of the families of hops 
producers and traders in the form of a map presentation, 
many authentic exhibits, and emblems of towns and 
villages, connected with hop growing.

the hop astronomical clock, installed in the exterior 
above the entrance to the courtyard is a world unique 
object. The Hop Astronomical Clock portal shows an 
allegory of the hop growing year.  It was designed 
especially for Žatec in close cooperation with expert 
partners and has become the favourite destination of 
local people as well as visitors.

restaurant and microbrewery u orloje, at the 
astronomical clock, offers a logical continuation of 
the sightseeing tour around the whole complex. Beer is 
brewed here in front of the visitors’ eyes and the restaurant 
area is situated in an authentic warehouse interior with a 
carefully preserved wooden supporting structure and 
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numerous style elements. The ingredients necessary for 
tasty and healthy beer are illustratively presented here. 
Properly aged beer is tapped directly from the brewery 
storage tanks. The facility can be used for business 
negotiations or workshops and may be utilised for 
thematic conferences.

The restaurant includes children‘s play areas, both outdoor 
and in, with a café.

the monastery garden, with a total area of over 8500 m2, 
offers interesting features such as a relaxation area with 
a playground, fountains, aviaries with birds, a paddock 
for small animals, a herb garden, a place for cultural 
performances, and many other interesting details. The 
garden is located near the Hop Lighthouse and is open 
daily from 9:00 a.m. till 8:00 p.m., and from 10:00 a.m. till 
4:00 p.m. in winter.

the malt house gallery, in Masarykova Street, is a unique 
authentic building, which was built in the years 1573 to 
1574, according to research. The building served as a 
municipal malt house until the 1780s, when the malting 
operation was closed after 200 years. In 2010 the building 
was completely restored, offering a visual presentation of 
the original building, and enabling a wider acquaintance 
of the building thanks to its social function. Today, the 
malt house offers an information office that also sells 
souvenirs, and includes public access to the Internet with 
information about Žatec. Those interested in films will 
enjoy the permanent exhibition of Žatec on Film, with 
short excerpts of films shot in Žatec. There is also a small 
television studio for children, who can try their presenting 
and acting skills in front of a camera. Archaeological 
findings from the construction of the Temple of Hops and 
Beer are presented in the original kiln. The 1st floor of The 
Malt House includes a Modern Art Gallery and a lecture 
hall. The building is very popular thanks to the activities 
arranged for different age groups.

hop museum
The Hop Museum in Žatec, spread over several authentic 
and mutually connected historical buildings on the 
southern part of the property, is the largest specialised 
exhibition of its kind in the world. The area of 4000 m2 
presents the development of hop processing from the 
early Middle Ages up to the present. In addition to the 
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interesting collections of the Museum, the visitors can 
acquaint themselves with the complex itself which is 
a technical historical monument and an example of 
industrial special-purpose architecture at the end of the 
19th century. The area includes many authentic details 
and technological components and presents, very 
illustratively, the process of drying and processing hops, 
including storage and marking before dispatching them 
for merchandising. The exhibition is completed with a 
collection of period photos and written documents on 
hop growing and brewery. Also on exhibition, there are 
tools, means of mechanisation and historical machines 
connected with the growing and processing of hops 
and the production of beer. The Museum also provides 
information about important individuals who developed 
their knowledge on the processing of hops in Žatec. 
Opening times: May-October, Tuesday-Saturday 10.00 AM 
to 05.00 PM.
http://www.chmelarskemuzeum.cz

Žatec brewery
The  Žatec Brewery is situated at the northern end of the 
component (see the description in Chap. 2a) and continues 
the tradition of brewing beer in the original built-up area.  
The foundation stone of the industrial citizens’ brewery 
was laid on 20th June 1798 on the place where once 
stood the royal castle. The brewery gradually spread out, 
modernised and now produces excellent tapped beer and 
special beers such as ”Radniční“, “Myslivecké“, “Vánoční“ 
and “Slavnostní“ and the already mentioned traditional 
beers “Samec“ and “Kozel“. Currently, the brewery 
continues in tradition of beer production of the Czech 
type, i.e. pale lager beer. Regarding the increased interest 
in the process of brewing, the brewery has also spread its 
activities which now complete the information about the 
processing of hops.  

Currently the brewery offers three types of guided tours to 
its visitors, where they see the history of the brewery and 
process of brewing. 

The tour days are Monday, Wednesday and Thursday; the 
tour takes about one hour. It is recommended to book the 
tour. 
http://www.zateckypivovar.cz/cs/

regional museum of K. a. Polánek in Žatec 
The Museum was established by the Town of Žatec. It is 
focused, regionally, on the central part of the River Ohře, 
the Žatec and Podbořany regions. It bears the name of 
a teacher and natural scientist from the original Czech 
Minority Museum founded in 1925, Karel Alois Polánek. 
The Museum is in walking distance to the property and 
can provide general information about the region. Visitors 
can find permanent exhibitions such as “Prehistory of 
the central part of the River Ohře region” and “Urban 
development of the Town of Žatec” there. Related to 
the theme of Žatec, The Town of Hops, the Museum 
exhibits a very important collection named “the Room 
of hop trademarks” which presents the long history of 
the marking of hops for trading purposes. The collection 
and exhibition “Žatec time machine” is an interactive 
exhibition with historical photos of Žatec. The programme 
is completed with exhibitions, and lectures. 

Opening times: Tuesday-Friday 9.00 AM to 05.00 PM, 
Saturday-Sunday 01.00-05.00 PM.
http://www.muzeumzatec.cz/hlavni-budova.html

The Regional Museum of K. A. Polánek in Žatec also presents 
an additional permanent exhibition directly in the area of 
the property area.  It can be found in the building named 
Křížova vila, the villa of dr Kříž. The Neo-Renaissance 
villa of Dr Kříž bears the name of its last private owner, 
district counsel Dr Wilém Kříž. The villa itself is an excellent 
example of architecture with preserved original interiors 
and presents the appearance of a residence of the higher 
social classes of the town in its most prosperous period. It 
is accessible to visitors all year round and situated in close 
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vicinity of one of the main hop growing sets of buildings. 
Visitors can choose to visit the villa itself or the occasional 
exhibitions, concerts or lectures in its historical interiors or 
adjacent garden. Wedding ceremonies are arranged in the 
large hall of the villa.

Opening times: Tuesday-Friday 9.00 AM to 05.00, Saturday-
Sunday 01.00 to 05.00 PM.
http://www.muzeumzatec.cz/krizova-vila.html

the town hall and its tower
The historical town hall still serves its centuries-old original 
purpose and it dominates  Svobody Square (see chapter 
2.a and 2.b). The tower of the town hall, built in the year 
1362, is 47 metres tall and is also used as a popular viewing 
tower with a good view of the town and the landscape of 
its wide surroundings.

the Jewish Synagogue in Žatec
The Žatec Synagogue, building No. 2407, together with 
the former rabbinic house, No. 200, is located in the 
northern part of the nominated property in Dlouhá Street 
2407, not far from Chelčického Square. It is the second 
biggest synagogue in the Czech Republic (see chapter 2.a 
and 2.b). Because of its great acoustics, it is occasionally 
used for concerts. It is planned that in the future it will be 
used as an exhibition and community place. In one part 
of the synagogue, there will be a permanent exhibition of 
“People in Žatec” (see also the Management Plan).  
www.synagoga-zatec.cz

the municipal theatre of Žatec
This theatre provides the usual operation of the theatre 
itself, alongside running digital cinema performances and 
the summer open-air theatre. The Theatre also organises 
the traditional and main hop event in Žatec called “Hop-
Harvest Festival, Dočesná”.
http://www.divadlozatec.cz/

St. James’s yard
This ensemble is located on the eastern perimeter of the 
nominated property in Jakubská Street and it serves as the 
centre of traditional trades, services and entertainment 
from the 19th century.

The Country Club organising concerts of different 
music genres is also located there. This club offers rent 
of the premises for various cultural events, such as 
weddings including their ceremony, corporate meetings, 
conferences and lectures.

Also, there are shops offering various natural herbal 
products and spices. On the first floor, there is a branch 
of the Institute of Archaeology of the Czech Academy of 
Science. http://www.dvurusvatehojakuba.cz/
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5.h.2   other SPeciFic FacilitieS and 

attractionS connected with the 

hoP tradition

the museum of “homolupulus”
The Hussite bastion is the only standing bastion of the 
town fortification built before the year 1463. In the oldest 
drawing of Žatec from the beginning of 17th century, there 
can be seen two other robust bastions on the west side 
of the town. After the year 1836, this structure was used 
for residential purposes. In 1946 part of this building 
collapsed and it was rebuilt recently (see chapter 2.a and 
2.b).

Since 2003 it has housed the humorous Museum of 
“Homolupulus”: This museum was created as a thematically 
coherent presentation of the fate of a fictional mediaeval 

hop nation. Exhibits describe their life and hop culture. 
The Long-term activities of a group of local inhabitants 
of Žatec are connected with this museum. This group 
constantly promotes hop traditions and enhances all the 

regular or individual activities in town.
http://www.chrampiva.cz/

the tomb of the oldest beer drinker
The tomb is a response to the long-term connection of 
Žatec with hops and beer, and the need for the historical 
bonds of this connection to be permanently strengthened, 
including the search for an “original identity. On 1st April 
2001 (which is also the popular April Fools Day in the 
Czech Republic) a carefully prepared and documented 
prank archaeological discovery of the “Tomb of the oldest 
beer drinker” took place. Not far from the plague column 
on Svobody Square. Near the discovery of the skeleton of 
the “beer-drinker”, there was a clay pot with the volume 
of 0.49 l, the volume of a standard beer mug, which is 
usually served in restaurants. At the same time, there 
were “discovered” the remains of a wooden “barrel” and a 
wooden plate with seven scratches, which was described 
as the oldest surviving beer tab. This tomb and its location 

have been included in presentations about hop traditions 
as one of the proofs of the existence of an ancient culture 
of “Homolupulus” in Žatec since its discovery. The buried 
man was named Lojza Lupulín and the symbol from the 
wooden plate became the logo of the civic association 
“The Temple of Hops and Beer” promoting the uniqueness 
of the Žatec hop area. The carefully developed identity of 
historical and fictional hop growing is connected with all 
the activities in Žatec and it supplements the scientific 
information in a humorous way and it engages all the 
citizens in building the image of the town and its identity.

 „the smallest hop garden in the world“
On the location, where once stood the Church of the 
Holy Cross, in the northern part of the property near 
Svobody Square, is located another local rarity, the 
smallest hopfield  in the world. On this location, many 
different buildings were built. In the  18th century there 
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was a town guardhouse, in 1882 there was a monument 
of the Emperor Joseph II. This monument was demolished 
in 1919 after the establishment of an independent 
Czechoslovakia and the statute was thrown into the River 
Ohře. In 1930 the bronze lion was placed on the empty 
pedestal as a monument to the victims of  World War I. 
This monument was disassembled in 1942 because of 
the order on the collection of non-ferrous metals for war 
purposes.

Since 1945 hops have been grown on this location with 
an area of 16 m2. After more than seventy years of its 
existence in the middle of a living town, this hopfield is 
considered one of the symbols of the town of Žatec, quite 
a specific part of its picture. The hops are carefully grown 
there and celebrated according to all the seasonal needs 
of this identity-making crop.

This is why the area of Svobody Square, next to this 
hopfield is also a place where annual events are organised 
mainly following the traditional seasonal hop festivals.

5.h.3   traditional hoP eventS in 

Žatec

chmelfest (hopfest)
The Chmelfest is a spring festival connected with the 
commencement of spring works in hopfields. Each year 
it is organised by the society called Chmelobrana (Hops 
Defence) Žatec, the Žatec Brewery and local societies 
with the support of the Town of Žatec and regional hop 
companies. During this event, which contains elements 
of thematic jokes and pranks, the future harvest of hops 
is blessed and symbolically a giant barrel of  May lager 
is opened near the hopfield on Žatec‘s main Svoboda 
Square.
http://www.chmelfest.cz/

the hop harvest Festival - dočesná
The hard work in hopfields  is symbolically ended by 
a festive final harvest of the last amount of hops from a 
hopfield in early September. Such festivals are called 
“Dočesná” in Czech, which means “final harvest” or “to finish 
harvest” (in the past also: Hopfenerntefest, Hopfenpflücker 
or Hopfenkranzfest). In Žatec this festival has a proven 
tradition, in pictures and in documents, of more than 180 
years, since 1883. In contrast with the Munich Oktoberfest, 
which is especially connected with beer consumption, the 
Dočesná festival especially emphasises hops. The last hop 
plants and hops from the hopfields are integrated into all 
the activities during the festival and used as decorations in 
the town. This festival logically also includes presentation 
and sale of a large variety of beer and regional products. 

Local societies, cultural institutions and hop growing 
villages bear the hop traditions in Žatec and its wider 
surroundings. Competitions in traditional hop picking, 
dancing with a pitcher on the head and the selection of 
a Hop Queen and Hop King are also connected with the 
festival. Pranks, fun and good beer, from local quality 
Žatec hops, are always included in the hop celebrations. 
The traditions of these “final harvests”, on farms and in 
villages, have been kept, without any interruption, to this 
day. www.docesna.cz

5.h.4   touriSt ServiceS and 

inFormation SyStem oF the 

ProPerty

Apart from the information signs installed on posts in 
the town, as in other historical towns, the tourist routes 
in Žatec are supplemented with information on cast-iron 
plaques, which are located directly on significant historical 
buildings. Plaques are provided with texts in Czech, 
German and English and are connected with leaflets and 
brochures of the town, with maps and texts also in Czech, 
German and English.

tourist information centre  (tic) Žatec
The Infocentre offers information materials and access to 
the Internet as well as access to the town hall gallery. It is 
accessible all year round, also to people with handicaps.
The Infocentre is a modern facility that offers, in addition 
to standard services, information about the system of 
walking routes through the town. Also available are: 
brochures, leaflets, books, maps, souvenirs, touristic 
information, pre-arranged programmes for groups, the 
intermediation of guide services, and an overview of 
accommodation, meals, leisure activities and activities 
available. 

The TIC staff also speak English and German.
Opening times in the tourist season: Monday-Friday 08.00 
AM to 05.00 PM, Saturday-Sunday 10.00 AM to 02.00 PM. 
Web pages: http://www.infozatec.cz

destination agency dolní Poohří
The registered office of the public-benefit corporation 
of the Ústí nad Labem Region for tourism called the 
Destination Agency Dolní Poohří is also located in Žatec. 
The activities of this agency are focused on the support 
of tourism and regional development in the wider area 
around the lower part of the River Ohře, which is close to 
Žatec and eastwards. The agency is located directly in the 
area of Prokop Velký Square with its office in the historical 
malt house. Its website includes an interactive map, 
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integrating information about services and attractions. 
This enables quick orientation within the property and its 
wider surroundings. 
http://www.dolnipoohri.eu/, www.dolnipoohri.cz

5.h.5   StatiSticS oF viSitorS

Many visitors of Žatec are satisfied only with individual 
tours in town, because its architecture enables good 
recognition of its specifics. This is why statistics of visitors 
for this chapter are based only on the overview of recorded 
numbers of sold entrance tickets to some buildings 
indicated in the table No. 1.

5.h.6   tranSPort acceSSibility oF 
Žatec

The Town of Žatec has excellent traffic accessibility.  It 
is situated close to the transit junction connecting the 
Ústecký region with the Plzeň region. As for road traffic, the 
road of class I, No. I/27 from Plzeň to Most, is an important 
traffic route. Prague and border crossings to Germany 
are easily accessible through the basic road network. The 
railway network also provides a good connection of Žatec 
to important towns and cities of the Czech Republic, such 
as lines No. 160 Žatec – Plzeň, No. 123 Žatec-západ – Most 
and No. 124 Lužná u Rakovníka – Chomutov. 

5.
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NAME/WEB SITES ADDRESS CAPACITY

Hotel Zlatý lev/ Oblouková 228, 438 01 Žatec 54 beds

Hotel U Hada/ Nám. Svobody 155, 438 01 Žatec 22 rooms

Hotel Černý Orel/ Kruhové náměstí 233, 438 01 Žatec 30 beds

Hotel Apollo Obránců míru 314, 438 01 Žatec 8 beds

Mini Hotel Kapitán Nám. Svobody 119, 438 01 Žatec 8 beds

Penzion U divadla Dvořákova 32, 438 01 Žatec 14 beds

Penzion U parku/ Chmelařské nám. 1339, 438 01 Žatec 10 beds

Penzion Černý rytíř/ Oblouková 170, 438 01 Žatec 16 beds

Penzion Aranka/ Francouzská 1398, 438 01 Žatec 15 beds

Penzion Kára/ Nerudovo náměstí 1494, 438 01 Žatec 12 beds

Ubytovna TJ Sever Plzeňská 2787, 438 01 Žatec 43 beds

Minihotel V Zahradě/ Tolstého 871, 438 01 Žatec 10 beds

Holiday Centrum/ Vikletice 7, 438 01 Žatec 16 beds

Hotel V Údolí Zlatého potoka/ Náměstí 17, 439 88 Blšany 33 beds

Source: http://www.mesto-zatec.cz/mestsky-urad/turistikaold/ubytovani-amp-restaurace/

Tab. No. 2 - Overview of the most significant accommodation providers

YEAR 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Temple of Hops and Beer 4826 7236 12367 15876 20314 20754

Infocentre – Town Hall 3362 2651 3020 6218 4586 8750

Regional Museum 6587 10100 8202  11436 13547 13245

Hop Museum 3538 8268 5281 3373 3415 3633

Žatec Brewery 771 757 1105 1048 1035 978

Homolupulos Museum 711 642 685 856 952 882

Tab. No. 1
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The town of Žatec is situated about 80  km from the capital 
city of Prague and from the regional capital city of Plzeň. 
Karlovy Vary, Mariánské Lázně, Litoměřice and Saxonian 
Chemnitz in Germany are other larger, widely known and 
attractive destinations within the distance of 100 km. A 
slightly longer distance away you can find Dresden and 
Leipzig in Germany. 

Žatec also profits from direct railway connections to 
Prague every hour. The travelling time does not exceed 90 
minutes thanks to a limited number of stops. 

Žatec is also connected with the capital city of Prague with 
direct bus links operating several times a day. The journey 
(with a few stops) also takes approximately 90 minutes.
The main Czech airport, the Václav Havel Airport is situated 
west of Prague just off the motorway, which passes close 
to Žatec. The visitor that rents a car at the airport can reach 
Žatec within approx. 50 minutes.

5.h.7  accommodation and 

reStaurantS in Žatec

Although Žatec is arelatively small town the popular 
traditional hop growing activities, local festive events 
and beer gave rise to numerous accommodation facilities 
and restaurants. From this point of view, Žatec is ready 
to host its visitors. In case the nomination is successful, it 
can be assumed that other facilities of this type will arise, 
particularly regarding the many dormant buildings, both 
in the property area and in the close surroundings (see the 
Management Plan). The Hotels Zlatý lev ( Golden Lion) and 
Černý orel ( Black Eagle), and also the Hotel U hada   (At the 
Snake) are the most important accommodation providers. 
These facilities meet the requirements for comfortable 
accommodation. Their prosperity is connected with 
the aforementioned Temple of Hops and Beer. Other 
accommodation providers have smaller capacities. 
See Tab. No. 2 and Tab. No. 3.
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NAME ADDRESS WEB SITE

Restaurační minipivovar U orloje Nám. Prokopa Velkého 1951, 438 01 Žatec www.chchp.cz

Mlsná koza Dvořákova 22, 438 01 Žatec www.mlsna-koza.cz

U Zlatého beránka Hošťálkovo nám. 138, 438 01 Žatec

Restaurace U Hada Nám. Svobody 155, 438 01 Žatec www.zatec-hotel.cz

El Toro Steak House Nám. Prokopa Velkého, 438 01 Žatec www.eltorozatec.cz

Restaurace U medvěda Oblouková 222, 438 01 Žatec www.umedvedazatec.cz

Pizzeria Panamera Žatec Nákladní 359, 438 01 Žatec www.pizzeria-panamera.cz

Caffé VIN Jakubská 274, 438 01 Žatec

Cukrárna Květa Obránců míru 6, 438 01 Žatec

Hospůdka U nás Fügnerova 1053, 438 01 Žatec

Restaurace U Hříbku Volyňských Čechů 836, 438 01 Žatec www.uhribku.cz

Kavárna u Šnečků Husova 1200, 438 01 Žatec

Restaurace Na Pražské Pražská 2905, 438 01 Žatec

Motorest Kulatá Lučanská 1469, 438 01 Žatec

Restaurace Čáp Příkrá 819, 438 01 Žatec

Restaurace Moskva Svatováclavská 2126, 438 01 Žatec

Restaurace Ostrov Svatováclavská 1040, 438 01 Žatec

Restaurace Švejk U Oharky, 438 01 Žatec

Cihelna Sport Relax Club M.M. Černobýla, 438 01 Žatec www.cihelnaclub.cz

Bar Forbes Ostrov 2219, 438 01 Žatec

Sportbar Bardorána Bratří Čapků 2673, 438 01 Žatec

Sportbar Barbar Bratří Čapků 2801, 438 01 Žatec

Source: http://www.mesto-zatec.cz/mestsky-urad/turistikaold/ubytovani-amp-restaurace/

 Tab. No. 3 - Overview of the restaurants (state 2016)
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5.h.8  conFerence FacilitieS

 In Žatec at present, no large conference facility is available 
in Žatec. There is a lecture hall, with modern equipment, 
in the Malt House Gallery in Masarykova Street with 
the capacity of 60 seats which can be used for lectures. 
Conferences can also be arranged in a newly established 
exhibition and lecture hall, with the capacity of 100 seats, 
in the building of the regional museum depository in 
Volyňských Čechů Street, in walking distance from the 
visitors centre.  

5.h.9  SPortS FacilitieS in Žatec

As for longer visits to Žatec, visitors can utilise other 
facilities to extend their chances of spending a pleasant 
time in the town. These facilities can be found outside 
the nominated property, a walking distance away. Visitors 
to the town can easily use these wider opportunities.  
Many funding possibilities were utilised in the field 
of the development of the infrastructure of sport and 
leisure facilities over the last few years. These projects 
were co-financed from European and national resources 
and allowed the infrastructure to be modernised and to 
extend its utilisation. 

This was particularly so in the area of public sports 
fields in the town, where the open swimming pool area 
experienced significant changes. Multifunctional areas 
for tennis, volleyball, football, roller skating and minigolf 
were built there. A new 1.2 km long asphalt cycle path 
was opened close to the swimming pool. It is connected 
directly to the swimming pool area and the sports fields, 
with a roller skating circuit. This cycle path is part of the 
regional trunk of cycling route No. 6 (stage 4 Kadaň–
Žatec–Louny). All these facilities are out of the property 
area and their activities do not disturb in any way the 
nominated area.

the Žatec open-air Swimming Pool
The Žatec open-air swimming pool was recently 
extensively modernised and since 2012 has been open to 
the public during the summer. It is situated in a pleasant 
environment near the River Ohře in the northwestern part 
of the town. The new open-air swimming and pleasure 
pool was completed with a water flume and slides, other 
water attractions and a paddling pool for children. In 2013 
the sports area at the swimming pool was also opened to 
the public.

the new Sports area
The New Sports Area adjacent to the open-air swimming 
pool, was opened in May 2013.

The area offers multipurpose courts for tennis, volleyball 
and netball at the centre of a 400m long asphalt circuit 
track for roller skating and a multipurpose play area for 
collective sports. The administrative building also provides 
facilities with locker rooms, showers and toilets.

The sports area and open-air swimming pool are operated 
by the company Technická správa města Žatce s.r.o. 
Opening times: Monday-Sunday 9.00 AM to 9.00 PM.For 
more information see the Internet presentation on: www.
tsmzatec.cz

the town Sauna
In addition to the sports facilities of the town, the company 
Technická správa města Žatce, also operates a town sauna. 
The building also houses a large and small gym.
 
Opening times: October-April: Monday, Wednesday 03.00 
to 10.00 PM, Tuesday, Thursday 03.00 to 09.00 PM, Friday 
02.00 to 10.00 PM, Saturday-Sunday 11.00 AM to 07.00 PM. 
Address: Libočanská 1341, 438 01 Žatec. For more 
information see the Internet presentation on: www.
plavanizatec.cz

indoor Swimming Pool
An indoor swimming pool in Žatec can be found in the 
housing estate, south of the property, in the building 
complex of the business school in Studentská Street. The 
pool is open to the public during the winter season, every 
afternoon till 10.00 PM, and during the weekends all day. 
Opening times are limited in the summer.

the youth Stadium
The Youth Stadium is a large area located between two 
large schools, in a quiet part of the town. In 2010 the 
original was modernised. This modern sports field is 
now equipped with a 250m long oval racing track, and 
pitches and courts for football, basketball and other ball 
sports, all with modern artificial surfaces. The stadium 
facilities also include two climbing walls, and areas for 
athletic disciplines. The Youth Stadium is operated by the 
elementary school, Komenského alej.

Contact: Address: ZŠ Komenského alej 749, Žatec For more 
information see the Internet presentation on: http://www.
komenacek.cz/mladi.php 

In a case of a stay in Žatec for a longer period, two modern 
cycle routes that are part of a wider network for this 
popular form of  tourist activity are available:

cycle route ohře - Žatec, section no. 4
It is an approximately 1.2 km long asphalt cycle path 
close to the Žatec open-air swimming pool area and the 
sports field with a roller skating circuit. The project was 
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completed in 2013 with financial support from the State 
Fund for Traffic Infrastructure. 

This section of cycle path will be utilised in the future 
because it is included in the planned regional trunk cycle 
route named after the River Ohře that is an attractive 
destination for water tourism. The cycle route continues 
to the Nechranická dam, Kadaň and Březno u Chomutova. 
The other direction leads through the centre of Žatec to 
the touristic area of the Temple of Hops and Beer and 
amongst the hopfields to the country manor at Stekník 
and to Louny. Documentation for the project of a cycle and 
roller skating path, in the total length of 7km, including 
a connection to the other bank of the River Ohře and a 
concentration of sports fields in the urban area, has been 
prepared. 

Cycle Route Žatec - Thum, section No. 6 Cycle route No. 
6 leads from Svobody Square to the east, through the 
villages of Stekník and Skupice up to Březno u Postoloprt. 
This route is 18km long and connects Žatec withcycle 
route No. 3034,  Postoloprty – Chomutov. 
http://www.cykloohre.cz/

5.h.10 medical FacilitieS in Žatec

The town of Žatec belongs to the towns in the Ústí 
region that are considerably independent in the field of 
provision of medical and social services in elementary and 
specialised care. The inhabitants and visitors of the town 
do not need to seek standardised care in the surrounding 
towns. The hospital gives Žatec an increased importance 
in the surrounding area. In recent years the town hospital, 
Nemocnice Žatec o.p.s., has undergone modernisation 
and its scope in specialised care has been widened.

The town also has a sufficient network of pharmacies  for 
its inhabitants as well as for visitors. The Žatec hospital can 
be found in Husova Street, approximately 1.5km from the 
southern part of the property and it has been integrated 
with a polyclinic. 

The hospital consists of four basic wards (Internal 
medicine, surgery, gynaecology and maternity ward, 
children’s and newborn’s ward) and a ward for subsequent 
care and a life-support ward. Specialised modern facilities 
including radio diagnostics and transfusion departments 
are also available. 

The Žatec hospital provides specialised outpatient care 
in nephrology, cardiology, mammology, and surgery. 
Endoscopic examinations can also be provided there. 

hospital and Polyclinic Žatec
Address: Poliklinika Žatec, Husova 2796, 
Porter’s lodge / Telephone operator: 414 110 111

Medical first-aid assistance is also available in Žatec.

First-aid assistance in Žatec is available on: 415 748 249

medical emergency services are available within the 
scope of the hospital‘s services through the following 
contacts: 

medical emergency service for adults: 
Address: Nemocnice Žatec, Husova 2796, 2nd Floor
Porter’s lodge / Telephone operator: 414 110 740
Operation time: Mon-Fri: 05.00 PM to 07.00 AM, Sat-Sun 
09.00 AM to 06.00 PM.

medical emergency service for children:
Address: Nemocnice Žatec, Husova 2796, 2nd Floor
Tel.: 414 110 164
Operation time: Mon-Fri: 05.00 to 08.00 PM; Sat-Sun + 
holidays: 09.00 AM to 06.00 PM.
Also, a sufficient network of pharmacies is available to the 
inhabitants and visitors of the town.  
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Pharmacy in polyclinic:
Address: Husova 2796, Žatec, 
Tel.: 414 110 602
Opening times: Monday-Friday 07.00 AM to 00.30 PM, 
01.00 to 06.00 PM
Emergency: 06.00 to 07.00 PM 

the hospital also has another pharmacy “lékárna na 
Jihu”, tel.: 415 748 199; email: info@lekarna-zatec.cz

the independent pharmacy “lékárna na náměstí” 
is available in the central part of the property, on  
Svobody Square no. 165.
 
Address: nám. Svobody 165, 438 01 Žatec
Tel.: 415 710 908 or 415 710 092
email: info@lekarna-zatec.cz
Opening times: Monday-Saturday 07.00 AM to 06.00 
PMThe pharmacy “Lékárna u Kláštera” is in walking 
distance, in the southern part of the buffer zone. 
Address: Pražská 797, 438 01 Žatec
Tel.: 415 711 241
Opening times: Monday-Friday 08.00 AM to 05.00 PM

Another pharmacy can be found in the Kaufland 
supermarket area, west of the central part of the town 
(Lékárna Dr. Max,  Kaufland, Kadaňská 3034, 438 01 Žatec, 
Tel.: 415 711 022, 415 711 023
Email: zatec@drmax.cz
Opening times: Monday-Sunday 08.00 AM to 08.00 PM 
 

5.i  PolicieS and ProgrammeS 
related to the PreSentation 
and Promotion oF the 
ProPerty

Good organisation, of the tools available including 
promotion, advertising and popularisation, is the basic 
precondition at the common core of values of the 
nominated property. The development of opportunities 
in this field is the responsibility of the Management Plan 
and the activities of one of the working groups.

5.i.1  Policy and ProgrammeS 

concerning develoPment and 

Promotion oF the ProPerty at the 

State-wide level

The cultural heritage of the Czech Republic is one of the 
priorities of the officially organised promotional body.

The Ministry of Regional Development of the Czech 
Republic is a methodical and coordination body for all 
the actors engaged in the field of tourism. The concept 
of state policy of tourism in the czech republic, for the 
period 2014-2020, is a necessary tool for the activities of 
the Ministry in the field of tourism. 

Cultural tourism is one of the most effective types of 
tourism that shares in the development of foreign tourism 
and generates quite an appreciable income for the Czech 
Republic. Together with internal tourism, it is a major 
resource for the prosperity of regions and individual 
municipalities, as well as all the businesses that share 
indirectly in its development.

The Ministry of Regional Development of the 
Czech Republic is the founder of an organisation 
calledCzechTourism. It is at the centre of Czech tourism 
and has a comprehensive Internet presentation (http://
www.czechtourism.cz/). 

The wider promotion of the country as a tourist destination 
abroad, and in the Czech Republic, is the basic goal of this 
organisation.

CzechTourism coordinates the state promotion of tourism 
with activities executed by businesses and develops 
medium-term and actual strategies for the marketing of 
tourism products in the domestic and foreign markets.

CzechTourism as a member of European Commission of 
Tourism (ETC) together with other European countries 
shares in marketing activities on overseas markets. 

The agency CzechTourism has published two documents 
for the period 2013-2020 named Marketing Strategy of 
Tourism 2013-2020 and Marketing Conception of Tourism 
2013-2020. The documents include an emphasis on 
localities on the UNESCO World Heritage List.. In addition, 
the documents cover the activities of the agency and 
other thematic spheres. World heritage and other UNESCO 
themes are the focus of increased interest of the agency 
and a new working group was formed in half of 2016. This 
group consists of representatives of: the care for historical 
monuments, the protection of nature, the association 
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of the Czech Heritage of UNESCO and those from the 
academic sphere. Its goals include the unification of 
mutual knowledge about topical themes that should be 
presented and promoted. In the case of the inclusion of 
Žatec on the World Heritage List, its extraordinary values 
will be the subject of increased presentation and further 
enhancement of cooperation including engagement 
in the standard activities of the agency through foreign 
representation. 

The portal Kudy z nudy (www.kudyznudy.cz – which 
is a simple play on words meaning “how to get out of 
boredom“), as the information portal of the CzechTourism 
agency, offers complete information about all the 
components of the nominated property in Czech, English, 
German, Slovak and Polish. The town of Žatec and its hop-
growing heritage as well as the wider surroundings of the 
town are presented through several thematic forms of 
appropriate, brief information.

5.i.2   Policy and ProgrammeS 

concerning the develoPment and 

Promotion oF the ProPerty at the 

regional level

The Ústí Region launched, in 2010, a project to revive 
tourism in the region, named Brána do Čech (which means 
“the Gateway to Czech“), (http://www.branadocech.
cz/cz/). The project has its own logo, new internet web 
portal and a new way of presentation. This uses materials 
about the four touristic regions whose conceptual and 
harmonised presentation is ensured by destination 
agencies named after individual subregions Dolní Poohří, 
Krušné hory, České Švýcarsko and České středohoří and 
focuses on them in their presentations. The importance 
of Žatec is supported by the fact that it is the seat of one 
of the four agencies, namely Dolní Poohří (see above in 
chapter 5.h). 

The destination agency presents the town of Žatec, and its 
monuments, on domestic and foreign tourism trade fairs 
and prepares promotional touristic materials. 

the concept of development of culture and care for 
historical monuments in the Ústí region in 2014-2020
The Ústí Region with its local government competence 
prepared a document named “Concept of development 
of culture and care for historical monuments in the Ústí 
Region in 2014-2020”. This document was accepted by 
resolution No. 88/18Z/2014 of the Regional Board on 3rd 

September 2014. This document explicitly expresses the 
support to continue the process of nomination for the 
inclusion of the property Žatec, the Town of Hops on the 
World Heritage List. 

The concept also summarises clearly the chances to utilise 
the programmes of funding for support of activities in the 
field of care for historical monuments and events connected 
with the preparation of the nomination of the property.

5.
i.2
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5.i.3   Policy and ProgrammeS 

concerning the develoPment and 

Promotion oF the ProPerty at the 

local level 

In view of the current, and future, care for the extraordinary 
values of the nominated site, the activities and support at 
the local level are the most important matters. In 2007, 
when the theme Žatec, the Town of Hops was registered 
successfully on the Tentative List, the intensive preparation 
of all steps for nomination of the property was begun. The 
town of Žatec purposively shares in projects connected 
with the wider popularisation of the site and in projects 
focused on the professional public. Successive steps, 
and an active presentation of this interesting theme, 
resulted in significant interest in the town and its cultural 
heritage. Despite the fact that the town is not big and its 
budget is rather limited, numerous chances to confirm its 
importance and popularity have been found. 

Recently, thematic conferences and workshops connected 
closely with the nomination themes, have been arranged, 
such as:

Of the regular six conferences named POOHŘÍ, arranged 
every year and focused on the promotion of the region, 
the deepening and popularisation of knowledge about 
its history and cooperation with cultural institutions, 
two were held in Žatec in the period 2011 to 2015. Their 
proceedings are issued from each conference which is 
held in October every year. Expert contributions on the 
history of hop growing and the history of the town are 
regularly presented at these professional meetings.

The conference of the NGO called PROPAMÁTKY (FOR 
MONUMENTS) focused on the restoration and utilisation 
of historical heritage assets. 

The 6th year of this professional conference, focused now 
on historical breweries, was held in Žatec from 14th to 15th 
November 2013. During this conference, there was also the 
ceremonial signing of the “Memorandum on cooperation” 
which dealt with the scope of the preparations for the 
nomination of the property, Žatec, the Town of Hops. 
The memorandum was signed by the Mayor of the town, 
the Deputy Minister of Culture, the councillor for culture 
and care for historical monuments of the Ústí Region and 
representatives of Chmelařství, cooperative Žatec, and 
Chmelobrana Žatec.

conference of the association of historical 
Settlements in bohemia, moravia and Silesia The 23rd 
year of meetings of the Association of historical towns 

and cities of Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia was held in 
Žatec from 31 March to 2 April 2016.  The towns and cities 
compete regularly to hold such a prestigious event and 
this time Žatec got this support because of the advanced 
nomination and that guests could receive a lot of topical 
information. 

The conference agenda also included an excursion to see 
places of interest in the town, tours of hop warehouses, the 
museum depository and new exhibitions on the history of 
the hop industry, a presentation of the work of students of 
professor Girsa Atelier, the Hop Museum, and the Temple 
of Hops and Beer. Members of the Steering Group utilised 
the conference to collect suggestions on how to enhance 
the visitor services. This helped enrich the Management 
Plan before the completion of its implementation.

5.i.4   other meanS oF Promotion

An indirect form of presentation, of the values of the Žatec 
hop processing heritage, can be found in the cooperation 
with schools of various types of school. Children in 
elementary schools are engaged in activities in the town, 
in art classes, where the theme of their work is often 
connected with hop. In recent years, cooperation has been 
established with the town management, the Steering 
Group and the Institute of the Historic Preservation of 
FA ČVUT (Faculty of Architecture of the Czech Technical 
University). For a whole year, two studios dedicated to 
conceptual works focused on the possibilities of sensitive 
adaptations, and various functional utilisations, of the 
historical constructions in Žatec. Cooperation of the town 
with the architecture students was based on discussions 
on the conversion of hop warehouses. The students of 
architectonic studios prepared proposals for the further 
utilisation of the buildings that were then presented for 
the inspiration of potential owners. 

Two specialised museums exist in the town and both have 
shared in the promotion of the nominated property for a 
long time.

the regional museum of K. a. Polánek is a subsidiary 
organisation of the town. The museum is a member of 
the AMG (Association of Museums and Galleries of the 
Czech Republic), which is a professional association 
of institutions and individuals engaged in museum 
activities in the Czech Republic. The museum organises 
specialised conferences and thematic exhibitions focused 
on the history of the town and participates in educational 
activities for local schools. The permanent exhibitions also 
include a unique collection of hop trademarks. 
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the hop museum is owned by the  CHMELAŘSTVÍ, 
cooperative Žatec company (about the cooperative, 
see below). This museum is also AMG member. The Hop 
Museum in Žatec is the biggest exhibition of its kind in the 
world. On an area of 4,000 m2, it presents the development 
of hop growing and hop processing from the early Middle 
Ages up to the present day. The administrative part of the 
museum includes a study hall used solely for presentation 
studies of professionals or students. In the study hall, they 
can find specialised publications, magazines and other 
printed matters in Czech, German and English.

In addition to its basic function of enhancing the quality of 
the permanent exhibitions and guided services, the Hop 
Museum (see chapter 5.h) is an active participant in other 
presentation activities and connected to informative web 
pages of other subjects:

The Hop Museum in Žatec is engaged in the following 
marketing projects:

Kudy z nudy (see above)
The project of the Czech Centre for Tourism, CzechTourism, 
whose goal it is to support domestic tourism. The portal 
Kudy z nudy provides opportunities for all travellers. 

do muzea! (lets go to museum!)
The project of the National Museum, Centre for the 
Presentation of Cultural Heritage which offers an overview 
of all the museums, galleries and monuments in the Czech 
Republic and arranges mutual communication with 
visitors. 

dolní Poohří
The project of the Destination Agency of Dolní Poohří, 
o.p.s. that provides generally beneficial services, whose 
goal is to support the sustainable development of this 
region through the preservation of its unique natural and 
cultural conditions.

Putování maxipsa Fíka (Journeys of maxipes Fík)
The tourist project of the nearby town of Kadaň that 
interconnects touristically  interesting places in the 
surroundings of Kadaň and invites tourists to visit them in 
the form of a play.
EYCA
The project of the European Youth Card is a discount 
programme for young people from 5 to 30 years of age.
The discount card can be used for various activities.

Žatec – Feel the hops
A joint project of the Hop Museum and the Temple of 
Hops and Beer through mutual cooperation. 
Discounts are available when buying a joint ticket to both 
tourist destinations.

List of the recently issued publications promoting the 
proposed property:

Památky na pěstování a zpracování chmele a 
výroby piva v Žatci (monuments of hop growing 
and processing and production of beer in Žatec). Jiří 
vaníček, Petr bažant, 2010
A publication summarising all the essential information 
about hops processing buildings and traditions in Žatec.

Ústecký kraj na cestě ke světovému dědictví (Ústecký 
region on its way to world heritage).Jitka Šrejberová, 
libor Sváček, 2015
A representative pictorial publication informing generally 
about world heritage, the convention on the protection 
of world heritage and presenting clearly the values of 
properties in the Ústecký region that are on the indicative 
list of the Czech Republic. A large portion of the publication 
is dedicated to Žatec. The publication was also presented 
ceremonially in the Malt House in Źatec.

za žateckými architekty (Follow the Žatec architects). 
Milada Krausová, 2015, 
The new publication “Za žateckými architekty“, issued by 
the Regional Museum of K. A. Polánek in Žatec presents 
for the first time stories of local architects at the turn of the 
20th century. The publication selected the personalities 
who contributed significantly to the appearance of Žatec 
as an industrial and hop-growing centre. 

Žatec, historie, kultura, lidé (Žatec, history, culture, 
people). ed. ivana ebelová, Petr holodňák, 2004
This book about the history of the town and its hop-
growing tradition was issued within the edition series of 
The History of Czech cities.

město Žatec za velké války (the town of Žatec during 
the great war). Forgotten stories not only from the town 
library by Milada Krausová.
The Regional Museum of K. A. Polánek in Žatec (below 
as “RMŽ”) issued this publication by the historian Milada 
Krausová on the occasion of the centennial anniversary of 
the beginning of World War  I. Forgotten stories not only 
from the town library.

DĚJINY ŽATECKÉHO GYMNÁZIA „SCHOLA ZATECENSIS“ 
(THE HISTORY OF THE ŹATEC GRAMMAR SCHOOL “SCHOLA 
ZATECENSIS”). Jiří Matyáš, Jiří Cihla, Stanislava Hafnerová, 
Bohumír Roedl, Petr Ulrich 
The 6th volume of the RMŽ Study.
The book provides a well-organised presentation of the 
history of the Medieval Latin school in Žatec, followed by 
the grammar school, so the publication covers a period 
from the 13th century up to 1990. The publication was 
written through studying archive sources (a complete 
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section with documents on the Žatec grammar school 
is available in the state district archives in Louny) and 
literature that deals generally with the history of the 
Czech school system. The book includes a wide spectrum 
of photographs that relate to the history of the school and 
originate from the archives of the authors, collections of 
photographs in the Žatec Museum and other institutions. 
Many of the photographs are the personal possessions of 
former and current teachers and former students, so that 
the history of the school is also documented visually.

LABYRINTEM ŽATECKÉHO PRAVĚKU (THROUGH A 
LABYRINTH OF PREHISTORY). Petr Holodňák 
The 5th volume of the RMŽ Study.
This comprehensibly arranged encyclopedia of the 
prehistory of Žatec includes stories, about discoveries 
on the Žatec cadaster and archaeological explorations 
from more than eighty municipalities of the region, 
in alphabetical order. Furthermore, it contains a 
chronological overview, of the archaeological cultures 
and periods represented in the region, Střední Poohří, 
and of a number of researchers with excellent knowledge 
on the earliest history of this region. The closing chapters 
summarise twenty top archaeological findings in the 
Žatec region and extensive overview of bibliography 
about local findings.
 
Žatecká rodina Hošťálků z Javořice (Žatec family of 
Hošťálek from Javořice). B. Roedl, 4th volume of the RMŽ 
Study,  1997.

Z HISTORIE ŽATECKÉHO MUZEJNICTVÍ (FROM THE 
HISTORY OF ŽATEC MUSEUM ACTIVITIES). R. Holodňáková 
- A. Zinnerová - P. Holodňák - J. Kuprová, 3rd volume of the 
RMŽ Study, 1997
PAMĚTI MĚSTA ŽATCE (HISTORY OF THE TOWN OF ŽATEC 
(1527-1609). M. Tošnerová 
1st volume of the RMŽ Study, 1996.

Two new documents completing the walking routes 
through Žatec have been available since September 2006:
ŽATEC - STOPY SLAVNÝCH OSOBNOSTÍ (ŽATEC - 
FOOTPRINTS OF FAMOUS PERSONALITIES)

The publication presents brief biographies of fifteen 
selected personalities from the past of Žatec (Jan ze 
Žatce, Maxmilián Hošťálek z Javořice, Karl Wenzel, dr. Karel 
Reiner, Jan Václav Staněk, Jan Karel Vetter, Jan Paul Loschy, 
Konrád Waldhauser, Josef Hermann Schneider, Josef 
Reiner, Helmut Preidel, Ferdinand Landesperger, Josef 
Wara, Karel Alois Polánek and Ludwig Engl).

ŽATEC - OSOBNOSTI VE SVĚDECTVÍ NÁHROBNÍKŮ (ŽATEC 
– PERSONALITIES THROUGH WITNESSING TOMBSTONES)
This guide for a non-traditional walking route in the 

town cemetery of Žatec presents the personalities who 
significantly influenced life in the town in the past (E. 
Zuleger, K. Fanta, J. Heiser, M. Lűdersdorf, J. Schöffl, JUDr. 
Th. Hassmann, H. Hasmann, P. Schönfeld, Th. Schönfeld, 
JUDr. K. Schönfeld, K. Petrowitz, MUDr. A. Seifert and JUDr. 
W. Kříž).

5.j   StaFFing levelS 
(ProFeSSional, technical, 
maintenance)

Care for the nominated property is provided, primarily, 
by the individual owners. Presentation of the property 
is provided by the information centres in the town with 
their permanently employed workers who also assist the 
town‘s visitors. The visitors centre or the town core, where 
most of the information about the history of hops, their 
processing and trading can be obtained, is represented by 
facilities of the Hop Museum and the Temple of Hops and 
Beer which complement each other (see also above in the 
Chapter 5.h.1).

the hop museum is owned by the CHMELAŘSTVÍ, 
cooperative Žatec company. The museum is a member 
of the AMG (Association of Museums and Galleries of the 
CR) which is a professional association of institutions and 
individuals engaged in museum activities in the Czech 
Republic. The AMG activities are particularly focused 
on the promotion and popularisation of the activities 
of museums and galleries in the Czech Republic and on 
holding conferences, seminars and editorial activities. This 
permanently contributes to the education of employees 
from museum.

The employees of the Hop Museum in Žatec have at least a 
secondary education and provide guide services in Czech, 
Russian, German and English, as well as information about 
the wider scope of other services. They permanently 
continue to improve their professional knowledge and 
participate in the preparation of new exhibitions. They 
also contribute articles to expert periodicals (Chmelová 
ročenka, Český chmel, etc.) and to various other 
publications. 

The Hop Museum participates in the project “National 
system of quality of services for tourism in the Czech 
Republic” managed by the Ministry of Regional 
Development of the Czech Republic. The Hop Museum 
manager obtained the certificate “Instructor of Quality 
Degree 1” from this educational programme. In the field 
of sustainable development in tourism, the Hop Museum 
is the holder of the award “Poohří regional product“ in 
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the category of Regional Service. The award belongs 
to the National Netwok of the Association of Regional 
Brands that guarantees  its origin, quality and uniqueness. 
This award given to the Hop Museum, together with the 
relevant certificate, is valid till 2018.

tourist information centre in Žatec (TIC Žatec) is a 
member of ATIC (Association of Tourist Information 
Centres) which endeavours to enhance the professional 
quality and knowledge of its members. (For more 
information including foreign language versions see the 
AIC web pages on http://www.aticcr.cz/).

TIC Žatecis a certified tourist information centre and 
listed in the unified classification of tourist information 
centres in the Czech Republic. It meets the standards for 
class B of this classification. The fulfilment of this standard 
means, among other things, that the staff of a TIC should 
participate in relevant educational programmes of the 
ATIC at least once a year.

the regional museum of K. a. Polánek
The museum employees have a university education and 
most of them also work as lecturers at universities and 
publish expert studies and essays.

the hop research institute co., ltd., Saaz)
Žatec is also outstanding due to the Hop Research Institute 
which is based on the outskirts of the town. Employees 
of this institute enhance the authority and professional 
image of the town to an international extent. The institute 
is the only facility of its kind in the Czech Republic.
Hop research within Czech hop cultivation has a long 
tradition and an important position. The beginning of its 
activity can be traced to 1925, the time when the first hop 
station was established.

In 1950 the Hop Research Institute started operating. The 
main objective of it is not only hop breeding but also the 
protection of hops against pests and diseases.
Within technology of hop cultivation, the Hop Research 
Institute has made many developments, construction in the 
wide-spacing planting of hop stock, progressive methods 
in hop cultivation, developments in mechanisation, and in 
hop harvesting and processing. A great deal of attention 
has been devoted to the hop breeding of Saaz semi-early 
red bine hops. Contemporary hop breeding work is aimed 
at breeding new varieties.

chmelaŘStvÍ, cooperative Žatec
In another part of Žatec, east of the component 02, you 
can find an important company named Chmelařstvi, 
cooperative Žatec. It is an organisation joining together 
almost all Czech hop-growers who collectively own 

around 90% of the hopfield area in the Czech Republic.
The history of the organisation is several decades long and 
has operated in its current form since 1992.  Chmelařstvi, 
cooperative Žatec especially focuses on hop processing 
and hop trading. Other areas of business are hop 
mechanisation, hop trellis construction and hop storing. 
The main aim of this organisation is to provide a wide 
range of services to companies, as well as private persons, 
cultivating hops in the traditional regions of the Czech 
Republic. The structure of the organisation corresponds 
to these requirements and it is able to react to changing 
situations in the domestic, as well as, the world market.

In 1999 the company was as awarded the quality 
certificate for purchase, storage, processing and sale 
of hops according to international standards ISO 
9002, and now, after the benchmarks were updated, 
9001:2000. The certificate was issued by  Lloyd‘s Register 
Quality Assurance, well- known throughout the world. 
Chmelařství, cooperative Žatec, is also the founder of the 
Hop Museum.

Another important means of promoting the hop heritage 
is provided through the highly specific magazine called 
Český Chmel/Czech Hops.

The Czech Republic supports the production of hops 
and the related activities of the hop growers. A magazine 
called simply Český chmel/czech hops is completely 
focussed on this specific and successful agricultural crop 
and trade commodity. It has been published since 2003 by 
the Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic in close 
cooperation with the Hop Growers Union of the Czech 
Republic.

The magazine is a successful international magazine 
dedicated to hop cultivation. Its objective is to address, 
not only hop growers and beer brewers, but also 
consumers and provide them with plenty of interesting 
and useful information. It also gives information on the 
joint meetings of hop growers and politicians. Readers 
can get basic news on conferences, trade fairs and other 
activities from practitioners, academics and managers. 
The magazine is also focused on the main information and 
developments in the sphere of various topics pertaining 
to the brewing industry. It provides practical information 
on the organisation and management of production 
processes, operational safety, marketing, new technology 
and trends in beer production.

The most recent publication (summarising news for 2015) 
begins with an important article looking back at 90 years 
of history of hop research in the Czech Republic. Digital 
versions of the magazine can be found here: http://www.
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czhops.cz/images/stories/esk_chmel/Cesky_chmel2015_
web.pdf. Research has played a very important role over 
the years and it is strongly believed that this will continue 
to be the case in the coming years as well. Czech hop 
research has reached a world-class level, which certainly 
helps the Czech Republic to keep up with its competitors, 
for example, the USA, Germany and Slovenia.

The most recent issue of the magazine has articles on 
the traditional celebrations of spring, hops and beer,  
the celebrations of St. Lawrence, patron saint of hop 
growers, and the Hop Growers’ Day at Stekník .The final 
part summarises the five-year existence of the hop and 
beer temple and discusses interesting events at the hop 
museum. 

The professional aspects of hop cultivation and processing 
are closely interconnected with the informal activities 
within the town. That magazine often refers to the 
excellent cooperation of the civic association (known as 
the hop defense Žatec) with the Žatec brewery and with 
the support of the Town of Žatec.  Last, but not least, is the 
review of an increasing number of people who enjoy the 
seasonal celebrations of hops in Žatec, and come not just 
from all over the country but also from all over the world.
The next issue (gathering news of 2016) can be expected 
in October 2016. 

A few recent articles relating to the best parts of the 
nominated property are included in the Chapter 7.e. 
– Bibliography.

Aside from the bilingual yearly magazine, Czech Hops, 
another, monthly magazine called Chmelařství (Hops-
Growing) supports the promotion and presentation of the 
importance of the hop heritage.

Chmelařství monthly magazine, published since 1953, 
continues the long tradition of professional periodicals 
devoted to the growing, processing and marketing 
of hops. In 1894 the magazine Chmelařské listy was 
published and in 1927 another hop magazine Český 
chmelař was published.

On its websites, this magazine publishes original expert 
and scientific works, reports and statements and important 
or interesting information dealing with all aspects in the 
field of hops. 

Other activities for awareness raising and simple, planned 
publications, focusing on the possible OUV of the property, 
are included in the Management Plan, for the next few 
years. The nomination process has helped to gather 
new and more detailed information and descriptions. A 

comparative study and the OUV definition have brought 
many inspiring ideas on how to promote the nominated 
property and the working groups have a good basis for 
their continuing work and studies d. 

The complex system of funding of various types may 
help to develop the values of the nominated property 
in order to follow all the recommendations given in the 
Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the 
World Heritage Convention and in the relevant resource 
manuals prepared by the World Heritage Centre, over the 
long process of the property‘s evaluation. The building of 
capacity, deepening professional knowledge and skills 
related to the values of the nominated property will be 
more easily developed when conceivably World Heritage 
status is acquired. All the individuals, organisations and  
stakeholders involved have learnt a lot about  Žatec,  the 
Town of Hops‘ values within the last few years and are 
ready to build on the wide experience gained.  
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6.a   Key indicatorS

The key indicators, to measure the condition of the 
preservation of the property of Žatec - the Town of Hops, 
will be monitored and recorded within the scope of the 
processing of annual monitoring reports. The monitoring 
periodicity, in the Czech Republic, is regulated by a unified 
nation-wide methodology, updated in 2011. In the Czech 
Republic, monitoring reports of the monuments listed in 
the World Heritage List are stored in the National Heritage 
Institute (Národní Památkový Ústav; NHI) and at the 
Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic (MK ČR).

Important monitoring attributes are based on the 
proposed definition of these outstanding universal values: 

- the preservation of the urban structure of the 
property, its most important historical buildings and 
dominants

- the preserved number of hop processing buildings
- the number of buildings used for hop processing or 

its presentation (functional  warehouses, museums, 
exhibitions and experiences for tourism) 

- the preservation of the hop processing technology 
and specific parts of the buildings in their original 
positions (machines, presses, switchboards, power 
distribution, lighting and elevators) 

- the chimneys of hop processing buildings, their 
number and technical state

- the roofscape (adjustments of roofs, originality of 
materials, technology for laying roof covering and 
details) 

- the maintenance of authenticity in the architectural 
solutions for frontispieces, in the course of building 
renovations, including opening fillers (windows, 
gates and technological openings for manipulation) 

-  the maintenance of the original construction system 
and the floors of the buildings

- the maintenance and rehabilitation of paving in 
the area of the property, the access paths and the 
historical manipulation courtyards

 (For the exact OUV definition see the chapter 3).

Monitoring6.

INDICATOR FREQUENCY  OF ASSESSMENT AUTHOR  AND STORAGE

State of the preservation of authenticity annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

State of the preservation of visual integrity with the surroundings annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

State of legal protection annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

Urbanism (spatial plan, material and spatial composition) annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

Constructional-technical condition of the buildings annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

State of minor architecture and independent sculpture works of art annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

State of public spaces (streets, squares, parterre, greenery, etc.) annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

Functional use of buildings and public spaces annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

New buildings and demolitions annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

State of preservation of the archaeological terrain annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

State of renovation financing annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

Number of inhabitants inside the property annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

Visitor rates annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem

State of the presentation of the property  and its form annually NHI, RD in Ústí nad Labem
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6.b   adminiStrative meaSureS 
For the monitoring oF the 
ProPerty

The national monitoring of cultural property, listed on 
the UNESCO World Heritage List, is well-organised in the 
Czech Republic.

One of the duties of the States Parties to the World 
Heritage Convention is the continuous monitoring of 
the state of conservation of the inscribed property and 
submission of periodical reports on the implementation 
of the convention and on the conditions and care taken 
for the individual property of World Heritage. Monitoring 
of the nominated property and its buffer zone, is in the 
Czech Republic, primarily the task of the bodies of state 
heritage conservation. 

Monitoring of cultural properties listed in the World 
Heritage List in the Czech Republic is carried out by 
authorisation of the Ministry of Culture by the National 
Heritage Institute.

The binding methodology for the monitoring of cultural 
property listed in the UNESCO World Heritage List in the 
Czech Republic has been adopted by the Ministry of 
Culture and was put into practice in 2000. In the Czech 
Republic, continuous annual monitoring has been 
systematically carried out for more than 15 years on a 
national level and annual monitoring reports have been 
prepared for every property listed on the World Heritage 
List. (In 2011, the methodology was updated, published 
in print and made public on the website of the NHI: see 
Metodika roční monitorovací zprávy o statku zapsaném 
na Seznam světového kulturního a přírodního dědictví 
UNESCO, určené pro národní účely (Methodology of 
annual monitoring reports on property listed in the 
UNESCO World Cultural and Natural Heritage, intended 
for national purposes), https://www.npu.cz/publikace/
metodicke-principy-pripravy-nominaci-k-zapisu-na-
seznam-svetoveho-dedictvi-unesco.pdf )

The appointed experts, involved in monitoring, meet 
annually and exchange their experience. Following the 
results of the Second Cycle of the Periodical Reporting, the 
NHI started a partial revision of monitoring reports in 2016, 
with the aim to strengthen the operational information in 
such a manner, that it was possible to eliminate negative 
findings on a national level as soon as possible. At the 
same time, the findings of global monitoring will be also 
benefited from, and methodical recommendations of the 
World Heritage Centre will be followed, on how to face the 
general risks for world heritage.

The coordination of the annual monitoring of the cultural 
property listed in the World Heritage List is provided by 
the staff of the Unit of Heritage with International Status 
of the National Heritage Institute – Directorate General, 
particularly by the national contact person, who is the 
focal point. 

Annual monitoring reports are prepared by skilled 
experts of the regional departments of the National 
Heritage Institute. For the nominated property, Žatec - 
the Town of Hops, this activity would be carried out by 
the Regional Department of the NHI in Ústí nad Labem, 
whose employees are already currently taking part in 
the nomination process and they are familiar with the 
property. 

The annual monitoring reports are prepared based on 
the continuous collection of background materials and 
they are submitted every calendar year to the Ministry 
of Culture, in the second half of the following year, 
afterwards, their content is commented on by the site-
manager and local authorities of the state administration. 
The main starting document for these annual reports, 
about each property of world heritage, is the nomination 
documentation, where the state of conservation at the time 
of nomination is described. The most important part is the 
definition of OUV (outstanding universal value) and all the 
Decisions of the World Heritage Committee concerning 
the property since its inscription into the World Heritage 
List, these include the further Operational Guidelines 
for the Implementation of the  WH Convention, relevant 
previous monitoring reports and the Management Plan 
and other relevant materials. Employees of the General 
Directorate of the NHI and the focal point also provide 
operational cooperation in preparation of the reports.

Currently, the structure of the annually prepared document 
includes nine chapters in total and aims to gathering as 
much information as might be useful for adopting these 
operational measures: 

- Identification of the property (Basic Information)
-  Values of the property
- Protection and administration inside the core zone of 

the property (borders of the effective protection of 
the property)

- Protection inside the buffer zone of the property
- Continuous monitoring
- Conclusions and recommended measures
- Contact information
- Opinions of the content of the AMR (annual 

monitoring report)
- Signature of the authorised person on behalf of the 

organisation
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Along with the text sections, photographic evidence and 
other forms of documentation are continuously prepared, 
which are supposed to document any important findings 
in the treatment of the property. The reports prepared by 
the NHI are then supplemented by a written statement 
of the property manager, who evidences the material 
having been discussed between them and the author of 
the report. 

Reports are handed over in a printed and electronic 
form to the Directorate General of the National Heritage 
Institute, which assesses, archives and hands them over, 
with a general summary report for the whole republic, to 
the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic. 

The  process of national monitoring, described above, is 
expected to be easier thanks to the existence of a recent 
technical inspection of the individual hops processing 
buildings (see chapter 2.b), within which the data on its 
values has been summarised in a well-organised manner. 
Another aid to this responsible monitoring is a permanent 
team for the implementation of the Programme for 
Regeneration, capable in indicating which buildings 
are a priority for submitting an application for financial 
support for renovation. This system of joint agreement 
on priorities has proven itself well and it has been well-
established in Žatec over the long term. Therefore, no 
entirely new measures or system for monitoring will have 
to be introduced, but the experience gained so far will be 
strengthened with aspects of the implementation of the 
Convention Concerning World Heritage Protection. 

6.c   the reSultS oF PreviouS 
rePortS

The municipality of the Town of Žatec and the Municipal 
Office of Žatec are used to preparing various kinds of 
reports on the condition of the cultural heritage within 
its administration. Since 1995, Žatec has taken part in 
the national Programme for the Regeneration of Urban 
Heritage Reserves and Urban Heritage Zones (one of 
the programmes of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech 
Republic, see chapter 5.f.). Following the rules of the 
programme, receiving any means for financial support for 
the restoration of historical buildings is conditional to the 
submission of annual reports on the way the subsidies are 
being used. The previous reports on the results of partial 
projects, have been found to be complete and their 
content as a satisfactory use of the subsidies allocated.  

Therefore, the Ministry of Culture repeatedly decided in 
favour of further allocation of financial means from 1996 
to 2016.

The state of the conservation of cultural monuments, 
as well as the conditions of the urban districts declared 
as Urban Heritage Reserves and Urban Heritage Zones, 
which form together the area of the component 01 
(see chapter 2.a), is continuously monitored through 
operational activity by the employees of the National 
Heritage Institute (NHI). Records of these inspections 
carried out and summary information are available 
in the regional department of NHI in Ústí nad Labem. 
Component 02 has been a protected cultural monument 
only for a short period of time (see chapter 5.b), therefore, 
no specific inspection reports have been prepared on its 
condition, so far. In case of its inscription on the World 
Heritage List, it will be included in the complex report as 
an individual item, so that the values of the premises are 
properly monitored.

The monitoring of monuments, following the guidelines 
for the preparation of Periodical Reports for the World 
Heritage Committee, has not been implemented yet, since 
the monument is not inscribed on the World Heritage List.
In the case of a successful nomination, these reports will be 
prepared by qualified employees of the National Heritage 
Institute, in this case, by a regionally competent expert 
from regional department in Ústí nad Labem. In the NHI, 
skilled experts are appointed directly for the preparation 
of such reports, so that continuity of information and 
contacts with partners on various levels is provided.

Based on the continuously acquired experience of the 
preparation of such materials for other localities in the 
Czech Republic, on the World Heritage List, the reports 
for this cultural property, Žatec - the Town of Hops, will be 
prepared similarly. The reports will be passed down to the 
Town of Žatec management for their comments and for 
any eventual remedial action.

Other reports about the condition of the nominated 
property prepared following international requirements 
have not been prepared for Žatec, the Town of Hops, 
and therefore, they cannot be quoted here or attached. 
Potential authors of such reports have  already been, in the 
course of the nomination process, involved actively in the 
working groups.  They are also taking part in various expert 
general activities related to the world heritage agenda on 
a national level. In case of inscription of the property on 
the World Heritage List all possible methodological aid 
will be provided, for these potential authors, from the 
beginning in the form of a team of experienced people 
from this institution. 
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7. Documentation

7.a   PhotograPhS and authorization table and other 
audioviSual materialS

All photographs listed in the table are stored as image files in the formats tiff or jpg on a separate CD-ROM. UNESCO is 
entitled to use and disseminate the photographs. Costs for image rights and use of the images and photographs will not 
occuror will be born by the applicant. However, the permission to unlimitedly use and disseminate the photographs does 
not constitute a transfer of the rights in the photographs to UNESCO for exclusive marketing.

Number Caption

1 Žatec, location in the landscape, the main architectural landmarks of the town centre. The Church of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary and the Žatec Town Hall in the front (view from the tower of the Hop Lighthouse).

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Libor Sváček
Regional Authority of Usti Region
3118/18, Velká Hradební St., CZ 40002 Ústí nad Labem tel. +420 737 203 656, e-mail: srejber.a@kr-ustecky.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 09/2015
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Number Caption

3 Žatec, the western part of the Prague Suburb with hop processing buildings.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Libor Sváček
Regional Authority of Usti Region
3118/18, Velká Hradební St., CZ 40002 Ústí nad Labem tel. +420 737 203 656, e-mail: srejber.a@kr-ustecky.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 09/2015

Number Caption

2 Žatec, Svobody Square with the Žatec Town Hall and part of the historic town centre in an aerial view from the northeast.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Libor Sváček
Regional Authority of Usti Region
3118/18, Velká Hradební St., CZ 40002 Ústí nad Labem tel. +420 737 203 656, e-mail: srejber.a@kr-ustecky.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 09/2015
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Number Caption

4 Žatec, the former Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery, aerial view from the northwest.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Libor Sváček
Regional Authority of Usti Region
3118/18, Velká Hradební St., CZ 40002 Ústí nad Labem tel. +420 737 203 656, e-mail: srejber.a@kr-ustecky.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 09/2015

Number Caption

5 Žatec, the former hop warehouse with a drying kiln, of the Christl Brothers company, No. 1951. (today‘s Temple of Hops and Beer, a presentation of the traditional method of storage of full bales of hops).

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Libor Sváček
Regional Authority of Usti Region
3118/18, Velká Hradební St., CZ 40002 Ústí nad Labem tel. +420 737 203 656, e-mail: srejber.a@kr-ustecky.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 09/2015
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Number Caption

6 Žatec, the former hop warehouse and hop packaging rooms of the Pfister & Wüstl company, No. 305, with the modern extension for the historic hop picking machine (today‘s Hop Museum), the Hop Lighthouse 
tower in the background.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Libor Sváček
Regional Authority of Usti Region
3118/18, Velká Hradební St., CZ 40002 Ústí nad Labem tel. +420 737 203 656, e-mail: srejber.a@kr-ustecky.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 09/2015

Number Caption

7 Žatec, the small hop field in the historic centre of the town next to Svobody Square, the Žatec Synagogue in the background.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

8 Žatec, Kněžská brána (the Priest´s Gate), a part of the western perimeter of the historic town walls.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

9 Žatec, the historic burgher houses around Chelčického Square (from the left No. 205, 206, 207, 208, 211) in the eastern part of the historic centre of the town.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

10 Žatec, the main facade of the Municipal Theatre, No. 27 in Dvořákova Street.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

11 Žatec, the Hotel Golden Lion, No. 228 in the historic centre of the town, an example of the rise of the town in the first half of the 20th century.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

12 Žatec, houses with brewing privileges around Kruhové Square (from the left No. 319, 320, 321, 358).

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

13 Žatec, the western part of the Prague Suburb with characteristic hop processing buildings as part of the housing development (the view from the Hop Lighthouse tower).

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

14 The large hop warehouses of J. Schwarzkopf from the perspective of Nerudovo Square, No. 945 Alšova Street and No. 383 Chmelová Street.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

15 Žatec, the new Public Hops Certification Centre (today´s Central Institute for Supervising and Testing in Agriculture), No. 1612 Chmelařské Square. The generous space of the entrance hall.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

16 Žatec, Jakubská Street, in the Prague Suburb,the former hop warehouses and hop packaging rooms connected with the residential structure No. 661.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

17 Žatec, the southern facade of the former premises of the Renaissance Malt House, in Masarykova Street.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

18 Žatec, view of the characteristic chimneys of the Prague Suburb on the traditional “Ascent of Chimneys“, the Hop Lighthouse tower in the background.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

19 Žatec, view of the characteristic panorama of the Prague Suburb with hop processing buildings and their chimneys,“forest of chimneys“.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

21 Žatec, The Temple of Hops and Beer, one of the main exhibition spaces, presenting the Žatec hop growing region with the coats of arms of all the municipalities producing hops.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

20 Žatec, scene with chimneys of hop drying kilns in the Prague Suburb, the town hall tower in the background.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

22 Žatec, The Temple of Hops and Beer, presentation of the method of storage of hops before exportation.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

23 Žatec, the Hop Museum, authentic mechanical press for pressing the dry hops into ballots.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

24 Žatec, The Hop Museum, located in the former authentic hop warehouse and hop packaging rooms of the Heinrich Melzer company, No. 1952 and the Pfister & Wüstl company, No. 305, the inner courtyard.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

25 Žatec, the Hop Lighthouse tower as part of the modern visitors centre.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

26 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouse with sulphur chambers and the residential villa of the A. Meindl and G. Epstein company.A characteristic example of the combination of a residential building 
and a hop processing building of one entrepreneurial family, No. 753 and 1257 Kovářská Street.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

27 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouse with sulphur chambers and hop packaging rooms of the Vinzenz Zuleger company, No. 1232 Smetanovo Square. The former hop warehouse of the A. Meindl 
and G. Epstein company in the background.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

28 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, storage of full bales of dry hops in the former hop warehouse, No. 1580 Chmelařské Square.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

29 Žatec, the Hop Museum, characteristic window shutters preventing direct sun light reaching the hops.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

30 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouse of the J. Schwarzkopf company, No. 945 Alšova Street with an outsite fire escape.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

31 Czech hops.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

32 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouse, with a drying kiln and sulphur house, of the Rudolf and Anton Christl Brothers company, No. 1950 Miléniová Street with the Astronomical Clock (2016).

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

33 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the former hop warehouse with sulphur chambers and hop packaging rooms of the Vinzenz Zuleger company, No. 1232 Smetanovo Square. The former hop warehouse of the A. Meindl 
and G. Epstein company in the background. 

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

34 Žatec, Urban Conservation Area, house No. 1858 and house No. 918 in the northeastern part of the town, characterised by the connection of the residential house and the hop oast house of the former company 
owned by František Kellner.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

35 Žatec, Urban Conservation Area, burgher houses on Chelčického Square, northern view.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

36 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, the drying kiln and hop warehouse of Rudolf Christl No. 1945 Kovářská Street, the building structure before reconstruction.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

37 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, detail of the very interesting facade of one of the biggest sulphur chambers and packaging rooms in Žatec, No. 753 Kovářská Street.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

38 Žatec, the Prague Suburbs, an example of a warehouse facade in the regulated urban environment of the street building.The hop warehouse, sulphur chamber and hop packaging rooms of the Pfister & Wüstl 
company, No. 305, Prokopa Velkého Square.The Hop Lighthouse tower and At the  Astronomical Clock Brewery in the background.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016

Number Caption

39 Zatec, the Prague Suburb, one of the largest facilities in Zatec hop processing, of Heinrich Melzer, No. 1192 Zeyer Street (2014).

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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Number Caption

42 Žatec, the Prague Suburb, a chimney of the  sulphur chamber No. 1950 in Miléniová Street 

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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40 Žatec, Urban Conservation Area, the hop warehouse No. 116. The Art Nouveau kiosk on the Train Station‘s steps, (Nádražní schody) in the foreground, is to be reconstructed soon.

Format Non exclusive session of rights yes

Photographer
Contact details of copyright owner

Václav Mach
Mírové nám. 73, CZ 439 42 Postoloprty, tel. +420 415 783 060, e-mail: foto.mach@tiscali.cz

Digital Date of Photo (mo/yr) 10/2016
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7.b   textS relating to 
Protective deSignation

7.b.1  Summary oF the legal 

documentS concerning 

Protection

This sub-chapter supplements information of the Sub-
chapter 5.b Protective designation. All national legal 
documents relating to the protection are in the Czech 
languague.

The component part 01 covering historical centre of the 
town (UHR) and the Prague Suburb (UHZ) is protected 
according two decrees of the Ministry of Culture as follows: 

the urban heritage reserve (uhr) 
The Urban Heritage Reserve was established by Decree 
Ref. No.16.417/87-VI/1, issued by the Ministry of Culture 
of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic on December 29, 
1987 with the establishment of the old historic cores of 
the towns Kutná Hora, Český Krumlov, Jindřichův Hradec, 
Slavonice, Tábor, Žatec, Hradec Králové, Jičín, Josefov, 
Litomyšl, Pardubice, Znojmo, Nový Jičín, Olomouc, 
village of Kuks with the adjacent complex of the former 
hospital and set of sculptures in Bethlehem, the set of 
technical monuments Stará huť in the Josefov Valley near 
Olomoučany, and the archaeological sites Libodřický 
mohylník, Slavníkovská Libice, Třísov, Tašovice, Bílina, 
České Lhotice, Staré Zámky u Líšně and Břeclav - Pohansko, 
being declared heritage reserves on December 21st, 1987 
(came into force on December 17, 1987).

The Decree, among other, states:
An urban heritage reserve is defined by the set of 
heritage assets it contains, however, the subjects of state 
heritage control in the UHR are not only the heritage 
assets themselves but also the historic street layout, the 
corresponding urban structure and the urban interiors, 
including street surfaces. Any modifications of the urban 
spaces must be consistent with the historic environment 
of the heritage reserve. Therefore, to this extent, the 
established conditions also apply to properties inside the 
heritage reserve that are not cultural heritage assets (see 
pages 262-266).

the urban heritage zone (uhz)
The Urban Heritage Zone was established by Decree No. 
108/2003 Coll., issued by the Ministry of Culture on April 
1st, 2003, on the establishment of historic areas in selected 

towns and urban areas as heritage zones, and determining 
the conditions for its protection, as of 4th January 1987 
which came into force on September 1, 2003.

The Decree, among other, states:
This is a historic area that has significant cultural value. 
A number of preserved heritage assets related to the 
processing of hops, including other valuable buildings, 
form an extremely valuable whole. The town landmarks 
are best appreciated from long-distance views and views 
of the wider area. 

The buffer zone of component 01 of the property was also 
declared in two stages following the stages of the above 
described protection of urban structure: The buffer zone 
of the nominated property component 01 is based on 
decisions defining so called ”protective belts” (declared 
according the Art. 17 of the National Heritage Act No. 
20/1987) of both the Urban Heritage Reserve and the 
Urban Heritage Zone (see pages 267-268).

Protective belt of the urban heritage reserve
The decision issued by the District National Committee 
in Louny on establishing a protective belt of the Urban 
Heritage Reserve of Žatec Ref. No. Kult/1124/87 was 
declared on 17 th December, 1987 and extended by the 
decision of the District Office in Louny, on the extension of 
the protective belt of the Urban Heritage Reserve in Žatec 
ref. No. RK-1172/95/401, from 17 th August 1995.

The Decission, among other, states:
The reason of establishing the protective belt is to provide 
protection for the Urban Heritage Reserve from any 
building development disturbances. The state heritage 
care authority can take appropriate measures in the event 
of inappropriate changes to the external appearance of 
buildings in the protected area (see pages 269-275 and 
276-278).

the protective belt of the urban heritage zone
The protective belt of the Urban Heritage Zone was defined 
by a Zoning and Planning Decision by the Municipal 
Office, Building Department - Environment Žatec, Ref. No. 
31941/2015, issued on 30th November  2015, came into 
force on 3rd March 2016.

The Decission, among other, states:
The reason for the establishment of this protective belt 
is to protect outstanding urban and architectural values 
(with respect to significant visual characteristics) and the 
specific features of historic buildings in Žatec, which are 
formally protected as a whole within an Urban Heritage 
Zone. The subject of protection is the preserved urban 
structure, material character of buildings and specific 
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height configuration with the silhouette of the town as 
well as volumes, materials, proportions, type of roofing 
and details of the roofscape. The roofscape is exceptional 
thanks to the unconventional design of the roofs of 
buildings related with the drying and processing of 
hops, as well as to the large number of preserved historic 
chimneys (see pages 279-283).

the heritage asset - the dreher’s export brewery 
(component part 02)
the component part 02 has been declared a cultural 
asset by the Decission of Ministry of Culture No. 4595/2015 
from 21st January 2015. Now it is registered in the Central 
list of Cultural Monuments under registration number 
105565. The former Anton Dreher´s Export Brewery, is 
protected under the Act No. 20/87 Coll., on State Heritage 
Protection, as amended, using a combination of protective 
regimes and regulations in compliance with this Act (see 
pages 284-290).
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7.
b.

27.b.2   conditionS For building 

activitieS according to the order 

oF the miniStry oF culture oF the 

czech rePublic no.16 417/87 –vi/1

on the declaration of historical centres of several 
towns as the urban heritage reserves

Apart from generally applicable laws any decisions of the 
Municipal Authority shall be in compliance even with the 
conditions which are included in ordinances on the areal 
protection of  component 01 (see chapter 5.b). Such tools 
contain the definition of protected interests and basic 
conditions of the protection. This is why they represent a 
transparent frame for the owners of related immovables 
when they are planning their intents.

The purpose of the declaration of a particular locality as 
a heritage reserve (here in after only the “reserve”) is to 
ensure a higher protection for a particular historical and 
urbanistic complex and for proofs of human activity, 
and to provide a necessary care for its preservation, 
restoration and presentation, so that it could serve 
cultural, educational, social and economic needs of the 
society as an organic part of the environment”.

the subject of the historic preservation in the historical 
centre of a particular town declared as the reserve 
includes, as follows:
a) historical ground plan and its corresponding spatial 

and material structure, urban interiors including 
road surfaces, areas with higher protection, other 
protected areas and underground areas,

b) main town landmarks in long-distance and close 
views,

c) immovable heritage assets included in the Central 
Registry  of Cultural Heritage Assets,

d) other buildings, complexes and areas which 
complete the environment of a particular heritage 
reserve and which can be substantially modified 
only when this is agreed with relevant authorities 
of the national heritage preservation due to the 
interest of the national heritage preservation,

f ) public greenery.

the following conditions have been defined for any 
building activity in the historical town centres:

a) all intended changes of immovable cultural heritage 
assets and their complexes shall be designed and 
realized with regard to the permanent ensuring their 
existence, material substance, adequate use and 
further promotion of their visual and documentary 
values,

b) terrain and public greenery treatment or adaptation, 
transport and water constructions as well as power 
and underground networks and utilities shall 
be realized with regard to the historical value of 
buildings and areas,

c) in the case of new constructions or  external 
alterations of unprotected structures and buildings 
it is necessary to take into account the architectural 
relations to cultural heritage assets and their 
complexes, to follow their volume and spatial 
structure and environment, and to complete their 
complexes with appropriate means of current 
architectural design,

d) all adaptations of urban areas, especially adaptations 
of facades, road surfaces, public lighting and 
advertising equipment must be in harmony with the 
historical environment of heritage reserves,

e) construction and technical works shall head towards 
the restoration and functional appreciation of 
main historical areas, heritage complexes and 
buildings alongside the removal of inappropriate 
constructions in courtyards,

f ) during construction-maintenance works it is 
necessary to be focused especially on the protection 
of technical conditions of historical objects, so that 
they would be protected from further dilapidation 
until they are reconstructed,

g) during planning of the maintenance and 
investments in the restoration of a particular town, 
primary attention must be paid to the protection of 
historical buildings in heritage reserves, while their 
regular maintenance shall not be omitted, because 
it can only bring further expenses and cultural and 
economic losses.
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For the related area of the southern part of component 
01, the regulation of the ministry of culture of the 
czech republic no. 108/2003 coll., on the declaration 
of areas with historical environment in selected towns 
and villages as heritage zones and the definition of 
conditions for their protection, shall be applied.

The Article No. 3 includes:

In order to protect a heritage zone and its historical 
environment, which show significant cultural values 
with their architectural complexes, individual immovable 
heritage assets, structure of plots, roads, water areas, 
watercourses, permanent vegetation and preserved 
composed, the authorities of the national historic 
preservation have the right to define conditions during 
their decision-making, which shall be based on:

a) results of construction-historical, urbanistic, 
archaeological and preservation explorations and 
research in individual areas,

b) results of construction-historical and restoration 
explorations in individual buildings,

c) cultural values of the historical environment in 
relation to the use of individual buildings, spaces 
and parts of areas as well as to the preservation 
and restoration of historical trees and other woody 
plants,

d) historical character, mutual spatial arrangement, 
landmarks and scale of individual buildings and 
their groups, and

e) preservation of archaeological finds.

7.
b.

2

7.b.3   maPS oF legal Protection in nominated ProPerty

The series of maps has been prepared in the same detail as in the Chapter 1.e.This set of maps isindicating the hop-
related buildings and protection of individual building within the nominated urbanstructure. They are annexed to the 
documentation as supporting information to the Chapter 5.b. and interlinked.

+ Hops-related buildings - identification point

Hops-related buildings

# Heritage asset - identification point

Heritage asset - area

Nominated property boundary

 Buffer zone boundary

Nominated property - territory protected as the Urban Heritage Reserve (UHR)

Nominated property - territory protected as the Urban Heritage Zone  (UHZ)

 Buffer zone area (protective belts for the UHR + UHZ)

Other buildings

LEGEND
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component Part 01

Number according 
the Land Registry

Kind of a structure Ownership

 Church of the Assumption of Virgin Mary Church

 bridge, in the cellar No.  243 Private – natural person

 town fortification Town of Žatec

 column with the sculpture of the Holy Trinity Town of Žatec

 plague column Town of Žatec

 column of St. Florian Town of Žatec

1 town hall Town of Žatec

2 house Private – natural person

3 house Private – natural person

4 house Private – legal entity

5 house Private – natural person

6 house Private – natural person

7 house Private – natural person

8 house Town of Žatec

9 house Private – natural person

10 house Private – natural person

11 house Private – natural person

12 house Private – natural person

13 house Private – natural person

16 house Private – legal entity

17 house Private – natural person

18 house Private – natural person

19 house Private – natural person

20 house Private – natural person

22 house Private – legal entity

23 house Private – natural person

24 house Town of Žatec

25 house Town of Žatec

26 house Private – natural person

27 theatre Town of Žatec

29 house Private – natural person

30 house Town of Žatec

31 house Private – natural person

32 house Private – natural person

33 house Private – natural person

7.
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This table and maps indicate the ownership in a detail and provide  complex  information  relating to the Chapter 5. a.
The table of the ownership:
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35 house Private – natural person

36 house Private – natural person

37 house Private – legal entity

39 house Private – legal entity

40 house Private – natural person

41 house Private – natural person

42 house Private – natural person

43 house Private – natural person

44 house Private – legal entity

45 house Private – legal entity

46 house Private – natural person

47 house Private – natural person

48 house Private – natural person

49 house Town of Žatec

50 house Private – natural person

52 house Town of Žatec

53 house Private – natural person

54 house Private – natural person

55 house Private – natural person

56 house Private – legal entity

57 house Private – legal entity

58 house Private – natural person

59 house Private – natural person

60 house Private – natural person

61 house Private – natural person

62 house Private – natural person

63 house Private – natural person

64 house Private – natural person

65 house Private – natural person

66 house Private – natural person

67 house Private – natural person

68 house Private – natural person

69 house Private – natural person

70 house Private – natural person

71 house Private – natural person

72 house Private – natural person

73 gate Town of Žatec

74 house Private – natural person

75 house Private – natural person

76 house Private – natural person

77 house Private – natural person

78 house Private – natural person
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80 house Private – natural person

81 Žatec Brewery Private – legal entity

82 Žatec Brewery Private – legal entity

83 Žatec Brewery Private – legal entity

84 house Private – legal entity

85 house Private – legal entity

86 house Private – natural person

87 house Private – natural person

88 house Private – legal entity

89 house Private – natural person

90 house Private – natural person

91 house Private – natural person

92 house Private – natural person

93 house Private – legal entity

94 house Private – natural person

95 house Private – legal entity

96 house Private – natural person

96 house Private – natural person

97 house Private – natural person

98 house Private – natural person

99 house Private – natural person

100 house Private – natural person

101 house Private – legal entity

102 house Private – legal entity

103 house Private – natural person

104 house Private – natural person

105 house Private – legal entity

106 house Private – natural person

107 house Private – natural person

108 house Private – natural person

109 house Private – natural person

110 house Private – natural person

111 building State-owned

112 building State-owned

116 house Private – natural person

117 house Private – natural person

118 house Private – natural person

119 house Private – legal entity

120 house Private – natural person

121 house Private – natural person

122 house Private – natural person

123 house Town of Žatec
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124 house Private – natural person

126 house Town of Žatec

127 building Town of Žatec

128 house Private – natural person

131 house Private – natural person

132 house Private – legal entity

133 parish office Church

134 house
Private – natural person and Private 
- legal entity (6/10 NP a 4/10 LE)

135 house Private – natural person

136 house Private – natural person

137 house Town of Žatec

138 house Private – natural person

139 house Private – natural person

140 house Private – natural person

141 house Private – natural person

142 house Private – natural person

143 house Private – natural person

144 house Private – natural person

145 building Private – legal entity

146 house Private – natural person

148 house Private – natural person

149 house Town of Žatec

150 house Town of Žatec

151 house Town of Žatec

152 house Private – natural person

153 house Private – natural person

154 house Private – natural person

155 house Private – legal entity

156 house Private – natural person

157 house Private – natural person

158 house Private – natural person

160 house Private – legal entity

161 house Private – natural person

162 house Private – natural person

163 house Private – natural person

164 house Private – natural person

165 house Private – natural person

166 house Private – natural person

167 house Private – natural person

168 house Private – natural person

169 house Private – natural person
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170 house Private – natural person

171 house Private – natural person

172 house Private – natural person

176 house Private – natural person

177 house Private – natural person

178 house Private – natural person

180 house Private – natural person

181 house Private – natural person

182 house Private – natural person

183 house Private – natural person

185 house Private – natural person

188 house Private – natural person

189 house Private – natural person

190 house Private – natural person

191 house Private – natural person

192 house Private – natural person

193 house Private – natural person

194 house Private – natural person

195 house Private – legal entity

197 house Private – natural person

198 house Private – natural person

199 house Private – natural person

200 house Private – natural person

201 house Private – natural person

202 house Private – natural person

203 house Private – natural person

204 house Private – natural person

205 house Private – natural person

206 house Private – natural person

207 house Private – natural person

208 house Private – natural person

209 house Private – natural person

211 house Private – natural person

214 house Private – natural person

215 house Private – natural person

216 house Private – natural person

217 house Private – natural person

218 house Private – natural person

219 house Private – natural person

220 house Private – natural person

221 house Private – natural person

222 house Private – natural person
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223 house Private – natural person

226 house Private – legal entity

227 house Private – natural person

230 house Private – natural person

233 house Private – legal entity

234 house Private – legal entity

235 house Private – natural person

236 house Private – legal entity

244 house Private – natural person

246 house Private – natural person

248 house Private – natural person

250 building Private – natural person

258 house Private – natural person

262 house Private – natural person

264 house Private – natural person

265 house Private – natural person

266 house Private – natural person

267 house Private – legal entity

269 house Private – natural person

270 house Private – natural person

271 house Private – natural person

274 house Private – natural person

278 house Private – natural person

279 house Private – natural person

280 house Private – natural person

281 house Ústí Region

283 house Private – natural person

284 house Private – legal entity

285 house Private – natural person

286 house Private – natural person

287 house Private – natural person

288 house Private – legal entity

290 building Private – natural person

293 house Private – natural person

294 house Private – natural person

295 building Town of Žatec

299 The Capuchin monastery Church

300 house Private – natural person

301 house Private – natural person

303 house Private – natural person

304 house Private – natural person

305 building Private – legal entity
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307 house Private – legal entity

310 house Private – natural person

311 house Private – natural person

312 house Private – natural person

313 house Private – natural person

314 house Private – natural person

314 house Private – natural person

315 house Private – natural person

315 house Private – natural person

316 house Private – legal entity

317 house Private – legal entity

318 house Private – natural person

319 house Private – natural person

320 house Private – natural person

321 house Private – natural person

322 house Private – natural person

323 building Town of Žatec

324 house Private – natural person

325 house Private – natural person

326 house Private – natural person

327 house Private – natural person

328 house Private – natural person

329 house Private – natural person

330 house Private – legal entity

331 building Town of Žatec

332 house Private – natural person

333 house Private – natural person

334 house Private – natural person

335 house Private – natural person

336 house Private – natural person

337 house Private – natural person

340 house Private – natural person

341 house Private – legal entity

341 house Private – natural person

342 house Private – natural person

343 house Private – natural person

344 house Private – natural person

344 house Town of Žatec

345 house Private – natural person

345 house Private – natural person

346 house Private – natural person

347 house State-owned
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348 house Private – natural person

349 house Private – natural person

350 house Private – natural person

351 house Private – natural person

352 house Private – natural person

353 house Private – natural person

355 house Private – natural person

356 house Town of Žatec

356 house Town of Žatec

357 house Private – natural person

358 house Private – natural person

359 house Private – natural person

373 house Private – natural person

375 house Private – natural person

376 house Private – natural person

377 house Private – natural person

378 house Private – natural person

380 house Private – natural person

382 house Private – natural person

383 building Private – natural person

394 house Private – natural person

395 house Private – legal entity

396 house Private – legal entity

567 house Private – natural person

570 building Private – legal entity

584 house Town of Žatec

588 house Private – natural person

595 house Private – natural person

600 house Private – legal entity

601 house Private – natural person

611 house Private – natural person

636 house Private – natural person

637 house Private – natural person

638 house Ústí Region

639 Žatec Brewery Private – legal entity

643 house Private – natural person

661 house Private – natural person

662 house Private – natural person

663 house Private – natural person

673 house Private – natural person

685 house Private – natural person

686 house Private – natural person
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687 house Private – natural person

692 house Private – natural person

722 house Private – natural person

729 house Private – natural person

737 house Private – natural person

741 building Private – natural person

742 house Private – natural person

743 house Private – natural person

745 building Private – legal entity

751 house Private – legal entity

753 house Private – natural person

754 house Ústí Region

761 house Private – natural person

765 house Private – natural person

766 house Private – natural person

767 house Private – natural person

768 house State-owned

770 house Private – natural person

776 house Private – natural person

777 house Private – natural person

778 house Private – natural person

779 house Private – natural person

788 house Private – natural person

792 house Private – natural person

799 house Private – natural person

808 house Ústí Region

810 house Private – natural person

812 house Private – natural person

813 house Private – natural person

814 building Private – natural person

827 house Private – natural person

828 house Private – natural person

834 house Private – natural person

835 house Private – natural person

838 house Private – natural person

842 house Private – natural person

859 house Town of Žatec

883 house Private – natural person

916 house Private – natural person

918 building Private – legal entity

919 house Private – natural person

927 house Town of Žatec
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929 house Private – natural person

945 building Private – natural person

946 house Private – natural person

948 house Private – natural person

950 house Private – natural person

974 house Private – legal entity

977 building Private – legal entity

1011 house Private – natural person

1015 house Private – natural person

1017 house Town of Žatec

1018 house Town of Žatec

1025 house Private – natural person

1032 house Private – natural person

1039 house Private – natural person

1100 house Private – natural person

1110 house Private – natural person

1110 house Private – natural person

1115 house Private – natural person

1148 building Private – natural person

1183 house Private – natural person

1192 building Private – legal entity

1194 building Private – natural person

1195 house Private – natural person

1196 house State-owned

1201 house Private – natural person

1232 house Town of Žatec

1257 house Private – natural person

1300 house Private – natural person

1334 house Private – natural person

1335 house Private – legal entity

1379 house Private – natural person

1390 house Private – natural person

1399 house Private – natural person

1401 house Private – natural person

1439 house Private – natural person

1456 building Private – natural person

1484 house Private – natural person

1494 house Private – legal entity

1567 house Private – natural person

1580 building Private – legal entity

1612 house Private – legal entity

1612 house State-owned
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1776 house Private – natural person

1777 house Private – natural person

1785 house Private – natural person

1829 building Town of Žatec

1830 house State-owned

1834 house Private – natural person

1847 house Private – natural person

1855 house Private – natural person

1857 house Private – natural person

1860 house Private – natural person

1861 house Private – natural person

1862 house Private – natural person

1864 house Private – legal entity

1872 house Private – natural person

1879 house Private – natural person

1879 house Private – natural person

1883 house Private – natural person

1885 house Private – natural person

1901 house Private – natural person

1903 house Private – legal entity

1904 house Private – natural person

1907 building Private – legal entity

1908 house Private – natural person

1910 house State-owned

1911 house State-owned

1914 house Private – natural person

1916 house Private – natural person

1918 house Private – natural person

1919 house Town of Žatec

1925 house Town of Žatec

1926 house Private – natural person

1927 house Private – natural person

1929 house Private – legal entity

1934 house Private – natural person

1935 house Private – natural person

1937 house Private – legal entity

1938 building Private – natural person

1939 house Private – natural person

1944 house Private – legal entity

1945 house Private – legal entity

1950 building Town of Žatec

1951 building Town of Žatec
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1952 building Private – legal entity

1956 house Private – legal entity

1965 house Private – natural person

1983 building Private – natural person

2005 house Private – natural person

2016 house Private – natural person

2261 house Private – natural person

2323 house Private – legal entity

2624 house Private – natural person

2625 house Private – natural person

2751 house Private – natural person

2752 house Private – natural person

2767 house Private – legal entity

2771 house Private – natural person

2855 house Private – natural person

2896 house Private – natural person

2911 building Private – legal entity

2924 house Private – legal entity

2936 house Private – natural person

2984 house Private – natural person

2994 house Private – natural person

2999 house Church

3000 house Private – natural person

3017 building Private – natural person

3027 house Private – natural person

3031 house Private – natural person

3039 building Private – natural person

3040 building Private – natural person

3041 house Private – natural person

3052 building Private – natural person

3056 house Private – natural person

3086 house Private – natural person

3088 house Private – natural person

3089 house Private – natural person

34 (currently 
No. 3061)

Empty plot and a cellar Private – natural person

3098 house State-owned

3099 house Private – legal entity

3121 house Private – legal entity

3123 house Private – natural person

3125 house Private – natural person

3160 house Private – natural person
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3170 house Private – natural person

3179 house Private – natural person

3233 house Private – natural person

3234 house Private – natural person

plot No. 115 house Private – natural person

plot No. 125/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 1559/2 house Private – natural person

plot No. 186/2 house Private – natural person

plot No. 224/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 259/2 house Private – legal entity

plot No. 261/2 building Town of Žatec

plot No. 269/3 house Private – natural person

plot No. 299/2 house Private – natural person

plot No. 309/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 311/3 house Private – natural person

plot No. 316/2 house Town of Žatec

plot No. 328/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 330/2 house Private – natural person

plot No. 3392 building Private – natural person

plot No. 341/3 house Private – natural person

plot No. 345/2 building Town of Žatec

plot No. 348/2 house Private – natural person

plot No. 3710 building State-owned

plot No. 384/6 building Private – natural person

plot No. 397/1 house Private – natural person

plot No. 398/1 house Private – natural person

plot No. 406/5 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 418/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 435/2 building Private – natural person

plot No. 44/1 Žatec Brewery Private – legal entity

plot No. 448/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 452/2 house Private – natural person

plot No. 452/4 house Private – natural person

plot No. 452/5 house Private – natural person

plot No. 452/6 house Private – natural person

plot No. 467/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 467/3 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 468/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 47 waterworks tower Private – legal entity

plot No. 480/2 house Private – legal entity

plot No. 481/3 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 483/3 building Private – natural person
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plot No. 490/1 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 490/2 building Town of Žatec

plot No. 494/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 503/2 building Private – natural person

plot No. 507/4 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 508/2 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 508/4 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 508/5 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 5217 building State-owned

plot No. 53 Building Church

plot No. 533/11 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 533/3 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 5331 house Private – natural person

plot No. 537/4 building Private – natural person

plot No. 537/5 building State-owned

plot No. 550/1 house Private – natural person

plot No. 555/2 house Private – legal entity

plot No. 564/4 building Private – natural person

plot No. 5834 building Town of Žatec

plot No. 6058 building Private – natural person

plot No. 6310 building Town of Žatec

plot No. 67/3 building Town of Žatec

plot No. 75/1 building State-owned

plot No. 75/3 building State-owned

plot No. 898/3 building Private – legal entity

plot No. 936/3 building Private – natural person

plot No. 939/2 building State-owned

reg. No.  2653 building Town of Žatec

reg. No. 2381 building Town of Žatec

reg. No. 2407 synagogue Private – natural person

reg. No. 2492 building Town of Žatec

reg. No. 2553 house Town of Žatec

reg. No. 2654 building Town of Žatec

component Part 02

Number according the Land Registry Kind of a structure Ownership

1043 Former Dreher’s Export Brewery ensemble Private – legal entity

2880 Former Dreher’s Export Brewery ensemble Private – legal entity

plot No. 1190/3 Former Dreher’s Export Brewery ensemble Private – legal entity

plot No. 1190/7 Former Dreher’s Export Brewery ensemble Private – legal entity

plot No. 1190/8 Former Dreher’s Export Brewery ensemble Private – legal entity
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7.
c

7.c   Form and date oF moSt 
recent recordS or inventory 
oF ProPerty

Examples of the cards provided during the Building Survey 
of Hops Related Buildings 

Hops related buildings in Žatec have long been perceived 
as very specific structures, whose value must be explained 
to the owners in greater detail than is the case with 
conventional construction and architecture monuments. 
Finally, the inclusion of the topic Žatec - the Town of Hops 
on the national Tentative List (2007), was a great incentive 
and help in creating many supporting expert works for 
the detailed nomination documentation. 

Based on the decision of the Town Council of Žatec, and 
with financial support from the Ministry of Culture of 
the Czech Republic, the building survey of hops related 
buildings in Žatec was initiated in 2012. The building 
survey was performed by architectural studio Huml & 
Vaníček  Žatec, which has had many years of experience 
with these kinds of buildings, and which was also the 
main project management office of the Temple of Hops 
and Beer project, within which the careful restoration of 
several authentic buildings was performed (see chapter 
2.a, 2.b and 5.h).

The building survey was completed at the end of 2014, 
and it resulted in 5 printed archive sets, a digital version 
and a map indicating the described buildings. 

The uniform level of information enables internal 
comparisons of the character of these buildings.  Copies 
of this documentation were sent to the Ministry of Culture 
of the Czech Republic, the National Heritage Institute, the 
Town of Žatec and the Regional Museum in Žatec. A total 
of 96 buildings related to the tradition of growing and 
processing hops in Žatec received a building survey card. 
The knowledge gained from the building survey was used 
in the preparation of this nomination documentation, 
especially in the general description of the hops buildings 
and their structural and technological characteristics. 

A colorful promotional publication in the Czech language 
called “Památky pěstování a zpracování chmele a výroby 
piva v Žatci“ (in English: Historic Buildings Related to 
Growing and Processing of Hops and Beer Production 
in Žatec) was also released for the general public which 
helped to increase the awareness of values of those 
specific structures.

Following  pages  present  several  examples of the cards 
from that Building Survey translated into English. 
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Building Survey Card A 35
Name and type of structure

Hops warehouse, house no. 753 Gustav Epstein and Adolf Mendl

Location of
building and
house no.

Žatec
Kovářská 75

Location 50°19'26.46“N, 13°32'30.27“E

Owner of
building
504

CHMELAŘSTVÍ, Cooperative Žatec,
Mostecká 2580
43819 Žatec

cadastral
territory / plot
number

Žatec, building 504 - warehouse

Type of
building

Hops warehouse and drying kiln

First owner Gustav Epstein and Adolf Mendl&Grube

Implementation 1913

Architect Wilhelm Fuchs and Hildebert Kolbe

Building
contractor

Fuchs & Kolbe

Project  

Heritage
protection

Urban Heritage Zone

Technology new presses from 1964

Utilization
today

hops cooperative hop warehouse

Interesting
facts

Emil Grube died in September 1912;
the warehouse was built on a vacant plot; the
premises are entered from the north through a
gate decorated with hops motifs; the
warehouse is on the left and villa house no.
1257 is on the right/card A49/;
the south side is closed by a park, and the
surviving fountain is adjacent to the storage
house; on the northeast side is a sulfurization
chamber with a chimney;
The storage house has six floors, with the
sixth floor in the attic under a mansard roof;
the inside of the warehouse is divided into 6x3
compartments with traditional massive wooden
structures with capitals that bear the beamed
ceilings.
In 1945, the warehouse and the villa was
owned by Dionys Franz, until the
nationalization of 1948; the elevator was built
in the 1950s.

Historical
assessment

A proposal for the declaration the building 
as a cultural heritage asset, including the 
technology was submitted to the Ministry of 
Culture

Building
plans

registry of the Municipal Office of Žatec
/archive/

7.
c

Literature
sources

Heritage zone – revitalization of Prague
Suburb for the development of business in
Žatec
Huml&Vaníček - studio for architecture and
building design, 2004, Vaníček, Bažant
Industrial topography/ ÚSTÍ REGION, et al.
authors, 2011 Czech Technical University in
Prague
Hops buildings - warehouses, Folk, Žatec

Compiled and written by
Petr Bažant, ing. arch. Jiří Vaníček
Huml&Vaníček
studio for architecture and building design Žatec

Date May - July 2013

Building survey card 2013
Building survey annexes YES

 

building Survey card a35
Name and type of structure

hops warehouse, house no. 753 gustav epstein and adolf mendl
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Building Survey Card A 45
Name and type of structure

Hops warehouse, house no. 1192 Heinricha Melzera

Location of
building and
house no.

Žatec
Zeyerova 1192

Location 50°19'27.19“N, 13°32'19.56“E

Owner of
building
510/2

CHMELAŘSTVÍ, Cooperative Žatec,
Mostecká 2580
43819 Žatec

cadastral
territory / plot
number

Žatec, building 510/2 - warehouse

Type of building Hops warehouse drying kiln

First owner Heinrich Melzer

Implementation before 1888

Architect  
Building
contractor

 

Project  
Heritage
protection

Urban Heritage Zone

Technology sieves from the oast house and sulfur
chamber, valves, inspection holes, hoppers,
conveyor belts, presses, a lathe and other
equipment from the maintenance workshop,
equipped engine room with engines, etc,
including the chimney, were preserved

Utilization today hops warehouse

Interesting
facts

Heinrich Melzer was a major hops
commissioner, who brokered the sale of
hops and ran a packhouse for other traders
in hops.
He also had an office in Nuremberg; in 1945
this building is owned by the Christl
brothers, after nationalization in 1948, by the
Hops Purchase Warehouse

Historical
assessment

A proposal for the declaration the building 
as a cultural heritage asset, including the 
technology was submitted to the Ministry of 
Culture

7.
c

Building
plans

 

Literature
sources

Heritage zone – revitalization of Prague
Suburb for the development of business in
Žatec
Huml&Vaníček - studio for architecture and
building design, 2004, Vaníček, Bažant
Industrial topography/ ÚSTÍ REGION, et al.
authors, 2011 Czech Technical University in
Prague
Žatec - The City of Hops, Š. Jiroušková,
2008 Hops buildings - warehouses, Folk,
Žatec

Compiled and written by
Petr Bažant, ing. arch. Jiří Vaníček
Huml&Vaníček
studio for architecture and building design Žatec

Date May - July 2013

Building survey card 2013
Building survey annexes YES

 

building Survey card a45
Name and type of structure

hops warehouse, house no. 1192 heinricha melzera
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Building Survey Card A 48
Name and type of structure

Vinzenz Zuleger hops warehouse,
house no. 1232

Location of
building and
h

Žatec
Kovářská 1232

Location 50°19'27.07“N, 13°32'33.20“E

Owner of
building
1414

CHMELAŘSTVÍ, Cooperative Žatec,
Mostecká 2580
43819 Žatec

cadastral
territory / plot
number

Žatec, building 1414

Type of building Hops warehouse

First owner Vinzenz Zuleger

Implementation 1913

Architect Johann Salomon 1913

Building
contractor

Wilhelm Fuchs 1938

Project  
Heritage
protection

Urban Heritage Zone

Technology sulfur chamber preserved, including
chimney

Utilization today no utilization

Interesting
facts

the rooms inside the three-storey brick
house with a mansard roof are divided by
wooden columns
the residential and administrative part is on
the ground floor and
the first floor of the southeast facade, the left
and right wings are intended for storage;
the sulfur chamber is located in the
extension on the western wall of the
warehouse;
the three main facades constituting corners
are concluded with large dormers with
decorative gables;
the Zuleger family was one of the most
important dealers in hops in Žatec;
from 1920 the hops oast house and
warehouse belongs to Otto Zuleger;
in 1933, the warehouse became the
property of Josef Rott et al.;
in 1938 construction work was carried out
on the building until 1945; after the
nationalization of 1948, the building is
owned by the Hops Purchase Warehouse

7.
c

Historical
assessment

A proposal for the declaration the building 
as a cultural heritage asset, including the 
technology was submitted to the Ministry of 
Culture

Building
plans

registry of the Municipal Office of Žatec
/archive/

Literature
sources

Heritage zone – revitalization of Prague
Suburb for the development of business in
Žatec
Huml&Vaníček - studio for architecture and
building design, 2004, Vaníček, Bažant
Industrial topography/ ÚSTÍ REGION, et al.
authors, 2011 Czech Technical University in
Prague
Žatec - The City of Hops, Š. Jiroušková,
2008 Hops buildings - warehouses, Folk,
Žatec

Compiled and written by
Petr Bažant, ing. arch. Jiří Vaníček
Huml&Vaníček
studio for architecture and building design Žatec

Date May - July 2013

Building survey card 2013
Building survey annexes YES

 

building Survey card a48
Name and type of structure

vinzenz zuleger hops warehouse, house no. 1232
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Building Survey Card A 62
Name and type of structure

Christl brothers hops
warehouse, house no. 1950

Location of
building and
house no.

Žatec
Prokop Velký Square 1950

Location 50°19'28.92“N, 13°32'42.70“E

Owner of
building
493/2

City of Žatec
Freedom
Square 1
43824 Žatec

cadastral
territory / plot
number

Žatec, building 493/2

Type of
building

Hops warehouse and drying kiln

First owner Rudolf and Anton Christl

Implementatio
n

1897 hops warehouse and residential villa
house no. 304, additional sulfur chambers
built in 1920

Architect Johann Salomon 1920

Building
contractor

 

Project  
Heritage
protection

Urban Heritage Zone

Technology technology of drying and sulfur chambers

Utilization
today

Temple of Hops and Beer Information
Center

7.
c

Interesting
facts

In 1897 the owners of the property built a
hops warehouse and villa/today house no.
304,card A8/
In 1910 A. Christl performs alterations to the
villa
In 1920 A. Christl attaches sulfur chambers
to the warehouse and builds offices; the
warehouse receives its current form.
In 1921 Saazia is headquartered in the villa
/a company that is an association of several
major traders and companies trading in hops
in Žatec.
Rudolf Christl /1849-1897/ was killed by a
falling hop bale.
After 1945, the building is owned by Kašpar
Danzer and sons; after nationalization in
1948, it is owned by the Hops Purchase
Warehouse.
The warehouse is extraordinarily
authentically preserved with the original
windows, doors and technology

Historical
assessment

A proposal for the declaration the building as 
a cultural heritage asset, including the 
technology was submitted to the Ministry of 
Culture

Building
plans

registry of the Municipal Office of Žatec
/archive/

Literature
sources

Heritage zone – revitalization of Prague
Suburb for the development of business in
Žatec
Huml & Vaníček - studio for architecture and
building design, 2004, Vaníček, Bažant
Industrial topography/ ÚSTÍ REGION, et al.
authors, 2011 Czech Technical University in
Prague
Hops buildings - warehouses, Folk, Žatec

Compiled and written by
Petr Bažant, ing. arch. Jiří Vaníček
Huml & Vaníček
studio for architecture and building design Žatec

Date May - July 2013

Building survey card 2013
Building survey annexes YES

 

building Survey card a62
Name and type of structure

christl brothers hops warehouse, house no. 1950
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7.d  addreSS where inventory, 
recordS and archiveS are 
held

a) documentation in relation to individual heritage 
assets

národní památkový ústav, generální
ředitelství
(national heritage institute, directorate  general)
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
CZ-118 01 Praha 1 - Malá Strana

národní památkový ústav, územní odborné
pracoviště v Ústí nad labem
(national heritage institute, regional department in 
Ústí nad labem)
Podmokelská 1/38
CZ 400 07 Ústí nad Labem - Krásné Březno

Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje
(regional authority of the Ústí region)
Velká Hradební 3118/48
CZ 400 02 Ústí nad Labem

b) documentation of public procedures within the 
area of the component parts, in relation to individual 
heritage assets and to the spatial planning

městský úřad Žatec
(municipal office Žatec)
Nám. Svobody 1, 438 01 Žatec
Spatial plan of the Town Žatec is publicly available at 
this link - http://www.mesto-zatec.cz/mestsky-urad/
odbory-uradu/odbor-rozvoje-a-majetku-mesta/
urad-uzemniho-planovani/?more=115#msg115

c) archives and collections

národní památkový ústav
(national heritage institute)
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
CZ-118 01 Praha 1 - Malá Strana
Web address: http://www.npu.cz

národní archiv
(national archive)
Archivní 2257/4
CZ 149 00 Praha 4
Web address: http://www.nacr.cz

národní knihovna
(nationallibrary)
Klementinum 190
CZ 110 00 Praha 1
Web address: http://www.nkp.cz

národní muzeum
(national museum)
Václavské náměstí 1700/68
CZ 110 00 Praha 1
Web address: http://www.nm.cz

národní technické muzeum
(national technical museum)
Kostelní 42
CZ 170 78 Praha 7
Web address:http://www.ntm.cz

Státní oblastní archiv v litoměřicích,
(State regional archive litoměřice)
Krajská 48/1
CZ 412 01 Litoměřice
Web address: http://www.soalitomerice.cz/

Státní okresní archiv louny
(State district archive louny)
Mírové náměstí 57
CZ 440 01 Louny 
Web address:
http://www.soalitomerice.cz/content/soka-louny

chmelařské muzeum Žatec
(hop museum Žatec)
náměstí Prokopa Velkého 1952
CZ 438 01 Žatec
Web address: http://www.chmelarskemuzeum.cz/

chrám chmela a piva, p.o.
(hop and beer temple)
náměstí Prokopa Velkého 1951 
CZ 438 01, Žatec.
Web address:  http://chchp.cz/cz/chram-chmele-a-piva/

regionální muzeum K. a. Polánka
(regional museum K. a. Polánka)
Husova 678
CZ 438 01  Žatec
Web address: http://www.muzeumzatec.cz/

Severočeská vědecká knihovna p.o.
(the north bohemian research library)
W. Churchilla 3
CZ 400 01 Ústí nad Labem
Web address: http://www.svkul.cz

7.
d
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chmelařský institut s. r. o. 
(hop research institute co, ltd.)
Kadaňská 2525
CZ 438 46 Žatec 
Web address: http://chizatec.cz 

7.e.1  bibliograPhy
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7.e.2   articleS From hoPS magazineS relating to the nominated ProPerty 
Žatec – the town oF hoPS

The Czech Republic supports production of hops and  related activities of the hops growers. A magazíne called simply 
Český Chmel/Czech Hops is fully focussed on that specific and successful agricultural crop and a trade commodity. It 
has been published since 2003 by the Ministry of Agriculture of the Czech Republic in a close cooperation with the Hop 
Growers Union of the Czech Republic.

The magazíne represents a successful international magazíne dedicated to hop cultivation. Its objektive is to address not 
only hop growers and beerbrewers but also consumers and provide them with plenty of interesting and useful information. 
It also informs on the joint meetings of hop growers and politicians. Readers can get basic news on conferences, tradefairs 
and other activities from practitioners, academics and managers. 

The magazíne is focused also on main information and development in the sphere of variol topics per taining to the 
brewing industry. (It has been providing the practical information on the organization and management of production 
processes, operational safety, marketing, new technologies and trends in beer production.)
A few recent articles relating at the best to the nominated property are included below:
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As mentioned in the detailed description of the nominated property, the Municipality of Žatec is active in building up 
the town´s image as a unique location associated with the processing of hops. It supports both expert activities and - 
which is very effective - the group of local residents, which is associated in the community, which is so focused. Thus, in 
recent decades many activities and events aimed at raising awareness about the value of local architectural and technical 
heritage took place.

The nomination project was consulted with several partners, including relevant experts and professionals on both 
the architectural and technical heritage. Some of them worked in the Steering Group throughout the preparation of 
nomination or participated in workshops and/or conferences organized to strengthen the professional and broad public 
awareness of Saaz hops heritage in recent years. Some partners have a long tradition of cooperation independently of 
the nomination process.

Attached below, there is a series of supporting statements which were kindly prepared by some of our expert authorities, 
the partners in the protection and promotion of hop related heritage and other personalities that help Žatec due to their 
current position in the public sphere.

On the following pages are included the letters received from:

Czech National Committee of ICOMOS (ČNK ICOMOS), signed by its President, Prof. Ing. arch. akad. arch. Václav Girsa,

National Heritage Institute (NPÚ), signed by its Director General, Ms. Ing. arch. Naděžda Goryczková,

Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic (MK ČR), signed by the Deputy Minister, Mr. Ing. Vlastislav Ouroda, Ph.D., 

Ministry of the Environment of the Czech Republic, signed by Minister Mgr. Richard Brabec,

Czech Chamber of Chartered Engineers and Technicians (ČKAIT), signed by its President, Mr. Ing. Pavel Křeček,

Hop Growers Union of the Czech Republic and CHMELARSTVI, cooperative Žatec, signed by Chairmen Mr. Ing. Luboš 
Hejda, Mr. Mgr. Zdeněk Rosa, B.A.,

Association Chmelobrana Žatec, signed by its Secret Councillor, Mr. Ing. arch. Jiří Vaníček.

7.f   recommendationS oF related bodieS at national 
and local level 7.
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Ing. Vlastislav Ouroda Ph.D.
Deputy Minister of Culture

In Prague, December 20, 2016
Ref. no.: MK 80242/2016 OPP

Dear Ms Mayor,

I have been observing your work on the preparation of the final nomination documentation
for the national serial property "Žatec - The Town of Hops" and all the activities associated with this
nomination with pleasure. Let me take this opportunity to inform you that the Ministry of Culture
has received comments from the World Heritage Centre on the nomination documentation draft,
which you will find in the attachment to this letter. I firmly believe that you will succeed in
including all the suggestions from the World Heritage Centre in your nomination documentation, in
collaboration with the National Heritage Institute. One of the main suggestions was the need to
adjust the number of components mentioned in the nomination text, and to include a detailed
analysis or explanation of the management plan and its main objectives in Chapter 5 in the maps
and recommendations.

We will naturally also actively participate in the final stage by submitting the
nomination documentation.

Kind regards,

(Signature)

Madam
Mgr. Zdeńka Hamousová
Mayor of Žatec
Náměstí Svobody 1

438 24 Žatec

For the consideration of: Deputy Mayor of the City of Žatec, Mr. Jaroslav Špička, site manager of the property "Žatec - The
City of Hops"

Attachment: Comments from the World Heritage Centre on the nomination documentation draft "Žatec - The City
of Hops"
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CHAIRMAN OF ČKAIT

Dear Mrs.
Mgr. Zdeňka Hamousová

Mayor of Žatec
and Senator of

the Czech
Parliament

Municipal Office
Žatec

Náměstí Svobody 1
438 01 Žatec

In Prague, December 19, 2016

Dear Senator and Mayor,

I was pleased to receive information about your intentions leading to the conservation of the
industrial heritage of hop buildings in Žatec, and their popularization through their inclusion in the
UNESCO World Heritage List.

As you well know, we've been monitoring and supporting the efforts of the city's leadership and the
civic activities of citizens of the city, which are associated with the promotion of the industrial heritage
of Žatec, for many years

To promote these efforts, we co-organized the 6th Bienále, Vestiges of Industry", which took place in
Žatec in 2011. We tried to popularize the Temple of Hops and Beer, the renovated monastery gardens
and the historic malt house. We are trying to popularize Žatec both in our periodicals, such as
magazines "Stavebnictví" or ,,Zpravy + informace CKAIT", and in the professional publications that
we issue. A separate article was dedicated to Žatec in the book "Technical Monuments of the
Visegrád Countries, Volume 4", which was published in Czech, Slovak, Polish, Hungarian and
English. In connection with this fact, a memorial plaque informing the public about the fact that
Žatec - The Town of Hops was included among the technical monuments of the Visegrád
countries was installed in the Temple of Hops and Beer (see attached photo).

We firmly believe that you will succeed in getting Žatec included in the World Heritage List. We
want to assure you that the efforts of the Czech Chamber of Chartered Engineers and Technicians will
continue to work towards the development and popularization of the technical monuments of Žatec.

Kind regards

CHAIRMAN OF ČKAIT

CZECH CHAMBER OF CHARTERED ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS IN CONSTRUCTION

Sokolska 15, 120 00 Praha 2, tel.: 227 090 111, fax: 227 090 120, e-mail: ckait@ckait.cz, www.ckait.cz
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        Žatec, December, 1, 2016 
 
 
Dear Mayor Hamousová, 
 
 

We were pleased to receive information concerning the intention of residents, and the town government, of 
Žatec, to apply for the inclusion of “Žatec – the Town of Hops“ on the UNESCO World Heritage List.  
 

We would like to express our appreciation for your efforts on behalf of the Hop Growers Union of the Czech 
Republic and CHMELARSTVI, cooperative Žatec. 

Both organisations represent approximately 95 % of the total hop acreage in the Czech Republic, especially in 
the main Žatec hop region. CHMELARSTVI, cooperative Žatec is also the owner of many hop related properties in the 
town centre including the Hop Museum. All of the most important hop related offices (authority, association, processor 
and traders) are located in Žatec. Hop growing and processing also have an extraordinary history in connection with the 
town of Žatec. 
 

The European Commission recorded "Žatecký chmel" (Saaz Hops) on its list of products with protected 
geographical indication, in 2007. Saaz Hops have therefore obtained special protection within the EU and also within 
bilateral business agreements with a number of countries outside the EU. CHMELARSTVI, cooperative Žatec signed the 
memorandum in connection with cooperation towards inclusion on the UNESCO World Heritage List, with the town of 
Žatec, in November 2013. The Hop Growers Union, CHMELARSTVI, cooperative Žatec and their employees, cooperated 
closely with the town during the preparation period in order to help Žatec gain nomination on the World Heritage List. 
 

We firmly believe that Žatec being on the UNESCO World Heritage List could help welcome participants of the 
International Hop Congress in 2019 or 2021. 
 

Yours sincerely,  
 
 
 
 

Ing. Luboš Hejda       Mgr. Zdeněk Rosa, B.A. 
     Chairman                                Chairman 

         The Hop Growers Union of the Czech Republic                           CHMELARSTVI, cooperative Žatec  
 
 
  Dear Mrs, 
  Mgr. Zdeňka Hamousová 
  Senator of the Czech Parliament and Mayor of Žatec 
  Municipal Office Žatec 
 
  Náměstí Svobody 1 
  438 01 Žatec 
 

Svaz pěstitelů chmele České republiky 
Mostecká 2580, 438 19 Žatec, Česká republika, 
e-mail: svaz@czhops.cz, www.czhops.cz 
Tel: +420 415 733 401 

 
 
 

CHMELAŘSTVÍ, družstvo Žatec 
Mostecká 2580, 438 19 Žatec, Česká republika, 

e-mail: rosa@czhops.cz, www.chmelarstvi.cz 
Tel: +420 415 733 709, 710 

Fax: +420 415 733 306 
IČO: 00212229 DIČ: CZ00212229
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CHMELOBRANA ŽATEC 

Rafaela Ungara 
438 01 Žatec 

Czech Republic 
Registration 2003 under the number VS/11/60269/056-R 

www.chrampiva.cz   www.chmelfest.cz  
 
 
 

 
     STATEMENT OF THE CHMELOBRANA ŽATEC ASSOCIATION AS FOR THE NOMINATION OF THE PROPERTY  

“ŽATEC – THE TOWN OF HOPS” 
 

In 2003 the Chmelobrana Žatec Association was founded by a group of citizens and participated in the 
preparation of the successful project “The Temple of Hops and Beer” which was focused on hops-related heritage in 
Žatec. The basic objective of this Association is the presentation and promotion of the Žatec Hops and the Žatec 
Hop-Growing Area, the protection of the hops industrial architecture, mainly through raising awareness of its 
specific values and the recovery of old hops-related traditions in the Žatec Area. 

At the beginning of each hops season the Chmelobrana Association organizes a regional celebration – 
Chmelfest (Hops Festival), which is connected with a spectacular parade in the town. The Chmelobrana Žatec is 
publishing promotional materials related to the hops region, and it has founded and operates the “Museum of the 
Homolupulus” in which it presents the hops-related traditions to the town visitors in a funny way.   
 The Association cooperates with the Town of Žatec and it both ideologically and personally participates in 
the preparation of the nomination of the property for the UNESCO World Heritage List possible inscription. The 
preservation and sustaining of values of the nominated property are fully in compliance with the programme and 
objectives of our Association, which are based on the preservation and restoration of the original hops traditions, 
and the preservation and propagation of the architectural heritage connected with hop-growing in Žatec and the 
surrounding hops region. 
 We consider the preserved complex of industrial objects connected with hops growing, processing and 
distribution and beer production to be a unique heritage. It is the evidence of a hundred-year-old tradition of the 
local brewing and hop-growing, which even nowadays produces highly regarded varieties of aromatic hops used by 
famous breweries worldwide. 
 Our Association fully supports the activities related to the nomination process and it will still take part in 
their sustainability by the participation of its members in the Steering Group as well as by the realization of the 
above-mentioned objectives. 
 
In Žatec 14th September 2016                        On behalf of the Chmelobrana Association 

 
Eng. Arch. Jiří Vaníček 

Secretary Councillor 
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The nomination dossier, including the Management Plan, 
was managed and developed by members of the Steering 
Group established by the Municipality of Žatec. It was  
prepared in close cooperation with skilled professionals 
in the World Heritage agenda, experts in the hops history 
and both tangible and intangible heritage and with wide 
group of relevant stakeholders. Material was consulted 
both with the Czech National Committee of ICOMOS and 
the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic.

Members of Steering Group:

town Žatec
Náměstí Svobody 1
CZ 438 24 Žatec

Jaroslav Špička - Site Manager and Vice-Mayor of the 
town, 
Phone: (+420) 415 736 104, (+420) 724 050 410
Email: spicka@mesto-zatec.cz 

mgr. zdeňka hamousová – Mayor of the town
Phone: (+420) 415 736 104
Email: hamousova@mesto-zatec.cz

městský úřad Žatec
(municipal office of Žatec)
Náměstí Svobody 1
CZ 438 24 Žatec

ing. martina hauftová -  Administrator of grants
Phone: (+420) 415 736 126
Email: hauftova@mesto-zatec.cz

ing. Petra Šilhavá – Local Authority for Heritage 
Preservation
Phone: (+420) 415 736 453
Email: silhava@mesto-zatec.cz

bc. tomáš trávníček – Local Authority for Buildings and 
Development
Phone: (+420) 415 736 490
Email: travnicek@mesto-zatec.cz

valeš vladimír - coordinator
Phone: (+420) 415 736 265
Email: vales@mesto-zatec.cz

architect of the town Žatec
ing. arch. Jiří vaníček
Phone: (+420) 415 736 263
Email: vanicek77@seznam.cz

regionální muzeum K. a. Polánka
(regional museum of. K. a. Polánek)
Husova 678
CZ 438 01 Žatec

Phdr. Petr holodňák - archaeologist
Phone: (+420) 724 266 685
Email: holodnak@muzeumzatec.cz

Phdr. milada Krausová - historian
Phone: (+420) 606 175 473
Email: history@muzeumzatec.cz

národní památkový ústav, generální ředitelství
(national heritage institute – directorate general, 
unit of heritage with international Status)
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
CZ 118 01 Prague 1 – Malá Strana

ing. arch. věra Kučová, consultations on contents and 
structure of the file
Phone: (+420) 257 010 284
Email: kucova.vera@npu.cz

Contact Information  
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mgr. olga bukovičová, coordination and editing of texts
Phone: (+420) 257 010 257
Email: bukovicova.olga@npu.cz

nPÚ – územní odborné pracoviště v Ústí nad labem
(national heritage institute – regional department in 
Ústí nad labem)
Podmokelská 1/38
CZ 400 07 Ústí nad Labem – Krásné Březno

mgr. lucie radová, chief adviser on heritage conservation 
of the property
Phone: (+420) 472 704 849
Email: radova.lucie@npu.cz

Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje
(regional authority of the Ústí region)
Velká Hradební 3118/48
CZ 400 02 Ústí nad Labem

mgr. ivana Štěrbová – Regional Authority for Heritage 
Preservation
Phone: (+420) 475 657 259
Email: sterbova.i@kr-ustecky.cz

other persons contributing  to preparation:

chrám chmele a Piva
(hop and beer temple)
Náměstí Prokopa Velkého 1951
CZ 438 01 Žatec

ing. Jiří vent, consultation, comparative analysis
Phone: (+420) 415 210 382
Email: vent@chchp.cz

Svaz PĚStitelŮ chmele ČeSKÉ rePubliKy
(hop growers union of the czech republic)
Mostecká 2580
CZ 438 01 Žatec
Email: svaz@czhops.cz
ing. michal Kovařík - consultation
Phone: +420 725 083 078
Email: kovarik@czhops.cz

chmelobrana Žatec
Rafaela Unagra 2939
Ing. Jaroslav Urban, consultation
Phone: +420 603 802 043

regionální rozvojová agentura Ústeckého kraje
(regional development agency of region Ústí)
Velká Hradební 3118/48
CZ 400 02 Ústí nad Labem
Email: rra@rra.cz

8.
b

ministerstvo kultury České republiky
(ministry of culture of the czech republic)
Maltézské náměstí 1
CZ 118 01 Prague 1 – Malá strana
Phone: (+420) 257 085 111
Email: epodatelna@mkcr.cz

městský úřad Žatec
(municipal office of Žatec)
Náměstí Svobody 1
CZ 438 24 Žatec
Phone: (+420) 415 736 111
Email: epodatelna@mesto-zatec.cz

Krajský úřad Ústeckého kraje
(regional authority of the Ústí region)
Velká Hradební 3118/48
CZ 400 02 Ústí nad Labem
Phone: (+420) 475 657 111
Email: epodatelna@kr-ustecky.cz

národní památkový ústav
(national heritage institute – directorate general)
Valdštejnské náměstí 3
CZ 118 01 Prague 1 – Malá Strana
Phone: (+420) 257 010 111
Email: epodatelna@npu.cz

nPÚ – územní odborné pracoviště v Ústí nad labem
(national heritage institute – regional department in 
Ústí nad labem)
Podmokelská 1/38
CZ 400 07 Ústí nad Labem – Krásné Březno
Phone: (+420) 472 704 800
Email: epodatelna@npu.cz

8.b   oFFicial local inStitution / agency
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chrám chmele a Piva
(hop and beer temple)
Náměstí Prokopa Velkého 1951
CZ 438 01 Žatec
Phone: (+420) 415 210 834
Email: reditel@chchp.cz
Web: www.chchp.cz, www.beertemple.cz

chmelařské muzeum Žatec
(hop museum Žatec)
Nám. Prokopa Velkého 1952
CZ 438 01 Žatec
Phone: (+420) 415 710 062
Email: muzeum@chmelarstvi.cz
Web: www.chmelarskemuzeum.cz

chmelaŘStvÍ, družstvo Žatec
(chmelarStvi, cooperative Žatec)
Mostecká 2580
CZ 438 01 Žatec
Phone: +420 415 733 709, 710
Email: rosa@czhops.cz
Web: http://www.chmelarstvi.cz/en/

chmelařský institut s.r.o., Žatec
(hop research institute co., ltd., Saaz)
Kadaňská 2525
CZ 438 01 Žatec
Phone: +420 415 732 111
Email: patzak@chizatec.cz
Web: http://www.chizatec.cz/en/

muzeum K. a. Polánka
(regional museum of K. a. Polánek)
Husova 678
CZ 438 01 Žatec
Phone: +420 608 200 697
Email: rmz@muzeumzatec.cz
Web: http://www.muzeumzatec.cz/

8.d   oFFicial web addreSS

The project Žatec - The Town of Hops does not have its 
own web site currently (2016). 

Much information is included in pages relating to the town 
itself, to the great complex of the Hops and Beer Temple 
and to the Hops Museum. The Management Plan contains 
creating of a special parts of already existing web pages, 
drawing from the OUV justification and wide descriptive 
and historic information.

In case of successful nomination the working group 
focused on promoting and presentation shall finalize all 
necessary steps for the specific web-pages: www.zatec-
thetownofhops.com

Contact name: Jaroslav Špička (Site manager)
Email: spicka@mesto-zatec.cz 
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Signature on behalf 
of the State Party
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of the State Party
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Signature on behalf of the State Party9.
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9.

Mgr. Daniel Herman
Minister of Culture of the Czech Republic





Special thanks to all the residents, persons, authorities and organizations who contributed to this project. Without their 
help and support, the preparing of this nomination dossier would not have been possible. 
The Management Plan has received financial support from Czech Ministry of Culture.
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